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Creative Commons Book List by 최병선
(datalylab.com, https://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/최병선)

2021년 12월 7일

1. SAS를이용한현대통계학 (Second edition)

2. 행렬의대각화와 Jordan표준형

3. Fourier 해석입문

4. Lebesgue적분입문

5. Wavelet 해석

6. 회귀분석(상)

7. 다변량시계열분석

8. 이산형재무모형의수리적배경

9. 회귀분석(하)

10. 단변량시계열분석

11. 금융공학 IV: Monte Carlo Methods for Finance and Economics

12. 금융공학 V: Introduction to Financial Engineering with R

13. SAS/IML 입문

14. 금융공학 VII: Scientific Computing For Finance and Economics

15. 금융공학 III: Introduction to Financial Engineering

16. 금융공학 VIII: Bayesian Methods for Finance and Economics

17. 계산재무론: Computational Finance

18. 금융공학 IX: Fourier Analysis for Financial Engineering
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Some Suggested Books
For Studying Data Sciences Seriously

by ByoungSeon CHOI
(Updated December 7, 2021)

There has been a Machine Learning (ML) reading list of books in hacker news
for a while, where Professor Michael I. Jordan@UC Berkeley recommends some
books (marked by •) to start on ML for people who are going to devote many
decades of their lives to the field, and who want to get to the research fron-
tier fairly quickly. Recently he articulated the relationship between Computer
Sciences and Statistics amazingly well in his recent reddit ‘Ask Me Anything
(AMA)’, in which he also added some books that dig still further into founda-
tional topics. ByoungSeon Choi(CBS) lists them and adds some important books
(marked by !) and some classical references (marked by *) here for people’s con-
venience and his own reference.

The books marked by ((C) are the ones that CBS has already
used as part of his lectures or would like to use.

1. Fundamentals of Machine Learning

(C) Deisenroth, M.P., Faisal, A.A., and Ong, C.S. (2020) Mathematics for
Machine Learning, Cambridge University Press.-Who wants to study
machine learning should read it first.

(C) Brunton, S.L. and Kutz, J.N. (2019) Data-Driven Science and Engineer-
ing: Machine Learning, Dynamical Systems, and Control, Cambridge
University Press. - More advanced book than Mathematics for Machine
Learning.

(C) Shalev-Shwartz, S. and Ben-David, S. (2014) Understanding Machine
Learning: From Theory to Algorithms, Cambridge University Press.

(C) Blum, A., Hopcroft, J., and Kannan, R. (2020) Foundations of Data
Science, Cambridge University Press.

(C) Rasmussen, C.E. and Williams, C.K.I. (2006) Gaussian Processes for
Machine Learning, MIT Press.

(C) Mohri, M., Rostamizadeh, A. and Talwalkar, A. (2018) Foundations
of Machine Learning (Second edition), MIT Press.-A serious machine
learner should read it.

! Aggarwal, C.C. (2018) Neural Networks and Deep Learning: A Textbook,
Springer. - A new but popular textbook of DL.

! Goodfellow, I., Bengio, Y. and Courville, A. (2016) Deep Learning, MIT
Press. - The most popular book of DL.

1
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(C) Bertsekas, D.P. (2019) Reinforcement Learning and Optimal Control,
Athena Scientific. - A theoterical approch of RL.

! Sutton, R.S. and Barto, A.G. (2018) Reinforcement Learning: An In-
troduction (Second edition), MIT Press. - The most popular book of
RL, but not much of theory.

(C) Theodoridis, S. (2015) Machine Learning: A Bayesian and Optimization
Perspective, Academic Press.-Machine learner who works with signals
should read.

• Iba, H. and Noman, N., Editors (2020) Deep Neural Evolution: Deep
Learning with Evolutionary Computation, Springer. - About recent de-
velopements in deep learning.

• Calin, O. (2020) Deep Learning Architectures: A Mathematical Ap-
proach. Sprinter.

2. Linear Algebra

(C) Gallier, J.H. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimization with Applications
to Machine Learning:Volume I: Linear Algebra for Computer Vision,
Robotics, and Machine Learning, World Scientific. - CBS thinks it will
be a bible to applied mathematicians, particularly machine learners and
computer scientists.

(C) Aggarwal, C. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimization for Machine Learn-
ing: A Textbook, Springer.

(C) Klein, P. (2015) Coding the Matrix: Linear Algebra through Computer
Science Applications, Newtonian Press. - Useful for computer scientists

! Boyd, S. and Vandenberghe, L. (2018) Introduction to Applied Linear
Algebra – Vectors, Matrices, and Least Squares. Cambridge University
Press.- A good introductory book.

• Golub, G., and Van Loan, C. (1996) Matrix Computations, Johns Hop-
kins. - Getting a full understanding of algorithmic linear algebra is also
important.

(C) Simovici, D. (2018) Linear Algebra Tools for Data Mining, World Sci-
entific.
https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/8360

* Gantmacher, F.R. (1959) Theory of Matrices Vol 1 and 2, The Paper-
back – 2012, AMS.-Classic books. You may have a lot of ideas from
these volumes. Downloadable from
https://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~v1ranick/papers/gantmacher1.pdf.

* Chatelin, F. (2012) Eigenvalues of Matrices, Revised edition, SIAM.-It
will be helpful when you program about eigen-analysis.

* Wilkinson, J.H. (1988) The Algebraic Eigenvalue Problem, Revised edi-
tion. Clarendon Press.-A serieous book about numerical linear algebra.

2
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3. Optimization

(C) Gallier, J.H. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimization with Applications
to Machine Learning: Volume II: Fundamentals of Optimization Theory
with Applications to Machine Learning, World Scientific. - CBS thinks it
will be a bible to applied mathematicians, particularly machine learners
and computer scientists.

(C) Boyd, S. and Vandenberghe, L. (2004) Convex Optimization, Cambridge
University Press.

(C) Luenberger, D.G. and Ye, Y. (2016) Linear and Nonlinear Program-
ming, Springer.

(C) Aggarwal, C. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimization for Machine Learn-
ing: A Textbook, Springer.

• Bennis, F. and Bhattacharjya, R.K., Editors (2020) Nature-Inspired
Methods for Metaheuristics Optimization: Algorithms and Applications
in Science and Engineering - Modeling and Optimization in Science and
Technologies 16, Springer.

• Bertsimas, D. and Tsitsiklis, J. (1997) Introduction to Linear Optimiza-
tion, Athena.-A good starting book on linear optimization that will
prepare you for convex optimization.

• Nesterov, Y. and Nesterov, I.E. (2003) Introductory Lectures on Convex
Optimization, Springer.-A start to understand lower bounds in opti-
mization.

4. Information Theory

(C) MacKay, D. (2003) Information Theory, Inference and Learning Algo-
rithms, Cambridge University Press.

(C) Cover, T. and Thomas, J. (2006) Elements of Information Theory, Sec-
ond edition, Wiley.-Classic information theory.

! El Gamal, A. and Kim, Y.H. (2012) Network Information Theory, First
edition, Cambridge University Press.

5. ML for Finance

(C) Oosterlee, C.W. and Grzelak (2019) Mathematical Modeling and Com-
putation in Finance: With Exercises and Python and Matlab Computer
Codes, World Scientific.

(C) Lopez de Prado, M. (2018) Advances in Financial Machine Learning,
Wiley.

(C) Akansu, A.N., Kulkarni, S.R., and Malioutov, D.M. (2016) Financial
Signal Processing and Machine Learning, Wiley-IEEE.

(C) Hilpisch, Y. (2018) Python for Finance: Mastering Data-Driven Fi-
nance (Second edition), O’Reilly Media.

3
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• Kissell, R.L. (2020) Algorithmic Trading Methods, Second Edition: Ap-
plications Using Advanced Statistics, Optimization, and Machine Learn-
ing Techniques, Academic Press.

6. Scientific Computing

(C) Heath, M.T. (2018) Scientific Computing: An Introductory Survey, Re-
vised Second Edition, SIAM.

(C) Ascher, U.M. and Grief, C. (2011) A First Course in Numerical Meth-
ods. SIAM.

(C) Kutz, J.N. (2013) Data-Driven Modeling & Scientific Computation: Meth-
ods for Complex Systems & Big Data, Oxford University Press.

! Abramowitz, M. and Stegun, I.A., Eds. (1964) Handbook of Mathe-
matical Functions With Formulas, Graphs, and Mathematical Tables.
National Bureau of Standards. Downloadable from
http://people.math.sfu.ca/~cbm/aands/abramowitz_and_stegun.pdf.

7. Bayesian Statistics

(C) Barber, D. (2012) Bayesian Reasoning and Machine Learning, Cam-
bridge.

(C) Gelman, A., Carlin, J.B., Stern, H.S., Dunson, D.B., Vehtari, A. and
Rubin, D.B. (2013) Bayesian Data Analysis, Third edition, Chapman
& Hall/CRC.-About Bayesian.

! MacGrayne, S.B. (2012) The Theory That Would Not Die; How Bayes’
Rule Cracked the Enigma Code, Hunted Down Russian Submarines, and
Emerged Triumphant from Two Centuries of Controversy, Yale Univer-
sity Press.

! Silver, N. (2012) The Signal and the Noise: Why So Many Predictions
Fail–but Some Don’t, Penguin Books.

8. Frequentist Statistics

(C) Casella, G. and Berger, R.L. (2001) Statistical Inference, Duxbury Press.-
Intermediate-level statistics book.

• Ferguson, T. (1996) A Course in Large Sample Theory, Chapman &
Hall/CRC.-For a slightly more advanced book that’s quite clear on
mathematical techniques.

• Lehmann, E. (2004) Elements of Large-Sample Theory, Springer.-About
asymptotics which is a good starting place.

• Vaart, A.W. van der (1998) Asymptotic Statistics, Cambridge.-A book
that shows how many ideas in inference (M estimation, the bootstrap,
semiparametrics, etc) repose on top of empirical process theory.

4
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• Tsybakov, A.B. (2008) Introduction to Nonparametric Estimation, Springer.-
Tools for obtaining lower bounds on estimators.

• Efron, B. (2010) Large-Scale Inference: Empirical Bayes Methods for
Estimation Testing, and Prediction, Cambridge,.-A thought-provoking
book.

! McLachlan, G.J. and Krishnan, T. (2008) The EM Algorithm and Ex-
tensions, Second edition, Wiley.

• Rasmussen, C.E. and Williams, C.K.I (2005) Gaussian Processes for
Machine Learning (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning), MIT
Press.

9. Multivariate Statistical Analysis

(C) Johnson, R.A. and Wichern, D.W. (2008) Applied Multivariate Statis-
tical Analysis, Sixth edition, Pearson.

(C) Wainwright, M. J. (2019) High-Dimensional Statistics: A Non-Asymptotic
Viewpoint, Cambridge University Press.

! Anderson, T. W. (2003) An Introduction to Multivariate Statistical Anal-
ysis, Third edition, Wiley.

10. Probability Theory

(C) Mitzenmacher, M. and Upfal, E. (2017) Probability and Computing:
Randomized Algorithms and Probabilistic Analysis (Second edition), Cam-
bridge University Press. - Serious probability textbook of probability
for machine learners. A Harvard University text book.

(C) Vershynin, R. (2018) High-Dimensional Probability: An Introduction
with Applications in Data Science, Cambridge University Press.

• Ross, S.M. (2019) Introduction to Probability Models, Twelfth Edition,
Academic Press.

! Grimmett, G. and Stirzaker, D. (2001) Probability and Random Pro-
cesses, Oxford.-Intermediate-level probability book.

! Pollard, D. (2001) A User’s Guide to Measure Theoretic Probability,
Cambridge.-More advanced level probability book.

(C) Durrett, R. (2010) Probability: Theory and Examples, Fourth edition,
Duxbury.-Standard advanced probability book.

11. Stochastic Prosesses

(C) Ross, S.M. (1996) Stochastic Processes, Second edition, Wiley.

! Gallager, R.G. (2014) Stochastic Processes: Theory for Applications,
Cambridge University Press.

• Puterman, M.L. (2014) Markov Decision Processes: Discrete Stochastic
Dynamic Programming, Wiley.

5
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• Krishnamurthy, V. (2016) Partially Observed Markov Decision Pro-
cesses: From Filtering to Controlled Sensing, Cambridge University
Press.

12. Signal Processing and Time Series Analysis

(C) Little, M.A. (2019) Machine Learning for Signal Processing: Data Sci-
ence, Algorithms, and Computational Statistics, Oxford University Press.

! Vetterli, M., Kovacevic, J. and Goyal, V.K. (2014) Foundations of Signal
Processing, Third edition, Cambridge University Press.

(C) Nielsen, A. (2019) Practical Time Series Analysis: Prediction with Statis-
tics and Machine Learning, O’Reilly Media.

! Priestley, M.B. (1983) Spectral Analysis and Time Series, Volumes I
and II, Academic Press.

! Durbin, J. and Koopman, S.J. (2012) Time Series Analysis by State
Space Methods, Second edition, Oxford University Press.

13. Mathematical Analysis

(C) Simovici, D. (2018) Mathematical Analysis for Machine Learning and
Data Mining, World Scientific.
https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/10702

14. Stochastic Calculus

(C) Øksendal, B. (2003) Stochastic Differential Equations: An Introduction
with Applications, Sixth edition, Springer.

! Karatzas, I. and Shreve, S. (1998) Brownian Motion and Stochastic
Calculus, Springer.

! Rogers, L.C.G. and Williams, D. (2000) Diffusions, Markov processes
and Martingales: Volume 2, Ito Calculus . Second edition, Cambridge
University Press.

15. etc.

! O’Neil, C. (2017) Weapons of Math Destruction, Jordan Ellenberg.

! Sadler, M. and Regan, N. (2019) Game Changer: AlphaZero’s Ground-
breaking Chess Strategies and the Promise, New In Chess.

Remarks from Professor Jordan: “not only do I think that you should
eventually read all of these books (or some similar list that reflects your own
view of foundations), but I think that you should read all of them three
times—the first time you barely understand, the second time you start to
get it, and the third time it all seems obvious.”
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Tentative Course List @ SNU GSDS
by ByoungSeon CHOI (Updated Dec 01, 2021)

2020 Fall Probability and Statistics for Data Science
(Main text) Baron, M. (2019) Probability and Statistics for Computer
Scientists, CRC Press.

2021 Spring Financial Engineering for Data Scientists
(Supplementary text) Oosterlee, C.W. and Grzelak, L.A. (2019) Math-
ematical Modeling And Computation In Finance: With Exercises And
Python, World Scientific.

2021 Fall Intermediate Mathematics for Data Science
(Main text) Deisenroth, M.P., Faisal, A.A., and Ong, C.S. (2020) Part I
of Mathematics for Machine Learning, Cambridge University Press
(Supplementary text) Brunton, S.L. and Kutz, J.N. (2019) Data-Driven
Science and Engineering: Machine Learning, Dynamical Systems, and
Control, Cambridge University Press.

2022 Spring Mathematical Introduction to Machine Learning
(Main text) Deisenroth, M.P., Faisal, A.A., and Ong, C.S. (2020) Part II
of Mathematics for Machine Learning, Cambridge University Press
(Supplementary text) Brunton, S.L. and Kutz, J.N. (2019) Data-Driven
Science and Engineering: Machine Learning, Dynamical Systems, and
Control, Cambridge University Press.
(Supplementary text) Theodoridis, S. (2020) Machine Learning: A Bayesian
and Optimization Perspective (Second Edition), Academic Press.
(Supplementary text) Rasmussen, C.E. and Williams, C.K.I. (2006) Gaus-
sian Processes for Machine Learning, MIT Press.
(Supplementary text) Shalev-Shwartz, S. and Ben-David, S. (2014) Un-
derstanding Machine Learning: From Theory to Algorithms, Cambridge
University Press.
(Supplementary) Simovici, D. (2018) Mathematical Analysis for Machine
Learning and Data Mining, World Scientific.
(Supplementary text) Gallier, J.H. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimiza-
tion with Applications to Machine Learning:Volume I: Linear Algebra for
Computer Vision, Robotics, and Machine Learning, World Scientific.
(Supplementary text) Gallier, J.H. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimiza-
tion with Applications to Machine Learning: Volume II: Fundamentals
of Optimization Theory with Applications to Machine Learning, World
Scientific.

2022 Fall Continuous Mathematical Methods with an Emphasis on Machine
Learning

1
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The lectures will be based on lecture slides of CS 205L@Stanford: Contin-
uous Mathematical Methods with an Emphasis on Machine Learning
(Main Text) Heath, M.T. (2018) Scientific Computing: An Introductory
Survey, Revised Second Edition, SIAM.
(Main Text) Choi, B.S. (2018) Finanical Engineering VII: Scientific Com-
puting for Finance and Economics (Korean), Kim Koo Foundation.
(Supplementary Text) Ascher, U.M. and Grief, C. (2011) A First Course
in Numerical Methods. SIAM.
(Supplementary Text) Kutz, J.N. (2013) Data-Driven Modeling & Scien-
tific Computation: Methods for Complex Systems & Big Data, Oxford
University Press.

2023 Spring Markov chain, Monte Carlo and MCMC for Machine Learning
(Supplementary Text) Choi, B.S. (2016) Finanical Engineering IV: Monte
Carlo Mehtods for Finance and Economics (Korean), Kim Koo Founda-
tion.
(Supplementary Text) Choi, B.S. (2018) Finanical Engineering VIII: Bayesian
Methods for Finance and Economics (Korean), SIRFE.

2023 Fall Optimization for Data Science
(Supplementary text) Gallier, J.H. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimiza-
tion with Applications to Machine Learning: Volume II: Fundamentals of
Optimization Theory with Applications to Machine Learning, World Sci-
entific.
(Supplementary text) Boyd, S. and Vandenberghe, L. (2004) Convex Op-
timization, Cambridge University Press.
(Supplementary text) Jin, Y., Wang, H., and Chaoli, S. (2021) Data-
Driven Evolutionary Optimization: Integrating Evolutionary Computa-
tion, Machine Learning and Data Science, Springer.

2024 Spring Linear Algebra for Data Science
(Supplementary text) Gallier, J.H. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimiza-
tion with Applications to Machine Learning:Volume I: Linear Algebra for
Computer Vision, Robotics, and Machine Learning, World Scientific.
(Supplementary text) Golub, G., and Van Loan, C. (1996) Matrix Com-
putations, Johns Hopkins University Press.

2024 Fall Financial Signal Processing
(Supplementary text) Akansu, A.N., Kulkarni, S.R., and Malioutov, D.M.
(2016) Financial Signal Processing and Machine Learning, Wiley-IEEE
(Supplementary text) Lopez de Prado, M. (2018) Advances in Financial
Machine Learning, Wiley.
(Supplementary text) Hilpisch, Y. (2018) Python for Finance: Mastering
Data-Driven Finance (Second edition), O’Reilly Media.
(Supplementary text) Priestley, M.B. (1983) Spectral Analysis and Time
Series, Volumes I and II, Academic Press.

2
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2025 Spring Stochastic Processes and Stochastic Calculus for Data Science
(Supplementary text) Ross, S. M. (1996) Stochastic Processes, Second
edition, Wiley.
(Supplementary text) Puterman, M.L. (2014) Markov Decision Processes:
Discrete Stochastic Dynamic Programming, Wiley.
(Recommended1) Karatzas, I. and Shreve, S. (1991) Brownian Motion and
Stochastic Calculus, Second edition, Springer.

Candidate 1 Computational Finance
(Supplementary text) Duffy, D. (2021) Numerical Methods in Computa-
tional Finance: A Partial Differential Equation (PDE/FDM) Approach,
Wiley Finance.
(Supplementary text) Hirsa, A. (2013) Computational Methods in Finance,
CRC Press.

Candidate 2 Measure and Probability for Data Science
(Supplementary text) Simovici, D. (2018) Mathematical Analysis for Ma-
chine Learning and Data Mining, World Scientific.
(Supplementary text) Pollard, D. (2001) A User’s Guide to Measure The-
oretic Probability, Cambridge.
(Supplementary text) Mitzenmacher, M. and Upfal, E. (2017) Probability
and Computing: Randomized Algorithms and Probabilistic Analysis (Sec-
ond edition), Cambridge University Press.
(Supplementary text) Durrett, R. (2010) Probability: Theory and Exam-
ples, Fourth edition, Duxbury.

3
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* 강좌 키워드 선형대수학, 해석기하, 행렬분해, 벡터미적분, 확률분포, 최적화 

* 1. 수업목표 

국문 데이터사이언스를 위한 중급수학 

영문 

<필요시 작성> 

I ntermediate Mathematics for Data Sciences 

 

* 2. 교재 및 

참고문헌 

교재 :  Deisenroth & Faisal & Ong (2021)  Mathematics for Machine Learning , Cambridge 

참고문헌 :  Simovici (2018) Mathematical Analysis for Machine Learning and Data Mining, World 

Scientific 

* 3. 평가방법 

성적부여 방식 :  절대평가, 상대평가  

등급제 여부 : A~F, S/U 

구분 출석 과제 중간 기말 수시평가 태도 기타 합계 

비율 10 0 40 40 10 0  100% 

비고  
 

 

지필 

(open 

note) 

지필 

(open 

note) 

    

출석 규정 :  수업일수의 1/3을 초과하여 결석하면 성적은 "F" 또는 "U"가 됨(학칙 85조) 
(담당교수가 불가피한 결석으로 인정하는 경우는 예외로 할 수 있음) 

기타 사항 : 만약 지필고사가 불가능하면, 테이크홈을 실행한다. 

* 4. 정원 외 신청 수용 가능 인원 :  최대 30명 

5. 수강생 

참고사항 

국문 
학부 수준 미적분학, 선형대수학 

면담시간 및 장소 :  화목 3::00 – 3::30 . 942동 421호  

영문 

<필요시 

작성> 

Calculus, Linear Algebra  

면담시간 및 장소 :  Tues, Thur 3:00-3:30, Room 942-421 

* 6. 강의계획 

기본 수업방식 : 강의 위주 

국문 

오늘날 데이터사이언스 과목들은 알고리즘과 방법들에 치중하고, 수강생들은 각 과목

을 수강할 수 있는 수리적 능력이 있다고 가정한다. 그러나, 대학원에서 데이터사이언

스를 전공하고자 하는 학생들은 학부에서 다양한 전공을 하였으므로, 그중 많은 학생

들이 데이터사이언스 책이나 논문을 읽고 그 안의 지식을 제대로 습득하기에는 수리적 

역량이 너무 낮은 경우가 많다. 이 과목은 데이터사이언스를 심각하게 공부하기 위한 

학생들에게 중급 레벨의 수학과 통계 등 수리과학을 가르친다. 다루는 주요 주제는 선

형대수학, 해석기하, 행렬의 분해, 벡터미적분, 확률과 분포, 연속형 최적화 등이다.  
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영문 

<필요시 

작성> 

Current data science courses primarily focus on algorithms and methodologies and 

assume that the audience is competent in mathematical sciences. Since students want 

to study machine learning and deep learning methods have various backgrounds, some 

of them struggle with the mathematical knowledge required to read data science books. 

For many students, there is a big gap between his/her mathematical knowledge and 

mathematical science level required to learn data sciences in depth. In this course, 

intermediate level mathematical sciences are taught for students studying data sciences 

seriously. Topics include Linear algebra, Analytic geometry, Matrix decomposition, Vector 

calculus, Probability and distributions, Continuous optimization.  

 

주차별 강의계획 :  뒤에 첨부  

주차 주제 및 내용 강의진행 방식 수업자료 과제 

     

7. 장애학생 

지원사항 

 

※기본 내용 수정 

가능 

강의수강 관련 

○ 시각장애: 교재 제작(디지털교재, 점자교재, 확대교재 등), 대필도우미 허용 

○ 지체장애: 교재 제작(디지털교재), 대필도우미 및 수업보조 도우미 허용 

○ 청각장애: 대필 및 문자통역 도우미 활동 허용, 강의 녹취 허용 

○ 건강장애: 질병 등으로 인한 결석에 대한 출석 인정, 대필도우미 허용 

○ 학습장애: 대필도우미 허용 

○ 지적장애/자폐성장애: 대필도우미 및 수업 멘토 허용 

과제 및 평가 관련 

○ 시각장애/지체장애/청각장애/건강장애/학습장애: 과제 제출기한 연장, 과제 제출 및 응답 방식의 조정, 평가 

시간 연장, 평가 문항 제시 및 응답 방식의 조정, 별도 고사실 제공 

○ 지적장애/자폐성장애: 개별화 과제 제출 및 대체 평가 실시 

비고 

본 강의를 수강하는 장애학생들에게는 이상의 지원 서비스 이외에도 장애학생 개개인의 특성과 요구에 따라, 지도

교수 및 장애학생지원센터와의 상담을 통하여 적절한 수준의 지원 서비스를 제공합니다. 장애학생에 대한 지원서

비스와 관련하여 문의사항이 있는 학생들은 담당교수 ***(02-880-****) 혹은 장애학생지원센터(02-880-8787)로 문의바

랍니다. 

 

[주차별 강의계획] 

(제1주) 입문  

Finding Words for Intuitions 

(제2주) 선형대수학 

        Systems of Linear Equations, Matrices, Solving Systems of Linear Equations, Vector Spaces 

(제3주) 선형대수학  

 Linear Independence, Basis and Rank, Linear Mappings, Affine Spaces, Further Reading 

(제4주) 해석기하  

Norms, Inner Products, Lengths and Distances, Angles and Orthogonality, Orthonormal Basis 

(제5주) 해석기하  - 22 -



Orthogonal Complement, Inner Product of Functions, Orthogonal Projections, Rotations, 

Further Reading 

(제6주) 행렬분해 

        Determinant and Trace, Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors, Cholesky Decomposition 

        Eigendecomposition and Diagonalization 

(제7주) 행렬분해 

        Singular Value Decomposition, Matrix Approximation, Matrix Phylogeny, Further Reading 

(제8주) 벡터미적분 

        Differentiation of Univariate Functions, Partial Differentiation and Gradients,  

        Gradients of Vector-Valued Functions, Gradients of Matrices 

(제9주) 벡터미적분 

        Useful Identities for Computing Gradients, Backpropagation and Automatic Differentiation, 

Higher-Order Derivatives, Linearization and Multivariate Taylor Series, Further Reading 

(제10주) 확률과 분포 

        Construction of a Probability Space, Discrete and Continuous Probabilities,  

        Sum Rule, Product Rule, and Bayes’ Theorem  

(제11주) 확률과 분포  

        Summary Statistics and Independence, Gaussian Distribution, Conjugacy and the Exponential Family, 

Change of Variables/Inverse Transform, Further Reading 

(제12주) 연속형 최적화 

        Optimization Using Gradient Descent, Constrained Optimization and Lagrange Multipliers 

(제13주) 연속형 최적화 

        Convex Optimization, Further Reading 

(제14주) 복습 
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Intermediate Mathematics for Data Science
A Minimal Survey of Mathematical Topics
Required To Take Data Science Seriously

Graduate School of Data Science at SNU
ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)

1. Course Logistics

• Course number: M3239.004400

• Lecture hours: Mon. and Wed., 15:30-16:45, Room 942-302

• Office hours: Mon. and Wed., 16:45-17:15 (appointment required)

2. Course Description

The purpose of this course is to cover the mathematical foundation of

Machine Learning (ML) that is oft-missing in present-day ML courses. To

understand the importance of narrowing this skill gap, I highly suggest

reading the forward of this course’s main textbook by Deisenroth & Faisal

& Ong.

3. Textbooks

(Main) Deisenroth, M.P., Faisal, A.A., and Ong, C.S. (2020) Mathe-

matics for Machine Learning, Cambridge University Press. (Will be

called MML). Downloadable from https://mml-book.github.io.

(Supplementary) Brunton, S.L. and Kutz, J.N. (2019) Data-Driven

Science and Engineering: Machine Learning, Dynamical Systems,

and Control, Cambridge University Press.

1
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(References) Refer to Some suggested books for studying machine learn-

ing seriously by CBS.

4. Prerequisites

In this class we assume students have mathematical knowledge commonly

covered in high school mathematics and physics. For example, the reader

should be familiar with concepts such as derivatives, integrals, and geomet-

ric vectors in two or three dimensions. Starting from there, we generalize

these concepts.

Note that if you fall into either of the following two categories, you are

not suitable audiences for this course:

(1) If you are not familiar with at least 33.3% of the MML when

you skim through it, then you should NOT take this course.

(2) If you understand at least 90% of the MML when you skim

through it, I think your time can be better spent by taking other

courses to improve your knowledge area breadth and/or depth.

5. Evaluation

(1) During the second week, I will give you a paper notebook with your

name on it, presented by the Graduate School of Data Science.

(2) Throughout this semester you are expected to fill up the notebook

with all your heart and soul. You should take this task seriously

not only will these notebooks be useful for your examinations (see

the below points) but also because your ‘blood, sweat and tears’ will

become a valuable mathematical reference throughout your life.

2
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(3) Assuming that the pandemic does not get in the way, there will be

two open-notebook in-class examinations; one mid-term and one final.

(4) If any in-class examination is made impossible due to COVID-19, a

take-home examination will be administered instead. In this case, you

will turn in your notebook as part of your evaluation.

(5) If either midterm exam or final exam is not taken in class, the credit

will be A0, B0, C0, D0, and F.

6. Lectures

(1) Introduction

1.1 Syllabus

1.2 Introducing some books for our ultimate goal

1.3 Some suggested books for studying machine learning seriously

1.4 Creative Commons Book List by CBS ;

datalylab.com

https://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/%EC%B5%9C%EB%B3%91%EC%84%A0

(2) Linear Algebra

2.1 Systems of Linear Equations

2.2 Matrices

2.3 Solving Systems of Linear Equations

2.4 Vector Spaces

2.5 Linear Independence

2.6 Basis and Rank

2.7 Linear Mappings

2.8 Affine Spaces

2.9 Further Reading

3
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(3) Analytic Geometry

3.1 Norms

3.2 Inner Products

3.3 Lengths and Distances

3.4 Angles and Orthogonality

3.5 Orthonormal Basis

3.6 Orthogonal Complement

3.7 Inner Product of Functions

3.8 Orthogonal Projections

3.9 Rotations

3.10 Further Reading

(4) Matrix Decompositions

4.1 Determinant and Trace

4.2 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

4.3 Cholesky Decomposition

4.4 Eigendecomposition and Diagonalization

4.5 Singular Value Decomposition

4.6 Matrix Approximation

4.7 Matrix Phylogeny

4.8 Further Reading

(5) Vector Calculus

5.1 Differentiation of Univariate Functions

5.2 Partial Differentiation and Gradients

4
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5.3 Gradients of Vector-Valued Functions

5.4 Gradients of Matrices

5.5 Useful Identities for Computing Gradients

5.6 Backpropagation and Automatic Differentiation

5.7 Higher-Order Derivatives

5.8 Linearization and Multivariate Taylor Series

5.9 Further Reading

(6) Probability and Distributions

6.1 Construction of a Probability Space

6.2 Discrete and Continuous Probabilities

6.3 Sum Rule, Product Rule, and Bayes Theorem

6.4 Summary Statistics and Independence

6.5 Gaussian Distribution

6.6 Conjugacy and the Exponential Family

6.7 Change of Variables/Inverse Transform

6.8 Further Reading

(7) Continuous Optimization

7.1 Optimization Using Gradient Descent

7.2 Constrained Optimization and Lagrange Multipliers

7.3 Convex Optimization

7.4 Further Reading

5
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,QWHUPHGLDWH�0DWKHPDWLFV�
IRU�'DWD�6FLHQFH�

2ULHQWDWLRQ�
�������������

%\RXQJ6HRQ &KRL��EVFKRL��#VQX�DF�NU�
*UDGXDWH�6FKRRO�RI�'DWD�6FLHQFH��618

0XVLTXH GX�MRXU

:ROIJDQJ�$PDGHXV�0R]DUW
9LROLQ�6RQDWD�1R�����LQ�*�0DMRU���.�����

�� $OOHJUR�FRQ�VSLULWR

&ODUD�+DVNLO��SLDQR
$UWKXU�*UXPLDX[��YLROLQ

KWWSV���ZZZ�\RXWXEH�FRP�ZDWFK"Y *�T�+��=,�(
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• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/
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6\OODEXV

&RXUVH�1DPHV

,QWHUPHGLDWH 0DWKHPDWLFV�IRU�'DWD�6FLHQFH���
RU

$�0LQLPDO�6XUYH\ RI�0DWKHPDWLFDO�7RSLFV�
5HTXLUHG�7R�7DNH�'DWD�6FLHQFH�6HULRXVO\

RU�

0DWKHPDWLFV�IRU�0DFKLQH�/HDUQLQJ��00/���3DUW�,
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&RXUVH�/RJLVWLFV

� &RXUVH�QXPEHU��0������������
� /HFWXUH�KRXUV��0RQ�DQG�:HG�������������

5RRP��������
� 2IILFH�KRXUV��0RQ�DQG�:HG��������������

�DSSRLQWPHQW�UHTXLUHG�

7H[WERRNV�

� 'HLVHQURWK��0�3���)DLVDO��$�$���DQG�2QJ��&�6���������
0DWKHPDWLFV�IRU�0DFKLQH�/HDUQLQJ��&DPEULGJH�8QLYHUVLW\�
3UHVV���:LOO�EH�FDOOHG�00/��

� 'RZQORDGDEOH�IURP�KWWSV���PPO�ERRN�JLWKXE�LR
� �5HFRPPHQGHG��%UXQWRQ��6�/��DQG�.XW]��-�1���������'DWD�
'ULYHQ�6FLHQFH�DQG�(QJLQHHULQJ��0DFKLQH�/HDUQLQJ��
'\QDPLFDO�6\VWHPV��DQG�&RQWURO��&DPEULGJH�8QLYHUVLW\�
3UHVV�

� �5HFRPPHQGHG��.XW]��-�1���������'DWD�'ULYHQ�0RGHOLQJ�	�
6FLHQWLILF�&RPSXWDWLRQ��0HWKRGV�IRU�&RPSOH[�6\VWHPV�	�%LJ�
'DWD��2[IRUG�8QLYHUVLW\�3UHVV�

� >5HIHUHQFH@�6RPH�6XJJHVWHG�%RRNV�)RU�6WXG\LQJ�'DWD�
6FLHQFHV�6HULRXVO\ E\�&%6���,�ZLOO�GLVFXVV�WKH�OLVW�ODWHU���
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*LW+XE¶V�IRU�00/

� 'RZQORDGDEOH�IURP�KWWSV���PPO�ERRN�JLWKXE�LR�
� KWWSV���JLWKXE�FRP�YEDUWOH�00/�&RPSDQLRQ
� KWWSV���JLWHUV�FRP�PPO�ERRN�PPO�ERRN�JLWKXE�LR
� *LW+XE�� LOPRL�00/�%RRN��&RGH���VROXWLRQV�IRU�
0DWKHPDWLFV�IRU�0DFKLQH�/HDUQLQJ��00/�%RRN�

3UHUHTXLVLWHV�

� $V�PHQWLRQHG�LQ�WKH�SUHIDFH�RI�00/��WKLV�FRXUVH�DVVXPHV�
VWXGHQWV�KDYH�PDWKHPDWLFDO�NQRZOHGJH�FRPPRQO\�FRYHUHG�LQ�
KLJK�VFKRRO�PDWKHPDWLFV�DQG�SK\VLFV��)RU�H[DPSOH��D�VWXGHQW�
VKRXOG�EH�IDPLOLDU�ZLWK�FRQFHSWV�VXFK�DV�GHULYDWLYHV��
LQWHJUDOV��DQG�JHRPHWULF�YHFWRUV��

� ,I�\RX�DUH�QRW�IDPLOLDU�ZLWK�DW�OHDVW�����RI�00/��WKHQ�\RX�
VKRXOG�127�WDNH�WKLV�FRXUVH�

� ,I�\RX�XQGHUVWDQG�DW�OHDVW�����RI�00/��,�WKLQN�\RXU�WLPH�
FDQ�EH�EHWWHU�VSHQW�E\�WDNLQJ�RWKHU�FRXUVHV�WR�LPSURYH�\RXU�
NQRZOHGJH�DUHD�EUHDGWK�DQG�RU�GHSWK�
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,PSRUWDQW�&RUUHFWLRQ�

� &XUUHQWO\��WKHUH�DUH�RYHU����VWXGHQWV�ZKR�ZDQW�WR�HQUROO�WKLV�
FODVV��DQG�WKH�PD[LPXP�HQUROOPHQW�IRU�WKLV�FRXUVH�LV�FDSSHG�
DW�����

� +RZHYHU��WKLV�LV�D�PDWKHPDWLFV�FODVV�IRU�JUDGXDWH�VWXGHQWV��
DQG�,�EHOLHYH�WKH�PD[LPXP�VKRXOG�QRW�EH�RYHU����VWXGHQWV��

� 7KXV��,�XSSHG�WKH�SUHUHTXLVLWHV�DV�IROORZV�
¾ ,I�\RX�DUH�QRW�IDPLOLDU�ZLWK�DW�OHDVW�������RI�00/��WKHQ�
\RX�VKRXOG�127�WDNH�WKLV�FRXUVH�
¾ ,I�\RX�XQGHUVWDQG�DW�OHDVW�����RI�00/��,�WKLQN�\RXU�WLPH�
FDQ�EH�EHWWHU�VSHQW�E\�WDNLQJ�RWKHU�FRXUVHV�WR�LPSURYH�\RXU�
NQRZOHGJH�DUHD�EUHDGWK�DQG�RU�GHSWK�

� ,I�\RX�EHORQJ�WR�HLWKHU�RI�WKHVH�WZR�FDWHJRULHV��,�VWURQJO\�
UHFRPPHQG�DWWHQGLQJ�D�GLIIHUHQW�FRXUVH�WKLV�VHPHVWHU�

(YDOXDWLRQ�

� 'XULQJ�WKH�VHFRQG�ZHHN��,�ZLOO�JLYH�\RX�D�SDSHU�QRWHERRN�
ZLWK�\RXU�QDPH�RQ�LW�DV�FRXUWHV\�RI�WKH�*UDGXDWH�6FKRRO�RI�
'DWD�6FLHQFH�

� 7KURXJKRXW�WKLV�VHPHVWHU�\RX�DUH�H[SHFWHG�WR�ILOO�WKH�
QRWHERRN�ZLWK�DOO�\RXU�KHDUW�DQG�VRXO��<RX�VKRXOG�WDNH�WKLV�
WDVN�VHULRXVO\�QRW�RQO\�ZLOO�WKHVH�QRWHERRNV�EH�XVHIXO�IRU�
\RXU�H[DPLQDWLRQV�EXW�DOVR�EHFDXVH�\RXU�³EORRG��VZHDW�DQG�
WHDUV´�ZLOO�EHFRPH�D�YDOXDEOH�PDWKHPDWLFDO�UHIHUHQFH�
WKURXJKRXW�\RXU�OLIH�

� $VVXPLQJ�WKDW�WKH�SDQGHPLF�GRHV�QRW�JHW�LQ�WKH�ZD\��WKHUH�
ZLOO�EH�WZR�RSHQ�QRWHERRN�LQ�FODVV�SDSHU�H[DPLQDWLRQV��RQH�
PLG�WHUP�DQG�RQH�ILQDO��

� ,I�DQ\�LQ�FODVV�H[DPLQDWLRQ�LV�PDGH�LPSRVVLEOH�GXH�WR�
&29,'�����D�WDNH�KRPH�H[DPLQDWLRQ�ZLOO�EH�DGPLQLVWHUHG�
LQVWHDG�

� ,Q�WKLV�FDVH��\RX�ZLOO�WXUQ�LQ�\RXU�QRWHERRN�DV�SDUW�RI�\RXU�
HYDOXDWLRQ��
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,PSRUWDQW�$GGLWLRQ�

� ,I�HLWKHU�PLGWHUP�H[DP�RU�ILQDO�H[DP�LV�QRW�WDNHQ�LQ�FODVV��
WKH�FUHGLW�ZLOO�EH�$���%���&���'���DQG�)��

&UHDWLYH�&RPPRQV�%RRN�/LVW�E\�&%6����!�

� 6$6ձࡈଞୃо˃ଝ �6HFRQG�HGLWLRQ�
� ଭԱоɽࠪ -RUGDQࣱ
� )RXULHU�ଥ۱ח
� /HEHVJXHחٗࢶ
� :DYHOHW�ଥ۱
� ୣ̆ٗ۱�ۘ��
� Ьضԛ۱ٗࠊ˃ݤ
� ˁؑࢶչֻܹהࢢۏ
� ୣ̆ٗ۱�ଜ��
� Яضԛ۱ٗࠊ˃ݤ
� ଝ˓̖ ,9��0RQWH�&DUOR�0HWKRGV�IRU�)LQDQFH�DQG

(FRQRPLFV�
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&UHDWLYH�&RPPRQV�%RRN�/LVW�E\�&%6���!�

� ଝ˓̖ 9��,QWURGXFWLRQ�WR�)LQDQFLDO�(QJLQHHULQJ�ZLWK�5�
� ח�/6$6�,0
� ଝ˓̖ 9,,��6FLHQWLILF�&RPSXWLQJ�)RU�)LQDQFH�DQG�

(FRQRPLFV�
� ଝ˓̖ ,,,��,QWURGXFWLRQ�WR�)LQDQFLDO�(QJLQHHULQJ
� ଝ˓̖ 9,,,��%D\HVLDQ�0HWKRGV�IRU�)LQDQFH�DQG�

(FRQRPLFV�
� �Խהࢢۏ˃�&RPSXWDWLRQDO�)LQDQFH

� GDWDO\ODE�FRP
� KWWSV���NR�ZLNLSHGLD�RUJ�ZLNL��(&�%���&�(%�%����
�(&����$�

1HZ�&UHDWLYH�&RPPRQV�%RRN��6HS���RI�����
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7RSLFV��

� ,QWURGXFWLRQ
� /LQHDU�DOJHEUD
� $QDO\WLF�JHRPHWU\��,QWURGXFWLRQ�WR�+LOEHUW�VSDFH��
� 0DWUL[�GHFRPSRVLWLRQV�
� 9HFWRU�FDOFXOXV
� 3UREDELOLW\�DQG�GLVWULEXWLRQV
� &RQWLQXRXV�RSWLPL]DWLRQ�

3UHYLRXV�DQG�&XUUHQW�/HFWXUH�6OLGHV�LQ��GDWDO\ODE�FRP
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KWWSV���PMW�FV�LOOLQRLV�HGX�FRXUVHV�GOW�I���

#8,8&

*XVWDY�.OLPW�$UWZRUNV�

� 6HOHFWHG�IURP�WKH�%RRN�E\�-DQLQD�1HQWZLJ
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'HDWK�DQG�/LIH E\�*XVWDY�.OLPW�

� KWWSV���XSORDG�ZLNLPHGLD�RUJ�ZLNLSHGLD�FRPPRQV�WKXPE����G�'HDWKBDQGB/LIHB�
B*XVWDYB.OLPW�MSJ����S[�'HDWKBDQGB/LIHB�B*XVWDYB.OLPW�MSJ

'HDWK�DQG�/LIH �7RG�XQG�/HEHQ��0RUWH H�9LWD�

� 7KLV�LV�RQH�RI�.OLPW
V�FHQWUDO�WKHPHV��FHQWUDO�DOVR�WR�KLV�WLPH�
DQG�WR�KLV�FRQWHPSRUDULHV�DPRQJ�WKHP (GYDUG
0XQFK DQG (JRQ 6FKLHOH�

� .OLPW�PDNHV�RI�LW�D�PRGHUQ�GDQFH�RI�GHDWK��EXW�XQOLNH�
6FKLHOH��KH�LQWURGXFHV�D�QRWH�RI�KRSH�DQG�UHFRQFLOLDWLRQ��
LQVWHDG�RI�IHHOLQJ�WKUHDWHQHG�E\�WKH�ILJXUH�RI�GHDWK��KLV�
KXPDQ�EHLQJV�VHHP�WR�GLVUHJDUG�LW�

� 7KH�LPDJLQDWLRQ�RI�WKH�DUWLVW�LV�IRFXVHG�QR�ORQJHU�RQ�SK\VLFDO�
XQLRQ��EXW�UDWKHU�RQ�WKH�H[SHFWDWLRQ�WKDW�SUHFHGHV�LW��3HUKDSV�
WKLV�QHZ�IRXQG�VHUHQLW\�LV�URRWHG�LQ�.OLPW
V�RZQ�DZDUHQHVV�
RI�DJLQJ�DQG�FORVHQHVV�WR�GHDWK��%XW�EHIRUH�WKH�PRPHQW�
FDPH�ZKHQ�KH�FKRVH�WR�GHSLFW�QRWKLQJ�PRUH�WKDQ�PRPHQWV�RI�
LQWHQVH�SOHDVXUH�RU�PLUDFXORXV�EHDXW\�DQG�\RXWK�

� )URP�KWWSV���HQ�ZLNLSHGLD�RUJ�ZLNL�'HDWKBDQGB/LIH
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 1 of MML 
Introduction

2021. 09. 01.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Elga: Cello Concerto in E minor, Op.85 
I. Adagio-Moderato 

II. Lento-Allegro Molto 
III. Adagio 

IV. Allegro, ma non troppo

Cello: Jacqueline Du Pré
Conductor: Sir John Barbirolli 

BBC Symphony Orchestra

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1mPDG9-pq4
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Du Pré and the Elgar Cello Concerto

Du Pré's most popular recordings have been those of 
the Elgar Cello Concerto, which include four versions from
her twelve-year career. The earliest is a 'live' performance with
Sir Malcolm Sargent from 1963; the latest is a Philadelphia
concert with a Barenboim from 1970. The performance with
Barenboim that was filmed for Nupen's documentary in 1967 
is also available now on videotape. Best of all, in the opinion
of many, is her studio recording with Barbirolli with 1965. Du
Pré conveys all of Elgar's yearning, tenderness and defiant
despair, and Barbirolli's accompaniment is almost telepathic in
its response to each fluctuation of tempo and tone colour. The 
Rough Guide to Classical Music says, "Few cellists have
penetrated the concerto's inner recesses so deeply, or produced
a performance of such burning intensity. This is the place to
begin any Elgar collection.” 

datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/
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Machine Learning and 
Data Science

Acronyms

• ML = Machin Learning
• DL = Deep Learning
• RL = Reinforcement Learning
• DS = Data Science
• AI = Artificial Intelligence

• MML = Mathematics of Machin Learning (textbook)
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Relations among ML, DL and RL

• During the lectures, we consider 
 Machine Learning (ML) includes Deep Learning (DL) and 

Reinforcement Learning (RL)

https://www.inf.elte.hu/en/content/data-science-in-
computer-science-msc.t.1732?m=361
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[Wiki] Liebig’s Law of the Minimum

• Liebig's law of the minimum, often simply 
called Liebig's law or the law of the minimum
(aka Barrel’s law) , is a principle developed 
in agricultural science by Carl Sprengel (1840) 
and later popularized by Justus von Liebig.
• It states that growth is dictated not by total 

resources available, but by the scarcest 
resource (limiting factor). 
• The law has also been applied to biological 

populations and ecosystem models for factors 
such as sunlight or mineral nutrients. 
• Your DS capability will  follow this law. (CBS)

What is Machine Learning 
(including DL and RL)?
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Dan Ariely

Big Data/ML/AI/DS

Professor of psychology and behavioral economics at Duke University
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Landmark study about honesty and cheating was found 
to have relied on faked data | Daily Mail Online

We Start from Some Quotes about Learning

• “Learning denotes changes in the systems that are adaptive 
in the sense that they enable the system to do the same task 
(or tasks drawn from the same population) more effectively 
the next time.” –Herbert Simon
• “Learning is constructing or modifying representations of 

what is being experienced.” –Ryszard Michalski
• “Learning is making useful changes in our minds.” –Marvin 

Minsky.

• “Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence 
(AI) and computer science which focuses on the use of data 
and algorithms to imitate the way that humans learn, 
gradually improving its accuracy.”-IBM 
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/machine-learning
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What We Talk About When We  Talk About “Learning”

• Data is cheap and abundant (data warehouses, data marts), 
but knowledge is expensive and scarce. 
• Learning general models from a data of particular examples 
• Build a model that is a good and useful approximation to the 

data.

16

Why we study learning now?  

• We understand human and biological learning
• Computer systems with new capabilities
• Time is right.
 Initial algorithms and theory in place.
 Growing amounts of on-line data
 Computational power available.
 Necessity: many things we want to do can NOT be  

done by nprogramming|.
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Types of Learning Tasks

[1] Supervised learning
 Learn to predict output when given an input vector

[2] Unsupervised learning
 Create an internal representation of the input e.g. form 

clusters; extract features
 Big datasets do NOT come with labels.

[3] Reinforcement learning
 Learn action to maximize payoff

 Payoff is often delayed
 Exploration vs. exploitation
 Online setting

17

[1] Supervised Learning = Generalization 

• Generalization is the concept that humans and other animals 
use past learning in present situations of learning if the 
conditions in the situations are regarded as similar. 
• The learner uses generalized patterns, principles, and other 

similarities between past experiences and novel experiences 
to more efficiently navigate the world
• Both positive and negative effects have been shown in 

education through learned generalization and its contrasting 
notion of discrimination learning. 
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generalization_(learning)

• We can say that learning is the ability to perform a task in a 
situation which has never been encountered before
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[2] Unsupervised Learning

• Learning “what normally happens”
• Important for AGI (Artificial General Intelligence)
• Clustering: Grouping similar instances
• Example applications

 Customer segmentation in CRM (customer relationship 
management)

 Image compression: Color quantization
 Bioinformatics: Learning motifs

[3] Reinforcement Learning

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Reinforcement_lea
rning_diagram.svg
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[Ref] Architects of Intelligence

• Book explores the promise, pitfalls of AI
• Architects of Intelligence features commentary from 23 Top 

artificial intelligence scientists and entrepreneurs

https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/ai/
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Logics of Data Science

Logics for Data Science
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Karl Popper’s Falsification

• Karl Popper (1902-1994): Philosopher of Science
• Scientific practice is characterized by its continual 

effort to test theories against experience and make 
revisions based on the outcomes of these tests.
• By contrast, theories that are permanently 

immunized from falsification by the introduction of 
untestable ad hoc hypotheses can no longer be 
classified as scientific.
• Induction is a scientific way of reasoning.

Induction and Abduction in Data Science

• ML rearch is mainly focused on inductive techniques, 
leading from specific examples to general rules, with 
applications to classification, diagnosis and program 
synthesis.
• Abduction has been used in ML, but its use was typically an 

aside technique, to be integrated or added on top of the basic 
inductive scheme. 
• Abductive reasoning used in explanation-based learning 

systems as a heuristic to guide search in top-down 
specialization.
• Abduction = ̆ئ = 㸬㬯㺸
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[Example] Game of Thrones
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An Abduction from Game of Thrones

• Back in Game of Thrones season 3, when Melisandre met 
Arya for the first time, the Red Priestess told Arya: "I see a 
darkness in you, and in that darkness, eyes staring back at 
me. Brown eyes, blue eyes, green eyes, eyes you’ll shut 
forever. We will meet again". 
• For the brown, Walder Frey is Arya’s biggest kill with that 

eye color. For the blue, the Night King with blue eyes is 
killed by Arya.

• As for the green, a favorite fan theory was that this referred 
to Cersei Lanister, yet Arya did not kill the Queen. 

Statistics vs Machine Learning (Estimation)

Statistics (Frequentist)

• Induction

• Mean-squared error

• Unbiasedness
• Sufficiency
• Consistency
• Efficiency
• Asymptotic normality

Machine Learning

• Abduction

• Regularization
(Grenander’s phenomenon)

• Unbiasedness
• Sufficiency
• Consistency
• Efficiency
• Asymptotic normality
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Statistics vs Machine Learning (Testing hypothesis)

Statistics

• Type 1 error
• Type 2 error
• Most powerful test

Machine Learning

• False negative error
• False positive error
• FP-FN trade-off (ROC curve, 

Pareto optimal)

• Iris recognition (G-S8)
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=gtQ4yzbsi-c
• Medical tests

Tossing a new word, “Sciencification” (a personal view)

• 6FLHQFH�ȥ�6FLHQFLI\ ȥ�6FLHQFLILFDWLRQ

• %XW�6FLHQFLILFDWLRQ QRW 6FLHQWLILFDWLRQ

• 7KH�SDUW�RI�PDFKLQH�OHDUQLQJ�UHDVRQLQJ�
VKRXOG�EH�VFLHQFLILHG��
RWKHUZLVH�PDFKLQH�OHDUQLQJ�GRHV�127 EHORQJ�WR�
VFLHQFH�

• ,W�LV�D�ZD\�IURP�P\WKV�WR�VFLHQFH�
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Science(䎝㟀) or Delusion(䬐㧵)

Delusion (ײୌ, 䬐㧵)

• A delusion is a firm and fixed belief based on 
inadequate grounds not amenable to rational 
argument or evidence to contrary, not in sync with 
regional, cultural and educational background. 

• As a pathology(ػչଝ), it is distinct from a belief 
based on false or incomplete information, 
congabulation(९ऎ), dogma, illusion, or some 
other misleading effects of perceptron. 
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A Black Box

AI is a delusion
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Sciencification

Go Space with AlphaZero
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Game Changer: AlphaZero's Groundbreaking Chess 
Strategies and the Promise of AI

• Sadler and Regan investigated more than two thousand 
previously unpublished games by AlphaZero. 
• Sadler and Regan had unparalleled access to its team of 

developers and were offered a unique look ‘under the bonnet’ 
to grasp the depth and breadth of AlphaZero’s search. 
• Sadler and Regan reveal its thinking process and tell the 

story of the human motivation and the techniques that 
created AlphaZero.

Where AI to go? (personal perspective)

Understanding the inside of  AI methods

Explainable AI results

Useful theories via AI
Domain Knowledge!
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Sciencification is definitely necessary to complete AGI.

• Artificial general intelligence (AGI) is the intelligence of a 
machine that could successfully perform any intellectual task 
that a human being can. It is a primary goal of some artificial 
intelligence research and a common topic in science fiction 
and future studies. Some researchers refer to Artificial 
general intelligence as "strong AI", "full AI" or as the ability 
of a machine to perform "general intelligent action"; others 
reserve "strong AI" for machines capable of experiencing 
consciousness.
• Weak AI (aka "applied AI“, "narrow AI") is the use of 

software to study or accomplish specific problem solving or 
reasoning tasks. It does not attempt to perform the full range 
of human cognitive abilities.

Artificial Intelligence Pioneer Says We Need to Start Over

• In 1986, Geoffrey Hinton co-authored a paper that, three 
decades later, is central to the explosion of artificial 
intelligence (AI). But Hinton says his breakthrough method 
should be dispensed with, and a new path to AI found.
• Speaking with Axios on the sidelines of an AI conference in 

Toronto on Wednesday, Hinton, a professor emeritus at the 
University of Toronto and a Google researcher, said he is 
now "deeply suspicious" of back-propagation, the workhorse 
method that underlies most of the advances we are seeing in 
the AI field today, including the capacity to sort through 
photos and talk to Siri. "My view is throw it all away and 
start again," he said.
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Communications of the ACM

• The bottom line: Other scientists at the conference said back-
propagation still has a core role in AI's future. But Hinton 
said that, to push materially ahead, entirely new methods 
will probably have to be invented. "Max Planck said, 
'Science progresses one funeral at a time.' The future 
depends on some graduate student who is deeply suspicious 
of everything I have said.“
• https://cacm.acm.org/news/221108-artificial-intelligence-

pioneer-says-we-need-to-start-over/fulltext?mobile=false
• Communications of the ACM, September 18, 2017

Science of Deep Learning  <1> 

• http://www.nasonline.org/programs/nas-
colloquia/completed_colloquia/science-of-deep-learning.html

• Artificial neural networks have re-emerged as a powerful concept 
for designing state-of-the-art algorithms in ML and AI.  

• Across a variety of fields, these architectures seem to outperform
time-honored ML methods. 

• Interestingly, our understanding of why and when these methods 
work remains limited. 

• At the same time, an increasing number of mission-critical 
systems depend on deep neural networks, from autonomous 
vehicles to social media platforms that influence political 
discourse. 

• Scientists are also beginning to rely more on DL as a knowledge 
discovery tool as research becomes ever more data driven.
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Science of Deep Learning  <2>

• \url{The science of deep learning | PNAS} 
• Richard Baraniuk, David Donoho, and Matan Gavis
• Scientists today have completely different ideas of what 

machines can learn to do than we had only 10 y ago.
• In image processing, speech and video processing, machine 

vision, natural language processing, and classic two-player 
games, in particular, the state-of-the-art has been rapidly 
pushed forward over the last decade, as a series of machine-
learning performance records were achieved for publicly 
organized challenge problems. In many of these challenges, 
the records now meet or exceed human performance level. 
• The 2010s produced a true technology explosion, a one-

time–only transition: The sudden public availability of 
massive image and text data. Billions of people posted 
trillions of images and documents on social media, as the 
phrase “Big Data” entered media awareness. 

Science of Deep Learning  <3>

• Deep learning might be deployed more broadly in science 
itself, thereby accelerating the progress of existing fields; 

 theorists might develop better understanding of the 
conundrums and paradoxes posed by this decade’s deep-
learning revolution;

 and scientists might understand better how industry-driven 
innovations in machine learning are affecting societal-level 
systems. 
• Such opportunities will be challenging to pursue, not least 

because they demand new resources and talent. 
• They hope that the special issue stimulates vigorous new 

scientific efforts pursuing such opportunities, leading 
perhaps to further discussions on deep learning in the pages 
of future editions of PNAS (Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America).  
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Probably Approximately 
Correct Learning (PAC)

PAC

• In computational learning theory, probably approximately 
correct (PAC) learning is a framework for mathematical 
analysis of ML. It was proposed in 1984 by Leslie Valiant.
• In this framework, the learner receives samples and must 

select a generalization function (called the hypothesis) from 
a certain class of possible functions. The goal is that, with 
high probability (the "probably" part), the selected function 
will have low generalization error (the "approximately 
correct" part). The learner must be able to learn the concept 
given any arbitrary approximation ratio, probability of 
success, or distribution of the samples. 
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[Ref] PAC

PAC

• Probably Approximately Correct

•CBS names it 
Prisoner of Artificial Commonsense
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Aim of AI
(or ML, DL, RL, DS)

LeCun and His Followers <1> 
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LeCun and His Followers <2> 

Modeling

•Why does the Chief AI Scientist of Facebook 
and Professor of NYU fly the twitter?
• CBS thinks Dr. LeCun emphasizes the 

capability of modeling.
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Modeling Categories

• Applied Probability Modeling
(Machine learning, Deep learning, … )
• Stochastic Modeling 

(Time series, Stochastic process, Reinforcement learning, …)

The Aim of This MML Class

Through the lectures, 
we study the fundamentals of 
mathematics (deduction) and 
statistics (induction)
to reinforce our modeling capability.
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MML: Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation 

Three Main Components of ML
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Three Main Components of ML

• ML is about designing algorithms that automatically extract 
valuable information from data. 

• 3 concepts at the core of ML: data, model, and learning.

(1) Data

• Since ML is inherently data driven, data is at the core of  ML. 
• The goal of ML is to design general-purpose methodologies 

to   extract valuable patterns from data, ideally without much 
domain-specific expertise. 
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Data          Vector

• While not all data is numerical, it is often useful to consider 
data in a number format. 
• We assume that data has already been appropriately 

converted into a numerical representation suitable for 
reading into a computer program. 
• Therefore, we think of data as vectors. 

• There are (at least) three different ways to think about 
vectors: 

 a vector as an array of numbers (a computer science view), 
 a vector as an arrow with a direction and magnitude (a 

physics view), 
 a vector as an object that obeys addition and scaling (a 

mathematical view)

(2) Model

• To achieve this goal, we design models that are typically 
related  to the process that generates data, similar to model 
the dataset we  are given. 
• For example, in a regression setting, the model would 

describe a function that maps inputs to real-valued outputs.   
• A model is said to learn from data if its performance on a 

given  task improves after the data is taken into account. 
• The goal is to find good models that generalize well to yet 

unseen data, which we may care about in the future. 
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Good Model

• A model is typically used to describe a process for 
generating data, similar to the dataset at hand. 
• Good models can also be thought of as simplified versions of 

the real (unknown) data-generating process, capturing 
aspects that are relevant for modeling the data and extracting 
hidden patterns from it. 
• A good model can then be used to predict what would 

happen in the real world without performing real-world 
experiments.

(3) Learning

• Learning can be understood as a learning way to 
automatically find patterns and structure in data by 
optimizing the parameters of the model.
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Training for Unseen Data

• Assume we are given a dataset and a suitable model. 
• Training the model means to use the data available to 

optimize some parameters of the model w.r.t. utility function 
that evaluates how well the model predicts the training data. 
• Most training methods can be thought of as an approach 

analogous to climbing a hill to reach its peak. (Optimization)
• Performing well on data that we have already seen (training 

data) may only mean that we found a good way to memorize 
the data. 
• However, this may NOT generalize well to unseen data.
• In practical applications, we often need to expose our ML 

system to situations that it has NOT encountered before.
• Remind that we are interested in the model to perform well 

on unseen data. 

Summary

• We represent data as vectors.
• We  choose an appropriate model, either using the  

probabilistic or optimization view.
• We learn from available data by using numerical 

optimization methods with the aim that the model performs 
well on data not used for training.
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How to Read the MML

Mathematical Foundations of ML

• The mathematical foundations of ML are important in order 
to understand fundamental principles upon which more 
complicated ML systems are built. 
• Understanding these principles can facilitate 
 creating new ML solutions, 
 understanding and debugging existing approaches, 
 learning about the inherent assumptions and limitations of 

the methodologies we are working with.
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Case by Case

• A challenge we face regularly in ML is that concepts and 
words are slippery, and a particular component of the ML 
system can be abstracted to different mathematical concepts. 

• For example, the word “algorithm” is used in at least two 
different senses in the con- text of ML. 

 (1) The phrase “ML algorithm” is to mean a system that 
makes predictions based on input data. We refer to these 
algorithms as predictors. 

 (2) The phrase “ML algorithm” is to mean a system that 
adapts some internal parameters of the predictor so that it 
performs well on future unseen input data. We refer to this 
adaptation as training a system

Vector

• While not all data is numerical, it is often useful to consider 
data in a number format. 
• We assume that data has already been appropriately 

converted into a numerical representation suitable for 
reading into a computer program. 
• Therefore, we think of data as vectors. 

• There are (at least) three different ways to think about 
vectors: 

 a vector as an array of numbers (a computer science view), 
 a vector as an arrow with a direction and magnitude (a 

physics view), 
 a vector as an object that obeys addition and scaling (a 

mathematical view)
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Bottom-Up Strategy for Understanding ML-Math

• Building up the concepts from foundational to more 
advanced. 
• This is often the preferred approach in more technical fields, 

such as mathematics. 
• This strategy has the advantage that the reader at all times is 

able to rely on their previously learned concepts. 
• Unfortunately, for a practitioner many of the foundational 

concepts are NOT particularly interesting by themselves, and 
the lack of motivation means that most foundational 
definitions are quickly forgotten.

Top-Down Strategy for Understanding ML-Math

• Drilling down from practical needs to more basic 
requirements. 
• This goal-driven approach has the advantage that the readers 

know at all times why they need to work on a particular 
concept, and there is a clear path of required knowledge. 
• The downside of this strategy is that the knowledge is built 

on potentially shaky foundations, and the readers have to 
remember a set of words that they do NOT have any way of 
understanding.
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How to Read the MML

• There are more than two ways to read this book. 
• Most readers learn using a combination of top-down and 

bottom-up approaches.
• Sometimes building up basic mathematical skills before 

attempting more complex concepts
• But also choosing topics based on applications of ML

• The four pillars of ML we cover in this book require a solid  
mathematical foundation laid out in Part I.

MML

• Part I: Mathematical Foundations of ML
• Part II: Central ML problems; Four Pillars of ML

• The four pillars of ML covered in MML require a solid  
mathematical foundation laid out in Part I.
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The Four Pillars of ML

Part I of the MML
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Chapters of Part I <1>

• Chapter 2. Linear Algebra                                                    
We represent numerical data as vectors and represent a table 
of such data as a matrix. The study of vectors and matrices is 
called linear algebra. 
• Chapter 3. Analytic Geometry                                              

Given two vectors representing two objects in the real world, 
we want to make statements about their similarity. The idea 
is that vectors that are similar should be predicted to have 
similar outputs by our ML algorithm (our predictor). To 
formalize the idea of similarity between vectors, we need to 
introduce operations that take two vectors as input and return 
a numerical value representing their similarity. The 
construction of similarity and distances is central to analytic 
geometry, i.e., an introduction to Hilbert space. 

Chapters of Part I <2>

• Chapter 4. Matrix Decomposition                                       
Introduce some fundamental concepts about   matrices and 
matrix decomposition. Some operations on matrices are 
extremely useful in ML, and they allow for an intuitive 
interpretation of the data and more efficient learning.
• Chapter 6. Probability and Distribution                               

We often consider data to be noisy observations of some true 
underlying signal. We hope that by applying ML we can 
identify the signal from the noise. This requires us to have a 
language for quantifying what “noise” means. We often 
would also like to have predictors that allow us to express 
some sort of uncertainty, e.g., to quantify the confidence we 
have about the value of the prediction at a particular test data 
point. Quantification of uncertainty is  the  realm  of  
probability  theory, which is  covered here. 
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Chapters of Part I <3>

• Chapter 4. Matrix Decomposition                                       
Introduce some fundamental concepts about   matrices and 
matrix decomposition. Some operations on matrices are 
extremely useful in ML, and they allow for an intuitive 
interpretation of the data and more efficient learning.
• Chapter 5. Vector Calculus                                                            

Many optimization techniques require the concept of a 
gradient, which tells us the direction in which to search for a   
solution. This chapter is about vector calculus and details the        
vector calculus concept of gradients. Also, backpropagation 
and automatic differentiation are discussed.(sgd)

Chapters of Part I <4>

• Chapter 6. Probability and Distribution                               
We often consider data to be noisy observations of some true 
underlying signal. We hope that by applying ML we can 
identify the signal from the noise. This requires us to have a 
language for quantifying what “noise” means. We often 
would also like to have predictors that allow us to express 
some sort of uncertainty, e.g., to quantify the confidence we 
have about the value of the prediction at a particular test data 
point. Quantification of uncertainty is  the  realm  of  
probability  theory, which is  covered here. 
• Chapter 7. Continuous Optimization                                    

To train ML models, we typically find parameters that 
maximize some performance measure. In this chapter, we 
talk about optimization to find maxima/minima of functions.
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Part II of the MML; Four Pillars of MML

Chapters of Part II <1>

• Chapter 8. When Models Meet Data                                            
We restate the three components of machine learning (data, 
models, and parameter estimation) in a mathematical fashion. 
In addition, we provide some guidelines for building 
experimental set-ups that guard against overly optimistic
evaluations of ML systems. Recall that the goal is to build a 
predictor that performs well on unseen data.

• Chapter 9. Linear Regression                                                         
We will have a close look at linear regression, where our 
linear  regression objective is to find functions that map
inputs x to corresponding observed function values y, which 
we can interpret as the labels of their respective inputs. We 
will discuss classical model fitting (parameter estimation) via 
maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori estimation, 
as well as Bayesian linear regression, where we integrate the 
parameters out instead of optimizing them.
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Chapters of Part II <2>

• Chapter 10. Dimensionality reduction                                         
The second pillar is dimensionality reduction using principal 
component analysis. The key objective of dimensionality 
reduction is to find a compact, lower-dimensional representation 
of high-dimensional data x, which is often easier to analyze than 
the original data. Unlike regression, dimensionality reduction is 
only concerned about modeling the data - there are no labels 
associated with a data point x.

• Chapter 11. Density Estimation  (Discretement)                                                                   
The third pillar is density estimation. The density estimation 
objective is to find a probability distribution that describes a given 
dataset. We will focus on Gaussian mixture models for this 
purpose, and we will discuss an iterative scheme to find the 
parameters of this model. As in dimensionality reduction, there are 
no labels associated with the data points x. However, we do not 
seek a low-dimensional representation of the data. Instead, we are 
interested in a density model that  describes  the  data.

Chapters of Part II <3>

• Chapter 12. Classification with Support Vector Machine       
The fourth pillar is classification. We will discuss 
classification in the context of support vector machines. 
Similar to regression, we have inputs x and corresponding 
labels y. However, unlike regression, where the labels were 
real-valued, the labels in classification are integers, which 
requires special care.
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URL of MML

• Some exercises in Part I, which can be done mostly by pen 
and paper. 
• For Part II, programming tutorials (jupyter notebooks) are 

provided to explore some properties of the ML algorithms. 

• https://mml-book.com
• Here tutorials,  errata,  and  additional  materials  can  be  

found.  Mistakes can  be  reported  and  feedback  provided  
using  the  preceding  URL.

For the Further Studies
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Data-Driven Science and Engineering

Table of Contents

Part I. Dimensionality Reduction and Transforms:
1. Singular value decomposition
2. Fourier and wavelet transforms
3. Sparsity and compressed sensing

Part II. Machine Learning and Data Analysis:
4. Regression and model selection
5. Clustering and classification
6. Neural networks and deep learning

Part III. Dynamics and Control:
7. Data-driven dynamical systems
8. Linear control theory
9. Balanced models for control
10. Data-driven control

Part IV. Reduced-Order Models:
11. Reduced-order models (ROMs)
12. Interpolation for parametric ROMs.
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What is a Reduced Order Model?

• Reduced order models (ROMs) are simplifications of high-
fidelity, complex models. They capture the behavior of these 
source models so that engineers can quickly study a system’s 
dominant effects using minimal computational resources.
• ROMs have become popular in the product development 

industry because engineers are facing market demands for 
shorter design cycles that produce higher quality products.

Data-Driven Modeling & Scientific Computation: 
Methods for Complex Systems & Big Data

• https://pdf.zlibcdn.com/dtoken/1389d3a64eba55c85230e86a
6f5c86b7/Data-
Driven_Modeling__Scientific_Computation_Met_2344737_
(z-lib.org).pdf
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Table of Contents

I Basic Computations and Visualization
1:MATLAB Introduction
2:Linear Systems
3:Curve Fitting
4:Numerical Differentiation and Integration
5:Basic Optimization
6:Visualization

II Differential and Partial Differential Equations
7:Initial and Boundary Value Problems of Differential Equations
8:Finite Difference Methods
9:Time and Space Stepping Schemes: Method of Lines
10:Spectral Methods
11:Finite Element Methods

Table of Contents

III Computational Methods for Data Analysis
12:Statistical Methods and Their Applications
13:Time-Frequency Analysis: Fourier Transforms and Wavelets
14:Image Processing and Analysis
15:Linear Algebra and Singular Value Decomposition
16:Independent Component Analysis
17:Image Recognition
18:Basics of Compressed Sensing
19:Dimensionality Reduction for Partial Differential Equations
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Pallas Athene by Gustav Klimt 

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Klimt_-_Pallas_Athene.jpeg

Pallas Athene by Remblant

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pallas_Athena_by_Rembrandt
_Museu_Calouste_Gulbenkian_1488.jpg
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajtpaMkLu_k
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/
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Elementary 

• Anton, H. and Rorres, C. (2014) Elementary Linear Algebra; 
Applications Version (Eleventh Edition), Wiley 
• https://geometria.math.bme.hu/sites/geometria.math.bme.hu/

files/users/csgeza/howard-anton-chris-rorres-elementary-
linear-algebra-applications-version-11th-edition.pdf

Who Studies Data Science Seriously Should Read

• Gallier, J. and Quaintance, J. (2020) Linear Algebra and 
Optimization with Applications to Machine Learning, 
Volume I: Linear Algebra for Computer Vision, Robotics, 
and Machine Learning, World Scientific.
• https://www.cis.upenn.edu/~jean/gbooks/linalg.html
• https://www.cis.upenn.edu/~jean/home.html
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ϝચٓ

• ܹʈݦঐ̛ɾ ΖΟˈ ܹʈଝۢ ଥएִࢽ Ϡઝձ
Οϼ߭ ࣲ ʨТЬ
• ϠઝЕ  ɼٸࣱ Ѹ߭ݡТЬ
• ٗؑɼ ߾оݤі��ԻΟࢿח ଝۢҚ
іݛ߯یоଝࡕ ߾Ҫٻ оʠ ଜЕח؏ ʨ
ʼ Ԇऐଞ ʨ ʋए ���ТЬݡ߉
• ɽ Իط˕ Ϡઝձ ٗؑଥ ࣲ оଝۢ ࡁۿ࣯߅ڱ
• Ѫࠝ߅Е ए̧ࡁࡖ  HWO ߾$	4 оଝۢ ղ
ࠠչѦԼ ଜࡁۿ
• ࡁ ߾ݤ� ɽ ˕ оଝۢ߾ʯ ଝۢղҚ தࢶ
Ϡઝձ ࣲ ʨТЬ������Ѱ ����
• л ʋࢳشԸ ॵࠚ߂ऌ վ࠾ۼ
• Я��іਫ਼ݛ߯یоଝࡕ ଝۢҚ ࡁ ߾ٗ��ݤ�
ΰ Իݨ˱ࠉ ࠝѦԼ ଜࡁۿ

Why Linear Algebra?
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[1] Solving
a System of Simultaneous Linear Equations

Four Arithmetic Operations

• Addition
• Subtraction 
• Multiplication
• Division

• How to read
 Three and six equals (is) nine. 
 Seven minus three equals (is) four. 
 Three times two equals (is) six. 
 Six divided by three equals (is) two. 
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̘ݢࢺ،ջࠆ 1Ьˀ

̘ݢࢺ،ջࠆ 2Ьˀ
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̘ݢࢺ،ջࠆ 3Ьˀ

̘ݢࢺ،ջࠆ 4Ьˀ
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̘ݢࢺ،ջࠆ 5Ьˀ

̘ݢࢺ،ջࠆ 6Ьˀ
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̘ݢࢺ،ջࠆ 7Ьˀ

Elimenate ‘x, y, z, =, +’
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;ପԮԸۭݢࢺ،ջࠆ 1Ьˀ

;ପԮԸۭݢࢺ،ջࠆ 2Ьˀ
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;ପԮԸۭݢࢺ،ջࠆ 3Ьˀ

;ପԮۭݢࢺ،ջࠆ 4Ьˀ
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ପԮ; 5Ьˀۭݢࢺ،ջࠆ

;ପԮۭݢࢺ،ջࠆ 6Ьˀ
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;ପԮۭݢࢺ،ջࠆ 7Ьˀ

ପԮԸ૯ୀ 1Ьˀ
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ପԮԸ૯ୀ 2Ьˀ

ପԮԸ૯ୀ 3Ьˀ
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ପԮԸ૯ୀ 4Ьˀ

ପԮԸ૯ୀ 5Ьˀ

Row echelon form (REF)
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ପԮԸ૯ୀ 6Ьˀ

ପԮԸ૯ୀ 7Ьˀ

Reduced row echelon form (RREF)
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Gauss Elimination

• It is the famous

Gauss Elimination
• The process of row reducing until the matrix is reduced is 

sometimes referred to as Gauss–Jordan elimination, to 
distinguish it from stopping after reaching echelon form.

[2] Transformation
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Reconsider

Vectors and Coefficients

ҶԻЕݛৡԂձثਫ਼ҋޱ߾Еʨଥɼࡋݍˁࡉɼ
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Standard Coordinate Vectors

Right Hand Side (RHS)
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Sum of Vectors

Application: 3 Major Nutrients 
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Left Hand Side (LHS)

Sum of Vectors
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Application : 3 Major Nutrients as Foods 

Transformations: Shear and Scaling

• https://people.math.harvard.edu/~knill/teaching/math19b_2011/handouts/lecture08.pdf
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Transformations: Reflection and Projection

Transformations: Rotation
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Transformations: Rotation and Reflection

Transformations: Projection
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Summer and Winter @Patricia Lake

Transformations

• Fourier transform
• Wavelet transform
• Orthogonal transforms
• Taylor series
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[3] Applications of Transformation

[Wiki] Photoelectric Effect

• Incoming photons on the left strike a metal plate (bottom), 
and eject electrons, depicted as flying off to the right.
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave%E2%80%93particle_du

ality
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Light as both a Particle and Wave

• Albert Einstein reintroduced the idea of light as a particle –
the photon
• Einstein believed that light behaved both like a particle and 

wave
• Einstein used the photoelectric effect to demonstrate this: 

when incident light is shone on a metal, the metal emits 
electrons

• If light only acted as a wave, then its amplitude or 
wavelength should affect the number of emitted electrons 
(by conversation of energy)

Floating-Point Arithmetic and IEEE754

ଝ˓̖ VII,  p.60
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Cardinality and Alephs

[ॳˈחଲ]  Ѱۘࠒ∙ࠉ˕ଡ͉ؑࡉЕ Lebesgueחٗࢶ

• Parseval's theorem can also be expressed as follows: 
Suppose           is a square-integrable function over                
with exponential Fourier series

Then, 

• Orthogonal transformation

Completeness
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File:Dispersive_Prism_Illustration_by_Spigget.jpg

• [Wiki] A dispersive prism can be used to break white light up 
into its constituent spectral colors (the colors of rainbow).

Spectral Decomposition

• Let      be an            symmetric matrix. From the spectral 
theorem, we know that there is an orthonormal basis
such that each       is an eigenvector of A.  Let      be the 
eigenvalue corresponding to        where P is the orthogonal 
matrix and D is the diagonal matrix with 
diagonal entries                      The equation                       can 
be rewritten as

• This equation is called the spectral decomposition of 
• Each matrix            has rank 1 and is the matrix of projection

onto the one dimensional subspace spanned by
• The linear map          defined by                             is the 

orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by   
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Spectral Decomposition and Rayleigh Quotient

• Use it for linear discriminant analysis

Proof of Rayleigh Quotient
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Application to Data Science

• Linear discriminant analysis
• Principal component analysis (PCA)
• Internet search engine (e.g., PageRank)
• etc.

Internet Search Engine

Anton & Rorres
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[Wiki] PageRank

• PageRank is an algorithm used by Google Search to 
rank web pages in their search engine results. 

• It is named after both the term "web page" and co-
founder Larry Page.

• PageRank is a way of measuring the importance of website
pages.
• [According to Google] PageRank works by counting the 

number and quality of links to a page to determine a rough 
estimate of how important the website is. The underlying 
assumption is that more important websites are likely to 
receive more links from other websites.

• Mathematically speaking, PageRanks is an algorithm to find 
the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 1.

[4] Regression and Approximation
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Linear Regression Model

[ॳˈחଲ] ୣ̆ٗ۱(ۘ), ࢠ4ࢿ

Least Squares Estimator 
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Extended Matrix Representation

LHS
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Vector Representation

RHS
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Approximations

• Fourier approximation
• Wavelet approximation
• Orthogonal approximation
• Taylor approximation
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Chapter 2 of MML
Linear Algebra

Vectors
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Linear Algebra and Vectors

• When formalizing intuitive concepts, a common approach is to 
construct a set of objects (symbols) and a set of rules to 
manipulate these objects. This is known as an algebra.  

• Linear algebra is the study of vectors and certain algebra rules to 
manipulate vectors. 

• The vectors many of us know from  school  are called “geometric 
vectors”, which are usually denoted by a small arrow above the 
letter,  e.g.,       

• We discuss more general concepts of vectors and use a bold  letter  
to represent them, e.g.,  

• Vectors are special objects that can be added together and 
multiplied by scalars to produce another object of the same kind. 

• From an abstract mathematical viewpoint, any object that satisfies 
these two properties (vector addition and scalar multiplication)  
can be considered a vector. 

Example of Vector Objects: Geometric Vectors

• This example of a vector may be familiar from high school
mathematics and physics. 
• Geometric vectors are directed segments, which can be 

drawn (at least in two dimensions).

• Interpreting vectors as geometric vectors enables us to use 
our intuitions about direction and magnitude to reason about 
mathematical operations.
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Gallier & Qualintance (2020, Vo1 1, p.18)

Example of Vector Objects: Polynomials

• Two polynomials can be added together, which results in 
another polynomial (vector addition); and they can be 
multiplied by a scalar λ (scalar multiplication), and the result 
is a polynomial as well. 

• Thus, Polynomials are (rather unusual) instances of vectors. 
• Note that polynomials are very different from geometric 

vectors. While geometric vectors are concrete “drawings”, 
polynomials are abstract concepts. 
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Example of Vector Objects: Audio Signals

• Audio signals are represented as a series of numbers. 
• We can add audio signals together, and their sum is a new 

audio signal (vector addition). If we scale an audio signal, 
we also obtain an audio signal (scalar multiplication). 

• Therefore, audio signals are a type of vector, too.
• Superposition

Example of Vector Objects:

• Elements of Euclid space         (tuples of n real numbers) are 
vectors. 
• Euclidean space is more abstract than polynomials, and 

it is the concept we focus on.  
• If                    then                      (vector addition) Moreover, 

multiplying                by a scalar      results in a scaled vector                         
(scalar multiplication). 

• Considering vectors as elements of        has an additional 
benefit that it loosely corresponds to arrays of real numbers 
on a computer. 
• Many programming languages support array operations, 

which allow for convenient implementation of algorithms 
that involve vector operations.
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• Linear algebra focuses on the similarities between these 
vector concepts. 
• We can add them together and multiply them by scalars. 
• We will largely focus on vectors in      ,   since most 

algorithms in linear algebra are formulated in  
• We will focus on finite-dimensional vector spaces, in which 

case there is a 1:1 correspondence between any kind of 
vector and          
• When it is convenient, we will use intuitions about geometric 

vectors and consider array-based algorithms.

Euclidean Space 

Cauchy-Schwarz Inequalities
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Cauchy-Schwarz (Sequence)

Cauchy-Schwarz (Integrable Function)
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Cauchy-Schwarz (Random Variable)

Cauchy-Schwarx (Matrix)
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Hilbert Space = Complete Inner Product Space 

Norm
Inner Product

Some Websites 
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Pavel Grinfeld’s Series on Linear Algebra

• MathTheBeautiful

• https://www.youtube.com/c/MathTheBeautiful
• Linear Algebra is one of the most important subjects in 

mathematics. 
• It is a subject with boundless practical and conceptual 

applications. 
• Linear Algebra is the fabric by which the worlds of geometry 

and algebra are united at the most profound level and 
through which these two mathematical worlds make each 
other far more powerful than they ever were individually.

Gilbert Strang’s Course on Linear Algebra

• Instructor Prof. Gilbert Strang
• MIT Course Number 18.06
• As Taught In Spring 2010
• Level Undergraduate
• https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mathematics/18-06-linear-

algebra-spring-2010/index.htm
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3Blue1Brown Series on Linear Algebra

• Essence of Linear Algebra
• A geometric understanding of matrices, determinants, eigen-

stuffs and more.
• https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZHQObOWTQDP

D3MizzM2xVFitgF8hE_ab

Khan Academy Course on Linear Algebra

• Linear Algebra Playlist
• https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYGZlr1StnHj-

6tZLlbZ7vfqDk0LDWRjS
• https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-

matrices
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Mind Map Of The Concepts

Mind Map of Linear Algebra
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2.1 Systems of Linear Equations

A System of Linear Equations
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Inconsistency and Unique Solution

Infinitely Many Solutions
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Solving A System of Linear Equations By Graphing

2.2 Matrices
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Definition of Matrix & Vectorization 

Vectorization

Matrix Addition  
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Matrix Multiplication  <1>

Multiplication <2>
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Matrix Multiplication  <3>

• https://texample.net/tikz/examples/matrix-multiplication/

Example of Multiplication
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[Wiki] Hadamard Product

Why We Need an Identity and an Inverse of Matrix?

• A (really) general problem is to find some
• We can NOT observe      BUT 
• How can we  find     ?
• We first define a matrix     satisfying               for any    , 

which corresponds to 1 in       and      may be called an 
identity
• Define a matrix       satisfying                   which may be 

called a near inverse
• We estimate     by                   Then,

• We wish that               This may be realized, when for  
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Identity Matrix  <1>

Identity Matrix  <2>

• An identity matrix is the matrix analog of the number 1
• If you multiply any matrix (or vector) with a  conformable 

identity matrix the result will be the same matrix (or vector)
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Some Properties of Matrices

Inverse Matrix
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Inverse of a             -Matrix  <1>

Inverse of a  -Matrix  <2>
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Rotations in 2D

• In 2D, a rotation matrix has the following form:

• This rotate column vectors by means of the following matrix 
multiplication:

• Thus,

Inverse of a  -Matrix  <2>

• The direction of vector rotation is counterclockwise if              
and clockwise if 
• Intuitively,  
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Left Inverse and Right Inverse

• If                  then B is the left inverse of A.
• If                  then C is the right inverse of A. 
• If                              then B is the inverse of A.

[Lemma] If then 
(proof) 

Associative Law

Transpose

Example
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[Wiki] Transpose

Properties of Inverses and Transposes
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Symmetric Matrix

Multiplication by a Scalar
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Example of Distributivity

Matrix Representation

Vector

Scalar
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3D Case

Compact Representation of System of Linear Equations
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Garden-On-The-Hill by Gustav Klimt 

• https://www.wikigallery.org/wiki/painting_9861/Gustav-Klimt/Garden-
On-The-Hill
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Chapter	3

Gauss	Elimination
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ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Josef Myrow and Kim Gannon, composers
Autumn Nocturne
Sonny Rollins, tenor saxophone 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-q7H73ZI8E
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

2.1 Systems of Linear Equations
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Compact Way of Formulation 

2.3.1 Particular Solution and General Solution
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Example 

Particular Solution

• Let
• Then,
• Thus, 

• A solution                                                                is called 
the particular solution (special solution).    
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Homogeneous Solutions

•

•

• Homogeneous equation: 
• Nonhomogeneous equation:

General Solution
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Homogeneous Solution and General Solution

Gauss Elimination

• The system of linear equations in the preceding example was 
easy to solve because the matrix in (2.38) has this 
particularly convenient form, which allowed us to find the 
particular and the general solution by inspection. 
• But general equation systems are NOT of this simple form. 
• Fortunately, there exists a constructive algorithmic way of 

transforming any system of linear equations into this 
particularly simple form: Gaussian elimination. 

• Key to Gaussian elimination are elementary transformations 
of systems of linear equations, which transform the equation 
system into a simple form. 
• Then, we can apply the three steps to the simple form that 

we just discussed in the context of the example in (2.38).
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2.3.2    Elementary  Transformations

Gauss(-Jordan) Elimination 
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Operations

• “Operations" is mathematician-ese for "procedures". 
• The four "basic operations" on numbers are addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

• For matrices, there are three basic row operations; that is, 
there are three procedures that you can do with the rows of a 
matrix.

Elementary Transformations (Operations)

• The three basic row operations
• Key to solving a system of linear equations are elementary 

transformations (operations) that keep the solution set the 
same, but that transform the equation system into a simpler  
form:

 Exchange of two equations (rows in the matrix representing 
the system of equations)

 Multiplication of an equation (row) with a scalar
 Addition of two equations (rows)
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Who Does Need Elementary Operations?

• When we ask a computer to solve a system of linear 
equations, we should present the computer a systematic way 
how to solve it.
• The systematic way consists of elementary operations.

• I may say the Gauss elimination is NOT for a person to solve 
a system of linear equations BUT for a computer to do.

Examples from 
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Example 1 <1>

Example 1 <2>
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Example 1 <3>

Gauss Elimination

Make the LHS the Identity Matrix

Gauss-Jordan Elimination
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Example 2 <1>

Example 2 <2>
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Row-Echelon Form (REF)

• The leading coefficient of a row (first nonzero number from 
the left) is called the pivot and is always strictly to the right 
of the pivot of the row above it. Therefore, any equation 
system in row-echelon form always has a “staircase” 
structure. 

Row-Echelon Form (REF)
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Reduced Row-Echelon Form (RREF)

Gauss Elimination

• Gaussian elimination plays an important role 
 when computing determinants (Section 4.1), 
 checking whether a set of vectors is linearly independent

(Section 2.5), 
 computing the inverse of a matrix (Section 2.2.2), 
 computing the rank of a matrix (Section 2.6.2), and 
 determining a basis of a vector space (Section 2.6.1). 
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[Wiki] The Grand Staircase at Utah

Boneyard@Vermilion Cliffs National Monument
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Boneyard@Google Earth: 36.99552, -112.01308

Augmented Coefficients Matrices
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Equivalent System of Equations

Example 3 <1>
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Example 3 <2>

Example 2.5 of MML  <1>
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Example 2.5 of MML  <2>

Example 2.5 of MML  <3>
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Example 2.5 of MML  <4>

MATLAB Program for Gauss Elimination  <1> 
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MATLAB Program for Gauss Elimination  <2> 

MATLAB Program for Gauss Elimination  <3> 
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[Ad] Additional Credits (Points)

• Use Python only
• The only packages allowed for the programming are    

NumPy, Matplotlib, Pandas, SciPy, Statsmodels, CVXOPT, 
and Gurobi. 
• Upload the program to Q&A@etl
• May give one or two assitional points

Python Program for Gauss Elimination  <1> 
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Python Program for Gauss Elimination  <2> 

Python Program for Gauss Elimination  <3>  
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2.3.3 The minus-1 Trick for solving 

Extended Matrix 
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Solve the Homogeneous Equation System

Example 2.8 <1>
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Example 2.8 <2>

Kernel Space (Null Space)
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Kernel Space (Null Space)

Kernel Space
(Null Space)

Subspace

Affine Space

Rationale 1 of The Minus-1 Trick  <1>

• Our problem is to solve the homogeneous equation;
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Rationale 1 of The Minus-1 Trick  <2>

• Consider the associated system of linear equations;

• This becomes

and  

Rationale 1 of The Minus-1 Trick  <3>

• Eq (R13) and Eq (R14) become

• Thus,   
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Rationale 1 of The Minus-1 Trick  <4>

• Thus, Minus-1 trick becomes

• Remind that 

Rationale 2 of The Minus-1 Trick  <1>
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Rationale 2 of The Minus-1 Trick  <2>

• We know that

Rationale 2 of The Minus-1 Trick  <3>

• We know that
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Rationale 2 of The Minus-1 Trick  <4>

• Thus,                                         and                                            
are solutions of the homogeneous equation
• So is

• Thus, the minus-1 trick is just a schematic way to achieve 
the same result mechanically. 

Rationale 3 of The Minus-1 Trick  <1>

• It is clear that 

• Thus, 
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Rationale 3 of The Minus-1 Trick  <2>

• We know 

Rationale 3 of The Minus-1 Trick  <3>

• We know that

• Let                                                       
• Then,   
• Thus,                                                           are free variables
• Hence, 
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Rationale 3 of The Minus-1 Trick  <4>

• Then, 

• Thus, a homogeneous solution is 

Python Program for Minus-1 Trick  <1>  
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Python Program for Minus-1 Trick  <2>  

Python Program for Minus-1 Trick  <3>  
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Python Program for Minus-1 Trick  <4>  

Calculating the Inverse
by Elementary Row Operations
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Finding Inverse by Elementary Row Operations

Example 16.7.2  of Sydsaeter et al. <1>
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Example 16.7.2  of Sydsaeter et al. <2>

Finding Inverse by Elementary Row Operations
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Example 2.9 of MML <1>

Example 2.9 of MML <2>
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Elementary (Row) Matrices

Elementary Matrix for Interchanging Two Rows

• Let         denote the elementary matrix which involves 
switching the i-th and j-th rows. Then         is a permutation 
matrix and

where B is obtained from A by switching the i-th and j-th
rows. 
• [Example] 
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Elementary Matrix for Multiplying by a Scalar

• Let                        denote the elementary matrix obtained 
from I by adding a times the i-th row to the j-th row. Then

where B is obtained from A by adding a times the i-th row to
the j-th row of A.

• [Example]   

Elementary Matrix for Adding Multiples of Rows

• Let               denote the elementary matrix corresponding to 
the row operation in which the i-th row is multiplied by the 
nonzero scalar a. Then, 

where B is obtained from A by multiplying the i-th row of A
by a.
• [Example]   
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How to Perform Elementary Row Operations

• To perform an elementary row operation on A, an          
matrix, take the following steps.

(Step 1) To find the elementary row operator E, apply the same
operation to an identity matrix       

(Step 2) To carry out the elementary row operation, we 
premultiply A by E.

Calculate the Inverse Using Elementary Matrices

• Let                              be elementary matrices satisfying

• Then  

• Thus,
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MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <1> 

MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <2> 
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MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <3> 

MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <4> 
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MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <5> 

MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <6> 
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MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <7> 

MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <8> 
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MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <9> 

MATLAB Program to Calculate Inverse  <10> 
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We Need Only Two Elementary Row Operations

• For example, the exchange operation can be represented by 
the other two operations. 

2.3.4 Algorithms for Solving  
a System of Linear Equations
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When           exists

•
• However, we do NOT usually calculate         to solve the 

system of simultaneous equations, even though         exists.  

• Apply the Gauss elimination and obtain                where       
is the (reduced) row-echelon form.
• Let       be the elementary matrix satisfying                   Then, 

• We should NOT solve                   directly, but apply back 
substitution. 
• This idea becomes the LU factorization (= Gauss

Elimintation)

Example of Forward Elimination and Back Substitution
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MATLAB Program for Gauss Elimination  <4> 

Python Problem

• Ьѿ࣯ࢿձଜΟԻ̐ԒԻ۽ଞЬ

1) Calculating Inverse Matrix
2) Solving a system of linear equations

• ЬیତҚࡪ߾ଞЬ

1) Gauss EliminationଜΟ functionԻଞЬ

2) Back SubstitutionଜΟ functionԻଞЬ
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Python Program for Inverse and Linear Equations <1>

Python Program for Inverse and Linear Equations <2>
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Python Program for Inverse and Linear Equations <3> 

Python Program for Inverse and Linear Equations
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Generalized Inverse

When              has linearly independent columns

•
•
• Thus,

• Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse
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Computation of Moore-Penrose Psuedo-Inverse

• A disadvantage using the Moore-Penrose inverse is that it 
requires many computations for the matrix-matrix product 
and computing the inverse of                
• Moreover, for reasons of numerical precision it is generally 

NOT recommended to compute the inverse or pseudo-
inverse. 

[Wiki] Generalized Inverse
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Numbers of Operations
[Ref] Anton and Rorres, Sec 9.3

Time Is Money!

• There is an old saying that “time is money.”  
• This is especially true in industry where the cost of solving a 

linear system is generally determined by the time it takes for 
a computer to perform the required computations. 
• This typically depends both on the speed of the computer 

processor and on the number of operations required by the 
algorithm.  
• Choosing the right algorithm has important financial 

implication in an industrial or research setting.  
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FLOP

FLOP and FFT

• Fourierଥ۱ח (2002, p.37)
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Gauss-Jordan Elimination  <1>

Gauss-Jordan Elimination  <2>
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Gauss-Jordan Elimination  <3>

Gauss-Jordan Elimination  <4>
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Numbers of FLOPs

Numerical Methods
[ॳˈחଲ] ˃הࢢۏԽ, ࢠ3ࢿ

ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢠ6ࢿ ,ࢠ5ࢿ
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Weakness of Gauss Elimination

• Gaussian elimination is an intuitive and constructive way to 
solve a system of linear equations with thousands of 
variables. 
• However, for systems with millions of variables, it is 

impractical as the required number of arithmetic operations 
scales in the number of simultaneous equations.

Linear Algebra; Mathematics of GPS  

4
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Global Positioning System (GPS)

• GPS satellite navigation, with small hand-held receivers, is 
widely used by military units, surveyors, sailors, utility 
companies, hikers, and pilots. Such units are even available 
in many rental cars. 
• In 3D, a GPS receiver uses signals from at least four 

satellites to “trilaterate” its position.
• In a simplified mathematical model, a system if three linear 

equations in four unknowns (3D and time) is used to 
determine the coordinates of the receiver as functions of time.
• In 2000, GPS had about a five-meter accuracy. GPS 

receivers that use the L5 band can have much higher 
accuracy, pinpointing to within 30 centimeters.
• As of May 2021, 16 GPS satellites are broadcasting L5 

signals, and the signals are considered pre-operational, 
scheduled to reach 24 satellites by approximately 2027. 

https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/PUBS_LIB/NADof1983.pdf
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Some Numerical Methods

Stationary Iterative Methods

[ॳˈחଲ] ˃הࢢۏԽ, ࢸ3.13ࢿ
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Theon of Smyrna

Theon’s Ladder to a Square Root <1>
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Theon’s Ladder to a Square Root <2>

YBC 7289 (1800BC – 1600BC)
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Sumerian Solution

(ۘɼૡ̎)

(ૡ̎ݣۘ)

Jacobi Method
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Gauss-Seidel Method

Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR)  <1>
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Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR)  <2>

Solving Simultaneous Nonlinear Equations

• Solve the system of simultaneous equations

• Minimize the object function

• The solution is 
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MATLAB Program

Surface
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Contour

• CVXopt
• Gurobi
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Krylov Subspace Methods  <1> 

Krylov Subspace Methods  <2> 
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Krylov Subspace Methods  <3> 

[Wiki] Conjugate Gradient Method  <1>

• The conjugate gradient method is an algorithm for the 
numerical solution of particular systems of linear equations, 
e.g.,              , where       is positive-definite.
• The conjugate gradient method is often implemented as an 

iterative algorithm, applicable to sparse systems that are too 
large to be handled by a direct implementation or other direct 
methods such as the Cholesky decomposition. 

• The biconjugate gradient method provides a generalization 
to non-symmetric matrices. 
• Various nonlinear conjugate gradient methods seek minima 

of nonlinear equations and black-box objective functions.
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[Wiki] Conjugate Gradient Method  <2>

[Wiki] Conjugate Gradient Method  <3>
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[Wiki] Conjugate Gradient Method  <4>

[References] Numerical Linear Algebra

• Trefethen, L. and Bau III, D. (1997) Numerical Linear 
Algebra, SIAM.
• Golub, G.H. and Van Loan, C.F. (1996) Matrix 

Computations (Third Edition), The Johns Hopkins University.
• Stewart, G.W. (1998) Matrix Algorithms: Volume I: Basic 

Decomposition, SIAM
• Stewart, G.W. (2001) Matrix Algorithms: Volume II: 

Eigensystems, SIAM.
• Wilkinson, J.H. (1965) The Algebraic Eigenvalue Problem, 

Clarendon Press.
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Attersee by Gustav Klimt 

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_-
_Attersee_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
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Chapter	4

Vector	Space
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Chapter 2 of MML
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ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Gabriel Fauré
Après un rêve Op. 7 no 1

[After a Dream]

Mstislav Rostropovich, Cello 
Alexander Dedukhin, Piano

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUoKtD7_7Vc
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

Final Version of Slides
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Spaces

Vector Space

• We will have a closer look at vector spaces, i.e., a structured 
space in which vectors live.

• We informally characterized vectors as objects that can be 
added together and multiplied by a scalar, and they remain 
objects of the same type. 
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[Wiki] Space (mathematics)

Spaces  <1>
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Spaces  <2>

https://misa-xu.github.io/space/
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[Ref] Simovici, D. (2018)

• Mathematical Analysis For Machine Learning And Data 
Mining

 Ch 4.   Topology
 Ch 5.   Metric space topology
 Ch 6.   Topological linear spaces
 Ch 9.   Banach spaces
 Ch 10. Differentiability of functions on normed spaces
 Ch 11. Hilbert spaces

Vector Space and Group

• Now, we are ready to formalize this, and we will start by 
introducing the concept of a group, which is a set of 
elements and an operation defined on these elements that 
keeps some structure of the set intact.
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2.4.1 Groups

Groups in Computer Science

• Groups play an important role in computer science. 
• Besides providing a fundamental framework for operations 

on sets, they are heavily used in cryptography, coding theory, 
and graphics.
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Definition of Group

Example 2.10 (Groups)  <1>
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Example 2.10 (Groups)  <2>

Associativity  =>  Uniqueness

[Wiki] Hyperbolic Group 
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[Wiki] Group (Mathematics) 

• The manipulations of the Rubik's Cube form the Rubik's 
Cube group.

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rubik%27s_cube.svg

Example of Groups; Do and Undo

• https://theinnerframe.org/2017/10/23/do-and-undo-groups-i/
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Counterexamples 

• The set of real numbers   with multiplication 
(0 has no inverse) 
• The set of positive integers        with addition 

(No identity) 
• The set of nonnegative integers        with addition   

(No inverse element for positive integer) 
• Odd permutations with multiplication. 

(The set is not closed under the operation)  
• The set of integers       with subtraction

(The operation is not associative)    

General Linear Group
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2.4.2 Vector Spaces

[Wiki] Vector Space
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Inner/Outer Operations

Definition 2.9 (Vector Space Defined with Group) 
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Vector Addition and Scalar Multiplication

Between Multiplication by Scalars and Inner product 
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Definition of Vector Space in Anton and Rorres

Example 2.11 (Vector Spaces)  <1>
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Example 2.11 (Vector Spaces)  <2>

Row Vector and Column Vector
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[Wiki] Examples of Vector Spaces  <1>

[Wiki] Examples of Vector Spaces  <2>
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[Wiki] Examples of Vector Spaces  <3>

[Wiki] Examples of Vector Spaces  <4>
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[Wiki] Examples of Vector Spaces  <5>

[Wiki] Examples of Vector Spaces  <6>
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Example: Vector Space of Random Variables

• The vector space       of real-valued random variables on    
with finite second moment is special, because it's the only 
one in which the norm corresponds to an inner product.
• Covariance and correlation can easily be expressed in terms 

of this inner product. 
• The covariance of two random variables is the inner product 

of the corresponding centered variables. 
• The correlation is the inner product of the corresponding 

standard scores.  
•

More Theoretical View of Vector Space 
Consisting of  Random Variables
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2.4.3 Vector Subspaces

[Wiki] Column Space  <1>
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[Wiki] Column Space  <2> 

• The column space of this matrix is the vector space 
generated by linear combinations of the column vectors.

[Wiki] Row Space  <1>
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[Wiki] Row Space  <2> 

• The row space of this matrix is the vector space generated by 
linear combinations of the row vectors.

Definition 2.10 (Vector Subspace)

• Intuitively, vector subspaces are sets contained in the 
original vector space with the property that when we perform 
vector space operations on elements within this subspace, we 
will never leave it. In this sense, they are “closed”. 

• Vector subspaces are a key idea in machine learning. For 
example, Chapter 10 demonstrates how to use vector 
subspaces for dimensionality reduction.
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Conditions for a Subspace

Example 2.12 (Vector Subspaces)
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Example: Line and Plane Passing Through Zero Vector

Some Properties of Subspaces

• A subspace is a subset of vector space that holds closure 
under addition and scalar multiplication.
• Zero vector is a subspace of every vector space.
• Vector space is a subspace of itself.
• All the geometric figures having dimension less than the 

dimension of vector space and passing through zero vector 
of vector space.
• [Example] For a vector space         subspaces are
 itself
 Zero vector 
 Line passing through the zero vector 
 Plane passing through the zero vector
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Subspace of Polynomials of Maximum Degree 

[Wiki] Kernel (Linear Algebra) 

• The kernel of a linear map, aka the null space or nullspace, is 
the (linear) subspace of the domain of the map which is 
mapped to the zero vector.
• Given a linear map L : V→ W between two vector 

spaces V and W, the kernel of L is the vector space of all 
elements v of V such that L(v) = 0. 
• More symbolically:
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Kernel and Homogeneous System of Linear Equations

Kernel as a Subspace

• The kernel of a m Ő n matrix A over a field K is a linear 
subspace. 
• That is, the kernel of A, the set Null(A), has the following 

three properties:
• Null(A) always contains the zero vector, since 
• If and then
• This follows from the distributivity of matrix multiplication 

over addition.
• If      and c is a scalar, then because

• Thus, a kernel is a subspace. 
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Subspace as a Kernel

[Property] Let V be the subspace of column vectors of a finite 
dimensional matrix. Then, every subspace U of V is the space 
solutions of some system of homogeneous linear equation 
[Proof] First, let U be a proper subspace of V. Then, 

and 
Let B be the matrix whose columns to be a basis of                    
i.e.,                      
Let                   Then,      
Secondly, assume that                Then,                                              

where  C is the corresponding zero matrix. 
Let                   Then,  

Q.E.D.

2.5 Linear Independence
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Linear Combinations and Linear Independence

• What can we do with vectors (elements of the vector space)?
• We can add vectors together and multiply them with scalars. 

The closure property guarantees that we end up with another 
vector in the same vector space. 
• It is possible to find a set of vectors with which we can 

represent every vector in the vector space by adding them 
together and scaling them. This set of vectors is a basis, and 
we will discuss them in Section 2.6.1. 
• We introduce the concepts of linear combinations and linear 

independence now.

Linear Combination
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Graphical Interpretation of Linear Combination (from Web) 

Linear Independence
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[Wiki] Example of Linear Independence 

[Wiki] Example of Linear Dependence 
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Geometric Interpretation of Linear Independence

• https://www.slideserve.com/rajah-decker/chapter-4-chapter-content-real-
vector-spaces-subspaces-linear-independence-basis-dimension

Can You Make          Coordinate System?  

• When you have       vectors
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Example 2.13 (Linearly Dependent Vectors)  <1>

Example 2.13 (Linearly Dependent Vectors)  <2>
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Trivial Properties 

Gauss Elimination and Linear Independence
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Example 2.14  <1> 

Example 2.14  <2> 

• Reduced Row Echelon Form (RREF)

•
• Back substitution implies

• Hence, the vectors                    are linearly independent.  
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A Compact Form of Linear Combination

• Consider a vector space V with k linearly independent
vectors                         and m linear combinations

Much more compact form is 

Compact Form and Linear Independence

(because the columns of B are linearly independent.)
• Thus, 
• If                            are independent, then  

• If                             are independent, then 
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Example 2.15 <1> 

Using MATLAB Command rref.m

• Gauss-Jordan elimination
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The Law of Identity  <1> 

• The law of identity (ତҟࡕݥչ) 

• Thus,                                  are linearly independent

The Law of Identity  <2>  
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Proof of The Law of Identity <1>

Proof of The Law of Identity  <2>
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Linearly Independent Set in         

The law of identity

Linearly Independent Set in (Continued)  

• Reduced Row Echelon Form (RREF)

•
• Back substitution implies that        is a free variable
• Hence, the vectors                    are linearly dependent.  
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Horner’s Rule  <1>

• ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢠ1ࢿ

Horner’s Rule  <2>
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Horner’s Rule  <3>  MATLAB Program

Horner’s Rule  <4>
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Horner’s Rule  <5>  Python Program
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import math
x = 0.01
N_max = 15
T = np.zeros(N_max)
H = np.zeros(N_max)
for n_idx in range(N_max):

n = n_idx+1
T[n_idx] = 1+x
for j in range(2,n+1):

T[n_idx] = T[n_idx]+1/math.factorial(j)*(x**j)
H_dum = 1+x/n
for j in range(n-1,0,-1):

H_dum = 1+x/j*H_dum
H[n_idx] = H_dum

T_error = np.abs(np.exp(x)-T)
H_error = np.abs(np.exp(x)-H)
df = pd.DataFrame({'N max':np.arange(1,N_max+1), 'Taylor Approx. error':T_error,"Honer's rule error":H_error})
print(df)

The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra

• https://www.britannica.com/science/fundamental-theorem-of-algebra
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The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra in 2-D

Signal Processing
Image Processing

2.6 Basis and Rank
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Purpose

• In a vector space V, we are particularly interested in sets of 
vectors A that possess the property that any vector              
can be obtained by a linear combination of vectors in A. 
• These vectors are special vectors, and in the following, we 

will characterize them.

2.6.1 Generating Set and Basis
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Generating Set and Spam

Basis; The Smallest Generating Set

• Generating sets are sets of vectors that span vector 
(sub)spaces, i.e., every vector can be represented as a linear 
combination of the vectors in the generating set. 
• We will be more specific and characterize the smallest 

generating set that spans a vector (sub)space.
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Properties of Basis

Example 2.16
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[Wiki] Basis (Linear Algebra)

• The same vector can be represented in two different bases
(purple and red arrows).

Dimension of a Vector Space

• Every vector space V possesses a basis      
• The preceding examples show that there can be many bases 

of a vector space V , i.e., there is NO unique basis. 
• All bases possess the same number of elements, the basis  

vectors. (Will prove it soon)
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The Same Dimension of Two Bases 

[Property] All bases of a finite-dimensional vector space 
possess the same number of basis vectors. 
(Proof) Suppose V is the finite-dimensional vector space
 Let       and       be any two bases of V. 
 Then       is linearly independent in V and spans V


 Interchanging the roles of       and        we see that


 Thus,  

How to Find a Basis
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Example 2.17  <1>

Example 2.17  <2>
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Subspace of Polynomials of Maximum Degree 

Bases of  

• The set of Hermite polynomials                                               
is another basis of 

• ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢸ2.1ࢿ
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ୗ࣬ࡒ (Reductionism)

• ଞЯ˃шΟʎϙʢیࢶଜˈۘـ
ଞʨـ ,ई .ۿԻٕਫ਼۶ָଜԮЕܕࡁࢶق̛
ʼ˲ЯܻଞʨԻݤࡕܹЬЕۘଝ

• ނԻʯΟЁԂଜшԂѦ̐ʨଞʨـչה߅
ѦбଟܹЬˈଜЕॲ߾۽Яܻࢶق̛
Իଡ

• ̒о˕ଝΏ̛߭ࠟࢷقԘ

• ˕ଝঋଝ۰߾Е ‘˗ॲٙɼМଞԽࢶʎϙΟ
ԻखଢࢿɼМଞˁଵָԻ˗ॲࢶࢻऐئ
Ͱ߭ϪԮЕݨऎ࣯ࢶˁଯ’

• ΟԽչଝଝי۰Еָۢୃۘ߾ଝיۢ
ɼМଜЬЕʺଥଥָࠆଜ߾ئ

2.6.2 Rank
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Definition

• [ॳˈחଲ] ୣ̆ٗ۱(ۘ) ࢸ2.2ࢿ

[Wiki] Column Rank and Row Rank  <1>

• The column rank of A is the dimension of the column space 
of A, while the row rank of A is the dimension of the row 
space of A. 
• The number of linearly independent columns of a matrix              

i.e., the column rank, equals the number of linearly 
independent rows, i.e., the row rank, and is called   the rank
of  A and is denoted by  rk(A) or rank(A)
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[Wiki] Column Rank and Row Rank <2> 

• A Proof that column rank = row rank
 It is straightforward to show that neither the row rank nor 

the column rank are changed by an elementary row operation. 
 As Gaussian elimination proceeds by elementary row 

operations, the reduced row echelon form of a matrix has the 
same row rank and the same column rank as the original 
matrix. 

 Further elementary column operations allow putting the 
matrix in the form of an identity matrix possibly bordered by 
rows and columns of zeros. Again, this changes neither the 
row rank nor the column rank. 

 It is immediate that both the row and column ranks of this 
resulting matrix is the number of its nonzero entries. 

Properties of Rank
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Properties of the Rank

The rank of A to be the number of leading 1's in 
This tells us how many linearly independent columns the 

matrix A has, and therefore is equal to the dimension of the 
image of the linear map defined by A.

Since the columns of the transpose of A are the same as the 
rows of  A, the proof completes.   

• Thus, the rank of A is equal to the number of linearly 
independent rows in A.
• That is, the rank of A tells us the dimension of the row space

of A. 
• Thus, the dimension of the row space of A is that of the 

column space of A. 
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[M1] Let                          Then,

Thus,
Let                               Then, 

Thus, 
Therefore,  

[M2] Using the SVD

[M3] Using Elementary Row Matrices
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[Wiki] Rank from Row Echelon Form  <1>

• A common approach to finding the rank of a matrix is to 
reduce it to a simpler form, generally row echelon form, by 
elementary row operations. 
• Row operations do NOT change the row space (hence do not 

change the row rank), and, being invertible, map the column 
space to an isomorphic space (hence do not change the 
column rank). 
• Once in row echelon form, 
 the rank is clearly the same for both row rank and column 

rank, and 
 the rank equals the number of pivots (or basic columns) and 

also the number of non-zero rows. 

[Wiki] Rank from Row Echelon Form  <2>
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Example 1 

• Consider a matrix and its row reduced-echelon form;

• A basis of the row space is 
• A basis of the column space is 
• The number of non-zero rows is 2
• The rank of A is 2

Example 2  <1> 

• Consider a matrix and its row reduced-echelon form;
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Example 2  <2> 

• A basis of the row space is 

• A basis of the column space is 

• The number of non-zero rows is 3. 
• The rank of A is 3. 

Adele Bloch-Bauer I by Gustav Klimt 

• In 2006, it was sold for $135 million, at the time a record 
price for a painting. (Watch the film ‘Woman in Gold ’)

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_046.jpg
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Linear	Mapping	1
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Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Lou Reed
Pale Blue Eyes

ܓࢸࠒ) OST)

The Velvet Underground, Artists

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KisHhIRihMY
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

What Are We Doing?
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What Is a Function?

ଞܶԁߵבɹ?

• ଡܹ

• 㐾㯓

(ଞݕ: Functionݥ˲ࣸԻ)
• 鿉澗 (ୃݥق)
• (Binary) Relation

• What kind of a Relation?

• Differential Equation
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ࣵଚ˩ 1ଚϔଞܶ/ଞܶࠧ̍ԋଋ/ଞܶࡅ

• https://blog.naver.com/PostView.nhn?blogId=cjy9880&logNo=22107904
1027&categoryNo=29&parentCategoryNo=0&viewDate=&currentPage
=1&postListTopCurrentPage=1&from=search

[Wiki] (Binary) Relation

• Given sets X and Y, the Cartesian product X Ő Y is defined 
as {(x, y) | xଲ X and yଲ Y}, and its elements are called 
ordered pairs.

• A (binary) relation R over sets X and Y is a subset of X Ő Y.
 The set X is called the domain or set of departure of R
 The set Y the codomain or set of destination of R. 
 The statement (x, y) ଲ R reads "x is R-related to y" and is 

denoted by xRy.
• To specify the choices of the sets X and Y, some authors 

define a binary relation or correspondence as an ordered 
triple (X, Y, G), where G is a subset of X Ő Y called 
the graph of the binary relation. 
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Reflexivity, Symmetry and Transitivity

• Let R be a binary relation on a set A.
 R is reflexive iff
 R is symmetric iff if xRy, then yRx.
 R is transitive iff if xRy and yRz, then xRz.

[Wiki] Domain and Codomain

• The domain of definition or active domain of R is the set of 
all x such that xRy for at least one y. 

• The codomain of definition, active codomain, image or 
range of R is the set of all y such that xRy for at least one x.

• The field of R is the union of its domain of definition and its 
codomain of definition.

• When X = Y, a binary relation is called a homogeneous 
relation (or endorelation). Otherwise it is a heterogeneous 
relation
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[Wiki] A Relation

[Wiki] Function

• A function is a binary relation between two sets that 
associates each element of the first set to exactly one element
of the second set. (x,y) \in f 

• Schematic depiction of a function described metaphorically 
as a machine or black box that for each input yields a 
corresponding output
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[Wiki] A Function

• Diagram of a function with domain X = {1, 2, 3} and 
codomain Y = {A, B, C, D}.

• A function     is defined by the set of ordered pairs {(1, D), (2, 
C), (3, C)} . 

• The image/range is the set {C, D} .

[Wiki] Not A Function

• Diagram representing the set of pairs {(1,D), (2,B), (2,C)} , 
which does NOT define a function, BUT does define a 
relation

• One reason is that 2 is the first element in more than one 
ordered pair, (2, B) and (2, C), of this set. 

• Two other reasons, also sufficient by themselves, is that 
neither 3 nor 4 are first elements (input) of any ordered pair 
therein.
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Correlation Does Not Imply Causation 

• Correlation: ۘ˗˗˃

• Causation: ˕˗˃

• The phrase "correlation does not imply causation" refers to 
the inability to legitimately deduce a cause-and-
effect relationship between two events or variables solely on 
the basis of an observed association or correlation between 
them.

• The idea that "correlation implies causation" is an example 
of a questionable-cause logical fallacy, in which two events 
occurring together are taken to have established a cause-and-
effect relationship. 

• This fallacy is also known by the Latin phrase cum hoc ergo 
propter hoc ('with this, therefore because of this'). 

Cause-and-Effect Relation

Function = Cause-and-Effect Relation 
(˃˗˕)
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How To Specify a Cause-and-Effect Relation

• The problem becomes how to obtain a suitable function
• Differential equation
 Ordinary differential equation
 Partial differential equation

• Induction Method: Regression

2.7 Linear Mapping
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Definition of Linear Mapping

• Study mappings on vector spaces that preserve their 
structure, which will allow us to define the concept of a 
coordinate. 

• Consider two real vector spaces V, W. A mapping Φ : V → W 
preserves the structure of the vector space if

• (vector space) Homomorphism, Linear transformation

Is a Linear Function Linear?

• Let
• If               then  
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Why Linear?

• Assume that a function         is differentiable at             and 

• Then                    

•

•

• Differential equation:                       where a is  a constant.
• We know                               with 
• Thus,                           (consider the case that  x is a vector) 

Linear Space OR Not 

Linear 
Space 

Not 
Linear Space 
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Eq (2.86) From Eq (2.85) <1>  

•
•
• For a positive integer    

• For a positive integer 

Thus, 

• For a positive integer p and q, 

• For a positive rational number r,    

Eq (2.86) From Eq (2.85)   <2> 

• Assume that 
• Then, 

i.e.,          is continuous at any 
• Thus,
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Eq (2.86) From Eq (2.85) <3>  

•
•
• For a positive integer    

• For a positive integer 

Thus, 

• For a positive integer p and q, 

• For a positive rational number r,    

Eq (2.86) From Eq (2.85)   <3> 

• For a positive real number

•

• For any real number  
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Notation of Derivative

Derivation of Linear Mapping

• Assume that a function         is differentiable at             and 

• Then                    

•

•

• We know                               with 
• Thus,                          
• This means a linear mappings can be represented as a matrix 
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Matrix; Linear Mapping or Collection of Vectors

• We can represent a linear mappings as a matrix 
• We can collect a set of vectors as columns of a matrix. 
• We have to keep in mind what the matrix represents: a linear 

mapping or a collection of vectors. 

• This is ‘Only for finite dimensional case’

Injective, Surjective, and Bijective

one-to-one
onto 

one-to-one and onto
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[Wiki] Injective, Surjective, Bijective

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Injective,_Surjective,_Bijective.svg

one-to-one onto one-to-one and onto

Example 2.19 (Homomorphism = Linear Mapping)

• This also justifies why complex numbers can be represented 
as tuples in  

• There is a bijective linear mapping that converts the 
elementwise addition of tuples in        into the set of complex 
numbers with the corresponding addition. 

• Note that we only showed linearity, but NOT the bijection. 
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[Wiki] Identity Function

[Wiki] Inverse Mapping
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Inverse

Special Linear Mappings
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[Wiki] Isomorphism

• is linear and bijective
• An isomorphism is a structure-preserving mapping between 

two structures of the same type that can be reversed by 
an inverse mapping. 

• Two mathematical structures are isomorphic if an 
isomorphism exists between them. 

• [Example] The group of fifth roots of unity under 
multiplication is isomorphic to the group of rotations of the 
regular pentagon under composition.

Finite-Dimensional Vector Space

• Theorem  2.17 (Theorem  3.18 (p. 55) in  Axler [2015])           
Finite-dimensional vector spaces V and W are isomorphic    
if  and  only  if  dim(V )  =  dim(W ).

• Theorem 2.17 states that there exists a linear, bijective 
mapping between two vector spaces of the same dimension. 

• Intuitively, this means that vector spaces of the same 
dimension are kind of the same thing, as they can be 
transformed into each other w/o incurring any loss.
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Proof of Theorem 2.17

Since      is invertible, 
We know 
Thus,
Let                              be a basis of      and                                  
be a basis of        Let                        be the linear map 
defined by 

Since                                 spans             is surjective. 
Since                                 is linearly independent,     is 
injective. Thus,     is bijective, and V and W are 
isomorphic. 

Vectorization

• Theorem 2.17 also gives us the justification to treat                  
(the vector space of m Ő n-matrices) and          (the vector 
space of vectors of length mn) the same, as their dimensions 
are mn, and there exists a linear, bijective mapping that 
transforms one into the other.

• Vectorization
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Remark 

From Nonlinear Mapping to Linear Mapping
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[Wiki] Logic Gate

0 = False = Off
1 = True = On

Negation

Linear Separation of OR, AND, and XOR Functions

• For XOR function there is No way to draw a LINE that puts 
both blue points on one side and both red points on the other 
side
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Representation of XOR with Inner Products

• Subtracting one from the other gives 0 if they are the same, 
and non-zero if they are different. 

• Furthermore subtraction can be performed by taking the 
inner product in 2-D with             , i.e.,   

• The trouble is that the non-zero values are 1 and −1, which 
can NOT both be on the same side of a threshold that puts 0 
on the other side. 

• If we squared the inner product with < 1, −1 >, then the two 
cases where the inputs are different would both yield 1, and 
any threshold between 0 and 1 would distinguish the two 
cases. (Non-linear in 2-D)

Inner Product in 3-D 

• Consider the mapping from 2-D space to 3-D space that map

• Taking inner products with the 3-D vector                            
we get 

• So w and any threshold between 0 and 1 will compute (3-D 
version of) XOR, and a 3-D perceptron could learn to do it.

• For example, we take 1/4 as threshold, we find that the 3-D 
computation amounts to
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Nonlinear in 2-D

Kernel Trick  <1> 

2-D 3-D
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Kernel Trick  <2>

MATLAB Program for Kernel Trick
% Programmed by CBS
clear all, close all
[xx,yy] = meshgrid(-0.25:0.1:1.25,  -0.25:0.1:1.25);
[uu,vv] = meshgrid(-0.25:0.1:1.25,  -0.25:0.1:1.25);
[aa,bb] = meshgrid(-0.25:0.01:1.25-sqrt(0.5), -0.25+sqrt(0.5):0.01:1.25); 
[cc,dd] = meshgrid(-0.25+sqrt(0.5):0.01:1.25, -0.25:0.01:1.25-sqrt(0.5));   
figure
mesh(xx,yy, (xx-yy).*(xx-yy))
% axis equal
hold on
mesh(uu,vv, uu-uu+0.5)
plot3(aa, aa+sqrt(0.5),aa-aa+0.5,'kh','linewidth',1)
plot3(cc, cc-sqrt(0.5),cc-cc+0.5,'kh','linewidth',1)
plot3(0,0,0,'r*','linewidth',10)
plot3(1,0,1,'b*','linewidth',10)
plot3(0,1,1,'b*','linewidth',10)
plot3(1,1,0,'r*','linewidth',10)
hold off
saveas(gcf,'Perceptron101.jpg')
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[Wiki ] Cover’s Theorem  for Nonlinear to Linear

• Cover's theorem is a statement in computational learning 
theory and is one of the primary theoretical motivations for 
the use of non-linear kernel methods in machine learning 
applications, e.g., Support Vector Machine (SVM)

• The theorem is named after my dissertation advisor Thomas 
M. Cover who stated it in 1965.

[Theorem] A complex pattern-classification problem, cast in a 
high-dimensional space nonlinearly, is more likely to be 
linearly separable than in a low-dimensional space provided 
that the space is NOT densely populated.
(Proof) A deterministic mapping may be used: Suppose there 
are n samples. Lift them onto the vertices of the simplex in the 
n-1 dimensional real space. Since every partition of the 
samples into two sets is separable by a linear separator, the 
theorem follows.                                                        Q.E.D.

[Wiki] Cover’s Theorem 

• The left image shows 100 samples in the 2-D real space. 
These samples are NOT linearly separable, but lifting the 
samples to the 3-D space with the kernel trick, the samples 
becomes linearly separable. 

• Note that in this case and in many other cases it will not be 
necessary to lift the samples to the 99-D space as in the next
slide.
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SVM With Kernel 

• SVM with kernel given by φ((a, b)) = (a, b, a2 + b2) and 
thus

• The training points are mapped to a 3-dimensional 
space where a separating hyperplane can be easily 
found.

References about Information Theory
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[Wiki] Ocam’s Razor

• Occam's razor, Ockham's razor, Ocham's razor (Latin: 
novacula Occami), or the principle of parsimony or law of 
parsimony (Latin: lex parsimoniae) 

• The problem solving principle that "entities should NOT be 
multiplied beyond necessity", sometimes inaccurately
paraphrased as "the simplest explanation is usually the best 
one.“

• The idea is frequently attributed to English Franciscan friar 
William of Ockham, a scholastic philosopher and theologian, 
although he never used these words. 

• This philosophical razor advocates that when presented with 
competing hypotheses about the same prediction, one should 
select the solution with the fewest assumptions, and that this 
is NOT meant to be a way of choosing between hypotheses 
that make different predictions. 

Principle of Parsimony

• Against the Principle of Parsimony

• When independent variables are NOT given in a regression, 
LSE/MLE is NOT the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) 
but has a small bias and a large variance

• This is a mathematical background of AIC
• Grenander’s phenomenon
• Increase bias and reduce variance
• (Tikhonov) Regularization
• Ridge regression, LASSO, Elastic-Net, LARS, …
• Regularization         Prior distribution (Bayesian)
• Good generalization: Making accurate predictions for new 

(unseen) data
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[Wiki] KISS Principle

• KISS, an acronym for “Keep It Simple, Stupid!”, is a design 
principle noted by the U.S. Navy in 1960.

• The KISS principle states that most systems work best if they are 
kept simple rather than made complicated.

• Therefore, simplicity should be a key goal in design, and 
unnecessary complexity should be avoided. 

• The term "KISS principle" was in popular use by 1970.
• Variations on the phrase include: 
 "Keep it simple, silly", 
 "keep it short and simple", 
 "keep it simple and straightforward",
 "keep it small and simple",
 "keep it simple, soldier", 
 "keep it simple, sailor",
 "keep it sweet and simple".

XOR (exclusive OR) and Perceptron 
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Perceptron

• The perceptron is a classification algorithm. Specifically, it 
works as a linear binary classifier. 

• It was originally proposed by Frank Rosenblatt in 1958. It 
was heavily based on previous works from McCullock,
Pitts and Hebb. 

• The perceptron basically works as a threshold function; non-
negative outputs are put into one class (maybe 1) while 
negative ones are put into the other class (maybe 0)

[Wiki] Perceptrons: 
An Introduction to Computational Geometry

• A book written by Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert and 
published in 1969. 

• The main subject of the book is the perceptron developed in the 
late 1950s and early 1960s. 

• Pessimistic predictions made by the authors were responsible for a 
change in the direction of research in AI, and contributed to the 
so-called AI winter of the 1980s, where funding for AI research 
decreased dramatically.

• The meat of Perceptrons is a number of mathematical proofs
which acknowledge some of the perceptrons' strengths while also 
showing their major limitations.

• The most important one is related to the computation of some 
predicates, such as the XOR function, and also the important 
connectedness predicate. 

• The problem of connectedness is illustrated at the awkwardly 
colored cover of the book, intended to show how humans 
themselves have difficulties in computing this predicate.
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[Wiki] Dartmouth Workshop and AI

• The Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial 
Intelligence was a 1956 summer workshop widely 
considered to be the founding event of artificial intelligence
as a field.

• The project lasted approximately six to eight weeks and was 
essentially an extended brainstorming session. 

• Eleven mathematicians and scientists originally planned to 
attend; not all of them attended, but more than ten others 
came for short times.

• [Participants] Ray Solomonoff, Marvin Minsky, John 
McCarthy, Claude Shannon, Trenchard More, Nat Rochester, 
Oliver Selfridge, Julian Bigelow, W. Ross Ashby, Warren 
Sturgis McCulloch, Abraham Robinson, Tom Etter, John 
Nash, David Sayre, Arthur Samuel, Kenneth R. Shoulders, 
Alex Bernstein, Herbert Simon, Allen Newell

Who’s That Kid Laughing With High Socks 
in the Middle of Summer?

• https://pemey.medium.com/whos-that-kid-laughing-with-
high-socks-in-the-middle-of-summer-7801a34feeef
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[Wiki] Perceptron

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Perceptron_moj.png

Activation 
functionNet Input

Inputs

Weights
bias

Linearly Separable

• The perceptron calculates a weighted sum of its inputs and 
thresholds it with an activation function (e.g., step function, 
sigmoid function, ReLU function, …)

• Geometrically, this means the perceptron can separate its 
input space with a hyperplane. 

• That is where the notion that a perceptron can only separate 
linearly separable problems. 

• Since the XOR function is NOT linearly separable, it really 
is impossible for a single hyperplane to separate it.
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[Wiki] Single Neuron Solution to XOR Problem

• The inability of a single Perceptron unit to learn the XOR function 
was viewed as a fundamental limitation of neural networks and 
led to a hiatus in neural network research. 

• A single neuron using any of the popular activation functions like 
Swish, Mish, ReLU, Leaky ReLU, logistic-sigmoid or tan-sigmoid, 
can NOT learn the XOR function. 

• However a single neuron with oscillatory activation functions like 
the Growing Cosine Unit (GCU) activation CAN learn the XOR 
function. 

• For activation functions that are monotonically increasing and 
output a value of zero at the origin, the decision boundary is a 
single hyperplane. 

• However, oscillatory activation functions can have many zeros 
and hence can have multiple hyperplanes as decision boundaries 
allowing the solution of the XOR problem with a single neuron. 

Logical Gate of XOR

• XOR              = AND( NOT(AND             ),OR             )

• Not a single layer perceptron with a conventional activation 
function But a multi-layered perceptron
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AI Winter

• An obvious solution was to stack multiple perceptrons. 
• When Rosenblatt introduced the perceptron, he also 

introduced the perceptron learning rule (the algorithm used 
to calculate the correct weights for a perceptron 
automatically). 

• The rule did NOT generalize well for multi-layered networks 
of perceptrons, thus making the training process of these 
machines a lot more complex and, most of the time, an 
unknown process. 

• This limitation ended up being responsible for a huge 
disinterest and lack of funding of neural networks research 
for more than 10 years.

Back Propagation

• In 1986, a paper entitled ’Learning representations by back-
propagating errors’  by David Rumelhart and Geoffrey 
Hinton changed the history of neural networks research. 

• It introduced a ground-breaking learning procedure: the 
backpropagation algorithm. 

• The paper proposed the usage of a differentiable function
instead of the step function as the activation for the 
perceptron. With this modification, a multi-layered network 
of perceptrons would become differentiable. 

• Hence, gradient descent could be applied to minimize the 
network’s error and the chain rule could “back-propagate” 
proper error derivatives to update the weights from every 
layer of the network.
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Some Popular Activation Functions

• http://rasbt.github.io/mlxtend/user_guide/general_concepts/activation-functions/

[Wiki] Sigmoid Function

• A sigmoid function is a mathematical function having a 
characteristic "S"-shaped curve or sigmoid curve.

• A common example of a sigmoid function is the logistic 
function shown in the first figure and defined by the formula:
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Differential Equation for Sigmoid Function

• Consider a case that the relative growth rate decreases 
when P approaches the carrying capacity K of the 
environment. The corresponding equation is the so called 
logistic differential equation:

• The solution is

• Also, consider logistic function, logit, probit, tobit, survival 
analysis, reliability analysis, duration analysis, event history 
analysis. 

OR Gate with a Single Layered Network and Sigmoid Function

• The learned hyperplane is determined by 

• The equation is factored into two parts: a constant factor, that 
impacts directly on the sharpness of the sigmoidal curve; and 
the equation to a hyperplane that separates the input space.

https://medium.com/@lucaspereira0
612/solving-xor-with-a-single-
perceptron-34539f395182
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XOR Gate with a Two Layered Network and Sigmoid Function <1>

• https://medium.com/@lucaspereira0612/solving-xor-with-a-single-
perceptron-34539f395182

• The hyperplanes learned by each neuron are determined by

• The learned hyperplanes from the hidden layers are 
approximately parallel.

XOR Gate with a Two Layered Network and Sigmoid Function <2>
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XOR Gate with a Two Layered Network and Sigmoid Function <3>

• The hyperplanes can be rewritten as

• Then, 

• Let 
• Then, 

XOR Gate with a Two Layered Network and Sigmoid Function <4>

• Polynomial Transform
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XOR Gate and Nonlinear Mapping  <1>

XOR Gate and Nonlinear Mapping  <2> 
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MATLAB Program for XOR Gate
% Programmed by CBS

clear all, close all

[xx1,xx2] = meshgrid(-0.25:0.1:1.25,  -0.25:0.1:1.25);

[uu1,uu2] = meshgrid(-0.25:0.1:1.52,  -0.25:0.1:1.25);

[aa1,aa2] = meshgrid(-0.25:0.01:0.55, -0.25:0.01:0.55); 

[cc1,cc2] = meshgrid(0.21:0.01:1.25,  0.21:0.01:1.25);   

figure

xx = xx1 + xx2 - 0.3;

mesh(xx1,xx2, -10.*xx.*(xx-1.16))

% axis equal

hold on

surf(uu1,uu2, uu1-uu1+0.0)

plot3(aa1, 0.3- aa1,aa1-aa1,'kh','linewidth',1)

plot3(cc1,  1.46 - cc1, cc1-cc1,'kh','linewidth',1)

plot3(0,0,0,'r*','linewidth',10)

plot3(1,0,0,'b*','linewidth',10)

plot3(0,1,0,'b*','linewidth',10)

plot3(1,1,0,'r*','linewidth',10)

hold off

axis([-0.2 1.2 -0.2 1.2 -0.2 3.5])

saveas(gcf,'Perceptron102.jpg')

2.7.1 Matrix Representation of Linear Mappings
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Ordered Basis and Unordered Basis

Coordinates
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Canonical Basis Vectors

• A basis effectively defines a coordinate system. 
• The Cartesian coordinate system in 2D, which is spanned by 

the canonical basis vectors
• In this coordinate system, a vector               has a 

representation how to linearly combine      and      to obtain
• Fig 2.8   

Different Coordinate Representation

• Any basis of        defines a valid coordinate system, and the 
same vector      from before may have a different coordinate 
representation in the              basis. 

• In Figure 2.8, the coordinates of     with respect to the 
standard basis                is  [2, 2]. 

• W.R.T. the basis               the same vector x is represented as 
[1.09, 0.72] , i.e.,                                       

• In the following sections, we will discover how to obtain this 
representation.
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Example 2.20

Transformation Matrix

• We are going to make an explicit connection between 
matrices and linear mappings between finite-dimensional  
vector spaces.
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Linear Mapping

• Linear Mapping

Matrix Representation of Linear Mapping

• Going to the new basis
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Coordinate Vector Change for the Transform

Detailed Derivation of Eq (2.94)

(1)

(2) 
(3) 

(4)

(5)     
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Example 2.21 (Transformation Matrix)

Example 2.22 (Linear Transformations of Vectors)
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Example 2.22  <continued>

Beethoven Frieze by Gustav Klimt

• Wall Painting on display in the Secession Building, Vienna
• [Wiki]  Middle wall: the hostile forces; Typhoeus the giant, 

against whom even gods fought in vain; his daughters, the 
three Gorgons, who symbolise lust and lechery, 
intemperance and gnawing care. The longings and wishes of 
mankind fly over their heads."

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Klimt_-_Bethovenfries_-_Mittelwand.jpeg
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Chapter	6

Linear	Mapping	2
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 2 of MML
Linear Mapping 2 

2021.09.27.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Carl Off
O Fortuna from the  Carmina Burana 

André Rieu
A celebration of 25 years of the Johann Strauss Orchestra

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJC-_j3SnXk
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

2.7.2 Basis Change
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Purpose of This Subsection

matrix

Diagram of  the Problem
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Remark

Example 2.23  <1> 
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Example 2.23  <2> 

•

•

•

•

•

Example 2.23  <3>
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Similarity and Equivalence

Similarity 

• Definition 2.22 (Similarity)  
Two             matrices A and B are similar if there exists a  
nonsingular             matrix       such that 

A transformation                           is called a similarity 
transformation or conjugation of A
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Example of Similarity 

• Let 

• Then
•

Another Example of Similarity  T->A
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[Wiki] Motivation Example of Similarity 

• The matrix representing a rotation in R3 when the axis of 
rotation is not aligned with the coordinate axis can be 
complicated to compute. 
• If the axis of rotation were aligned with the positive z-axis 

and     is the angle of rotation, then it would simply be

• In the original basis, the transformation would be written as 

• In the new coordinate system, the transformation would be 
written as 

S is impler than T

[Wiki] Motivation Example of Similarity  (continued) 

• To write T in terms of the simpler matrix, we use the change-
of-basis matrix P that transforms and as

• Then,

• Thus, the matrix in the original basis is given by
• The transform T in the original basis is found to be the 

product of three easy-to-derive matrices. 
• In effect, the similarity transform operates in three steps: 

change to a new basis (P), perform the simple transformation 
(S), and change back to the old basis
• Related to Schur decomposition
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Rotation Matrix

• Note that 

• Thus,  
• S is an orthonormal matrix. 
• Keep the angle: 
• Keep the norm:  
• Thus, S is a rotation matrix

Properties of Similarity

Let A,B, and C be nŐn matrices.
• Reflexivity: A is similar to itself.
• Symmetry: if A is similar to B, then B is similar to A.
• Transitivity: if A is similar to B and B is similar 

to C, then A is similar to C.
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Equivalence 

• Definition 2.21 (Equivalence) 
• Two matrices A and B are equivalent if there exist 

a nonsingular matrix     and a nonsingular
matrix  Q such that

[Wiki] Equivalence 

• The notion of equivalence should not be confused with that 
of similarity, which is only defined for square matrices, and is 
much more restrictive.

• Similar matrices are certainly equivalent, but equivalent square 
matrices need not be similar. 

• Similarity corresponds to matrices representing the 
same endomorphism V→ V under two different choices of 
a single basis of V, used both for initial vectors and their images.    

• For two rectangular matrices of the same size, their equivalence
can also be characterized by the following conditions

 The matrices can be transformed into one another by a 
combination of elementary row and column operations.

 Two matrices are equivalent if and only if they have the same 
rank.

• Related to SVD. 
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Similarity and Row Equivalence

• Let

• There exists   

• Thus, A and J are similar and row-equivalent.
• A and       are NOT similar but row-equivalent. 

MATLAB Command Jordan Strikes Back!  invP
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Elementary Row and Column Operations

Transformation Matrices
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Transformation Matrices  <1>

Transformation Matrices  <2>

• We will look at mappings that transform coordinate vectors
w.r.t. one basis into coordinate vectors w.r.t. a different basis. 
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Theorem 2.2 tells us that 

• with a basis change in              is replaced with        
 and              is replace with 
 the transformation matrix       of a linear mapping
 is replaced by an equivalent matrix        with 


[Hint] You Would Rather NOT Use an Inverse. 

• To get the derivative of 
• We know that  
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Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.1>

• Linear Mapping

Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.2>

• Going to the new basis
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Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.3>

• Linear Mapping

Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.4>

• Going to the new basis
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Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.5>

• The vectors of the new basis      of V as a linear combination 
of the basis vectors of B such that

• These equations can be written as 

S is the transformation 
matrix that maps 
coordinates wrt onto 
coordinates wrt B. 

Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.6>

• The vectors of the new basis      of W as a linear combination 
of the basis vectors of such that

• These equations can be written as  

T is the transformation 
matrix that maps 
coordinates wrt onto 
coordinates wrt C. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.7>

• From <p.4> and <p.6>, we know that

Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.8>

• From <p.5> and <p.2>, we know that
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Proof of Theorem 2.20  <p.9>

• From <p.7> and <p.8>, we know that

• Then, 
• Thus, 
• This completes the proof. 

Theorem 2.20 tells us that 

• with a basis change in              is replaced with        
 and              is replace with 
 the transformation matrix       of a linear mapping
 is replaced by an equivalent matrix with 
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Figure 2.11 Diagram of Theorem 2.20

Determine the Transformation Matrix 
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Remark About Transformation Matrices 

Decomposition of Transformation Matrices 
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Example of Basis Change 

Example of Basis Change  <continued>  
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Example of Basis Change  <continued>  

2.7.3 Image and Kernel
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Definitions of Image and Kernel 

Figure  2.12  Kernel and Image of a Linear Mapping
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Zero Vector and Kernel 

Consider  a  linear  mapping  Φ : V → W ,  where  V, W are  
vector spaces.

Null Space and Column Space
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Example 2.25 

Example 2.25  <continued> 
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The Fundamental Theorem of Linear Mapping

The Fundamental Theorem of Linear Mapping

• aka The Fundamental Theorem of Linear Algebra
• aka Rank-Nullity Theorem (a little bit smaller theorem)

• Intuitively, the dimension of the range of a linear mapping T
tells us how many degrees of freedom T has, and the 
dimension of its null space tells us how degenerate it is. 
• Apparently these are two sides of the same coin. 
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Four Fundamental Subspaces  <1>

• Gilbert Strang (1993) The fundamental theorem of linear 
algebra, American Mathematical Monthly.
• https://www.engineering.iastate.edu/~julied/classes/CE570/

Notes/strangpaper.pdf

Four Fundamental Subspaces  <2>

RREF Linear 
Combination of 
Column vectors
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Fundamental Theorem of Linear Mapping  <1>

Fundamental Theorem of Linear Mapping  <2>
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Fundamental Theorem of Linear Mapping  <3>

• RREF

• Dimensions

Fundamental Theorem of Linear Mapping  <4>

• https://www2.seas.gwu.edu/~simhaweb/lin/modules/module8/module8.html
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[Wiki] Fundamental Theorem of Linear Algebra

Some Consequences of Rank-Nullity Theorem
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2.8 Affine Spaces

Affine Space and Machine Learning 

• We will have a closer look at spaces that are offset from the 
origin, i.e., spaces that are no longer vector subspaces. 
• We will briefly discuss properties of mappings between these 

affine spaces, which resemble linear mappings.

• In the ML literature, the distinction between linear and affine 
is sometimes NOT clear so that we can find references to 
affine spaces/mappings as linear  spaces/mappings.
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2.8.1 Affine Subspaces 

Definition of Affine Subspace 

• Affine subspace, Linear manifold, Hyperplane 

• Note that the definition of an affine subspace excludes 0
if                Therefore, an affine subspace is not a (linear) 
subspace (vector subspace) of V for   
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[Wiki] Affine Subspace

Does NOT Go Through the Origin 

• Examples of affine subspaces are points, lines, and  planes  
in         which do NOT (necessarily) go through the origin. 
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Kernel Space  and Affine Space

Kernel Space

Affine Space

Linear

Nonlinear

Example 2.26 (Affine Subspaces) 
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Example 2.26 (Affine Subspaces)  <continued> 

Remarks  
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2.8.2 Affine Mappings

Affine Mappings 

• We can define affine mappings between two affine spaces. 
• Linear and affine mappings are closely related. 
• Many properties that we already know from linear mappings, 

e.g., that the composition of linear mappings is a linear 
mapping, also hold for affine mappings.
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Properties of Affine Mappings

Diffusion (Heat-Transfer) PDE 
and Boundary Value Problem
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Einstein’s View of PDE

PDE and Deep Learning

• Google Researchers Explore A New Paradigm For Partial 
Differential Equations With Machine Learning
• https://analyticsindiamag.com/google-researchers-explore-a-

new-paradigm-for-partial-differential-equations-with-
machine-learning/
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Heat Transfer

• ࢠ3ࢿ ,Խהࢢۏ˃

An Example

•

• A conventional solution is 

with

CBS 2018-05-23 80
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CBS 2018-05-23 81

Conventional Solution

Conventional Solution at x = 1.2345
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Conventional Solution at x = 1.2345

C2K2 Solution A

• For  any            let   

with 

CBS 2018-05-23 84
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C2K2 Solution A

•

•

CBS 2018-05-23 85

CBS 2018-05-23 86
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C2K2 Solution B

• For  any            let   

with 

CBS 2018-05-23 87

C2K2 Solution B

•

•

CBS 2018-05-23 88
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Kernel Space and Affine Space

Affine Space

Kernel Space

Kernel Solutions

• Homogeneous solution

• Satisfy the heat-transfer PDE

• Initial Condition

CBS 2018-05-23 90
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General Solutions of the Heat Equation

Equilibrium
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An Example

•

• A conventional solution is

• A conventional solution is just the equilibrium solution
• Can we reach an equilibrium in some sense?

CBS 2018-05-23 93

[wiki] Thermodynamic Equilibrium

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_equilibrium
• Thermodynamic equilibrium is an axiomatic concept 

of thermodynamics. 
• It is an internal state of a single thermodynamic system, or a 

relation between several thermodynamic systems connected 
by more or less passable or impassable walls. 
• In thermodynamic equilibrium there are no net macroscopic

flows of matter or of energy, either within a system or 
between systems.
• In a system that is in its own state of internal thermodynamic 

equilibrium, no macroscopic change occurs.
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Whistler Blackcomb Trail Map

Do You Believe Calculus Wholly?

4
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[Wiki] The Analyst

• The Analyst (subtitled A Discourse Addressed to an Infidel 
Mathematician: Wherein It Is Examined Whether the Object, 
Principles, and Inferences of the Modern Analysis Are More 
Distinctly Conceived, or More Evidently Deduced, Than 
Religious Mysteries and Points of Faith) is a book published 
by George Berkeley (aka Bishop Berkeley) in 1734. 
• The "infidel mathematician" is believed to have been 

Edmond Halley, though others have speculated Sir Isaac 
Newton was intended.
• It is a critique of the foundations of calculus, which was 

influential in the development of mathematics

Converging Eigenvalues

• Consider an ordinary differential equation

• General Solution is

• When

• However, the general solution of                                                   is

• Consider the Jordan form and the Schur decomposition
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Fujiwhara Effect

• Dr. Sakuhei Fujiwhara, a meteorologist, focused on how 
spinning objects interact when they get near each other.
• The Fujiwhara Effect in tropical storms and hurricanes says 

that two strong storms or even two storms of equal strength 
will slowly rotate around each other, rather than combine. 

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fujiwhara_effect_cyclone_diagram.png

2.9 Further Reading
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So Many Linear Algebra Books + [Wiki] 

• However, when I want to get some idea from Linear Algebra, 
I look for                 and  

• Felix Ruvimovich Gantmacher (23 February 1908 – 16 May 
1964) was a Soviet mathematician, professor at Moscow 
Institute of Physics and Technology, well known for his 
contributions in mechanics, linear algebra and Lie 
group theory. 
• His book Theory of Matrices (1953) is a standard reference 

of linear algebra. It has been translated into various 
languages including a two-volume version in English. 
• George Herbert Weiss noted that "this book cannot be 

recommended too highly as it contains material otherwise 
unavailable in book form".

Jordan૯࣮
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Judith and the Head of Holofernes by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Judith_1.jpg 
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Chapter	7

Inner	Product
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 3 of MML
Inner Product

2021.10.04.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Ornette Coleman, composer
Lonely Woman

from ‘The Shape Of Jazz To Come’

Ornette Coleman on alto saxophone
Don Cherry on cornet

Charlie Haden on double bass
Billy Higgins on drums

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNbD1JIH344
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lonely_Woman
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Midterm

• ԻΟҶٸ߾חоִԻࣸɾݤଵمТЬ. 
• ߞ߅ϪۘࠒࣵݤҖ؆߾ɾΰݤଵݤԜٗࠆ
ଢТЬ

:ଵݤ .1 ࡖ10 11 ࡁࡖ) 15:30 - 16:45)
:ࡢإଵݤ .2 ࢠ3ࢿ-ࢠ1ࢿ۰˕ˬ
ଵݤ .3 Open Notebook (Οϼࣱ߭ϠઝٖփɼМ)
۰γʨ߾߇Еֻѿˬ˕۰ࢿחଵݤ .4 (ࢿࠖࠪࢿחݡࠉ)
एձ߇Ζ୯зଵݤ .5 Ի֩ΰԻ7ٗ

bschoi12@snu.ac.krԻؿγʨ (҂ʨҶ̧एࣵ)
6. з एࡈкA4ࢿח1 1एԻ۽ଜˈળղ

‘ୖ̟Ѱ_̛˃˓ଝٕ_1८_3ء’ ҟԻࢠଟʨ
חଞओ˗߾ଵݤ .7 Q&Aࠠ߾ռʨ

Code / Solutions for Mathematics for Machine Learning

• https://github.com/ilmoi/MML-Book
• Contributors and Languages
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

In Chapter 3

• We will add some geometric interpretation and intuition to 
all of vector, vector spaces, and linear mapping. 
• We will look at geometric vectors and compute their lengths

and distances or angles between two vectors. 
• We equip the vector space with an inner product that induces 

the geometry of the vector space. 
• Inner products and their corresponding norms and metrics

capture the intuitive notions of similarity and distances, 
which we use to develop the support vector machine (SVM)
in Chapter 12. 
• We will use the concepts of lengths and angles between 

vectors to discuss orthogonal projections, which will play a 
central role when we discuss principal component analysis 
(PCA) in Chapter 10 and regression via maximum likelihood 
estimation (MLE) in Chapter 9. 
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[Wiki] Normed and Inner Product Vector Spaces

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normed_vector_space#/media/
File:Mathematical_Spaces.png

Pareto Optimality
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Which One Will You Take?

[Wiki] Pareto Efficiency

• Pareto efficiency or Pareto optimality is a situation where no 
individual or preference criterion can be better off without making 
at least one individual or preference criterion worse off or without 
any loss thereof. 

• The concept is named after Vilfredo Pareto (1848–1923), 
Italian civil engineer and economist, who used the concept in his 
studies of economic efficiency and income distribution. 

• The following three concepts are closely related:
 Given an initial situation, a Pareto improvement is a new situation 

where some agents will gain, and no agents will lose.
 A situation is called Pareto dominated if there exists a possible 

Pareto improvement.
 A situation is called Pareto optimal or Pareto efficient if NO 

change could lead to improved satisfaction for some agent without 
some other agent losing or if there is no scope for further Pareto 
improvement.
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[Wiki] Pareto Frontier

• The Pareto frontier, aka Pareto front or Pareto set, is the set 
of all Pareto efficient allocations, conventionally 
shown graphically.

• The boxed points represent feasible choices, and smaller 
values are preferred to larger ones. C is not on the Pareto 
frontier because it is dominated by A and B. A and B are 
NOT strictly dominated by any other, and lie on the frontier.

Feasible Region

[Wiki] Efficient Frontier

• The efficient frontier (aka portfolio frontier) is an investment 
portfolio which occupies the "efficient" parts of the risk–
return spectrum. 

• It is the set of portfolios which satisfy the condition that NO 
other portfolio exists with a higher expected return but with 
the same standard deviation of return (i.e., the risk).
• The MPT (modern portfolio theory) proposed by Harry 

Markowitz (1990 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic 
Sciences)
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Markowitz’ Efficient Frontier

• ଝ˓̖ V, ࢸ2.4ࢿ

KOSPI in 2010

3.1 Norms
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Geometric Vector and Norm

• When we consider geometric vectors, i.e., directed line  
segments that start at the origin, then intuitively the length of 
a vector is the of the “end” of this  directed line segment 
from the origin.  

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vector_from_A_to_B.svg

• In the following, we will discuss the notion of the length of 
vectors using the concept of a norm.

Definition 3.1 (Norm)

Positiveness
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Triangle Inequality

• The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle is 
greater than the length of the third side.

• [Heron’s formula] The area A of a triangle whose sides 
have lengths a, b, and c is

• We can prove the triangular inequality from Heron’s 
formula through a proof by contradiction.

Norm and Convexity
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Norm (Manhattan Norm, Taxicab Norm)    

• Will use in lasso (least absolute shrinkage 
and selection operator; aka Lasso or LASSO)

Norm

• We will use the Euclidean norm by default if not stated 
otherwise.

• Use in Ridge regression
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Norm 

Norm

• Maximum norm 
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When 

• Remind that 

• Assume that
• Then,  

Summary of       Norm
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Young’s Inequality and Hölder's Inequality

Young’s Inequality

Proof by Jensen’s Inequality

Proof of Hölder's Inequality
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Minkowski’s Inequality

[Convexity]

Equivalence of Norms
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[Wiki] Normed Vector Space

• A normed vector space or normed space is a vector space
over the real or complex numbers, on which a norm is 
defined.
• A norm is the formalization and the generalization to real 

vector spaces of the intuitive notion of "length" in the real 
world. 

• A norm is a real-valued function defined on the vector space
V that is commonly denoted                    satisfying









[Wiki] Banach Space
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Examples of a Banach Space

3.2 Inner Products
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3.2.1 Dot Product

Dot Product

• We have already been familiar with the dot product, a 
particular type of  inner product in          which  is given by

• We will refer to this particular inner product as the dot 
product.
• Inner products are more general concepts with specific 

properties, which we will now introduce.
• Related to Correlation
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3.2.2 General Inner Products

Bilinear Mapping

• A bilinear mapping Ω is a mapping with two arguments, and 
it is linear in each argument, i.e., when we look at a vector 
space V then it holds that for all x, y, z ଲ V, λ, ψ ଲ R that
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Inner Product Space

• Inner product space

A Generalized Dot Product
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[Axler] Definition of an Inner Product

• https://linear.axler.net/InnerProduct.pdf

[Axler] Definition of an Inner Product Space

• Although most mathematicians define an inner product as 
above, many physicists use a definition that requires 
homogeneity in the second slot instead of the first slot.
• Every real number equals its complex conjugate. Thus if we 

are dealing with a real vector space, then in the last condition 
above we can dispense with the complex conjugate and 
simply state that 

• Definition (Inner Product Space)  An inner product space is 
a vector space V along with an inner product on V.
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[Axler] Example of Inner Products

[Axler] Basic Properties of an Inner Product
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[Wiki] Hilbert Space

[wiki] Example of Hilbert Space
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[Wiki] Polarization Identity

• From an inner product to the norm

• From a norm to the inner product  (Polarization identity) 

Proof Without Words
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Babylonian Solution of a Quadratic Equation

• http://cs-exhibitions.uni-klu.ac.at/index.php?id=323
• Solve the simultaneous equations 
• The Babylonian method of multiplication is quite ingenious 

and only relies on knowing the squares of numbers. They 
used the formula

• Then, we have 
• Since                                              we have 

Matrix Norms
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Correlation Between Two Flowers

• https://www.kjpr.kr/articles/pdf/2Y7r/kjpr-2018-031-06-7.pdf

Reference

• Gallier, J. and Quaintance, J. (2020) Linear Algebra and 
Optimization with Applications to Machine Learning Volume 
I: Linear Algebra for Computer Vision, Robotics, and 
Machine Learning
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Submultiplicativity

Eigenvalue and Matrix Norm (Spectral Norm)

• For any matrix norm          and for any square matrix 

where                                 and                            are the 
eigenvalues of  A.     

• It is the spectral norm
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Frobenius Norm

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

Frobenius norm
Hilbert-Schmidt norm
Schur norm
Euclidean norm

Subordinate Matrix Norm
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Subordinate Matrix Norm

[Wiki] Frobenius Inner Product 
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3.2.3 Symmetric, Positive Definite Matrices

ݢ५ (Quadratic Form)

• ࢸ2.7ࢿ ,۱ۘٗ̆ୣ

(Duality – Lagrange multiplier)
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Why ‘Symmetric’?

Example 3.4
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Positive Definite

Positive Definite Matrix

• (Symmetric) positive definite matrices play an important role 
in machine learning,
• They may be defined via an inner product. 
• In Section 4.3, we will return to (symmetric) positive definite 

matrices in the context of matrix decompositions, e.g., 
Cholesky decomposition.
• Every covariance matrix is positive definite.
• It a covariance is positive semidefinite, what will you say 

about it?
• As shown in Section 12.4, the idea of symmetric positive 

semidefinite matrices is key in the definition of kernels. 
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Some Properties

Inner Product and Positive Definiteness

• Consider an n-dimensional vector space V with an inner 
product and an ordered basis 

•

• Then, 
• Thus,  

and 
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Positive Definite

• Since B is a basis, 
• Thus,

• The matrix A is positive definite.  

Inner Product and Positive Definite
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Optimization and Definite Matrices

Univariate Function  <1>

• Taylor’s theorem

•
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Univariate Function  <2>

•

Bivariate Function from Stewart’s Calculus
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[Wiki] Hessian Approximation With a 2nd Degree Polynomial

Inedefinite Matrix and Saddle Point

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Minima_and_Saddle_Point.png
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Example 2.2.5

• [ॳˈחଲ] ۏֻהࢢܹչؑࢶˁ

Example 2.2.6
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Positive Definite and Positive Semidefinite

Multivariate Function  <1> 
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Multivariate Function  <2> 

Multivariate Function  <3> 
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Multivariate Function  <4> 

Second Order Condition
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3.3 Lengths and Distance

Norm and Inner Product

• However, not every norm is induced by an inner product. (?)

• The Manhattan norm (3.3) is an example of a norm without a 
corresponding inner product (?)
• I think we can solve the problem as

• In the following, we will focus on norms that are induced by 
inner products and introduce geometric concepts, such as 
lengths, distances, and angles.    
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ળݢش (Discriminant)

Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality

• For an inner product vector space (V, ·, ·) the induced norm 
satisfies the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

• [Proof] 
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Cauchy-Schwarz Equality  <1>

Cauchy-Schwarz Equality  <2>
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Cauchy-Schwarz Equality  <3>

Cauchy-Schwarz Equality  <4>
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Example 3.5

Distance and Metric
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Norm, Inner Product and Distance

• Similar to the length of a vector, the distance between 
vectors does NOT require an inner product: a norm is 
sufficient.
• If we have a norm induced by an inner product, the distance 

may vary depending on the metric choice  of  the  inner  
product. 

Metric
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Inner products and Metrics

• At first glance, the lists of properties of inner products and 
metrics look very similar. 
• However, by comparing Definition 3.3 with Definition 3.6 

we observe that and               behave in opposite 
directions. Very similar x and y will result in a large value for 
the inner product and a  small value  for  the  metric.
• Particularly,                         but                  can be negative. 

3.4 Angle and Orthogonality
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Angle Between Vectors in 

Example of Stewart’s Calculus
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Angle and Inner Product

• Inner products capture the geometry of a vector space by 
defining the angle ω between two vectors. 
• We use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (3.17) to define 

angles ω in inner product spaces between two vectors x, y,
and this notion coincides with our intuition in 
• Assume that                           Then

Example 3.6
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Orthogonality and Orthonormality

• An implication of this definition is that the 0-vector is   
orthogonal to every vector in the vector space.

• [Remark] Orthogonality is the generalization of the concept 
of perpendicularity to bilinear forms that do NOT have to be 
the dot product. In our context, geometrically, we can think 
of orthogonal vectors as having a right angle w.r.t. a specific  
inner product.  

Example 3.7 
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Orthogonal Matrix

[Wiki] Examples of Orthogonal Matrices
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A Helmert Transformation

[Wiki] Helmert Transformation
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Orthonormality and Rotation

• Let A be an orthonormal matrix
• Preservation of the norm

• Preservation of the angle

• This means that orthonormal matrices A with 
preserve both angles and distances. 
• It turns out that orthonormal matrices define transformations 

that are rotations (with the possibility of flips). 
• In Section 3.9, we will discuss more details about rotations. 

Portrait of Emilie Floge by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portrait_Emilie_Fl%C3%B6ge
_Gustav_Klimt_1902.jpg
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Chapter	8

Projection
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Musique du jour

George Frederic Handel
Harpsichord Suite No. 4 in D minor HWV437: 

Sarabande

Academy of St Martin in the Fields
Alexander Briger, conductor
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3.5 Orthogonal Basis

ऍ˩̘ࢲ

• ୣ̆ٗ۱ଜ, ࢸ10.1ࢿ,  ऐˬ̛
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Orthonormal Basis

SVM, PCA

Example 3.8
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3.6 Orthogonal Complement

Orthogonal Complements  <1>

• http://thejuniverse.org/PUBLIC/LinearAlgebra/MATH-
232/Unit.11/Presentation.2/Section11A/complements.html

• The vectors orthogonal to all vectors in one subspace always 
form another subspace. 
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Orthogonal Complements  <2>

Orthogonal Complements  <3>
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Orthogonal Complements  <4>

[Theorem]  If W is a subspace of an inner product space V, 
then the set of vectors orthogonal to all vectors in W is also a 
subspace of V. 
Proof. If               and                then for any  

Thus,  
If                  then for any scalar k and for any 

Thus,                                                                             
Clearly,                                                                         QED                   

Orthogonal Complements  <5>
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Orthogonal Complement  <6>

[Definition] The subspace of vectors orthogonal to a subspace 
W of an inner product space V is called the orthogonal 
complement of W, and is denoted by read "W perp". 

• The word "complement" comes from the fact that the 
subspace "complements" the subspace W, in the sense 
that both together give you all of V. 

Orthogonal Complements  <7>
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Orthogonal Complement  <8>

• The orthogonal complement can also be used to describe a 
plane U (2-D subspace) in a 3-D vector space. 
• More specifically, the vector                               which is 

orthogonal to the plane U , is the basis vector of 
Figure 3.7 illustrates this setting. 
• All vectors that are orthogonal to must (by construction) 

lie in the plane U. The vector     is called the normal vector 
of U.

Orthogonal Complements  <9>
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Orthogonal Complements  <10>

• Consider a D-dimensional vector space V and an  M-D 
subspace U  V. 
• Then its orthogonal complement is a (D−M )-D 

orthogonal complement subspace of V and contains all 
vectors in V that are orthogonal to every vector in U. 
• Since                             any vector can be uniquely 

decomposed into

Proof
of The Fundamental Theorem of Linear Algebra
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Orthogonal Decomposition and the FTLA

• The great widespread applicability of linear algebra results in 
large part due to the complete characterization of the 
possible solutions to provided by the FTLA and the 
orthogonal decomposition of the domain and codomain.

Four Fundamental Subspaces, Again!

RREF Linear 
Combination of 
Column vectors
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Orthogonality of Row Space and Null Space

• Orthogonality:

• Since 

Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <1>

• http://mitran-lab.amath.unc.edu/courses/MATH547/lessons/Lesson09.pdf
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Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <2>

Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <3>

[1]   
i.e., the column space is a subspace of codomain of 
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Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <4>

[2]   
i.e., the left-null space is a subspace of domain of 

Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <5>

[3]   
i.e., the column space is orthogonal to the left-null space
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Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <6>

[4]   

Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <7>

[5]   
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Proof of Rank-Nullity Theorem  <8>

[6]  

Proof.  The remainder of the FTLA is established by           
considering                            since it has been establish in [5] 
that                                   replacing                yields 

ବࢽѸ߭߭۰ܹ׃ٕٗ۰߾ળقࡕ

Orthogonal Wavelet
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Continuous Wavelet Transformation

• [ॳˈחଲ] Waveletଥ۱, ࢠ4ࢿ

Discrete Wavelet Transformation

[Example] Haar Wavelet
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Intuitive Interpretation of Wavelet

Wavelet = Weighted Sum w/ Dilation and Translation

• https://cnx.org/contents/EQurkhlI@5.16:9Qg8uP5e@5/Introduction-to-Wavelets

Translation (Shifting)

Dilation (Scaling)
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Orthogonal Wavelet  <1>

• https://www.numerical-tours.com/matlab/denoisingwav_1_wavelet_1d/

Signal to Noise Ratio              
(SNR)

Orthogonal Wavelet  <2>

Orthgonal Decomposition 
vs Biorthogonal Decomposition
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Orthogonal Wavelet  <3>

Orthogonal Wavelet  <4>
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Orthogonal Wavelet  <5>

• https://pywavelets.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ref/2d-decompositions-overview.html

Haar Wavelet
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[Wiki] Haar Wavelet

• In mathematics, the Haar wavelet is a sequence of rescaled 
"square-shaped" functions which together form a wavelet 
family or basis. 
• Wavelet analysis is similar to Fourier analysis in that it 

allows a target function over an interval to be represented in 
terms of an orthonormal basis. 
• The Haar sequence is now recognised as the first known 

wavelet basis and extensively used as a teaching example.

[Wiki] Haar Transform and Inverse Haar Transform
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Moving Average (۱) as Wavelet

ࠊؑࠇ

ࠇ؎ࠄ˒ࠇ؎ࢺ۱җ (̍λҼѣВփ!)

• ૡ۴ Ѱૡ̎۴ = (moving-average line)
• Е߾ࡢЬؿૡ۴̛ࢠૡ۴ԄЯ̛ࠊؑࢽ
ࠊؑࢽࢷձֆଞЬ. ઞࠬࠊؑૡ۴ 5, 10, 
ૡ۴Қ 120 ,60 ,20 ԎԻܻ۰оԻ૦ऑଥ߅۰߾ࡢ
ЕʨӵଞЬ.  Я̛ૡ۴̛ࢠૡ۴ؿЬ߾ࡢ
ЬЕʨքΤҚૡ̎ؿЬফ̒ࢶΤҚ
ૡ̎ЬЕʨଞЬ. ई, Ͱࣱଞۘۿݣձ
 .ԻૡɼଟܹЬଜЕʨݣЕ࣯ɼɼۘ  .ଞЬ
Ӗଞ, ଜԃଜшԂѦ߅Ԏ۰߾ૡ۴Қ८ԷԻ࣯ɼձ
एएձଥ̛࣯Ҷ࣯߾חɼଜ؏ˁऐ۽Ь. 
• ૡ۴̛ࢠૡ۴оԻЯ̛؆˕ࠊؑࢽࠊؑࠇ
ԻࢶܖЕ࣯ɼɼए .ЬࠊЕؑ߾Ԏ߅
ଜԃଜЕۿձΟβЬ.  Ӗଞ, ࣯ɼɼۘݣଜшԂѦ
  .ЬւЕˁଯ߾ତ۴Қࡢ
• ̍ԙΜծ˒ݣଢۭВ߆ѶЩ. છடࣵܒ࣬
ʾࡆВ࣬ɹۼԬࠇ؎ࠄ˒ࠇ؎ࢺ
.ଛЩߛଢݧԸԸրҗܶࢳѣ
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Unitary Matrix, DFT, DCT, and FFT

ऍ˩ପԮ˒ࡧПਜ਼նପԮ

• ࢸ2.4ࢿ ,۱ۘٗ̆ୣ
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[Wiki] Unitary Matrix

DFT and Shannon’s Sampling Theorem

• [ॳˈחଲ] Waveletଥ۱, ࢠ3ࢿ
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DFT

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
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Danielson-Lanczosࢺն

FFT
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DCT

3.7 Inner Product of Fuctions
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Continuous-Valued Functions

• The inner products we discussed so far were defined for 
vectors with a finite number of entries. We can think of a 
vector as a function with n function values. 
• The concept of an inner product can be generalized to 

vectors with continuous-valued functions (uncountably
infinite). 
• The sum over individual components of vectors turns into an 

integral.
• An inner product of two functions                     and                     

can be defined as the integral

Hilbert Space

• As with our usual inner product, we can define norms and 
orthogonality by looking at the inner product. 
• If (3.37) evaluates to 0, the functions u and v are orthogonal. 
• To make the preceding inner product mathematically precise, 

we need to take care of measures and the definition of 
integrals, leading to the definition of a Hilbert space. 

• Unlike inner products on finite-dimensional vectors, inner 
products on functions may diverge (have infinite value). 

• All this requires diving into some more intricate details of 
real and functional analysis, which are NOT covered in the 
MML. 
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Example 3.9 Inner Product of Functions

Orthogonality of Trigonometric Functions

• ଝ˓̖ IX, ࢠ2ࢿ
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Fourier Series

Norm and Inner Product of Functions
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Orthogonal Polynomials

Recursive Formula of Orthogonal Polynomials
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Gaussian Quadrature
[ॳˈחଲ] ̖˓ଝ VII, ࢸ8.7ࢿ

Orthogonal Polynomial and Gaussian Quadrature
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Laguerre Polynomial  <1>

Laguerre Polynomial  <2>
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Laguerre Polynomial  <3>

Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature  <1>
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Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature  <2>

Gauss-Legendre Quadrature  <1>
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Gauss-Legendre Quadrature  <2>

Gauss-Hermite Quadrature  <1>
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Gauss-Hermite Quadrature  <2>

Gauss-Chebyshev Quadrature  <1>
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Gauss-Chebyshev Quadrature  <2>

Gauss-Labbato Quadrature  <1>
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Gauss-Labbato Quadrature  <2>

Chebyshev Economization  <1>
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Chebyshev Economization  <2>

Chebyshev Economization  <3>
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3.8 Orthogonal Projections

Data Compression

• Projections are an important class of linear transformations 
(besides rotations and reflections) and play an important role in 
graphics, coding theory, statistics and machine learning. 

• In ML, we often deal with data that is high-dimensional, which is 
often hard to analyze or visualize. 

• High-dimensional data quite often possesses the property that only 
a few dimensions contain most information, and most other 
dimensions NOT essential to describe key properties of the data. 

• When we compress or visualize high-dimensional data, we will 
lose information. To minimize this compression loss, we ideally 
find the most informative dimensions in the data. 

• In this chapter, we will discuss some of the fundamental tools for 
data compression. 

• More specifically, we can project the original high-dimensional 
data onto a lower-dimensional feature space and work in this 
lower-dimensional space to learn more about the dataset and 
extract relevant patterns. 
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Applications

• For example, ML algorithms, such as principal component 
analysis (PCA) by Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933) and deep 
neural networks (e.g., deep auto-encoders by Deng et al., (2010)), 
heavily exploit the idea of dimensionality reduction. 

• We will focus on orthogonal projections, which we will use in 
Chapter 10 for linear dimensionality reduction and in Chapter 12 
for classification. Even linear regression, which we discuss in 
Chapter 9, can be interpreted using orthogonal projections. 

• For a given lower-dimensional subspace, orthogonal projections 
of high-dimensional data retain as much information as possible 
and minimize the difference/error between the original data and 
the corresponding projection. 

• An illustration of such an orthogonal projection is given in Figure 
3.9. 

An Illustration

• Figure 3.9 Orthogonal projection (orange dots) of  a 2-D 
dataset (blue  dots) onto a 1-D subspace (straight line).
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Idempotence and Symmetry

[Wiki] Idempotence
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Idempotent Key vs Toggle Switch

A toggle switch is a type of 
electrical switch that is 
actuated by moving a lever 
back and forth to open or 
close an electrical circuit. 

Idempotent Matrix (ְҜପԮ)

• ࢸ2.6ࢿ  ,۱ۘٗ̆ୣ
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Projection

• Since linear mappings can be expressed by transformation 
matrices, the preceding definition applies equally to a special 
kind of transformation matrices, the projection matrices         
which satisfy 

(projection)ࠒی idempotentԂЕЕ߭Ӂٕٗ˓ɾࠒی߾ଥ۰
Իଞ˓ɾଥѦ, ईѰࠒیԻଞٕٗ˓ɾѰݤएձӖЬ߱
ѿࠒیءଥѦࠒیѹएЕضଡ߷ЬЕʨЬ. ई, idempotent 
keyࠪʋࠇଟଞЬЕʨЬ.

Projection and Regression

• ୣ̆ٗ۱ଜ, ࢸ10.1ࢿ
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Minimum Distance of Projection

Orthogonality and Projection
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Idempotence, Symmetry, and Projection

3.8.1 Projection onto 1-D Subspaces (Lines)
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Projection onto 1-D Subspace  <1>

Projection onto 1-D Subspace  <2>

Why?
ʝնЕۉऍ۱˒ࢷ [ੁࡢ]
ձܹЕ߾۰ऐ۴߾ࢺ
ɼࢠɼ̧ࡋʠչձଞЬ. 
ΰռ؈۴ܹ߾۰ऐ۴߾ࢺ
Ҷ, ̐؈۴ܹ˕ࢺ
.ʋЬ̟ࠪ۴ٗ
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Projection onto 1-D Subspace  <3>

Projection onto 1-D Subspace  <4>
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Projection onto 1-D Subspace  <5>

Projection onto 1-D Subspace  <6>

• The projection matrix projects any vector onto 
the line through the origin with direction b (equivalently,  
the subspace U spanned by b). 
• The projection                       is still an n-dimensional vector  

and NOT a scalar. However, we no longer require n
coordinates to represent the projection, but only a single one  
if we want to express it w.r.t. the basis vector b that spans  
the subspace  U : λ.
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Projection onto 1-D Subspace  <7>

Mean as Representative Value
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A Proof of Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality

3.8.2 Projection and General Subspaces
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Orthogonal Projection

• We are going to look at orthogonal projections of vectors 
onto lower-dimensional subspaces U with dim(U ) = m.              
An illustration is given in Figure 3.11.

• Assume that                              is an ordered basis of U. 
• Any projection onto  U is necessarily an element of  U.
• It can be represented as  linear combinations of the basis        

vectors                            of  U,  such  that 

Find Projection and Its Matrix  <1>
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Find Projection and Its Matrix  <2>

Moore-Penrose Inverse

Find Projection and Its Matrix  <3>
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Example 3.11  <1>

Example 3.11  <2>
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Some Remarks

Orthonormal Basis
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Medicine by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Klimt_-_Medizin.jpg
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Chapter	9

Gram-Schmidt	Process
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 3 of MML
Gram-Schmidt Process

2021.10.18.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Glenn Frey, Don Felder, Don Henley
Hotel California    

The Eagles, 1977

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqPtz5qN7HM
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Some Information About
Machine Learning Nowadays

Current Machine Learning Theory@2020

• COMS 4995-1 Spring 2020 (Machine Learning Theory) (columbia.edu)
• Textbooks
 UML; Understanding Machine Learning: From Theory to Algorithms
 FDS; Foundations of Data Science
 OLOCO; Online Learning and Online Convex Optimization
 On-line Algorithms in Machine Learning
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Mathematical Methods You Need To Know

• Stanford CS 205L: Continuous Mathematical Methods with an 
Emphasis on Machine Learning

• http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs205l/
• A survey of numerical approaches to the continuous mathematics 

used throughout computer science with an emphasis on machine 
and deep learning. 

• Although motivated from the standpoint of machine learning, the 
course will focus on the underlying mathematical methods 
including computational linear algebra and optimization, as well 
as special topics such as automatic differentiation via backward 
propagation, momentum methods from ordinary differential 
equations, CNNs, RNNs, etc. 

• Written homework assignments and (straightforward) quizzes 
focus on various concepts; additionally, students can opt in to a 
series of programming assignments geared towards neural 
network creation, training, and inference.

• Textbook: http://heath.cs.illinois.edu/scicomp/

Table of Contents
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SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING: AN INTRODUCTORY SURVEY

The Machine Learning Summer School (MLSS)

• http://mlss.tuebingen.mpg.de/2020/
• MLSS 2020 at the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent 

Systems, Tübingen, Germany
• Machine Learning Summer School (MLSS) series was 

started in 2002 with the motivation to promulgate modern 
methods of statistical machine learning and inference. 

• It was motivated by the observation that while many students 
are keen to learn about machine learning, and an increasing 
number of researchers want to apply machine learning 
methods to their research problems, only few machine 
learning courses are taught at universities. 

• Machine learning summer schools present topics which are 
at the core of modern Machine Learning, from fundamentals 
to state-of-the-art practice. 
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Deep Learning Theory Summer School at Princeton

• https://deep-learning-summer-school.princeton.edu/#Courses
• The school will run remotely from July 27 to August 4, 2021 

and is aimed at graduate students interested in the theory of 
deep learning.
• The primary goal is to showcase, through three main courses 

and a variety of short talks, a range of exciting developments.
£ Modern Machine Learning and Deep Learning Through 

the Prism of Interpolation
¤ Deep Learning: a Statistical Viewpoint
¥ Effective Theory of Deep Learning: Beyond the Infinite-

Width Limit 
• An important secondary goal is to connect young researchers 

and foster a closer community within theoretical machine 
learning. 
• All graduate students with a technical background are to 

apply.

Oxford Machine Learning Summer School (OxML)

• https://www.oxfordml.school/
• The second Oxford machine learning summer school (OxML

2021), aims to provide its participants with best-in-class 
training on a broad range of advanced topics and 
developments in machine learning (ML) and deep learning 
(DL). 
• The school will cover some of the most important topics in 

ML/DL that the field is showing a growing interest in (e.g., 
Bayesian ML, representation learning, computer vision, 
natural language processing (NLP), reinforcement learning, 
causal ML, and transfer learning).
• This year, in addition to SDG #3 (healthcare/medicine), 

OxML 2021 will have additional focus areas like AI for good 
(e.g., climate action, emerging risks, sustainable cities, and 
more). This will enable us to cover a broader range of global 
goals from a machine learning perspective.
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Least Squares Method and Projection 
[ॳˈחଲ] ୣ̆ٗ۱ (ۘ)

SASձࡈଞୃо˃ଝ

[Wiki] Least Squares  <1>

• The method of least squares is a standard approach 
in regression analysis to approximate the solution 
of overdetermined systems (sets of equations in which 
there are more equations than unknowns) by minimizing 
the sum of the squares of the residuals made in the results of 
every single equation.
• The most important application is in data fitting. The best fit 

in the least-squares sense minimizes the sum of 
squared residuals (a residual being: the difference between 
an observed value, and the fitted value provided by a model).

• When the problem has substantial uncertainties in 
the independent variable (the x variable), then simple 
regression and least-squares methods have problems; in such 
cases, the methodology required for fitting errors-in-
variables models may be considered instead of that for least 
squares.
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[Wiki] Least Squares  <2>

The result of fitting a 
set of data points with 
a quadratic function

Conic fitting a set of 
points using least-
squares approximation

[Wiki] Least Squares  <3>

• The first clear and concise exposition of the method of least 
squares was published by Legendre in 1805. The technique is 
described as an algebraic procedure for fitting linear equations to 
data and Legendre demonstrates the new method by analyzing the 
same data as Laplace for the shape of the earth. Within ten years 
after Legendre's publication, the method of least squares had been 
adopted as a standard tool in astronomy and geodesy in France, 
Italy, and Prussia, which constitutes an extraordinarily rapid 
acceptance of a scientific technique.

• In 1809 Carl Friedrich Gauss published his method of calculating 
the orbits of celestial bodies. In that work he claimed to have been 
in possession of the method of least squares since 1795. This 
naturally led to a priority dispute with Legendre. However, to 
Gauss's credit, he went beyond Legendre and succeeded in 
connecting the method of least squares with the principles of 
probability and to the normal distribution.  
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[Wiki] Least Squares  <4>

• Gauss showed that the arithmetic mean is indeed the best 
estimate of the location parameter by changing both 
the probability density and the method of estimation.
• ˈҟଝˬܹଝࢿח (2८ଡܹফܕʅࢿח)

Least Squares Method and Projection

• Consider a linear system without a solution. 
• This means that b does NOT lie in span(A), i.e., the vector b

does NOT lie in the subspace spanned by the columns of A. 
• Given that the linear equation can NOT be solved exactly, 

we can find an approximate solution. 
• The idea is to find the vector in the subspace spanned by the 

columns of A that is closest to b, i.e., we compute the 
orthogonal projection of b onto the subspace spanned by the 
columns of A. 
• This problem arises often in practice, and the solution is 

called the least-squares solution of an overdetermined 
system. (This is discussed further in Section 9.4. !!!!!!!!)
• Using reconstruction errors in                      is one possible 

approach to derive PCA (Section 10.3).
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Gauss-Markov Conditions

Least Squares Estimator  <1>

• ୣ̆ٗ۱ۘ ۱ଜٗ̆ୣ .(ࢠ4ࢿ) (ࢠ11ࢿ)
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Least Squares Estimator <2>

Least Squares Estimator <3>
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Least Squares Estimator  <4>

Least Squares Estimator  <5>
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Example: SAT and GPA

• SASձࡈଞୃо˃ଝ, ࢸ11.4ࢿ

Multiple Regression
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Gauss-Markovࢺն

• ୣ̆ٗ۱ۘ, p. 142

BLUE = Best Linear Unbiased Estimator

[Wiki] Gauss-Markov Theorem

The Gauss–Markov theorem (or simply Gauss theorem for 
some authors) states that the ordinary least squares (OLS)
estimator has the lowest sampling variance within the class of 
linear unbiased estimators, if the errors in the linear regression 
model are uncorrelated, have equal variances and expectation 
value of zero.

• Do we popularly use the OLS nowadays?
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[Wiki] Regression Toward the Mean

• Regression toward the mean (aka regression to the mean, 
reversion to the mean, and reversion to mediocrity) is the 
phenomenon that arises if a sample point of a random 
variable is extreme (nearly an outlier), in which case a future 
point is likely to be closer to the mean or average.
• To avoid making incorrect inferences, regression toward the 

mean must be considered when designing scientific 
experiments and interpreting data.
• The British polymath Sir Francis Galton first observed the 

phenomenon in the context of simple linear regression of 
data points.
• pro-gress (forward), di-gress (aside), retro-gress (backward), 

trans-gress (beyond), con-gress (together), ag-gress (toward), 
re-gress (back)                       

3.8.3 Gram-Schmidt Process
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Gram-Schmidt Process

• ୣ̆ٗ۱ଜ, ࢸ10.1ࢿ

[Wiki] Gram-Schmidt Process

Orthogonalize

Normalize
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Diagram of Gram-Schmidt Process

[Wiki] Example Gram-Schmidt Process 
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[Wiki] MATLAB Program of Gram-Schmidt Process 

Example of Gram-Schmidt Process  <1> 

• https://www.math.tamu.edu/~yvorobet/MATH304-2011A/Lect3-05web.pdf
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Example of Gram-Schmidt Process  <2> 

Example of Gram-Schmidt Process  <3> 
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Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization

Example  3.12  (Gram-Schmidt  Orthogonalization)
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Gram-Schmidt Process via Gauss Elimination

Orthogonal Basis and Gauss Elimination

• We can use Gaussian elimination to find a basis for a vector 
space spanned by a set of vectors. 
• Assume we are given a set                             of non-

orthogonal and unnormalized basis vectors. 
• We concatenate them into a matrix and 

apply Gaussian elimination to the augmented                             
to obtain an orthonormal basis. 
• This constructive way to iteratively build an orthonormal 

basis is called the Gram-Schmidt process.
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Gram-Schmidt Process Via Gauss Elimination   <1>

• L. Pursell and S.Y. Trimble (1991) Gram-Schmidt 
Orthogonalization by Gauss Elimination, The American 
Mathematical Monthly, Vol. 98, pp. 544-549
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2324877
• [An Example] Suppose 

Gram-Schmidt Process Via Gauss Elimination   <2>

• The row on RHS of this last matrix are mutually orthogonal.
• The squares of the lengths of these rows appear on the diagonal of 

LHS of the matrix
• These rows are precisely the vectors produced by using Gram-

Schmidt orthogonalization (without normalization).
• The only row operation used in the process is the subtraction from 

one row of a multiple of a row above it. Either interchange of two 
rows or a the multiplication of a row by scalar was not used.
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Gram-Schmidt Process Via Gauss Elimination   <3>

• Find an orthogonal basis of 

• Then

• Thus

A Simple Proof by CBS
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Python for Gram-Schmidt Process  <1>

Python for Gram-Schmidt Process  <2>
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Python for Gram-Schmidt Process  <3>

QR Decomposition
Anton and Rorres, Sec 6.3
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Numerical Algorithms based on Gram-Schmidt Process

• In recent years a numerical algorithm based on the Gram–
Schmidt process, and known as QR-decomposition, has 
assumed growing importance as the mathematical foundation 
for a wide variety of numerical algorithms, including those 
for computing eigenvalues of large matrices. 

QR Decomposition  <1>
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QR Decomposition  <2>

Thus, 

QR Decomposition  <3>
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QR Decomposition Example  

QR Decomposition Example (Continued)  
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[Wiki] Thin QR Factorization

• Golub & Van Loan (1996, �5.2) call the thin QR
factorization of A; Trefethen and Bau call this the reduced 
QR factorization. 
• If A is of full rank n and we require that the diagonal 

elements of are positive, then                      are unique.
• In general,        is not. is then equal to the upper 

triangular factor of the Cholesky decomposition of

Example
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Applications of QR Decomposition

Householder Transformation and QR Decomposition
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[Wiki] Householder Transformation  <1>

[Wiki] Householder Transformation  <2>

Idempotent
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Source Slides for Householder Transformation

• This part is from Chapter 6 QR factorization of Professor 
Lieven Vandenberghe’s UCLA ECE133A Applied 
Numerical Computing lecture slides (2021 Spring)
• http://www.seas.ucla.edu/~vandenbe/ee133a.html
• Textbook https://web.stanford.edu/~boyd/vmls/

Householder Transformation  and QR Decomposition

• Householder transformations are widely used in numerical 
linear algebra, for example, to annihilate the entries below 
the main diagonal of a matrix, to perform QR 
decompositions and in the first step of the QR algorithm.
• Householder transformation is the most widely used 

algorithm for QR factorization 
• In MATLAB and Julia, qr
• It is less sensitive to rounding error than Gram–Schmidt 

algorithm

• It can be used to calculate QR decompositions by reflecting 
first one column of a matrix onto a multiple of a standard 
basis vector, calculating the transformation matrix, 
multiplying it with the original matrix and then recursing
down the minors of that product.
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Reflection to Multiple of Unit Vector

Geometry
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Householder Triangularization

Householder Algorithm
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Comments

Complexity
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Example  <1>

Example  <2>
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Example  <3>

Example  <4>
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Example  <5>

Julia in FEDNY
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3.8.4 Projection onto Affine Subspaces

Projection onto Affine Subspace  <1>
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Projection onto Affine Subspace  <2>

• Consider the setting in Figure 3.13(a). We are given an affine 
space are basis vectors of U. 

• To determine the orthogonal projection onto L, 
we transform the problem into a problem that we know how 
to solve: the projection onto a vector subspace. 
• To get there, we subtract the support point from x and 

from L, so that                      is exactly the vector subspace U. 
• We can now use the orthogonal projections onto a subspace 

in Section 3.8.2 and obtain the                       projection                       
which is illustrated in Figure 3.13(b). 
• This projection can now be translated back into L by adding 

such that we obtain the orthogonal projection onto an affine 
space L as

Projection onto Affine Subspace and SVM

• We will use projections onto an affine subspace to  derive the 
concept of a separating hyperplane for support vector 
machine (SVM). 
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3.9 Rotations

Rotation Mapping

• Length and angle preservation are the two characteristics of 
linear mappings with orthogonal transformation matrices. 
• In the following, we will have a closer look at specific 

orthogonal transformation matrices, which describe rotations.
• A rotation is a linear mapping (more specifically, an  

automorphism of  rotation a Euclidean vector space) that   
rotates a plane by an angle θ about the origin, i.e., the origin 
is a fixed point. 
• For a positive angle θ > 0, by common convention, we rotate 

in a counterclockwise direction. 

• Lie group
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Rotation Mapping

• An example is shown in Figure 3.14, where the 
transformation matrix is

Joints of Robotic Arm

• Important application areas of rotations include computer 
graphics and robotics. 
• For example, in robotics, it is often important to know how 

to rotate the joints of a robotic arm in order to pick up or 
place an object, see Figure 3.15.
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3.9.1 Rotations in 

Rotations in 2-D  <1>
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Rotations in 2-D  <2>

[Wiki] Examples
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3.9.2 Rotations in 

Sign Convention

• Given a joint that links two body parts of the robot, the body 
part that is closer to the trunk is considered to be fixed and 
the body part that is farther from the trunk is the one that 
rotates around the joint axis.
• To perform the rotation of the body parts, we place a frame 

at each joint. 
• When the robot is at the zero pose, all joint frames have the 

same orientation. Then, roll rotations take place around the X
axis, pitch rotations around the Y axis and yaw rotations 
around the Z axis.
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Rotations in 3-D  <1>

Rotations in 3-D  <2>
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General Rotations

• Other rotation matrices can be obtained from these three 
using matrix multiplication. 
• For example, the product

[Wiki] Examples
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3.9.3 Rotations in 

Rotation in n-D
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[Wiki] Examples

3.9.4 Properties of Rotations 
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Rotation Matrix

[Wiki] Rotation Is NOT Commutative

• Rotations in 3-D space differ from those in two dimensions 
in a number of important ways. 
• Rotations in 3-D are generally NOT commutative.
• So the order in which rotations are applied is important even 

about the same point. 
• [Example] A plane rotation around a point followed by 

another rotation around a different point results in a total 
motion which is either a rotation (as in this picture), or 
a translation.
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Counter Example  <1>

• http://ttuadvancedrobotics.wikidot.com/rotation-and-
transformation-operators

Counter Example  <2>

• https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/2016937/why-are-
rotational-matrices-not-commutative
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Counter Example  <3>

3.10 Further Reading
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• Gallier, J. and Quaintance, J. (2020) Linear Algebra and 
Optimization with Applications to Machine Learning Volume 
I: Linear Algebra for Computer Vision, Robotics, and 
Machine Learning, World Scientific.
• Suetin, P.K., Manin, Y.I., and Kostrikin, A.I. (1989) Linear 

Algebra and Geometry (1st ed.), CRC Press. 

Lady with a Fan by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_-
_Dame_mit_F%C3%A4cher.jpeg
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Chapter	10

Determinant	and	Trace
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 4 of MML
Determinant and Trace

2021.10.20.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Bob Dylan (1963)
Blowin’ in the Wind

Bob Dylan & Joan Baez - Live 1976

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIB0OJcbNEI

The Nobel Prize in Literature 2016 
was awarded to Bob Dylan 

"for having created new poetic expressions 
within the great American song tradition."
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

Data in Matrix Form

• Data is often represented in matrix form, e.g., where the 
rows of the matrix represent different people and the 
columns describe different features of the people, such as 
weight, height, and socio-economic status. 
• In this chapter, we consider three aspects of matrices: 
 how to summarize matrices, 
 how matrices can be decomposed, 
 how these decompositions can be used for approximations.
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Characterizing Properties of Matrices

• We consider methods that allow us to describe matrices with just a 
few numbers that characterize the overall properties of matrices. 

• We will do this on determinants (Section 4.1) and on eigenvalues
(Section 4.2) for the important special case of square matrices. 

• These characteristic numbers have important mathematical 
consequences and allow us to quickly grasp what useful properties 
a matrix has. 

• From here we will proceed to matrix decomposition methods: An 
analogy for matrix decomposition is the factoring of numbers, 
such as the factoring of 21 into prime numbers 7 ·  3. For this 
reason matrix decomposition is also often referred to as matrix 
factorization. 

• Matrix decompositions are used to describe a matrix by means  of 
a different representation using factors of interpretable  matrices.

Decomposition

• We cover a square-root-like operation for symmetric, positive 
definite matrices, the Cholesky decomposition (Section 4.3). 

• We look at two related methods for factorizing matrices into 
canonical forms. 

• The first one is known as matrix diagonalization (Section 4.4), 
which allows us to represent the linear mapping using a diagonal 
transformation matrix if we choose an appropriate basis. 

• The second method, singular value decomposition (Section 4.5), 
extends this factorization to non-square matrices, and it is 
considered one of the fundamental concepts in linear algebra. 

• These decompositions are helpful, as matrices representing 
numerical data are often very large and hard to analyze. 

• We conclude the chapter with a systematic overview of the types 
of matrices and the characteristic properties that distinguish them 
in the form of a matrix taxonomy (Section 4.7).
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Figure 4.1 Mind Map

4.1 Determinant and Trace
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Review of Determinants
Based on Anton and Rorres (Version 11)

Chapter 2
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Anton and Rorres
Section 2.1 Determinants by Cofactor Expansion

Determinants of Simple Cases
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Cofactors

[Wiki] Rule of Sarrus
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Minor and Cofactor

Minors of 3X3 Matrix

https://www.10mathproble
ms.com/2020/10/minors-
and-cofactors-of-matrix.html
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History of Determinant, Matrix and Minor

• The term determinant was introduced by Carl Friedrich 
Gauss in 1801, who used them to “determine” properties of 
certain kinds of functions. Interestingly, the term matrix is 
derived from a Latin word for “womb” because it was 
viewed as a container of determinants.

• The term minor is due to the English mathematician James 
Sylvester, who wrote the following in a paper published in 
1850: “Now conceive any one line and any one column be 
struck out, we get … a square, one term less in breadth and 
depth than the original square; and by varying in every 
possible selection of the line and column excluded, we 
obtain, supposing the original square to consist of n lines and 
n columns, such minor squares, each of which will 
represent what I term a “First Minor Determinant” relative to 
the principal or complete determinant.”

Cofactor = Signed Minor
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Cofactors of 3X3 Matrix

https://www.10mathpro
blems.com/2020/10/mi
nors-and-cofactors-of-
matrix.html

First Definition of Determinant by Laplace Expansion
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Examples of the Cofactor Expansion

Determinant of a Triangular Matrix
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Example

• http://thejuniverse.org/PUBLIC/LinearAlgebra/MATH-
232/Unit.3/Presentation.2/Section3B/laplace.html

Anton and Rorres
Section 2.2  Evaluating Determinants 

by Row Reduction 
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Elementary Operations and Determinants  <1>

Elementary Operations and Determinants  <2>
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Determinants of Elementary Matrices

Example 3 Using Row Operations
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Example 5  Row Operations and Cofactor Expansion

Anton and Rorres
Section 2.3 Properties of Determinants
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Sum of Matrices

Multilinearity
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Elementary Matrix and Determinant

Nonsingularity and Determinant
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Determinant of a Product of Matrices

Determinant of an Inverse Matrix
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[Sydsaeter] Expansion of Alien Cofactors

• Example of Sydaester et. al. (2016) Sec 16.5

[Sydsaeter] Cofactor of an Alien Column
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Adjoint Matrix

Inverse of a Matrix Using Adjoint Matrix

Kronecker’s delta
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Example 7: Inverse Using Adjoint Matrix

Let                                           Then 

Thus, 

Cramer’s Rule 
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System of Linear Equations

Cramer’s Rule
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Cramer’s Rule for              Matrix

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cramer-rule.jpg

Example of Cramer’s Rule
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Determinant 
and Volume of a Region 

Second Definition of Determinant by Row Operations

• The determinant is a function                                                 
satisfying the following properties:

(1) Adding a multiple of one row of A to another row of A
A does NOT change

(2) Scaling a row of A by a scalar c multiplies the determinant 
by c.  

(3) Swapping two rows of a matrix multiplies the determinant 
by −1.

(4) The determinant of the identity matrix is equal to 1.

• In other words, to every square matrix A we assign a 
number in a way that satisfies the above properties, 
and call the determinant of  A.    
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Computing Determinants Using Row Reduction

• In other words, the determinant of A is the product of 
diagonal entries of the row echelon form B, times a factor 
of �1 coming from the number of row swaps you made, 
divided by the product of the scaling factors used in the row 
reduction.
• The value det(A) is uniquely determined by the second 

definition of the determinant.

Definition of a Parallelotope

• The n-D parallelotope defined by                           is the 
region

• In other words, a parallelotope is the set of all linear 
combinations of n vectors                          with coefficients 
in [0,1].
• We can draw parallelotope using the parallelogram law for 

vector addition.
• The generalization of a parallelepiped in higher dimensions 

is a parallelotope. In modern literature expression 
parallelepiped is often used in higher (or arbitrary finite) 
dimensions as well.
• Specifically in n-D space it is called n-D parallelotope, or 

simply n-parallelotope (or n-parallelepiped).
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Parallelotope with n=2

• The 2-D parallelotope defined by                     is the region

• In other words, a 2-D parallelotope is the set of all linear 
combinations of n vectors                     with coefficients 
in [0,1].
• The edges come in parallel pairs.
• A parallelogram is a 2-parallelotope 

Parallelotope with n=3

• The 2-D parallelotope defined by                   is the region

• In other words, a parallelotope is the set of all linear 
combinations of n vectors                   with coefficients 
in [0,1].
• The faces come in parallel pairs.
• A parallelepiped is a 3-parallelotope. 
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Geometric Interpretation for n=2

Geometric Interpretation for n=3

A proof is given in Sec 3.5 of Anton and Rorres
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When Does a Parallelotope have zero volume?

• This can happen only if the parallelotope is flat, i.e., it is 
squashed into a lower dimension.
• This means                               is linearly dependent.
• This means the matrix with columns                          has zero 

determinant.
• The parallelepiped defined by                            has zero 

volume if and only if the matrix with columns                            
has zero determinant.

Volume of a Parallelotope

• Let 
• Then, 
• This means that A maps the unit n-cube to the n-D 

parallelotope defined by                            the region

• [Theorem] (Determinants and volumes) The determinant 
gives the signed n-D volume of this parallelotope, i.e.,
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Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <1>

• https://textbooks.math.gatech.edu/ila/determinants-volumes.html
• Since the four defining properties characterize the 

determinant, they also characterize the absolute value of the 
determinant. 
• Explicitly, is a function on square matrices which 

satisfies these properties:
(1) Adding a multiple of one row of A to another row of A

A does NOT change |det(A)|.
(2) Scaling a row of A by a scalar c multiplies |det(A)| by |c|.
(3) Swapping two rows of a matrix does not change |det(A)|.
(4) The determinant of the identity matrix is equal to 1.
• The absolute value of the determinant is the only such 

function.

Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <2>

• If B is a row equivalent form of A, then there exists a matrix 
E that is a product of elementary row matrices satisfying 

• Thus,

• For a square matrix A, we abuse notation and let vol(A)  
denote the volume of the paralellotope determined by the 
rows of A.
• Then we can regard vol as a function from the set of square 

matrices to the real numbers. 
• We will show that also satisfies the above four 

properties.
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Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <3>

Proof of Property (1)
• For simplicity, we consider a row replacement of the 

form         
• The volume of a paralellotope is the volume of its base, 

times its height: here the “base” is the paralellotope
determined                                 and the “height” is the 
perpendicular distance of from the base.     
• Translating by a multiple of      moves   in a direction 

parallel to the base. This changes neither the base nor the 
height! Thus, vol(A) is unchanged by row replacements.

Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <4>
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Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <5>

Proof of Property (2)
• For simplicity, we consider a row scale of the form 
• This scales the length of by a factor of |c|, which also 

scales the perpendicular distance of from the base by a 
factor of |c|.
• Thus, vol(A) is scaled by |c|.

Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <6>

Proof of Property (3)
• Swapping two rows of A just reorders the vectors                   

hence has no effect on the parallelepiped determined by 
those vectors. 
• Thus, vol(A) is unchanged by row swaps. 
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Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <7>

Proof of Property (4)
• The rows of the identity matrix are the standard 

coordinate vectors
• The associated paral1elotope is the unit cube, which has 

volume 1, i.e.,  

Proof of Theorem of Determinants and Volumes  <8>

• Since is the only function satisfying these 
properties, we have

• Since by the transpose property, the 
absolute value of det(A) is also equal to the volume of the 
parallelotope by the columns of A as well.
• This completes the proof.
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Volume of a Region Due to a Transformation <1>

• Let A be an nŐn matrix with columns and 
let be the matrix transformation                     
such that
• Thus, T takes the unit cube C to the parallelotope P 

determined by
• Since the unit cube has volume 1 and its image has 

volume |det(A)|, the transformation T scaled the volume of 
the cube by a factor of |det(A)|.

Volume of a Region Due to a Transformation <2>

• The notation T(S) means the image of the region S under the 
transformation T, i.e.,
• In fact, T scales the volume of any region in by the same 

factor, even for curvy regions.
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Volume of a Region Due to a Transformation <3>

Change of Variables  <1>

• Stewart’s Calculus, Sec 15.10
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Change of Variables  <2>

Change of Variables  <3 >
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Change of Variables  <4>

determinant

Change of Variables  <5>

Absolute value of Jacobian
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Change of Variables  <6>

Change of Variables  <7>
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Change of Variables  <8>

Change of Variables  <9>
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Change of Random Variables  <10>

Change of Variables  <11> A Helmert Transformation

We will prove it in the next page
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Change of Variables  <12>  t-distribution

We will prove it in next page

Change of Variables  <13>  Normal distribution
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A Brief Summary 
about Invertibility

Equivalence Statements  <1>

Theorem 2.3.8
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Equivalence Statements  <2>

Determinants in MML
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Motivating Examples

Invertibility and Matrix

(Proof) Let R be the RREF of A. Then, 

Since                       iff R is invertible, this proof completes.
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Laplace Expansion

Properties of Determinant
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Third Definition of Determinant by Leibnitz Formula

• The Leibniz formula expresses the determinant of a square 
matrix in terms of permutations of the matrix elements. 
• If A is an nŐn matrix, where ai,j is the entry in the ith row 

and jth column of A, the formula is

• Here, sgn is the sign function of permutations in 
the permutation group Sn, which returns +1 and −1 for even 
and odd permutations, respectively.

Derivation https://mtskw.com/posts/determinant/
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Leibnitz Fornula of Case of n=3

• The following table unwinds these terms in the case n=3. 
• In the first column, a permutation is listed according to its 

values. 
• In the second row, e.g., the permutation                                        

It can be obtained from the standard order (1, 2, 3) by a 
single exchange (exchanging the second and third entry), so 
that its signature is
• The sum of the six terms in the third column then reads

From 
a USA High School Textbook
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From a USA High School Textbook  <1>

From a USA High School Textbook  <2>
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From a USA High School Textbook  <3>

From a USA High School Textbook  <4>
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Traces in MML

ચԣݘ

• ࢸ2.3ࢿ ,۱ۘٗ̆ୣ
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Trace

Commutativity of Traces
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An Application of Trace

• Let                             Then,

Characteristic Polynomial

• Taking together our understanding of determinants and 
traces, we can now define an important equation describing a 
matrix A in terms of a polynomial, which we will use 
extensively in the following sections.
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Adele Bloch-Bauer II by Gustav Klimt 

• Oprah Winfrey made a pretty penny selling Gustav Klimt’s 
Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer II for $150 million in 2016. 

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Adele_Bloch-Bauer_II_-_MoMA.jpg
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Chapter	11

Eigen	Analysis
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 4 of MML
Eigen Analysis

2021.10.25.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Gaetano Donizetti
L'elisir d'amore (ߟԊی)

Act 2 - Una furtiva lagrima (ΧֿԎகչЕϾי)

Luciano Pavarotti, tenor 
English Chamber Orchestra 
Richard Bonynge, conductor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haG1DKWpBVc
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

4.2 Eigenvalues 
and Eigenvectors
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Eigen Analysis

• Eigen is a German word  meaning “characteristic”, “self ”,  
or  “own”.
• We will now get to know a new way to characterize a matrix 

and its associated linear mapping.  
• Recall that every linear mapping has a unique transformation   

matrix given an ordered basis. We can interpret linear  
mappings and their associated transformation matrices by 
performing an “eigen” analysis.
• The eigenvalues of a linear mapping will tell us how a  

special set of vectors, the eigenvectors, is transformed by  
the linear mapping.

Eigenvalue Equation

• In the linear algebra literature and software, it is often a 
convention that eigenvalues are sorted in descending order, 
so that the largest eigenvalue and associated eigenvector are 
called the first eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector, and 
the second largest called the second eigenvalue and its 
associated eigenvector, and so on. 
• However, textbooks and publications may have different or 

no notion of orderings. 
• We do NOT want to presume an ordering in this book if  not 

stated explicitly.   
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Synonyms of Eigenvalue

• Eigenvalue
• Characteristic root
• Characteristic value
• Proper value
• Latent root

(TFAE)

Collinearity and Codirection

Definition  4.7 (Collinearity and  Codirection)                   
Two vectors that point in the same direction are called 
codirected. Two vectors are collinear if they codirected 
collinear point in the same or the opposite direction.

• Remark (Non-uniqueness of eigenvectors)                            
If x is an eigenvector of A associated with eigenvalue λ, then 
for any c ଲ R\{0} it holds that cx is an eigenvector of A with 
the same eigenvalue since

• Thus, all vectors that are collinear to x are also eigenvectors 
of A.
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[Wiki] Characteristic Polynomial

• The characteristic polynomial of A, denoted by pA(t), is the 
polynomial defined by   
• The characteristic polynomial of a square matrix is 

a polynomial, which is invariant under matrix similarity, and 
has the eigenvalues as roots.
• It has the determinant and the trace of the matrix among its 

coefficients. 
• The characteristic polynomial of an endomorphism of a 

finite-dimensional vector space is the characteristic 
polynomial of the matrix of that endomorphism over any 
base (i.e., the characteristic polynomial does NOT depend on 
the choice of a basis). 
• The characteristic equation, also known as the determinantal

equation, is the equation obtained by equating the 
characteristic polynomial to zero.

Characteristic Equation

[Proof]
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Algebraic and Geometric Multiplicity of Eigenvalues

• The algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue is the number of 
times it appears as a root of the characteristic polynomial. 
• The geometric multiplicity of an eigenvalue is the dimension 

of the linear space of the associated eigenvectors, i.e., its 
eigenspace.

Eigenspace and Eigenspectrum

Definition 4.10 (Eigenspace and Eigenspectrum)
 The set of all eigenvectors of associated with an 

eigenvalue λ spans a subspace of which is called the 
eigenspace of A with respect to λ and is denoted by 

 The set of all eigenvalues of A is called the eigenspectrum, 
or just spectrum, of A.
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Direction of Eigenvector

Example 4.4 (Identity Matrix)

• We know 
• Eigenspectrum is 
• is an eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity three. 
• The corresponding eigenvector is 

• Then, the eigenspace is 
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Properties of Eigenvalue and Eigenvector

(Later in this section)

Character Polynomials of Similar Matrices

[Property] If A and B are similar matrices, they have the same
eigenvalues and their algebraic multiplicities are the same.
(Proof) Let                                 be the corresponding 
characteristic polynomials. There exists S such that                 
Then, 

(Remark) Similar matrices have the same determinant and the 
same trace 
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Example 4.5  <1>

Example 4.5  <2>
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Example 4.5  <3>

Example 4.5  <4>
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Example 

• Let

• Then,
• Eigenspectrum is 
• is an eigenvalue of multiplicity one.
• The corresponding eigenvector is 

• Find its RREF    

Example 

• ; an eigenvalue of multiplicity two.
• The corresponding eigenvector is 

• Find its RREF 

• Thus, the eigenspace is     
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Geometric Multiplicity of an Eigenvalue  <1>

Definition 4.11. Let be an eigenvalue of a square matrix A. 
Then the geometric multiplicity of is the number of linearly 
independent eigenvectors associated with In other words, 
the geometric multiplicity is the dimensionality of the 
eigenspace spanned by the eigenvectors associated with        

Geometric Multiplicity of an Eigenvalue  <2>

Remark. A specific eigenvalue’s geometric multiplicity must 
be at least one because every eigenvalue has at least one 
associated eigenvector. An eigenvalue’s geometric multiplicity 
can NOT exceed its algebraic multiplicity,  but  it  may  be  
lower. 
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Gallier’s LAO, Sec 7.1 

лܶࣵؽѣ̘ࠧଙࣵؽѣ <1>
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лܶࣵؽѣ̘ࠧଙࣵؽѣ <2>

лܶࣵؽѣ̘ࠧଙࣵؽѣ <3>
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лܶࣵؽѣ̘ࠧଙࣵؽѣ <4>

• ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢸ7.8ࢿ

лܶࣵؽѣ̘ࠧଙࣵؽѣ <5>
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4.2.1 Graphical Intuitions in Two Dimensions

Scaling

• Let us gain some intuition for determinants, eigenvectors, 
and eigenvalues using different linear mappings. 
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Shear

Rotation
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Projection and Scaling

Shear and Rotation
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ց۴͖ۀࠖ (Caenorhabditis elegans)

• Еֵ̛࣯ی۰߾ʢࢶۘࢽց۴͖ۀࠖ ѦԻࢽ3࣯
डݨֲଵ۰߾ݨଞঊݤࢻ(Agar plate)Οо̎ࢠ
.ʯҘЬࢶɼٸएࡪɼМଜֲߦʯؑݒ۰߾ߖߦؑ

• ߲Ԯ۰ؿ˗ଟ̛ܹࢠ߭ɾ˗ؿɼМଜЬ. ̐չˈड
̛࣯ۢࠪ 300ʎɼφЕք୯ܘҚ۽ۢଟֲܹ
ʎܹɼ૦ۿઆָଜˈׁ 1000ʎࢽѦ߾Ѹए̛߉
Ҷૣۼ߾ח˔९ࡅࡧଜʯܹޱЬ.

• ࠊ۰ࢷࡪҘֻࣄߪՑԸࢳˮɹओࣵࠆࢴࡧ
ԜչΟٱԂضࠉѪ (gene knockout)ࠆʼࢷࡪˈୁ؉
Ѫ؈ࡪضࠉ(mutagenesis), RNA ɾۺ(RNA inference), 
ऑଭѸ߭ɼք˱ࠉଞ˗߾ҟ(transgenesis)ݥࢷࡪ
 .ଜЬࡈɼ˱ࠉ۰ࠆՎɼٕଜ߭۰

• ઞ RNA ɾۺଥ۰ઞࢿ߮ୃ؈ࢷࡪࢽଟܹ
ЬЕࢺࢠЬ. ̐չˈݦˁ˃ɼЯܻଜ̛Ҷ߾ח
.ѹЬࡈیіԻ۰Ѧքָˮࠆʾݣ

Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <1>
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Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <2>

Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <3>

• https://github.com/vbartle/MML-
Companion/blob/master/MML%20Python%2C%20Ch.04%20Matrix%2
0Decompositions.ipynb
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Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <4>

• Neuronal Connectivity for C. Elegans

Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <5>

Asymmetrical Connectivcity Matrix Symmetrized Connectivcity Matrix
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Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <6>

Asymmetrical Eigenvalues Symmetrical Eigenvalues

Additional Scores

• ҖԂݞ ҖԂݞॳଥ۰40 41, 42 ̐չˈ 43
̐ԎҚ̐չˈӖଞ̐˕ݒࢽʯܹѦԼ
ଞ۽۰ձˈؿ ଝۢ߾ʯɼܹࢺফо ʵ࣯ࢺ15
(ॳˈԻࣸɾݤଵদࢺ  (ࢺ30

• Ի̐Ԓ˕۰ˈؿЕ etlࠠ߾ջЬ. (Deadline ࡖ11 ࢷࠝ1
(50ٗݤ11

• Еʨٕਫ਼؇ࡋਫ਼ձЬіЬհଝۢҚࢺଟࡪ
˕ଟܹѦԼԻ̐Ԓୃࢢʯ̐Ԏձݒଥ۰ݤ (ଞ̔) 
ଡߞଥ۽۰ձˈؿ

• Ի̐Ԓ߯߭ԻЕ Python, MATLAB ̐չˈ JuliaԻ
ଞࢽଜʵ

• ۰߾ࢽ˕ձЕࢿח CBS߾ʯओחଥѦѻ Я)
emailԻओחଜˈଗࡁଜִփΟ۰оձଜʵ)

• ؇ଞଥ۰A+ձ߾ଞଝۢ۽۰ձˈؿࢿח
ʵ࣯ʸ ۽ଵ, ̐չˈϠઝݤଵ, ̛ֆݤԽࣸɾי)
ֻѿବЬЕʨࢿࢷԻଡ)

• Χʨ̐оԻࢢ˱ୃଜЕʨ߅ТԂॷ؈۽ଥ۰
Ի̐Ԓ˕۰ˈؿձ۽ଜ̛Ԇ
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Distinct Eigenvalues of a Symmetric Matrix

Distinct Eigenvalues 
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Distinct Eigenvalues and Linear Independence

• Remind that we do NOT assume in Theorem 4.12 that the 
matrix A is symmetric. 
• This theorem states that eigenvectors of a matrix with n

distinct eigenvalues form a basis of          

Defective Matrix 

Definition 4.13. A square matrix                   is defective if it   
possesses fewer than n linearly independent eigenvectors. 
• A defective matrix can NOT have n distinct eigenvalues, as 

distinct eigenvalues have linearly independent eigenvectors

• A non-defective matrix                     does NOT necessarily 
require n distinct eigenvalues, but it DOES require that the 
eigenvectors form a basis of  
• Looking at the eigenspaces of a defective matrix, it follows 

that the sum of the dimensions of the eigenspaces is less than 
n. 
• Specifically, a defective matrix has at least one eigenvalue 

with an algebraic multiplicity m > 1 and a geometric
multiplicity of less than m. 
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Direct Sum of Eigenspaces

• Remind that we do NOT assume the matrix A is symmetric.

Positive Semidefinite Matrix 
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Anton and Rorres’  Sec 7.2 

Spectral Theorem 
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Example 4.8  <1>

Example 4.8  <2>
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Eigendecomposition

• A direct implication of the spectral theorem is that the 
eigendecomposition of a symmetric matrix A exists (with 
real eigenvalues), and that we can find an orthonormal basis 
of eigenvectors so that                         where D is diagonal 
and the columns of P contain the eigenvectors.

Orthogonality and Diagonalization  <1>

• The justification of this procedure should be clear: Theorem 
7.2.2 ensures that eigenvectors from different eigenspaces
are orthogonal, and applying the Gram–Schmidt process
ensures that the eigenvectors within the same eigenspace are 
orthonormal. Thus the entire set of eigenvectors obtained by 
this procedure will be orthonormal.
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Orthogonality and Diagonalization  <2>

Orthogonality and Diagonalization  <3>
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Determinant and Eigenvalues

(Proof)

Trace and Eigenvalues

(Proof)
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Geometric Intuition  <1>

• Let us provide a geometric intuition of these two theorems. 
• Consider a matrix that possesses two linearly 

independent eigenvectors 
• For this example, we assume are an ONB so that 

they are orthogonal and the area of the square they span is 1; 
see Figure 4.6. 

• The eigenvectors of A get stretched by the corresponding 
eigenvalues, i.e., 
• Remind that the determinant computes the change of area of 

unit square under the transformation A. 

Geometric Intuition  <2>

• In this example, we assume               are an ONB so that they 
are orthogonal 
• Mapping the eigenvectors using A gives us vectors 

• The new vectors  are scaled versions of the eigenvectors
• The scaling factors are the corresponding eigenvalues 
• Since                                                     implies 
• The area of the unit square changes by        
• The perimeter changes by a factor of
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Google’s Pagerank

4.3 Cholesky Decomposition
and LU Decomposition
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LU Decomposition
[Ref] Anton and Rorres, Sec 9.1

LU Decomposition

• Up to now, we have focused on two methods for solving 
linear systems, Gaussian elimination (reduction to row 
echelon  form) and Gauss–Jordan elimination (reduction  to 
reduced row echelon form).  

• While these methods are fine for the small-scale problems, 
they are not suitable for large-scale problems in which  
computer roundoff error, memory usage, and speed are 
concerns.  

• We will  discuss a method for solving  a linear system of n 
equations in n unknowns that is based on factoring its 
coefficient matrix into a product of lower and upper  
triangular matrices.  
• This method called  “LU-decomposition” is the basis for  

many computer algorithms in common use.
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Definition of LU Decomposition

• Our first goal is to show how to solve a linear system 
of n equations in n unknowns by factoring the coefficient 
matrix A. 

Solving a System of Linear Equations
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EXAMPLE 1  Solving Ax=b by LU–Decomposition  <1>

EXAMPLE 1  Solving Ax=b by LU–Decomposition  <2>
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EXAMPLE 1  Solving Ax=b by LU–Decomposition  <3>

Decoupling A from b
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LU-Decomposition and Gauss Elimination

Proof of LU-Decomposition
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EXAMPLE 2   An LU-Decomposition  <1>

EXAMPLE 2   An LU-Decomposition  <2>
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EXAMPLE 2   An LU-Decomposition  <3>

EXAMPLE 2   An LU-Decomposition  <4>
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Procedure  for Constructing an LU-Decomposition

• We suggests the following procedure for constructing an LU 
-decomposition of a square matrix A, assuming that this 
matrix can be reduced to row echelon form without row 
interchanges.

Non-Uniqueness of LU-Decompositions
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LDU Decomposition  <1>

LDU Decomposition  <2>
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PLU Decomposition

Recursive Formula (A Sweeping Method)

Particularly, useful for Toeplitz matrices
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[Wiki] Toeplitz matrix

Cholesky Decomposition
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Cholesky decomposition/Cholesky factorization

• There are many ways to factorize special types of matrices 
that we encounter often in Machine Learning. 
• In the positive real numbers, we have the square-root 

operation that gives us a decomposition of the number into 
identical components, e.g., 
• For matrices, we need to be careful that we compute a 

square-root-like operation on positive quantities. We can 
choose from a number of square-root equivalent operations. 

• The Cholesky decomposition/Cholesky factorization 
provides a square-root equivalent on symmetric, positive 
definite matrices that is useful in practice.

Existence of Cholesky Decomposition
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Example  4.10  (Cholesky Factorization)  <1>

Example  4.10  (Cholesky Factorization)  <2>
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Recursive Formula

Cholesky Decomposition for Computing 

• The Cholesky decomposition is an important tool for the 
numerical computations underlying Machine Learning. 
• Here, symmetric positive definite matrices require frequent 

manipulation. The Cholesky factorization of this covariance 
matrix allows us to generate samples.  
• The Cholesky decomposition allows us to perform a linear 

transformation of random variables, which is heavily 
exploited when computing gradients in deep stochastic 
models, such as the variational auto-encoder.

• The Cholesky decomposition allows us to compute 
determinants very efficiently. Given the Cholesky
decomposition we know that 

• Since L is a triangular matrix, the determinant is simply the 
product of its diagonal entries so that                                 

• Many numerical software packages use the Cholesky
decomposition to make computations more efficient.
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4.4 Eigendecomposition
and Diagonalization

Diagonal Matrix

• Diagonal matrices allow fast computation of determinants, 
powers, and inverses. 
• The determinant of a diagonal matrix D is the product of its 

diagonal entries, a matrix power is given by each 
diagonal element raised to the power k, and the inverse 
is the reciprocal of its diagonal elements if all of them are 
nonzero.

• We will discuss how to transform matrices into diagonal 
form. 
• This is an important application of the basis change and 

eigenvalues. 
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Diagonalizable

Eigenanalysis and Diagonalization
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Eigendecomposition

Synnetric Matrix

• For symmetric matrices we can obtain even stronger 
outcomes for the eigenvalue decomposition.

• The Jordan (normal) form of a matrix offers a decomposition 
that works for defective matrices but is beyond the scope of 
this book.
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4.4.1 Geometric Intuition for the Eigendecomposition

Geometric Intuition  <1>

• Let A be the transformation matrix of a linear mapping with 
respect to the standard basis. 
• We can interpret the eigendecomposition of a matrix as 

follows (see also Figure 4.7)
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Geometric Intuition  <2>

• The inverse          performs a basis change from the standard 
basis into the eigenbasis. 
• This identifies the eigenvectors      (blue and orange arrows 

in Figure 4.7) onto the standard basis vectors 
• Then, the diagonal D scales the vectors along these axes by 

the eigenvalues 
• Finally, P transforms these scaled vectors back into the 

standard/canonical coordinates yielding 

Example 4.11 (Eigendecomposition)  <1>
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Example 4.11 (Eigendecomposition)  <2>

Monomials of a Matrix
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Determinant and Eigendecomposition

Rayleigh Quotient
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[Wiki] Rayleigh Quotient

Rayleigh Quotient Theorem
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Linear Algebra Proof  

Lagrange Multiplier Proof 
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Example of Rayleigh Quotient  <1>

Example of Rayleigh Quotient  <2>
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Example of Rayleigh Quotient  <3>

Example of Rayleigh Quotient  <4>
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Courant-Fischer Theorem

Tests for Positive Definiteness
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Principle Minors

• [Def] Let A be a symmetric n Ő n matrix. A minor of A of 
order k is principal if it is obtained by deleting n − k rows 
and the n − k columns with the same numbers. The leading 
principal minor of A of order k is the minor of order k
obtained by deleting the last n − k rows and columns. 

Positive Definite and Principle Minors

• We write for the leading principal minor of order k. 
There are principal minors of order k, and we write 
for any of the principal minors of order k. 
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A Proof of the First Assertion

Anton and Rorres, Sec 7.3
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Row Diagonally Dominant 

Theorems about Positive-Definiteness

TFAE (The following are equivalent.)
•
• All of the eigenvalues of M are positive.
• All of the leading principal minors of  M are positive.

If  M is strictly row diagonally dominant, 
and if each diagonal element is positive, 
then M is positive-definite.

Useful in ML
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Image Input and Output  
with MATLAB

Lena  <1>
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Lena  <2>

Lena  <3>
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Lena  <4>

[Wiki] Lena

• Lenna or Lena is a standard test image widely used in the field of 
image processing since 1973.

• It is a picture of the Swedish model Lena Forsén, shot by 
photographer Dwight Hooker, cropped from the centerfold of the 
November 1972 issue of Playboy magazine. 

• The spelling "Lenna" came from the model's desire to encourage 
the proper pronunciation of her name. "I didn't want to be called 
Leena [English: /ˈliːnə/]," she explained. 

• To explain Lenna's popularity, David C. Munson, editor-in-chief 
of IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, noted that it was a 
good test image because of its detail, flat regions, shading, and 
texture. However, he also noted that its popularity was largely 
because an image of an attractive woman appealed to the males in 
a male-dominated field.

• Lenna is so widely accepted in the image processing community 
that Forsén was a guest at the 50th annual Conference of the 
Society for Imaging Science and Technology (IS&T) in 1997.
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Lena@IS&T’s 50th Annual Conference

Water Serpents II by Gustav Klimt 

• As of Dec 2019, it is the 6th most expensive painting in the 
world and the most expensive work by Klimt to sell.

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Klimt_-_Wasserschlangen_II_(Freundinnen)_-_1904.jpeg
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Chapter	12

A	Biological	Neural	Network
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Intermediate Mathematics 
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A Biological Neural Network
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/
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Example 4.7 of MML

• 이 pdf는MML의 Example 4.7을자세히설명하기위한
레포드들을모은것이다. 

• 이레포트들은 2021년 2학기서울대학교
데이터사이언스대학원에서개설된머신러닝을위한
중급수학을수강한박승준 (데이터사이언스학과), 
박태언 (전기정보공학부), 한근희 (생명과학부), 한상우
(지구환경과학부)이작성한것이다.

• 이레포드들은다음웹사이트를바탕으로작성되었음을
명시한다.

• https://github.com/vbartle/MML-
Companion/blob/master/MML%20Python%2C%20Ch.04%
20Matrix%20Decompositions.ipynb

Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <1>
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Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <2>

Example  4.7  (Eigenspectrum)  <3>

• https://github.com/vbartle/MML-
Companion/blob/master/MML%20Python%2C%20Ch.04%20Matrix%2
0Decompositions.ipynb
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Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I by Gustav Klimt

• 이번학기에슬라이드에올린 Gustav Klimt 그림은다음
책에서고른것이다.
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Eigen analysis for investigating properties of C.elegans neural network 1

Eigen analysis for investigating 
properties of C.elegans neural 
network
생명과학부 한근희

Table of Contents
1. Introduction

2. Reproducing MML shown plots

3. Spectral clustering of biological neural network

4. Discussion

5. Reference

1. Introduction

Caenorhabditis elegans (C.elegans)는 흙에서 쉽게 찾을 수 있는 선충의 하나로 크기가 
약 1mm에 불과한 간단한 형태를 가진 다세포 동물입니다. C. elegans는 배양이 쉽고, 얼려
서 보관할 수 있으며, 투명한 몸으로 인해 그 단순한 발생 과정을 현미경에서 모두 관찰할 수 
있는 등 실험동물로서 많은 이점을 가지고 있습니다. 특히 이 하등해 보이는 선충에서 기능하
고 있는 많은 유전자들이 사람을 포함한 고등동물에서도 비슷하게 존재하므로 이들에서 연구
된 유전자의 기능이 고등동물로 쉽게 확장될 수 있다는 점이 매력적입니다.
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Eigen analysis for investigating properties of C.elegans neural network 2

우리 몸의 중추신경(뇌, 척수)과 말초신경(체성, 자율)을 구성하고 있는 신경세포(Neuron)는 
신경세포체에서 축삭돌기와 말단까지 신경 자극이 전달되는 비대칭(polarized) 구조를 가진 
세포입니다. 인접한 두 신경 세포 사이에서 신호가 전달되는 구조를 시냅스라 하는데, 한쪽 
세포의 축삭 말단에서 다른 세포의 수상돌기(신경세포체 쪽 말단)로 신경전달물질이 확산되
어 신호가 전달됩니다. 즉, 신경 전달은 일방향적/비대칭적입니다.

C.elegans 신경세포들의 연결 네트워크를 선형대수학의 도구로 분석하기 위해서, 신경 전달
의 종류(gap junction, chemical synapse)나 방향은 무시하여 분석을 수행하였습니다. 먼저
는 MML 교과서와 https://nbviewer.org/github/vbartle/MML-
Companion/blob/master/MML Python%2C Ch.04 Matrix Decompositions.ipynb 에 나
와 있는 그림을 reproduce해 보고, 다음으로는 제가 찾은 linear algebra의 한 적용인 
spectral clustering을 주어진 데이터에 적용해 보겠습니다.

2. Reproducing MML shown plots
먼저, https://www.dynamic-connectome.org/resources/ 링크에서 데이터를 다운로드받습
니다. matlab을 사용하는 경우에는 celegans277.mat만 다운받으면 되고, 이 외의 프로그램
을 사용하는 경우에는 celegans277.zip을 다운받으면 됩니다. 아래부터 제시되는 예시 코드
는 모두 MATLAB을 이용하여 작성, 수행되었습니다.

load('celegans277.mat')

celegans277.mat 작업공간을 불러오면 세 개의 객체가 생성됩니다. 277개 신경세포에 대
한 정보가 들어 있습니다. 각 변수에 대한 간단한 설명은 다음과 같습니다.
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Eigen analysis for investigating properties of C.elegans neural network 3

celegans277labels: 각 신경세포들에 할당된 레이블이 적혀 있습니다.

celegans277matrix: 신경세포들의 연결관계가 행렬 형태로 주어져 있습니다. i번째 신
경세포에서 j번째 신경세포로 신호가 전달되는 경우 1, 그렇지 않은 경우 0이 할당되어 
있습니다. 앞서 언급했듯 신경세포들의 관계는 비대칭적이기 때문에, 본 행렬 역시 
asymmetric 합니다.

celegans277positions: 신경세포들의 위치좌표가 (277,2) 행렬로 주어져 있습니다. 실
제 신경세포들의 공간적 위치는 3차원 벡터값을 갖겠지만, 이를 축약하여 2차원만 나타
낸 것으로 보입니다. 아래 코드로 간단히 이 position을 그림으로 나타내었습니다.

pos = celegans277positions; 
figure;scatter(pos(:,1),pos(:,2),14,'filled');

추가로 본 보고서에서 다루지는 않았지만, C. elegans neuron의 lineage 분석이나 발생에 
대한 연구에 사용할 수 있는 neuronal birth time 데이터도 사용할 수 있습니다. 첨부된 
celegans_bt_HGH.csv를 열거나 위에 언급된 링크에서 celegans279dev.zip 을 다운받은 
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Eigen analysis for investigating properties of C.elegans neural network 4

후, celegans_neuron_birth_times.csv를 엑셀로 열어 위에서 다운받은 
celegans277labels로 레이블을 대응시켜 277개 neuron에 해당하는 birth time을 vlookup
하면 됩니다. 이때, celegans277labels 에서는 알파벳 뒤에 숫자가 붙을 때 0이 없이 쓰여졌
지만, celegans_neuron_birth_times.csv 에서는 0이 추가되어 있으므로 이를 수정하여 
(e.g. DB1 → DB01) 매치시켜야 합니다. VC06에 대한 birth time은 기록되지 않은 것으로 
보입니다. Neuronal birth time을 신경 네트워크 정보와 통합하여 수행한 흥미로운 연구로는 
Towlson et al., 2013와 Varier and Kaiser, 2011를 참고하시면 좋습니다.

Circular graph of neuronal connectivity of C.elegans
먼저, circular graph로 신경세포들의 연결관계를 표현해 보겠습니다. 편의를 위해 
celegans277matrix를 mat 변수에 할당하였고, 세포들 간의 연결관계를 무방향성으로 만들
고, 다중 연결을 하나로 만들기 위해 transpose 행렬을 더한 후 2 값을 1로 바꾸어 
symmetric adjacency matrix를 만들었습니다.

mat = celegans277matrix; % 이름 바꾸기 
symmat = mat + mat';symmat(symmat == 2) = 1; % 더한 후 2값을 1로 바꿔줌

matlab으로 circular graph를 표현하기 위해, 각 노드들 사이의 각도를 균일하게 계산하여 
벡터로 만들고, 극좌표를 xy좌표로 변환하였습니다. symmetric adjacency matrix에 나타난 
노드들의 연결관계를 2차원 벡터로 할당하기 위해 행렬의 인덱스의 행/열 첨자를 각각 벡터
로 반환하였습니다. 이때, symmetric adjacency matrix의 upper triangle만을 이용해도 같
은 결과를 얻을 수 있습니다.

theta = linspace(0,2*pi,277); 
[x,y] = pol2cart(theta,1); % 각도 생성과 변환 
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symmat_uptri = triu(symmat); % upper triangle 반환 
[ind1_uptri,ind2_uptri] = ind2sub(size(symmat_uptri),find(symmat_uptri(:))); 
% find로 1의 인덱스를 찾아 그 행/열 첨자를 변수로 반환

figure;plot(x,y,'.b','markersize',13); 
arrayfun(@(p,q) line([x(p),x(q)],[y(p),y(q)],'Color','k'),ind1_uptri,ind2_uptri); 
axis equal off 
% arrayfun을 이용하여 한 번에 모든 node와 edge 그림

Connectivity matrix
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다음으로는 두 종류(asymmetric, symmetric)의 adjacency matrix를 그려 보겠습니다. 비
슷하게 각각의 adjacency 행렬의 인덱스의 행/열 첨자를 포함하는 배열를 반환하였고, 이를 
교과서에 주어진 것과 비슷한 형태의 그림으로 표현하였습니다.

[ind1,ind2] = ind2sub(size(mat),find(mat(:))); 
[ind1_sym,ind2_sym] = ind2sub(size(symmat),find(symmat(:))); % 두 행렬의 행/열 첨자 반환 
 
figure;subplot(1,2,1); 
scatter(ind1,ind2,13,'.w'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse');set(gca,'Color','k'); 
xlabel('{\it i}','FontSize',14);ylabel('{\it j}','FontSize',14); 
hYLabel = get(gca,'yLabel');set(hYLabel,'rotation',0); 
title('Assymmetrical Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.'); 
axis square 
 
subplot(1,2,2); 
scatter(ind1_sym,ind2_sym,13,'.w'); 
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse');set(gca,'Color','k'); 
xlabel('{\it i}','FontSize',14);ylabel('{\it j}','FontSize',14); 
hYLabel = get(gca,'yLabel');set(hYLabel,'rotation',0); 
title('Symmetrized Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.'); 
axis square

Eigenspectrum
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다음으로는 위에서 주어진 두 행렬들의 eigenvalue를 구해 이를 내림차순으로 plot한 
eigenspctrum을 그려 보겠습니다. eig 내장함수로 두 행렬의 eigenvalue값들의 벡터를 변
수로 받고, 이를 실수부에 따라 내림차순으로 정렬한 후 plot하였습니다.

e_asym = eig(mat);e_asym = flip(sort(e_asym,'ComparisonMethod','real')); 
e_sym = eig(symmat);e_sym = flip(sort(e_sym,'ComparisonMethod','real')); 
% eigenvalue를 e_(a)sym에 받고 이를 실수부에 따라 내림차순으로 정렬 
 
figure;subplot(1,2,1); % plotting 
scatter([1:277],e_asym,25,'filled'); 
xlabel('Index of descending eigenvalues','FontSize',8);ylabel('Eigenvalue','FontSize',8); 
title('Assymetrical Eigenvalues'); 
 
subplot(1,2,2); 
scatter([1:277],e_sym,25,'filled'); 
xlabel('Index of descending eigenvalues','FontSize',8); 
title('Symetrical Eigenvalues');
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3. Spectral clustering of biological neural 
network
Biological neural network 분석과 관련하여 matrix decomposition이 활용되는 예시로는 
network 간의 유사성 비교, network motif 분석 등이 있습니다. 이 중에서 저는 Laplacian의 
smallest eigenvalues를 활용한 clustering을 실습해 보았습니다.

Convex set이 아닌 데이터의 경우에는 k-means clustering을 그대로 적용할 수 없습니다. 
이때 original data points를 새로운 points로 변환한 뒤(dimension reduction), 새로운 
points set에서 클러스터링을 적용해볼 수 있습니다. Biological neural network와 같이 단
순 그래프 형태로 표현될 수 있는 데이터에 대해서도 이와 같은 spectral clustering을 적용
할 수 있습니다. 구체적인 과정은 다음과 같습니다:

1. Adjacency matrix로 부터 (Normalized) Laplacian matrix를 구합니다. Laplacian 
(matrix)은 각 노드의 degree를 diagonal element로 갖는 degree matrix (D) 에서 원
래의 adjacency matrix (A)을 빼서 얻어지는 행렬 ( L = D - A) 로, 다음과 같은 원소를 
가집니다.

Normalized Laplacian을 구하는 방법은 몇 Lsym과 Lrw의 두 가지 방법이 있으나, 본 실습
에서는 Lsym을 사용하였습니다. 다음과 같이 계산됩니다.

2. 위에서 얻어진 Symmetric normalized Laplacian (matrix)의 eigenvalue를 계산하여 
작은 것 부터 정렬한 후, eigenvalue의 증가율이 유의미하게 커지기 전 시점의 
eigenvalue 까지의 갯수로 cluster의 갯수(k)를 정합니다. ( largest eigengap λ_i + 1 − 
λ_i )
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3. eigenvector를 작은 것 부터 k개를 선택하여 이들을 column으로 하는 matrix를 생성한 
후, 이 행렬의 row를 새로운 n개의 k차원 벡터로 해석합니다. 이들이 변환된 data point
의 역할을 합니다.

4. 이 n개의 vector로 k-means clustering을 수행하고, 이 결과를 original data point에서 
해석합니다.

먼저, 노드들의 연결관계를 circular하지 않게 연결관계에 따라 graph로 자연스럽게 plotting 
해 보았습니다. 그리고 앞서 계산했던 symmat 행렬로부터 degree를 행렬을 얻어 이를 
diagonalize 하였습니다. laplacian 내장함수를 사용하여 Laplacian을 계산하였습니다.

graph = graph(ind1_sym,ind2_sym); graph_simp = simplify(graph); % 다중 엣지 단순화 
figure;plot(graph_simp,'MarkerSize',5); 
 
deg = sum(symmat,2); % deg = degree(graph_simp); 로 계산해도 같은 결과 얻어짐 
A = symmat; 
D = diag(deg); 
L = full(laplacian(graph_simp)); % L = D - A 로 계산해도 같은 결과 얻어짐
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Laplacian을 과정에서 언급된 방법으로 normalize 하였고, eig 함수를 사용해서 
eigenvector와 eigenvalue를 얻었습니다. Eigenspectrum을 plotting하였습니다.

nLsym = (D^(-.5))*L*(D^(-.5)); 
[nv,nd] = eig(nLsym); % nv가 eigenvector, nd가 eigenvalue를 작은 값 부터 반환함 
nd_col = diag(nd); % diagnoal 형태의 eigenvalue를 column으로 변환 
 
figure;scatter([1:277],nd_col,15,'filled'); 
xlabel('Index of ascending eigenvalues','FontSize',8);ylabel('Eigenvalue','FontSize',8);

eigenvalue의 분포를 보면 초반 몇 개가 큰 차이를 보이며 증가하다가 이내 증가폭이 줄어드
는 것을 볼 수 있습니다. 저는 네 번째와 다섯 번째 eigenvalue들의 차이가 유의미하게 크다
고 판단하여 k=4로 결정하여 clustering 하였습니다. 가장 작은 네 개의 eigenvector를 
column으로 하는 행렬의 행벡터들을 data points로 하여 k-means clustering을 수행하였
습니다. 이 클러스터링의 결과 인덱스는 그대로 original data의 cluster 정보가 됩니다. 
cluster별 색깔을 다르게 하여 위에서 그렸던 network graph를 다시 그려 보았습니다.

xn = nv(:,1:4); % 4개의 eigenvector로 이루어진 행렬 
idx = kmeans(xn,4); % k-means clustering 
ones = find(ismember(idx,1)); % 각각의 클러스터들의 인덱스 값 저장 
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twos = find(ismember(idx,2)); 
threes = find(ismember(idx,3)); 
fours = find(ismember(idx,4)); 
 
figure; 
H = plot(graph_simp,'MarkerSize',5); 
highlight(H,ones,'NodeColor','b'); 
highlight(H,twos,'NodeColor','r'); 
highlight(H,threes,'NodeColor','k'); 
highlight(H,fours,'NodeColor','y');

노드들의 연결 관계에 근거하여 유의미한 clustering이 된 것으로 보입니다.

같은 클러스터 인덱스로 맨 처음 그렸던 celegans277positions를  plotting해 보았습니다.

color_cluster = NaN(277,3); % 클러스터별 RGB 값이 할당된 컬러맵 생성 
for i=1:277 
    if idx(i) == 1 
        color_cluster(i,:) = [0 0 1]; 
    elseif idx(i) == 2 
        color_cluster(i,:) = [1 0 0]; 
    elseif idx(i) == 3 
        color_cluster(i,:) = [0 0 0]; 
    else 
        color_cluster(i,:) = [1 1 0]; 
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    end 
end 
 
pos = celegans277positions; % scatterplot drawing 
figure;scatter(pos(:,1),pos(:,2),14,color_cluster,'filled'); 
colormap(color_cluster);

클러스터별로 position이 구분되지는 않았습니다. 각 신경세포에 대한 annotation이 더 주어
진다면 클러스터 정보와 통합하여 새로운 의미를 도출할 수 있을 것으로 기대됩니다.

4. Discussion
Biological neural network는 그 자체로 graph로 표현되기 용이하고, 이는 상응하는 
adjacency matrix를 선형대수학의 도구들로 분석할 수 있음을 시사합니다. 본 보고서에서는 
spectral clustering을 수행하였고, 이 결과를 original data에서 확인하였습니다. Data 
objects들을 clustering할 때 그 거리들을 최적화하는 과정에서 자연스럽게 
eigenvalue/eigenvector의 아이디어가 차용되고, 이를 정리한 이론이 spectral clustering 
입니다.

이 과정에서 세 종류의 Laplacian matrix가 등장하는데 (L, Lrw, Lsym), graph와 degree들
의 성격에 따라 이들 중 분석에 사용할 Laplacian을 선택하게 됩니다. graph가 normal하고, 
대부분의 vertices가 대략 같은 degree를 가질 때는 세 Laplacian사이에 결과의 차이가 거
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의 없다고 하고, graph의 degree가 매우 넓은 분포를 가질 때는 normalized Laplacian을 
사용하는 것이 좋다고 합니다. 이 같은 기준은 클러스터-간 거리와 클러스터-내 거리의 최적
화의 관점에서 이점을 가지는 Laplacian을 선택할 수 있게 합니다.

결과로 나온 cluster 정보는 각 neuron에 대한 여러 annotation (position, 
central/peripheral 여부, specific function 등)과 incorporate 되어서 분석될 때 더욱 의미있
는 생명과학적 지식을 얻을 수 있을 것으로 기대합니다. 수학적으로 전개한 많은 이론이 (특
히 물리에서) 실제 현상적인 의미를 갖듯, 생체 데이터를 수학적으로 분석한 결과가 생물학적
인 의미를 가질 것이라는 예측은 흥미와 도전을 줍니다.
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% Programmed by G.H. Han
clear all, close all  % ?떎?뻾 ?쟾 ?옉?뾽怨듦컙 clear 二쇱쓽

%% Reproducing MML shown plots
load('celegans277.mat')

% position plotting
pos = celegans277positions;
figure;scatter(pos(:,1),pos(:,2),14,'filled');

% Circular graph of neuronal connectivity of C.elegans
mat = celegans277matrix; % ?씠由? 諛붽씀湲?
symmat = mat + mat';symmat(symmat == 2) = 1; % ?뜑?븳 ?썑 2媛믪쓣 1濡? 諛붽퓭以?

theta = linspace(0,2*pi,277);
[x,y] = pol2cart(theta,1); % 媛곷룄 ?깮?꽦怨? 蹂??솚
symmat_uptri = triu(symmat); % upper triangle 諛섑솚
[ind1_uptri,ind2_uptri] = ind2sub(size(symmat_uptri),find(symmat_uptri(:)));
saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH001.png')

% find濡? 1?쓽 ?씤?뜳?뒪瑜? 李얠븘 洹? ?뻾/?뿴 泥⑥옄瑜? 蹂??닔濡? 諛섑솚

figure;plot(x,y,'.b','markersize',13);
arrayfun(@(p,q) line([x(p),x(q)],[y(p),y(q)],'Color','k'),ind1_uptri,ind2_uptri);
axis equal off
saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH002.png')
% arrayfun?쓣 ?씠?슜?븯?뿬 ?븳 踰덉뿉 紐⑤뱺 node?? edge 洹몃┝

% Connectivity matrix
[ind1,ind2] = ind2sub(size(mat),find(mat(:)));
[ind1_sym,ind2_sym] = ind2sub(size(symmat),find(symmat(:))); % ?몢 ?뻾?젹?쓽 ?뻾/?뿴 
泥⑥옄 諛섑솚

figure;subplot(1,2,1);
scatter(ind1,ind2,13,'.w');
set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse');set(gca,'Color','k');
xlabel('{\it i}','FontSize',14);ylabel('{\it j}','FontSize',14);
hYLabel = get(gca,'yLabel');set(hYLabel,'rotation',0);
title('Assymmetrical Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.');
axis square

subplot(1,2,2);
scatter(ind1_sym,ind2_sym,13,'.w');
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set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse');set(gca,'Color','k');
xlabel('{\it i}','FontSize',14);ylabel('{\it j}','FontSize',14);
hYLabel = get(gca,'yLabel');set(hYLabel,'rotation',0);
title('Symmetrized Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.');
axis square
saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH003.png')

% Eigenspectrum
e_asym = eig(mat);e_asym = flip(sort(e_asym,'ComparisonMethod','real'));
e_sym = eig(symmat);e_sym = flip(sort(e_sym,'ComparisonMethod','real'));
% eigenvalue瑜? e_(a)sym?뿉 諛쏄퀬 ?씠瑜? ?떎?닔遺??뿉 ?뵲?씪 ?궡由쇱감?닚?쑝濡? ?
젙?젹

figure;subplot(1,2,1); % plotting
scatter([1:277],e_asym,25,'filled');
xlabel('Index of descending eigenvalues','FontSize',8);ylabel('Eigenvalue','FontSize',8);
title('Assymetrical Eigenvalues');

subplot(1,2,2);
scatter([1:277],e_sym,25,'filled');
xlabel('Index of descending eigenvalues','FontSize',8);
title('Symetrical Eigenvalues');
saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH004.png')

%% Spectral clustering of biological neural network
graph_all = graph(ind1_sym,ind2_sym); graph_simp = simplify(graph_all); % ?떎以? ?뿣
吏? ?떒?닚?솕
figure;plot(graph_simp,'MarkerSize',5);
saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH005.png')

deg = sum(symmat,2); % deg = degree(graph_simp); 濡? 怨꾩궛?빐?룄 媛숈? 寃곌낵 ?
뼸?뼱吏?
A = symmat;
D = diag(deg);
L = full(laplacian(graph_simp)); % L = D - A 濡? 怨꾩궛?빐?룄 媛숈? 寃곌낵 ?뼸?뼱吏?

nLsym = (D^(-.5))*L*(D^(-.5));
[nv,nd] = eig(nLsym); % nv媛? eigenvector, nd媛? eigenvalue瑜? ?옉?? 媛? 遺??꽣 諛섑
솚?븿
nd_col = diag(nd); % diagnoal ?삎?깭?쓽 eigenvalue瑜? column?쑝濡? 蹂??솚

figure;scatter([1:277],nd_col,15,'filled');
xlabel('Index of ascending eigenvalues','FontSize',8);ylabel('Eigenvalue','FontSize',8);
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saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH006.png')

xn = nv(:,1:4); % 4媛쒖쓽 eigenvector濡? ?씠猷⑥뼱吏? ?뻾?젹
idx = kmeans(xn,4); % k-means clustering
ones = find(ismember(idx,1)); % 媛곴컖?쓽 ?겢?윭?뒪?꽣?뱾?쓽 ?씤?뜳?뒪 媛? ???옣
twos = find(ismember(idx,2));
threes = find(ismember(idx,3));
fours = find(ismember(idx,4));

figure;
H = plot(graph_simp,'MarkerSize',5);
highlight(H,ones,'NodeColor','b');
highlight(H,twos,'NodeColor','r');
highlight(H,threes,'NodeColor','k');
highlight(H,fours,'NodeColor','y');
saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH007.png')

% position plotting colored by clustering indexes
color_cluster = NaN(277,3); % ?겢?윭?뒪?꽣蹂? RGB 媛믪씠 ?븷?떦?맂 而щ윭留? ?깮?꽦
for i=1:277
    if idx(i) == 1
        color_cluster(i,:) = [0 0 1];
    elseif idx(i) == 2
        color_cluster(i,:) = [1 0 0];
    elseif idx(i) == 3
        color_cluster(i,:) = [0 0 0];
    else
        color_cluster(i,:) = [1 1 0];
    end
end

figure;scatter(pos(:,1),pos(:,2),14,color_cluster,'filled');
colormap(color_cluster);
saveas(gcf,'Celegans_HanGH008.png')
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예쁜 꼬마선충 데이터 실습 

지구환경과학부 한상우 

 

0. 시작하기 

 본 문서는 python을 사용해본 적 없는 사람도 튜토리얼을 따라갈 수 있도록 python의 설치 및 

간단한 환경 구축부터, python의 인터렉티브 노트북인 jupyter notebook 사용법을 포함한다. 

 

- anaconda environment & jupyter notebook 

python과 다양한 수학 패키지의 사용을 위해 anaconda라는 데이터 사이언스 툴킷을 다운로드 

받도록 한다. 다운로드는 https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual#Downloads 링크에서 본

인의 컴퓨터에 운영체제에 맞게 다운로드를 받고 설치하면 된다. 윈도우에서 상세한 설치 방법은 

다음 링크를 참조한다.(https://gracefulprograming.tistory.com/124) anaconda 설치 후에는 

anaconda navigator 가 설치 되어 있는데 이를 실행시키고 여기서 jupyter notebook을 Lanch 하

면 인터넷 브라우져에서 jupyter 가 열린다. 이후 원하는 경로에서 New->python3를 통해 새로운 

notebook을 생성하면 기본적인 python 환경에서의 코딩이 준비가 된다.  

jupyter notebook은 각 셀을 실행하며 결과를 바로바로 확인할 수 있는 장점을 갖는 인터렉티

브 python 프로그램으로 각 셀에 스크립트를 작성하고 실행을 위해서는 [shift+enter]를 누르면 

해당 셀이 실행된다. 상세한 사용법은 다음 링크를 참조한다. 

(https://technical-support.tistory.com/58 ) 

 
Figure 1 anaconda navigator 

 
Figure 2 jupyter의 실행과 새로운 notebook 생성 
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Figure 3 jupyter notebook이 실행된 모습 

 

 

1. 데이터셋 다운로드  

- C. elegans277 데이터셋 다운로드 

데이터셋은 https://www.dynamic-connectome.org/resources/ 에서  

celegans277.mat 
celegans277.zip 

C. elegans global network of 277 neurons. The files include the adjacency matrix, 
the labels of the neurons, and the spatial positions of the neurons as two-dimensional 
coordinates (unit is mm). 

celegans277.mat 이라고 쓰여진 데이터를 받아서 아까 생성한 notebook과 같은 경로로 옮겨준

다.(혹은 본 실습 문서와 함께 첨부된 데이터를 사용한다.) 이 데이터는 .mat 형식으로 되어 있으

며, python에서 “from scipy.io import loadmat“에서 loadmat을 사용해 dictionary 형태로 불러올 수 

있다. 

 

- 데이터셋 구성 내용 

데이터셋의 key는 celegans277matrix, celegans277positions, celegans277labels 로 구성 되어 있

다. 데이터는 C. elegans를 구성하는 277개의 세포에 대한 수치를 포함하고 있다. 각각의 데이터

에 대한 설명은 아래와 같다. 

[ celegans277matrix ] : 277 x 277 의 크기를 가진 matrix로 한 세포에서 다른  시냅스로 연결되

어 있으면 1, 안되어 있으면 0의 값을 갖는다. 또한 이 matrix는 시냅스 연결의 방향성을 포함하

고 있고, 따라서 대칭이 아니다. 총 2,105 개의 연결을 포함한다. 

[ celegans277positions ] : 277 x 2 의 크기를 가진 matrix로 277개의 세포의 상대적인 2차원 위

치(x-y)를 나타낸다. 단위는 M. Kaiser and C. C. Hilgetag, 2006의 Figure3. c 의 scale(120um)을 참

조했을 때, mm임을 알 수 있다.. 

 
Figure 4 C. elegans network. (M. Kaiser and C. C. Hilgetag, 2006의 Figure3. c.) 

[ celegans277labels ] : 277개의 각 세포의 이름을 나타낸다. 세포는 머리(head), 몸통(body), 꼬

리(tail)로 구분되며, 각 부분은 2개, 3개, 2개의 세부 부위로 구분된다. 

 
Figure 5 C. elegans 세포의 위치와 각 부위의 구분 
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- C. elegans 세포의 라벨(머리/몸통/꼬리) 데이터 (Y. Choe et al. 2004) 

C. elegans 세포의 머리, 몸통, 꼬리 및 각각의 파트 a, b or c로 구분 된 라벨의 데이터는 선행연

구인 Y. Choe et al. 2004의 Github( https://github.com/yschoe/celegans )로부터 다운로드 받을 수 

있다. 이는 jupyter notebook에서 “! git clone https://github.com/yschoe/celegans” 를 입력하면 데

이터를 해당 경로로부터 직접 다운로드 할 수 있다. "./celegans/scaled-data/" 경로에서 부위 별 

데이터를 불러올 수 있다. 

 

 

2. Biological Neural Network (논문에 나온 이론 정리) 

여기서는 M. Kaiser and C. C. Hilgetag, 2006 에서 소개되어 있는 neural system에서의 neural 

connectivity network와 optimal component placement에 대한 개념을 정리하고 소개한다. 

 

- Neural connectivity network 

생명과학 분야 중 neural system 분야에서는 뇌를 구성하는 세포(neuron)들이 어떻게 연결되어 

있는지에 대해서 연구해왔으며, Caenorhabditisa elegans라는 학명을 가진 선충의 중추신경을 구성

하는 세포와 세포들 간 연결성에 대한 조사를 수행했다. 뿐만 아니라, 쥐, 고양이, 원숭이 의 대뇌 

피질의 세포들 구성을 파악하고 세포들 간 연결성에 대한 조사를 수행했다. 이렇게 알게 된 

neural connectivity network는 몇 가지 제약 조건이 있을 것으로 생각되는데, 그중 주요한 아이디

어는 neural connection은 상당한 신진대사 비용을 수반하기 때문에 이를 최소화 해야한다는 것이

다. 그렇기 때문에 뉴런 간 연결 길이(wiring length)가 시스템 전체적으로 최소화가 되어야 할 것

이다. 

실제로 이런 뉴런 연결 길이 최소화가 분명하게 나타나는 것은, 뉴런 길이 분포를 보면 대부분

의 뉴런의 사영 길이(projection length)가 짧은 것으로부터 확인할 수 있다. 그러나, 상당수의 뉴

런은 인접 뉴런과 연결되지 않고 장거리 사영(long-distance projection) 길이를 갖는 것으로 나타

나는데, 이는 특정 뉴런이 수행하는 기능적 역할과 관계 있다. 따라서 연결 길이 최소화는 항상 

엄격하게 성립하는 것은 아니다. 

 

- Optimal component placement 

Neural connectivity network에서, 뉴런 간 연결 길이 최소화를 위해 연결 개수를 최소화 하는 

것 뿐 아니라 구성 요소의 적절한 공간 배열이 필요하다는 것이 제안되었다. 이때, 구성 요소의 

적절한 공간적 재배치를 통해서 연결 패턴을 유지하며 기존과 동일한 구조적 기능적 역할을 수행

하는 가장 경제적인 연결에 대해서 생각할 수 있다. Component placement optimization(CPO)는 

가장 경제적인 배치 상태를 만드는 것으로, 즉 CPO 상태에서 어떠한 위치적 재배치를 수행하더

라도 연결 길이가 증가한다.  

C. elegans 의 개별 뉴런의 알려진 2차원 위치에 담금질 기법(simulated annealing)라는 전역 최

적화 문제에 대한 알고리즘을 적용하여 네트워크 구성요소 재배치를 탐색해본 결과, optimal 

component placement 가 존재하지 않음을 확인했다. 대신에, 장거리 사영의 존재로 인해 네트워

크 구성요소의 공간적 재배열을 통해 상당한 연결 길이 절약이 가능했다. 
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- Reduction of total wiring length by component rearrangement 

 
Figure 6 C. elegans 뉴런의 최적의 재배치를 통한 전체 연결 길이의 감소. 각각 재배치 전(위), 후

(아래)의 네트워크를 나타냄 

 

 
Figure 7 C. elegans 뉴런의 최적의 재배치를 통한 전체 연결 길이의 감소 및 장거리 연결 감소. 

각각 재배치 전(왼쪽), 후(오른쪽)의 연결 길이 히스토그램. 

 

C. elegans의 신경 네트워크의 전체 길이를 감소시키기 위해 세포들의 위치를 서로 바꾸며 재배

치를 시켰을 때, 총 48%의 길이 감소 효과를 보였다. Figure 6는 재배치 후의 2차원상의 연결을 

보여주고, Figure 7은 재배치 후 연결 길이의 히스토그램을 보여주는데 장거리의 연결이 확연히 줄

어드는 것을 확인할 수 있다.  
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- Minimally rewired network 

 
Figure 8 Minimally rewired network에 의한 전체길이와 최소 연결길이 감소 및 평균 연결 길이

의 증가 

 

세포의 위치를 재배치하는 방법 외에, 위치를 옮기지 않고 세포 간 연결의 수는 유지하되 연결 

관계를 수정해서 전체 연결 길이를 최소화 할 수 있다. Minimally rewired network 는 인접한 뉴런

이 반드시 연결되도록 하는 방법으로 연결 관계를 수정해서 얻은 네트워크이고, 장거리 연결이 

크게 줄어들게 된다. 이 경우 전체 연결 길이가 90% 가량 감소하고, 두 세포간 최소 연결 길이의 

평균이 감소하는 효과를 가져온다. 이에 반해 이러한 연결의 단점이 존재하는데, 모든 두 세포 간

에 이어지는 경로의 길이의 평균이 원래의 네트워크보다 크게 증가한다. 따라서, 기존의 뉴런 네

트워크에 상당수 존재하는 장거리 연결은 뉴런 간의 전체적인 통신에 있어서 중요한 역할을 한다

고 할 수 있다. 
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3. Eigenvalue analysis of Connectivity network (MML 4.7 및 PCA 실습) 

본 챕터는 celegans277.mat 데이터를 이용해서 MML example 4.7을 수행한 것이다. Connectivity 

network의 가시화 및 eigenvalues의 산출은 jupyter notebookCelegans277_HSW.py에 상세한 주석

과 함께 서술했으니 여기서부터는 첨부된 jupyter notebook 파일 “Celegans277.ipynb”프로그램을 

따라가면 된다. 

 

- 프로그램 목차 목차 

1  package loading 

2  data download 

• C. elegans 277 labeled data from github 

• C. elegans 277 connectivity matrix(celegans277.mat) 

3  C. elegans network 

3.1  C. elegans network position 

3.2  celegans277.mat 데이터 탐색 
3.2.1  connenctivity network(circle) 
3.2.2  connenctivity matrix 

4  Eigenvalues 분석 

5  PCA 를 이용한 데이터 압축 

5.1  투영행렬 구하기. k=5 

5.2  PCA로부터 투영행렬을 이용해 데이터 복원 
 

- 주요 결과 요약 

우선은 MML 교과서 example 4.7의 모든 그림을 재생산 하였고, 어렵고 불필요한 함수를 제거 

했으며, 모든 문장에서 주석을 달아서 내용을 표기함.  

다음은 Symmetrized matrix에서 고유값의 크기 순서대로 고유 벡터를 정렬하여 5개의 고유벡터

를 이용해 데이터를 압축한 결과. 압축 전/후로 세부 내용은 사라졌지만 주요 연결이 남아 있다. 
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Figure 9 고유 벡터를 이용한 PCA(k=5) 데이터 압축. Symmetrized matrix에서 PCA 전/후 비교. 

이때의 Eigen spectrum은 Asymmetrical 과 Symmetrical 에서 각각 아래와 같다. 이때 

symmetrical 에서 Eigenvalue의 값은 실제로는 모두 양수여야하는데, 음수가 나오는 이유는 

numpy 패키지에서 eigenvalue를 구하는 방식이 truncation error와 round-off error를 수반하기 때

문이다. 

 
Figure 10 비대칭행렬과 대칭행렬의 고유값 스펙트럼 

  다음은 Symmetrized matrix에서 고유값의 크기 순서대로 고유 벡터를 정렬하여 5개의 고유벡터

를 이용해 데이터를 압축한 결과에서 원형으로 나타낸 뉴련 간 연결도를 비교한 것이다. 여기서 

데이터 압축 후에는 두 뉴런간의 값이 0과 1로 나눠지지 않고 연속적인 값을 가지므로, 가중치가 

0.5 이상이 되는 경우만 그래프에 포함하였다. 그 결과 주요 연결 네트워크가 복원되는 양상을 확

인할 수 있다. 
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Figure 11 고유 벡터를 이용한 PCA(k=5) 데이터 압축. Symmetrized matrix에서 PCA 전/후의 원

형의 연결도 비교.(weight>=0.5) 
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#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8

# # 1. package loading
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from scipy.io import loadmat
import numpy as np
import networkx as nx
import numpy.linalg as npl
import scipy
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 22})

# # 2. data download
# 
# - C. elegans 277 labeled data from github(git clone 
https://github.com/yschoe/celegans)
# - C. elegans 277 connectivity matrix (celegans277.mat)
# (https://www.dynamic-connectome.org/resources/ 에서 직접 다운로드)

# # 3. C. elegans network
# ## 3.1 C. elegans network position

# C. elegans 277 라벨 데이터를 이용해서 세부 부위 별로 구분된 뉴런의 위치를 아래의 
코드를 이용해 가시화해서 나타낸다. 
# C. elegans의 뉴런은 머리/몸통/꼬리 세 부분으로 나눠져 있으며 부위별로 분류해서 나
타냈다.
# 정규화 된 라벨 데이터의 경로
prefix="./celegans_HSW2/" # Data4MML2021Celegans.zip 안에 저장되어 있음

# 데이터 불러오기
scaledbodya = np.genfromtxt(prefix+'scaledbodya.dat', delimiter=' ')
scaledbodyb = np.genfromtxt(prefix+'scaledbodyb.dat', delimiter=' ')
scaledbodyc = np.genfromtxt(prefix+'scaledbodyc.dat', delimiter=' ')
scaledheada = np.genfromtxt(prefix+'scaledheada.dat', delimiter=' ')
scaledheadb = np.genfromtxt(prefix+'scaledheadb.dat', delimiter=' ')
scaledtaila = np.genfromtxt(prefix+'scaledtaila.dat', delimiter=' ')
scaledtailb = np.genfromtxt(prefix+'scaledtailb.dat', delimiter=' ')

# 데이터 가시화
print('### Celegans cells position and separation ###\n\n')
plt.rcParams['lines.linewidth']=0.1
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plt.rcParams['figure.figsize']=(15,6)

fig, ax = plt.subplots(1,1)

ax.set_title("C. elegans cell location")
ax.set_aspect(1)

ax.plot(-scaledbodya[:,0],-scaledbodya[:,1],'*-',label='body(a)')
ax.plot(-scaledbodyb[:,0],-scaledbodyb[:,1],'*-',label='body(b)')
ax.plot(-scaledbodyc[:,0],-scaledbodyc[:,1],'*-',label='body(c)')
ax.plot(-scaledheada[:,0],-scaledheada[:,1],'x-',label='head(a)')
ax.plot(-scaledheadb[:,0],-scaledheadb[:,1],'x-',label='head(b)')
ax.plot(-scaledtaila[:,0],-scaledtaila[:,1],'o-',label='tail(a)')
ax.plot(-scaledtailb[:,0],-scaledtailb[:,1],'o-',label='tail(b)')

# 범례 그리기
box = ax.get_position()
ax.set_position([box.x0, box.y0 + box.height * 0.1,
                 box.width, box.height])
ax.legend(loc='upper center', bbox_to_anchor=(0.5, -0.5),
          fancybox=True, shadow=True, ncol=4)
plt.show()

# ## 3.2 celegans277.mat 데이터 탐색

# C. elegans 뉴런 데이터의 내용을 불러오고, 뉴런의 위치를 확인하고, 연결 행렬을 원형
의 연결도와 행렬을 통해 불러오고 가시화한다.
# 우선 각 뉴런의 위치를 분산형 그래프로 나타낸 모양은 아래와 같은데, 이는 3.1의 부위 
별로 구분된 뉴런의 위치와 동일하다. 
# 다만, 위의 그림에서는 논문의 그림과 일치하도록 상하좌우 스케일이 반전 되어 있다.

# 데이터 불러오기 
print('### Import data ###\n\n')
      
# annots = loadmat('./celegans_HSW1.mat')
annots = loadmat('celegans277.mat')

# 데이터의 구성 내용.
plt.scatter(annots['celegans277positions'][:,0], annots['celegans277positions'][:,1])
plt.title("Neuron positions for the worm C. Elegans, all of which are identical.")
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# ### 3.2.1 connenctivity network(circle)
# C. elegans 뉴런 데이터의 내용을 불러오고, 연결 행렬을 원형의 연결도로 나타내는데, 
이때 networkx 패키지를 통해 연결 행렬을 손쉽게 그래프로 변환한다. 
# 변환된 그래프에서 첫번째 노드와 연결된 노드도 예시로 출력하였으며, 그래프로 원형
의 연결도를 가시화 했다.

## 각 뉴런을 원으로 나열했을 때 연결 네트워크 가시화
# networkx(nx) 패키지의 이용
# nx.from_numpy_array: numpy array로 된 그래프를 입력으로 받아서 그래프를 출력인자
로 한다.
G = nx.from_numpy_array(annots['celegans277matrix']) 

# 그래프의 예시
print('첫번째 노드와 연결된 노드:', [edge[-1] for edge in G.edges(0)])

# 그래프의 가시화
# nx.draw_circular: networkx의 그래프 클래스를 입력인자로 해서 원형의 연결도를 출력
plt.rcParams['figure.figsize']=(10,10)
nx.draw_circular(G, node_size=10)
plt.title("Neuronal connectivity for C. Elegans.", size = 15);
plt.show()

# ### 3.2.2 connenctivity matrix
# 기존 코드보다 간편하게 matplotlib의 imshow를 이용해 연결 행렬을 가시화 했다. 
# 이때 방향을 포함하는 연결을 나타내는 Asymmetrical 연결 행렬과 방향을 포함하지 않
는 Symmetrized 연결 행렬을 각각 나타낸다. 
# Symmetrized 연결 행렬은 A + A.T 로 정의했으며, 대칭행렬을 만들어 실수의 고유값을 
얻을 수 있다.

# plt.imshow 를 이용해서 connectivity matrix를 간단히 가시화
print('### Connectivity matrix ###\n\n')

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 18})
fig,a = plt.subplots(1,2, figsize=(15,7))

A = annots['celegans277matrix']
a[0].imshow(A.T, cmap='gray')
a[0].set_title("Asymmetrical Connectivity Matrix")
a[0].set_xlabel(r"$i$", size = 20)
a[0].set_ylabel(r"$j$", size = 20,rotation=0)

Asym = A+A.T
a[1].imshow(Asym, cmap='gray')
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a[1].set_title("Symmetrized Connectivity Matrix")
a[1].set_xlabel(r"$i$", size = 20);
plt.show()

# # 4 Eigenvalues 분석
# 
# 모든 고유값을 numpy의 선형대수 패키지 numpy.linalg를 이용해 구해내고, 고유값이 
큰 순서대로 고유값과 고유벡터를 정렬한다. 고유값의 예시를 보여주고, 고유값의 크기 순
서대로 고유값들을 나열해서 고유값의 분포를 확인한다.

# numpy의 선형대수 패키지 numpy.linalg 를 이용한 eigenvalues 구하기
# npl.eig: 정방형 행렬을 입력인자로 해서 고유값 과 고유벡터를 출력인자로 반환. 
vectors[:,i] 가 i번째 고유벡터
eigs0, vectors0 = npl.eigh(A)
eigs1, vectors1 = npl.eigh(Asym)

# np.sort 를 통해서 오름차순으로 고유값을 정렬하고, [::-1]로 역순으로 바꿔서 내림차순
으로 큰값부터 나열
vectors0 = vectors0[:,np.argsort(eigs0)[::-1]]
eigs0 = np.sort(eigs0)[::-1]
vectors1 = vectors1[:,np.argsort(eigs1)[::-1]]
eigs1 = np.sort(eigs1)[::-1]

print('### Eigen values analysis ###\n\n')
print('Assymetric matrix의 고유값 최대 3개 :\n',eigs0[:3])
print('Symetric matrix의 고유값 최대 3개 :\n',eigs1[:3])

# 정렬된 고유값을 순서대로 플롯팅
fig,a = plt.subplots(1,2, figsize=(15,7))
a[0].scatter(range(len(eigs0)),eigs0)
a[0].set_title("Assymetrical Eigenvalues.")
a[0].set_xlabel("Index of descending eigenvalues")
a[0].set_ylabel("Eigenvalue")
a[1].scatter(range(len(eigs1)),eigs1)
a[1].set_title("Symetrical Eigenvalues.")
a[1].set_xlabel("Index of descending eigenvalues");
plt.show()

# S 모양 고유값 커브는 뉴런 커넥션 네트워크에서 나타나는 특징적인 모양이다.

# # 5 PCA 를 이용한 데이터 압축
 
# 고유값이 큰 고유벡터의 일부를 이용해서 데이터의 주요 내용만 추출하여 압축하고 이
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를 복원하는 작업을 수행한다. 이러한 과정을 PCA라고 한다. 
# 이 과정에서는 k개의 고유 벡터를 순서대로 늘어놓은 투영행렬을 만들어준다. 원래의 
행렬 A에 투영행렬 w를 곱하면 PCA 성분을 얻을 수 있다. 
# 또한, PCA를 통해 압축된 데이터를 원래 크기로 데이터로 복원하기 위해서는 투영행렬
의 전치행렬 w.T를 곱해주면 된다. 
# 따라서 A_hat = A @ w @ w.T를 통해 정보를 압축한 행렬을 얻을 수 있다.

# ## 5.1투영행렬 구하기. k 를 입력인자로 받음

# k를 이용해 가장 큰 고유값을 갖는 k개의 고유 벡터로 투영행렬을 만들었고 그 값은 아
래와 같다.
# 원래의 행렬 A 에 투영행렬 w을 곱한 PCA 결과는 행렬의 크기가 277 x k로 차원이 축소
된 것을 확인할 수 있다.

# 고유값과 고유값 벡터를 튜플로 나타냄
eigen_pairs0 = [(np.abs(eigs0[i]), vectors0[:, i]) for i in range(len(eigs0))]
eigen_pairs1 = [(np.abs(eigs1[i]), vectors1[:, i]) for i in range(len(eigs1))]
print('### 투영행렬 구하기 ###\n\n')
print('복원에 사용할 k 의 값을 입력하시오')
k = input('k = ')
k = int(k)

# 상위 5개 고유값의 고유벡터로 투영행렬 구하기
w0 = np.hstack([eigen_pairs0[i][1][:, np.newaxis] for i in range(k)])

w1 = np.hstack([eigen_pairs1[i][1][:, np.newaxis] for i in range(k)])

print('Asymetric 투영 행렬 W:\n', w0)
print('Symetric 투영 행렬 W:\n', w1)

# PCA를 이용한 데이터 압축. 원래 행렬에 투영행렬을 inner product 를 하면 PCA를 통해
데이터를 압축.
Z = A.dot(w0)
Zsym = Asym.dot(w1)
print("Z = Aw, Z 의 형태 :",Z.shape, '277에서 5차원으로 축소')

# ## 5.2 PCA로부터 투영행렬을 이용해 데이터 복원

# PCA 로 부터 투영행렬의 전치행렬을 곱해 원래의 사이즈로 데이터를 복원할 수 있고 이
때 일부 정보가 소실되게 되지만, 
# 고유값의 합이 크면 클수록 원래의 데이터를 더 잘 설명할 수 있다. 원래의 사이즈로 복
원된 데이터를 원본과 비교해본 결과를 아래에서 보여준다. 
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# 이때 Symmetrized 연결 행렬을 이용했고, 연결 행렬과 원형의 연결도에서 각각 복원 결
과를 확인할 수 있다. 그 결과 대부분의 주요 정보는 복원되는 걸 볼 수 있다.

# 데이터의 복원. 투영행렬의 전치행렬을 통해 PCA를 수행한 행렬을 복원할 수 있다. 이때
일부 정보가 소실된다.
A_hat = Z.dot(w0.T)
Asym_hat = Zsym.dot(w1.T)

# Symmetrized matrix에서 PCA 전후의 행렬 비교
# 복원후에 일부 데이터가 소실되었지만 유사한 형태의 행렬을 나타냄을 알 수 있음.
print('### 데이터의 복원 - Connectivity matrix ###\n\n')
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 18})
fig,a = plt.subplots(1,2, figsize=(15,7))

a[0].imshow(np.abs(Asym), cmap='gray')
a[0].set_title("Original Symmetrized Matrix")
a[0].set_xlabel(r"$i$", size = 20)
a[0].set_ylabel(r"$j$", size = 20,rotation=0)

a[1].imshow(np.abs(Asym_hat), cmap='gray')
a[1].set_title(f"Reconstructed Symmetrized Matrix(k={k})")
a[1].set_xlabel(r"$i$", size = 20);
plt.show()

# 복원후에 일부 데이터가 소실되었지만 유사한 형태의 행렬을 나타냄을 알 수 있음.

# Symmetrized matrix에서 PCA 전후의 원형의 연결도 비교
Gsym = nx.from_numpy_array(Asym) 
print('### 데이터의 복원 전 - Connectivity network circle ###\n\n')

nx.draw_circular(Gsym, node_size=10)
plt.title("Original Symmetrized Matrix Neuronal connectivity", size = 15);
plt.show()

# 복원된 Symmetrized matrix는 값이 0과 1로 떨어지지 않으므로 값이 0.5 이상인 선만 
그려줌.
Gsym_hat = nx.from_numpy_array(np.abs(Asym_hat)>=0.5) 
print('### 데이터의 복원 후 - Connectivity network circle ###\n\n')

nx.draw_circular(Gsym_hat, node_size=10)
plt.title("Reconstructed Symmetrized Matrix Neuronal connectivity", size = 15);
plt.show()
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# 이를 통해서 주요 연결 네트워크가 복원되는 것을 확인할 수 있다.
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$GGLWLRQDO�6FRUHV
іਫ਼ݛ߯یଝ˕

ࣱݣ�����������

1RQRSWLPDO�&RPSRQHQW�3ODFHPHQW��EXW�6KRUW�3URFHVVLQJ�3DWKV��GXH�WR�/RQJ�'LVWDQFH
3URMHFWLRQV�LQ�1HXUDO�6\VWHPV>�@ԂЕיۢۏ˃�ּࢿ�ଝ�ٗߞ�Ϣ۰�ܹ߾חଭѹ�͖ࠖۀց۴
�&DHQRUKDEGLWLV�HOHJDQV�ݦ�ˁ߾�оଞ�ٗ۱�˕ୃࢢ�ࢽଜˈ�ଞЬ���

RPSRQHQW�SODFHPHQW&��ؿ߅ߊ��оଥ۰߾۰�ֆଜЕ�1HXUDO�&RPSRQHQW�SODFHPHQW߾ח۴��Ϣࡉ
Еୣ�ܥ�૽ٕ�ࢷ�Ի�̛શ�3&%�ߊ�߾֍ʯ�ؑଡԻ�۰ނԻࠉ�ʼѸʯΒ�ଜЕ�ۏۢ�
ࢶएʯΒ�୪߅�ʼ�ܹɼࠉ�ɼ�डʯ�ӖЕ̟�߭ʯԄ�ࠪ֍ߊ�۰̛ࠆ�@�<��एঢ়ଞЬࢽ˕
Ի�ؑଜЕ�ʨ�ֆଞЬ��1HXUDO�FRPSRQHQW�SODFHPHQWЕ߭ࠪ�۰߾૽ٕ�ࢷ��ফࢶࢿח�
ձݦ�ˁࡈࢶ�߾ଞ�ʨЬ�&RPSRQHQW�3ODFHPHQW�2SWLPL]DWLRQ��&32��>�@�Еࡉ�չ�ϯݦ�ˁ
Ӗଞ�̟ࠪ�߭ɼ�ड߅एʯΒ�:LUH�VDYLQJ��୪ࢶԻ�ऑବ�ʨԂЕ�ɼ̛�߾ࢽ؆ଞЬ�
ܕձ�ফ�߾חPHWDEROLF�FRVW�Ѧ�ऎɼଜ̛�Ҷ�ࡈٸ�یऑ�оݦ��Ҭհ߾�ओܹԼ̟߭�ˁݦ
ଜЕ�؏ଯԻ�ऑବ�ʨԂЕ�۶ָ�ɼМଜЬ���

�ଜЬࡈ�۱ٗ�߾חՔ̛߭�Ҷ�۱ٗ�ࢶଞ�ଥٕଝص�оଞ�ࠬ߾ˁݦ�ց۴͖ۀࠖ
����ϗо�͖ࠖۀց۴�ЍԞ����ʎࠉ��ʼ�ݤεݛ�������ʎ߾�оଞ�ٗ۱�৪ٱչए�оଝˬ
��@�<�Ք߭Ь�GEHW�%UHQQHU�࣯ѦԻ\�6ଝיۢ

Ϣ۰߾חЕ�͖ࠖۀց۴˕ࡕࡪ��ϯ߾�оଞ�ٗ۱ੵ�оԻ�ϯ�˱ɼ�ZLULQJ�OHQJWKɼ�ফܕѸ
Е�ʨ߅�Ф�QRQRSWLPDOଞ�˱ձ�एФЬЕ�ʨ�؉ୁηЬ��Е�ZLULQJ�OHQJWK߾࠹�Ѧ�VLJQDO
SURFHVVLQJ�VWHSࠪ�ʋࠆ�Ԝʎߟࢿ�ʢ�ଡ͉�ˈԮଥߞଜ̛�ҶחЬ�

ଵ�ܹଭ�ˁݨ

3\WKRQ�9HUVLRQ
S\WKRQ���

5HTXLUHG�SDFNDJHV
VFLS\
PDWSORWOLE
QHWZRUN[
QXPS\

SLS�ӖЕ�FRQGDࠪ�ʋ�િੁए�Тձࡈ�ଥ۰�۶ଞ�ҋ�ऑଭଞЬ�

іਫ਼܅�Ьࡋ؇̛
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ࡢ��ʋ˕ଭ�ળݨ�۰߅؇ࡋ�Ь�ࢿଥߏ�۰�FHOHJDQV����PDW˕�FHOHJDQV����]LS߾Ԏ�ր߅
��ҁЬ���'DWD�DYDLODEOH�DW߾�KWWSV���ZZZ�G\QDPLF�FRQQHFWRPH�RUJ�"SDJHBLG ���

দ����ʎ�ЍԞ�ࣸ����ʎ�ݦˁ˃�VRPDWLF��ЍԞփࡈی�ଞ�ʨԻ�্ѹЬ��іਫ਼Е�ɽ�Ѝ
Ԟ�ղ�ODEHO�ࡢ���SRVLWLRQ�ࠉ��ʼٕࠆձ�ΟΰЕࢻ�ଭԱ�DGMDFHQF\�PDWUL[�Ի�˱۽Ѹ߭�
Ь���
̐Ԏձ�̐չЕі�ଗࡁଞ�ԂٱԜչձ�LPSRUWଞЬ��іਫ਼܅�Ь؇ࡋ�ҋ��ORDGPDW�ଡܹձ
ଥ۰�ֻ֩չٙ�߾ԜࠟЬ߅��Ԏ�Җ�DQQRWVЕ�Ң܈οչ�ՎԻ�ɽ�FVY�ળؿࢽ�ձ
DUUD\�Ի�жˈ�Ь�

ЍԞࡢ�ؿࢽ��SORWଜ̛
ٙԜࠟ�іਫ਼�
FHOHJDQV���SRVLWLRQV
�NH\߾�ଥкଜЕ�YDOXHЕ�ЍԞ��८ࣛ�ࡕ˃ۘࡢ�ձ
ΟβЬ��QXPS\�DUUD\�Վֲ�VKDSH��������Ь���

ЍԞҚࡢ�ձ�SORWଥ߅�ִؿԎࠪ�ʋॖ̟�ଞ�ֻߦ�ΟࠟЬ�

ڄڍٻڇڒڒڍڃٻڙڂ۔ڼۍۍڼڿۉډ۔ۋۈېۉڂٻێێڼۇھڗ
ڄڃٻڙڂڏڑۏڼۊۇہډ۔ۋۈېۉڂٻێێڼۇھڗ
ڸڌړڍڋڔڐڋڋډڋٻٻڒڒڒڑڋڌڌڋډڋٻڶڶ
ڸڏڏڏڋڍڍڋڋډڋٻٻڍڏڑڋڍڏڌڋډڋٻڶٻ
ڸڑړڑڐڑڐڋڋډڋٻٻڎڒڍڎڍڑڌڋډڋٻڶٻ
ڸڐڑڒڋڎڔڋڋډڋٻٻڎڍڌڏڔڏڌڋډڋٻڶٻ
ڸڸٻړڎړڔڋڋڋډڋڈٻڔڎڎڔڎڍړڋډڋٻڶٻ
ڍڋڋڍڐڒړڌڎړړڋڐڍڑڌډڌ
ڌڋڋڏڍڏڔڌڒړڏڔڔڑڎڔڋډڋ

ڕڸڌڶۚۉڤ ٻۏڼۈڿڼۊۇٻۏۍۊۋۈۄٻۊۄډ۔ۋۄھێٻۈۊۍہ

ٻۏۇۋٻێڼٻۏۊۇۋ۔ۋډڽۄۇۏۊۇۋۏڼۈٻۏۍۊۋۈۄ
ٻۓۉٻێڼٻۓۆۍۊےۏۀۉٻۏۍۊۋۈۄ
ٻۋۉٻێڼٻ۔ۋۈېۉٻۏۍۊۋۈۄ
ٻۇۋۉٻێڼٻۂۇڼۉۄۇډ۔ۋۈېۉٻۏۍۊۋۈۄ

ٻ
ٻڄڂۏڼۈډڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڃۏڼۈڿڼۊۇٻژٻێۏۊۉۉڼ

ڕڸڍڶۚۉڤ ٻۀۋڼۃێٻڇۀۋ۔ۏڼۏڼڿٻپ
ٻڄۀۋڼۃێډڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڇڄڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۀۋ۔ۏڃۏۉۄۍۋ

ٻۀۋ۔ۏڼۏڼڿٻۏۉۀۈۀۇۀٻپ
ٻڇڄڸڋڶڸڋڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۀۋ۔ۏڃۏۉۄۍۋ

ٻڄۀۋڼۃێډڸڋڶڸڋڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻڿڼۀۃٻپ
ٻڄڸڐڕڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۏۉۄۍۋ

ٻὬ㢨ٻ㣙㻉ٻپ

ٻٻڄڸڋڇڕڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۓڼۈڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ٻڄڄڸڋڇڕڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۉۄۈٻڈٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻὬ㢨ٻ㻉␜ٻپ
ٻٻڄڸڌڇڕڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۓڼۈڃۏۉۄۍۋ

ٻڄڄڸڌڇڕڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۉۄۈٻڈٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻ
ٻڄڸڌڇڕڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڇڸڋڇڕڶڸڂێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۍۀۏۏڼھێډۏۇۋ
ٻږڄٽډۇڼھۄۏۉۀڿۄٻۀۍڼٻۃھۄۃےٻہۊٻۇۇڼٻڇێۉڼۂۀۇڠٻډڞٻۈۍۊےٻۀۃۏٻۍۊہٻێۉۊۄۏۄێۊۋٻۉۊۍېۀکٽڃۀۇۏۄۏډۏۇۋ
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&RQQHFWLYLW\�0DWUL[
&RQQHFWLYLW\�PDWUL[Ԅ�ѿ�ϠҖ�QRGH�ɾࠉ�ʼࠉࡁּ�ଜʯ�ΟΰЕ��८ࡕ�ଭԱЬ۰̛ࠆ��Е
���ʎ�ЍԞ�ɾࠉ�ʼࢽ�����;�����؏ଭԱԻ�Οΰˈֲ���ɽɽ�ଭ˕ࡪˈ�ࠊ�ଞ�όઝࡓ
�ϠҖձ�ΟβЬࡉ��չЕ�Ԝଞ�ଭԱࡈ�ଥ۰�όઝࡓࢶ˱��ઞ۽�VWUXFWXUDO
SURSHUWLHV��Ҫଟ�ܹ�Ь��ٗ۱ଜˈ�ଜЕ�&RQQHFWLYLW\�0DWUL[̛�টࢶ�ઞ۽�ଜΟଜ
Οۑ�߅�ִؿԎࠪ�ʋЬ�

'LDJRQDO�DQG�2II�'LDJRQDO�(OHPHQWV
'LDJRQDO�HOHPHQWЕ�ϠҖɼࠉ�˕ݦ�̛�ʼѸ߭�Еएٕࠆ��ӖЕ�ɽ�ϠҖ�ΰࢶࢢ�ઞ۽
�LQWULQVLF�SURSHUW\�ձ�ΟΰЕ�ʨԻ�ଥ۱Ѻ�ܹ�Ь��FHOHJDQV����іਫ਼۰߾�GLDJRQDO
HOHPHQWЕ�ֻѿ��Ի�ΟΟװԻ۰̛ࠆ��ЍԞࠉ�˕ݦ�̛�ʼ�߷ˈ�ЍԞ�ઞ۽�ЍԞ
ࣗզ��̛М��ΟΰЕ�ʨ�Ӗଞ߅�ТԂЕ�ʨ�ܹ�ߊ�Ь��2II�GLDJRQDO�HOHPHQWЕ�۰Ի�Ьհ�ѿ
ϠҖɾࠉ�ʼ�ΟβЬ��ଭԱ�Lଭ��M��ࠊԂִ�Lءध�ЍԞݤ�εݛձ�ଥ۰�Mءध�ЍԞ˕ࠉ�
ʼѸ߭�ЬЕ�ʨ�ΟβЬ�

'LUHFWLRQDOLW\
ଭԱ� �ʅ˕� �ʅ�Ьհ�ˁࡉɼ�ࢢଜЕ�ʨԻ߅ؿ��؏ଯࢢ�۽ଜЕ�GLUHFWHG�JUDSK
�ʵएփؿۑ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь��୯��ଥкଜЕ�ʨ߾ �XQGLUHFWHG�JUDSKԻ�փҚ߭۰
HLJHQYDOXHձ�˱ଜЕ�ʨ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь�

%LQDU\�&RQQHFWLYLW\�0DWUL[
࣯߭ऑ�ଭԱ�RII�GLDJRQDO�HOHPHQWЕ��˕���ʅԻփ�ΟΰЕ�ELQDU\�FRQQHFWLYLW\�PDWUL[߾�ଥ
кଞЬ��ѿ�ЍԞ�ɾࠉ�ʼ�ʈѦ�FRQQHFWLYLW\�ZHLJKWV�ɼ�ΟΟ�एװ߉�Իࠉ�ʼ�ʈѦࠪה�˗ଞ
�ଢଟ�ܹ�Ьࢶ��ॸЕі̍�ࢶଝۘࡢ

$GMDFHQF\�0DWUL[
&RQQHFWLYLW\�PDWUL[Еࢻ�ଭԱ�DGMDFHQF\�PDWUL[�Ԃˈ�ٙչ̛Ѧ�ଞЬ��̐Ԏ�Խࢻ�۰߾ଭԱ
ࡈ�࣯�ଥ۰ࡢ��ୃଜ̛ۘࡢ�ࡓЬ��όઝ�ΟΰЕ�ଭԱʼࠉ�ଞ�ϠҖɾࡑ�Ԅ�۰Ի
ଞЬ�
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6SDUVH�0DWUL[
ʼࠉ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь��Ьփ��оЬܹ�ଜЕ�ʨࢢɼ�ܕࡕ�����ʎ;�����۰߾ଭԱࢻ�չЕࡉ
Ԃˈ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь��оЬܹٸ۰�Ϋ߾չ�্ִֻ֩��ୃଜЕ�ʨ�ձ�߾Ի�ΟΟ̛��
Еܹ�ܕࡕ�Ի�ୃଟ�ܹ�Ьࢶߏ�ʼѹ�ЍԞփ�ҬԻࠉ�Ф�ٕٗ��ई߅����ଭԱ��ɼܕࡕ
۰Ѧ�̐Ԏ߾Ԏ�Җ߅��VSDUVH�PDWLU[Ԃˈ�ٕծֲԜଞ�ଭԱ���۰�����Ի�ࣲ߭ҘЬ߾���;���
ձ�̐չ̛ࢻ�߾ࢷ�ଭԱ�VFLS\�VSDUVH�PDWUL[Ի�ୃଜЕ�ʨ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь�

&LUFXODU�3URMHFWLRQV
1HWZRUN;ԂЕ�ળބ�િੁएձࡈ�ଥ۰ࡕ��Ζ߾�ϠҖҚࡢ�ࠉ�ˈੁݤʼѹ�ϠҖΗչ�۴Ի
ݤଜִ߅�Ԏࠪ�ʋ̐�ս�Οࠠ�ܹ�Ь��Ԟզݤ�ɽձ�FLUFXODU�SURMHFWLRQ�ӖЕ
FRQQHFWRJUDPԂˈ�ٕծֲ�:DWWVࠪ�6WURJDW]�����Ο۽�ઞଥ۰�VPDOO�ZRUOG�QHWZRUN�߾��
ΰЕіࡈی�Ѹ߹Ь�

ڄڒڒڍٻڇڒڒڍڃٻڙڂ۔ڼۍۍڼڿۉډ۔ۋۈېۉڂٻێێڼۇھڗ
ڄڃٻڙڂړۏۉۄېډ۔ۋۈېۉڂٻێێڼۇھڗ
ڸڋٻڋٻڋٻډډډٻڌٻڋٻڋڶڶ
ڸڋٻڋٻڋٻډډډٻڋٻڋٻڋڶٻ
ڸڋٻڋٻڋٻډډډٻڋٻڋٻڋڶٻ
ڸڋٻڋٻڋٻډډډٻڋٻڋٻڋڶٻ
ڸڸڋٻڋٻڋٻډډډٻڋٻڋٻڋڶٻ

ڕڸڒڶۚۉڤ ٻۀۋڼۃێٻڇۀۋ۔ۏڼۏڼڿٻپ

ٻڄۀۋڼۃێډڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڇڄڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۀۋ۔ۏڃۏۉۄۍۋ

ٻۀۋ۔ۏڼۏڼڿٻۏۉۀۈۀۇۀٻپ
ٻڇڄڸڋڶڸڋڶڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۀۋ۔ۏڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ٻڄۀۋڼۃێډڸڋڶڸڋڶڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻڿڼۀۃٻپ
ٻڄڸڐڕڶڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ٻ

ٻ㝘ὤ⤠⺼ٻ⦍ۏێۄۇٻ۔ھۉۀھڼۅڿڼٻۓۄۍۏڼۈٻ۔ۋۄھێٻ㢬㥅䚽⥠㡸ٻپ

ٻڄڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼڃ۔ڼۍۍڼں۔ۋۈېۉںۈۊۍہډۓۉٻژٻۓۄۍۏڼۈں۔ھۉۀھڼۅڿڼ
ٻڄۓۄۍۏڼۈں۔ھۉۀھڼۅڿڼڃۓۄۍۏڼۈں۔ھۉۀھڼۅڿڼډۓۉٻژٻۅڿڼ

ٻ㥉㢌ٻἬ⣌䘸ٻ㢬㥅䚽⥠⦐⺴䉤ٻپ
ٻڄۅڿڼڃۓۄۍۏڼۈںۀێۍڼۋێں۔ۋۄھێںۈۊۍہډۓۉٻژٻڢ

ٻἬ⢰ᴴٻἬ⣌䘸ٻ㙼㜄ٻ㠄ٻپ
ٻڄڋڌژۀەۄێںۀڿۊۉٻڇڢڃۍڼۇېھۍۄھںےڼۍڿډۓۉ
ٻږڄڐڌٻژٻۀەۄێٻڇٽډێۉڼۂۀۇڠٻډڞٻۍۊہٻ۔ۏۄۑۄۏھۀۉۉۊھٻۇڼۉۊۍېۀکٽڃۀۇۏۄۏډۏۇۋ
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1HWZRUN�'HQVLW\
ࠉ�߾�GHJUHHЕ�ϠҖ�QHWZRUN�GHJUHHԻ�ٕծ̛Ѧ�ଞЬ��ɽ�ϠҖ�ଢ۰�ֻҘ�HGJH߾ଭԱࢻ
ʼѹ�HGJH�ʎܹԻࢽ�ଜֲ�Қ߭ࠝЕ�HGJH�ܹ�LQ�GHJUHHࠪ�ΟɼЕ�HGJH�ܹ�RXW�GHJUHHԻ
ΟЉЬ��࣯߭ऑ�QHWZRUN�ˁࡉ�দ�����ʎ�HGJHɼ�ࢢଞЬࡉ�۰̛ࠆ��չЕ�FRQQHFWLRQ�GHQVLW\
ձࢽ�ଟ�ܹ�Еі�Еࠉ�ʼ�ɼМଞ�ֻҘࠉ�۰߾ࣸ�ࢺ�ʼѹࣸٸ��ΟβЬ��'LUHFWHG�QHWZRUN
1���ʎɼ�ֻٗɼ�Ѹˈ�QHWZRUN��1࠹ࢿ�۰�GLDJRQDO�HOHPHQWձ߾۰�QHWZRUN�GHQVLW\Е�1�;�1߾
GHJUHHɼ�ٕٗ��ਫ਼ی����ʅ�ѹЬ��QHWZRUN�GHQVLW\Е�������ΟࠝЕ�ʨ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь�
ଥˬٸ�ࠪ\�QHWZRUN�GHQVLWएփ�Ьհ�ࣗߑؿ�QHWZRUN�GHQVLW\ձ�˱ଥց۴͖ۀ۰Е�̛ࠖࠆ
�ԂЕ�ʅ�������Ь�ʨଟ�ܹ�ձ�ɾ�८יଞ�ۢـ�ࠪי�Яܻଞ�ۢނԻل
Ի�ଞु�؏ଯ࣯�бࢷؿࢽ�יЕ�ۢ���Ьܹك�ˈЬ�ଥ۰ˬٸ�ࠪࡓ�όઝࢶ؆
�XQLGLUHFWLRQDO�Ի�Ք߭ए̛�ҶחԂˈࡪ�ଥ�ܹ�كЬ�

*UDSK�RI�&RQQHFWLYLW\�0DWUL[
ॺ۰߾�Οࠟ�ʨঈԠࠉ�ʼѹࢺ��ଜࠉ��ۛߠʼѸएࢺ�߉��ʦۛԻ�̐ռ�ܹ�Ь��ЍԞ�ଞ
ु�؏ଯԻࠉ�ʼѸ߭Е�ˁࡉѦ�̛�Ҷ߾ח�FRQQHFWLYLW\�PDWUL[Е�оঢ়߅�ТЬ��&RQQHFWLYLW\
PDWUL[ɼ�V\PPHWULFଜएִ߉��HLJHQYDOXHɼܹݨ�ɼ߅�Т̛�Ҷ�߾חձ�V\PPHWULFଜʯ�փҘ�̐
ԎѦ�ଡ͉�̐Ԯ�ܹ�كЬ��6\PPHWULFଞ�PDWUL[ق�Ԏ�ଭԱ�ଥк�ଭԱ�WUDQVSRVHࠪ�шଥ۰
փҚࣱ߭Ь� ��

ڕڸڐڍڶۚۉڤ ٻڄڄڒڇڐڌڃژۀەۄێۂۄہٻڇڍڇڌڃێۏۊۇۋڽېێډۏۇۋٻژٻڼڇۂۄہ
ٻڄڄڋڇڋڇڋڃڃۍۊۇۊھۀھڼہںۏۀێډڸڋڶڼ
ٻڄڄڋڇڋڇڋڃڃۍۊۇۊھۀھڼہںۏۀێډڸڌڶڼ

ٻ
ٻڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼٻژٻۂۄۍۊڜ

ٻڄᵐ㍌ٻ⤤⎨ڃۀەۄێٻۓۄۍۏڼۈٻٻپ
ٻڸڋڶڄۂۄۍۊڜڃۀۋڼۃێډۋۉٻژٻۀەۄێ

ٻ㵲ὤٻ㫴㥄ٻ═㜤ᷤٻپ
ٻٻۀۉۊکٻۀێۇۀٻڌٻژژٻڸۅڶڸۄڶۂۄۍۊڜٻہۄٻڸۅڇۄڶڶٻژٻڜ
ٻڸڄۂۄۍۊڜڃۀۏڼۍۀۈېۉۀٻۉۄٻےڇۅٻۍۊہٻڄۂۄۍۊڜڃۀۏڼۍۀۈېۉۀٻۉۄٻۑڇۄٻۍۊہٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڸۀۉۊکٻژټٻۄٻہۄٻڜٻۉۄٻۄٻۍۊہٻۄڶڃۆھڼۏێۑډۋۉٻژٻڜ

ٻۀۀۍۂۀڿٻۆۍۊےۏۀۉٻپ
ٻڄڄڜڃۉۀۇڃۏۉۄۍۋ

ٻ۔ۏۄێۉۀڿٻۆۍۊےۏۀۉٻپ
ٻڄڄڑڒڍڅڒڒڍڃڊڄڜڃۉۀۇڃۏۉۄۍۋ

ٻ

ٻۓۄۍۏڼۈٻ۔ۏۄۑۄۏھۀۉۉۊھٻھۄۍۏۀۈۈ۔ێڼٻۏۊۇۋٻپ
ٻڄڸڋڇڒڒڍڇڒڒڍڇڋڶڃێۄۓڼډڸڋڶڼ
ٻڄٽۀۏۄۃےٽژۍۊۇۊھٻڇڌژێڇڸڌڇڕڶڜڇڸڋڇڕڶڜڃۍۀۏۏڼھێډڸڋڶڼ

ٻڄٽډێۉڼۂۀۇڠډڞٻۍۊہٻۓۄۍۏڼڨٻ۔ۏۄۑۄۏھۀۉۉۊڞٻۇڼھۄۍۏۀۈ۔ێێڜٽڃۀۇۏۄۏںۏۀێډڸڋڶڼ
ٻڄڋڍٻژٻۀەۄێٻڇٽٿۄٿٽۍڃۇۀڽڼۇۓںۏۀێډڸڋڶڼ
ٻڄڋژۉۊۄۏڼۏۊۍڇڋڍٻژٻۀەۄێٻڇٽٿۅٿٽۍڃۇۀڽڼۇ۔ںۏۀێډڸڋڶڼ
ٻ

ٻۓۄۍۏڼۈٻھۄۍۏۀۈۈ۔ێٻۀۏڼۀۍھٻپ
ٻگډڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼچڸڂۓۄۍۏڼۈڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼٻژٻۂۄۍڪۈ۔ێڜ

ٻẠ䚌ὤٻ㫴㥄ٻ⏈ᵊٻᵆ㡸ٻ㢨ㇵڌٻ㢼ὤ㜄ٻ㍌ٻ㝠⇌ٻ⓸ڍٻ⮨╌㜤ᷤٻ⦍㛅ⵝ䛙㡰ٻپ
ٻٻۀۉۊکٻۀێۇۀٻڌٻژڙٻڸۅڶڸۄڶۂۄۍڪۈ۔ێڜٻہۄٻڸۅڇۄڶڶٻژٻۈ۔ێڜ

ٻڸڄۂۄۍڪۈ۔ێڜڃۀۏڼۍۀۈېۉۀٻۉۄٻےڇۅٻۍۊہٻڄۂۄۍڪۈ۔ێڜڃۀۏڼۍۀۈېۉۀٻۉۄٻۑڇۄٻۍۊہٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڸۀۉۊکٻژټٻۄٻہۄٻۈ۔ێڜٻۉۄٻۄٻۍۊہٻۄڶڃۆھڼۏێۑډۋۉٻژٻۈ۔ێڜ
ٻ

ٻۓۄۍۏڼۈٻ۔ۏۑۄۏۄھۀۉۉۊھٻھۄۍۏۀۈۈ۔ێٻۏۊۇۋٻپ

ٻڄڸڋڇڒڒڍڇڒڒڍڇڋڶڃێۄۓڼډڸڌڶڼ
ٻڄٽۀۏۄۃےٽژۍۊۇۊھٻڇڌژێڇڸڌڇڕڶۈ۔ێڜڇڸڋڇڕڶۈ۔ێڜڃۍۀۏۏڼھێډڸڌڶڼ
ٻڄٽډێۉڼۂۀۇڠډڞٻۍۊہٻۓۄۍۏڼڨٻ۔ۏۄۑۄۏھۀۉۉۊڞٻڿۀەۄۍۏۀۈۈ۔ڮٽڃۀۇۏۄۏںۏۀێډڸڌڶڼ
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ڐڋڌڍ
ڒڎړڏڐڎڑړڐڌڑڎڎڐڒڍڋډڋ

ɼ਼�ࢠ�HLJHQYDOXH� �ձ�SULQFLSDO�HLJHQYDOXH��ֻҘ�HLJHQYDOXHҚ�खଢ�HLJHQVSHFWUXPԂ
�HLJHQYDOXHձ�1XP3\�OLQHDU�DOJHEUD�ଡܹ�HLJձ]PPHWULF�PDWUL\۰�6߾Ԏ�Җ߅��ଞЬࢽ�ˈ
��UHWXUQଞЬଥ۰�˱ଞЬ��HLJ�ଡܹЕ�HLJHQYDOXHࠪ�̐�QRUPDOL]HGѹ�HLJHQYHFWRU�ʅࡈ
$VV\PPHWULF�PDWUL[�HLJHQYDOXHձ�˱ଜִٕܹࠪݨ��ରܹٕ�ֻѿ���ѸЕ�ʅ���ʎ�ࢢଞЬ�
6\PPHWULFଞ�ˁ߾ࡉЕ�ֻѿܹݨ��ʅ�एТЕ�ʨ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь���

3DJH5DQN�&HQWUDOLW\
ֻҘ�HQWU\ɼࢽ�ܹߦ�؏ଭԱ߾�оଥ۰�ɼ਼�ࢠ�HLJHQYDOXHЕࡪˈ�۰ִܹߦ�ଞ�ʅ�एФЬ
�3HUURQ�)UREHQLXV�WKHRUHP���ɼ਼�ࢠ�HLJHQYDOXHձࡈ�ଜִ�*RRJOH�3DJH5DQNߊ�ˈչऋঈ
Ԡ�FHQWUDOLW\�VFRUHձ�˃ۏଟ�ܹ�Ь��&HQWUDOLW\�ʎϙ�%DYHODV���ଯԯࠒ�ଥ�ଞ�ϠҖ�߾���
չऋցЬˈߊ�Еࢽ��оଞ߾ए���FHQWUDOࢺѸ߹Ь��߭Г�एݤࢿ�Իئ؏�ଞࡢ�ଜ̛ࢽ্�
Ьհі۰̛ࠆ�Е�(LJHQ&HQWUDOLW\�3ࣗ�DJH5DQN�FHQWUDOLW\ձ�˱ଥ۰�ٗ۱ଥߑؿЬࢻ��ଭԱ
�ѹЬࢽ�ଥ۰�߾ݥ��ʋ˕�3DJH5DQN�FHQWUDOLW\Е�Ь$

�۰�GLDJRQDO�PDWUL[�'Е̛ࠆ ��ई�QRGH�RXW�GHJUHHࠪ���ʅ�ࣸ�ফфʅԻ
�ଥऑЬ��įЕ�GDPSLQJ�IDFWRUԂˈ�ٕծЕі��˕�ଭԱࢽ �ܹࠇ��HLJHQYDOXH਼�ࢠ�ɼ �
�۰�įЕ�����Ի�࣯߹Ь̛ࠆ��ଞЬࢽ�Ի�ʅی

$VV\PHWULF�PDWUL[�'LUHFWHG�JUDSK��SDJHUDQNЕ�1HWZRUN;�ԂٱԜչձࡈ�ଥ۰�˱ଥ�ܹ�ك
Ь��ଥк�ԂٱԜչ۰�3߾DJH5DQNЕ�LWHUDWLYHଞ�؏ݥԻ�˱ଞЬ߾࠹���Ѧ�1HWZRUN;ࡈ�ଥ۰
GHJUHH�FHQWUDOLW\��FORVHQHVV�FHQWUDOLW\��EHWZHHQQHVV�FHQWUDOLW\�ҟ�Ьߦଞ�FHQWUDOLW\ձ�˱ଥܹ�ك
Ь��ֻҘ�FHQWUDOLW\ձ�ડ߭�$9$/˕�$9$5ԂЕ�QHXURQ�ɼࢠ�ϩ�ʅࠑؿ�Ь��$9$/˕�$9$5
�ଟ�ܹ�Ьଞ�ٗ۱�ʼ˕ձ�۰Ѧ�Ѱ߾חԎ�Ϣ߅�Իࣗ�RPPDQG�LQWHUQHXURQ&�

9DUVKQH\�/5��&KHQ�%/��3DQLDJXD�(��+DOO�'+��&KNORYVNLL�'%��������6WUXFWXUDO�3URSHUWLHV�RI�WKH
&DHQRUKDEGLWLV�HOHJDQV�1HXURQDO�1HWZRUN��3/26�&RPSXWDWLRQDO�%LRORJ\�������H��������
KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������MRXUQDO�SFEL���������>�@

̐Ԏձࡈ�ଥ۰�ɽ�FHQWUDOLW\ձٸ�ˬଥִؿ�GHJUHH�FHQWUDOLW\ࠪ�SDJHUDQN�FHQWUDOLW\ɼ�VFDOH
Ьծएփݢٸ�ଞ�ֻߦ�एТЕ�ʨ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь��&ORVHQHVV�FHQWUDOLW\Е�ֻҘ�ʅݢٸ�ଜʯ- 739 -
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ΟࠝЕі�ଞ�ЍԞ۰߾�Ьհ�ЍԞ̧ए�ʠչ�SDWK�OHQJWK�ɼݢٸ�ଜЬЕ�ʨ�ଞЬ��ЬԻ
3DJH5DQN�FHQWUDOLW\ɼ�ૡ̎ۘ��ʅҚփ�ٚۛԻ�ݤଥ۰�̐ԎԻ�Ογ�ܹ�Ьؿࢽ��
ɼ�ֻˈ�एЕ�ࣸݪ�ѸЕ�+XE�QRGHձࢽ�ଟ�ҶѦࠪ��ʋ�FHQWUDOLW\ձࡈ�ଟ�ܹ�Ь�

(LJHQVSHFWUXP
HLJHQYDOXHҚ�̛�ܻԻ�̐Ԯٗ��6ִؿ૦ձؿ�Еі�Еܹܕ��HLJHQYDOXH߾�ଥкଜЕ
HLJHQYHFWRUԻ�୪ࢶԻ�GLPHQVLRQ�UHGXFWLRQ�ɼМଜЬЕ�ʨ�ଞЬ�

ڕڸړڌڌڶۚۉڤ ٻۏھۄڿٻێڼٻێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻہۊٻێۀۋ۔ۏٻۏۉۀۍۀہہۄڿٻۉۍېۏۀۍٻپ
ٻڕڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃۏھۄڿںێڼںێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںۉۍېۏۀۍٻہۀڿ
ٻڕڄۀێۇڼڡژڿۀەۄۇڼۈۍۊۉٻڇۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںۀۀۍۂۀڿںۉۍېۏۀۍٻہۀڿٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںۀۀۍۂۀڿډۓۉٻژٻڿۀۏۍۊێۉېٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻٻڇڄڃێۈۀۏۄډڿۀۏۍۊێۉېڃڿۀۏۍۊێٻۉۄٻۑٻڇۆٻۍۊہٻۑٻڕۆۖٻۉۍېۏۀۍٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻۘڄۀېۍگژۀێۍۀۑۀۍٻڇڸڌڶۈۀۏۄٻڕۈۀۏۄٻڼڿڽۈڼۇژ۔ۀۆٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڕڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀێۊۇھںۉۍېۏۀۍٻہۀڿٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڃ۔ۋۊھډۂںۏېۋۉۄٻژٻۀھۉڼۏێۄڿںۃۏۄےںۂںےۀۉٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻڕڄۀېۍگژڼۏڼڿڃێۀۂڿۀډۀھۉڼۏێۄڿںۃۏۄےںۂںےۀۉٻۉۄٻڿڇۑڇېٻۍۊہٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڕڿٻۉۄٻۏۊۉٻڂۀھۉڼۏێۄڿڂٻہۄٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڸڂۏۃۂۄۀےڂڶڿڊڋډڌٻژٻڸڂۀھۉڼۏێۄڿڂڶڿٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڂۀھۉڼۏێۄڿڂژۀھۉڼۏێۄڿٻڇۀھۉڼۏێۄڿںۃۏۄےںۂںےۀۉڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀێۊۇھډۓۉٻژٻڿۀۏۍۊێۉېٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻٻڇڄڃێۈۀۏۄډڿۀۏۍۊێۉېڃڿۀۏۍۊێٻۉۄٻۑٻڇۆٻۍۊہٻۑٻڕۆۖٻۉۍېۏۀۍٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻۘڄۀېۍگژۀێۍۀۑۀۍٻڇڸڌڶۈۀۏۄٻڕۈۀۏۄٻڼڿڽۈڼۇژ۔ۀۆٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڕڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۉۀۀےۏۀڽںۉۍېۏۀۍٻہۀڿٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڂۏۃۂۄۀےڂژۏۃۂۄۀےٻڇۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۉۀۀےۏۀڽډۓۉٻژٻڿۀۏۍۊێۉېٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻٻڇڄڃێۈۀۏۄډڿۀۏۍۊێۉېڃڿۀۏۍۊێٻۉۄٻۑٻڇۆٻۍۊہٻۑٻڕۆۖٻۉۍېۏۀۍٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻۘڄۀېۍگژۀێۍۀۑۀۍٻڇڸڌڶۈۀۏۄٻڕۈۀۏۄٻڼڿڽۈڼۇژ۔ۀۆٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڕڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋںۉۍېۏۀۍٻہۀڿٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڂۏۃۂۄۀےڂژۏۃۂۄۀےٻڇۂںۏېۋۉۄڃۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋډۓۉٻژٻڿۀۏۍۊێۉېٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻٻڇڄڃێۈۀۏۄډڿۀۏۍۊێۉېڃڿۀۏۍۊێٻۉۄٻۑٻڇۆٻۍۊہٻۑٻڕۆۖٻۉۍېۏۀۍٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻۘڄۀېۍگژۀێۍۀۑۀۍٻڇڸڌڶۈۀۏۄٻڕۈۀۏۄٻڼڿڽۈڼۇژ۔ۀۆٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻۖٻۉۍېۏۀۍٻٻٻٻ
ٻڇڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںۀۀۍۂۀڿںۉۍېۏۀۍڕڂۏۉۀھںۀۀۍۂۀڿڂٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻٻڇڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀێۊۇھںۉۍېۏۀۍڕڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀێۊۇھڂٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڇڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۉۀۀےۏۀڽںۉۍېۏۀۍڕڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀۀےۏۀڽڂٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄۂںۏېۋۉۄڃۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋںۉۍېۏۀۍڕڂۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋڂٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻۘٻٻٻٻ

ٻ

ٻۉۊۍېۀۉٻۃھڼۀٻہۊٻێۀېۇڼۑٻ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻپ
ٻڄڢڃۏھۄڿںێڼںێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھںۉۍېۏۀۍٻژٻێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھ
ٻڸڸڂێۇۀڽڼۇڒڒڍێۉڼۂۀۇۀھڂڶێۏۊۉۉڼٻۉۄٻۓٻۍۊہٻڄڸڋڶڸڋڶۓڃۍۏێڶٻژٻێۇۀڽڼۇںۉۊۍېۀۉ

ٻ
ٻڄٽڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈێۀڿۊۉٻۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻڋڌٻۋۊۏڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈٽڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ٻٻۍۊہٻڸۄڶێۇۀڽڼۇںۉۊۍېۀۉڶٻڇٽٻڕ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻۀۀۍۂۀڿٽڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ٻڄڸڸڋڌڕڶڄڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۏۉۀھںۀۀۍۂۀڿڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۏێۄۇٻۉۄٻۄٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻٻۍۊہٻڸۄڶێۇۀڽڼۇںۉۊۍېۀۉڶٻڇٽٻڕۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋٽڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ٻڄڸڸڋڌڕڶڄڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۏێۄۇٻۉۄٻۄٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻٻۉۄٻۄٻۍۊہٻڸۄڶێۇۀڽڼۇںۉۊۍېۀۉڶٻڇٽٻڕ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻێێۀۉۀێۊۇھٽڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ٻڄڸڸڋڌڕڶڄڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀێۊۇھڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۏێۄۇٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻٻۉۄٻۄٻۍۊہٻڸۄڶێۇۀڽڼۇںۉۊۍېۀۉڶٻڇٽٻڕ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻێێۀۉۉۀۀےۏۀڽٽڃۏۉۄۍۋ
ڄڸڸڋڌڕڶڄڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀۀےۏۀڽڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۏێۄۇٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻۃۋڼۍۂٻۉۊێۄۍڼۋۈۊھٻ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻپ
ٻڄڄڒڇڐڌڃژۀەۄێۂۄہٻڇڍڇڍڃێۏۊۇۋڽېێډۏۇۋٻژٻھڇۂۄہ

ٻٻڇڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۏۉۀھںۀۀۍۂۀڿڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۍڼڽډڸڋڇڋڶھ
ٻڄڄڃێۀېۇڼۑډڸڂۏۉۀھںۀۀۍۂۀڿڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄٽۉۊۍېۀکٻۀۃۏٻہۊٻۓۀڿۉڤٽڃۇۀڽڼۇۓںۏۀێډڸڋڇڋڶھ
ٻڄٽ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀڞٻۀۀۍۂۀڟٽڃۇۀڽڼۇ۔ںۏۀێډڸڋڇڋڶھ

ٻٻڇڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۍڼڽډڸڌڇڋڶھ
ٻڄڄڃێۀېۇڼۑډڸڂۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄٽۉۊۍېۀکٻۀۃۏٻہۊٻۓۀڿۉڤٽڃۇۀڽڼۇۓںۏۀێډڸڌڇڋڶھ
ٻڄٽ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀڞٻۆۉڼڭۀۂڼګٽڃۇۀڽڼۇ۔ںۏۀێډڸڌڇڋڶھ
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ڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈێۀڿۊۉٻۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻڋڌٻۋۊۏڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈ
ٻڇڂڧڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڞڱګڂٻڇڂڧڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڟڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڜڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڜڱڜڂڶٻٻڕ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻۀۀۍۂۀڿ
ڸڂڧڟڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڞڱګڂ
ڟڂٻڇڂڧڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڟڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڞڱګڂٻڇڂڭڞڱګڂٻڇڂڭڜڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڜڱڜڂڶٻٻڕۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋ
ڸڂڜڱ
ٻڇڂڧڞڱګڂٻڇڂڧڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڜڱڟڂٻڇڂڭڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڜڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڜڱڜڂڶٻٻڕ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻێێۀۉۀێۊۇھ
ڸڂڭڟڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڞڱګڂ
ڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڞڱګڂٻڇڂڭڞڱګڂٻڇڂڧڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڜڱڟڂٻڇڂڭڠڱڜڂٻڇڂڭڜڱڜڂٻڇڂڧڜڱڜڂڶٻٻڕ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻێێۀۉۉۀۀےۏۀڽ
ڸڂڭکڮڣڂٻڇڂڧڝڱڜڂٻڇڂڭ

ٻٻڇڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀێۊۇھڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۍڼڽډڸڋڇڌڶھ
ٻڄڄڃێۀېۇڼۑډڸڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀێۊۇھڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻڄٽۉۊۍېۀکٻۀۃۏٻہۊٻۓۀڿۉڤٽڃۇۀڽڼۇۓںۏۀێډڸڋڇڌڶھ
ٻڄٽ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀڞٻێێۀۉۀێۊۇڞٽڃۇۀڽڼۇ۔ںۏۀێډڸڋڇڌڶھ
ٻٻڇڄڃێ۔ۀۆډڸڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀۀےۏۀڽڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۍڼڽډڸڌڇڌڶھ
ٻڄڄڃێۀېۇڼۑډڸڂۏۉۀھںێێۀۉۀۀےۏۀڽڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻڄٽۉۊۍېۀکٻۀۃۏٻہۊٻۓۀڿۉڤٽڃۇۀڽڼۇۓںۏۀێډڸڌڇڌڶھ
ٻڄٽ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀڞٻێێۀۉۉۀۀےۏۀڝٽڃۇۀڽڼۇ۔ںۏۀێډڸڌڇڌڶھ
ٻ

ٻۍۊۇۊھٻۏۉۀۍۀہہۄڿٻۃۏۄےٻێۀڿۊۉٻ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻۃۂۄۃٻۏۊۇۋٻپ

ٻڸڶٻژٻێۍۊۇۊھ
ٻڒڒڍڊڄڄڃێۀېۇڼۑډڸڂۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھڃۈېێٻژٻۉڼۀۈ
ٻڕڸڂۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻۉۄٻۆٻۍۊہ
ٻڕۉڼۀۈٻڙٻڸۆڶڸڂۆۉڼۍۀۂڼۋڂڶێۀۄۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀھٻہۄٻٻٻٻ

ٻڄڂھڎڏڌھڿپڂڃڿۉۀۋۋڼډێۍۊۇۊھٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڕۀێۇۀٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڂڏڽړڒہڌپڂڃڿۉۀۋۋڼډێۍۊۇۊھٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ
ٻڄڄڏڌڇڋڎڃژۀەۄێۂۄہڃۀۍېۂۄہډۏۇۋ

ٻڄٽ۔ۏۄۇڼۍۏۉۀڞٻۆۉڼڭۀۂڼګٻ۔ڽٻۓۄۍۏڼڨٻ۔ۏۄۑۄۏھۀۉۉۊڞٻۀۃۏٻہۊٻۉۊۄۏڼەۄۇڼېێۄڱٽڃۀۇۏۄۏډۏۇۋ
ٻڄێۍۊۇۊھژۍۊۇۊھںۀڿۊۉٻڇڢڃۓۆۍۊےۏۀۉںےڼۍڿډۓۉ
ٻ

ٻٻډۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄۀٻ═⥠㥉ٻ⦍㍐㡰ٻ䆠ὤٻ㢌ۓۄۍۏڼۈٻھۄۍۏۀۈۈ۔ێڼٻپ

ٻ㨰㛨㬄ٻᴴڸۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄۀٻڇۓۀڿۉۄڶٻ␘⫼ےۊۍٻᴵپ
ٻڄڄڄڸڌڈڕڕڶڄڸڋڶڄۂۄۍۊڜڃۂۄۀډۇۋۉڃۏۍۊێډۋۉڃۀۏڼۍۀۈېۉۀڃۏێۄۇڃ۔ڼۍۍڼډۋۉٻژٻڋێۂۄۀ

ٻٻډۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄۀٻ═⥠㥉ٻ⦍㍐㡰ٻ䆠ὤٻ㢌ۓۄۍۏڼۈٻھۄۍۏۀۈۈ۔ێٻپ

ٻ㨰㛨㬄ٻᴴڸۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄۀٻڇۓۀڿۉۄڶٻ␘⫼ےۊۍٻᴵپ

ٻڄڄڄڸڌڈڕڕڶڄڸڋڶڄۂۄۍڪۈ۔ێڜڃۂۄۀډۇۋۉڃۏۍۊێډۋۉڃۀۏڼۍۀۈېۉۀڃۏێۄۇڃ۔ڼۍۍڼډۋۉٻژٻڌێۂۄۀ

ٻۏۊۇۋٻ⦍㍐㡰ٻ䆠ὤٻۀېۇڼۑٻۉۀۂۄۀٻپ
ٻڄڄڒڇڐڌڃژۀەۄێۂۄہٻڇڍڇڌڃێۏۊۇۋڽېێډۏۇۋٻژٻڼڇۂۄہ
ٻڄڸڌڇڕڶڋێۂۄۀڇڸڋڇڕڶڋێۂۄۀڃۍۀۏۏڼھێډڸڋڶڼ

ٻڄٽډێۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄڠٻۇڼھۄۍۏۀۈ۔ێێڜٽڃۀۇۏۄۏںۏۀێډڸڋڶڼ
ٻڄٽێۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄۀٻۂۉۄڿۉۀھێۀڿٻہۊٻۓۀڿۉڤٽڃۇۀڽڼۇۓںۏۀێډڸڋڶڼ
ٻڄٽۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄڠٽڃۇۀڽڼۇ۔ںۏۀێډڸڋڶڼ
ٻڄڸڌڇڕڶڌێۂۄۀڇڸڋڇڕڶڌێۂۄۀڃۍۀۏۏڼھێډڸڌڶڼ

ٻڄٽډێۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄڠٻۇڼھۄۍۏۀۈ۔ڮٽڃۀۇۏۄۏںۏۀێډڸڌڶڼ
ٻږڄٽێۀېۇڼۑۉۀۂۄۀٻۂۉۄڿۉۀھێۀڿٻہۊٻۓۀڿۉڤٽڃۇۀڽڼۇۓںۏۀێډڸڌڶڼ
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ળބ�Ի̐Ԓ�۶ָ
۰�̐ջ�̐Ԏձ߾ࡢ�ଭଜִݨ��Ի̐Ԓ�DGGBVFRUHBSURJUDP�S\ձބ۰ࠪ�ଡ͉�ঌٕѹ�ળˈؿ
ଜΟଜΟی�ऑ�ળԻ�Ի̐Ԓࡢ�ଞ�˒۽ۢ�߾ଞЬ��шٙ߭۰�۰Ի�Ьհ�FHQWUDOLW\߾�ҬԂ۰
ʅ�ɼ਼�ࢠ���ʎձ�ষԯଞЬݨ��ଭ߾ࢷ�іਫ਼܅�Ի̐Ԓ˕�ʋࡢ�ߞ�߭߾�ଞЬ��ۢ۽
ѸЕ�̐Ԏ�ּԼ˕�۶ָ߅�Ԏࠪ�ʋЬ�

QHXURQBSRVLWLRQV�SQJ��ɽ�ЍԞࡢ�ձ�Οβ�̐Ԏ
FLUFXODUBSURMHFWLRQV�SQJ��ЍԞɾࠉ�ʼ�Οβ�FLUFXODU�SURMHFWLRQ
FRQQHFWLYLW\BPDWUL[�SQJ��ЍԞɾࠉ�ʼ�Οβ�̐Ԏ�ˬ˕۰ࠪ�Ѱ�
FHQWUDOLWLHVBE\BQHXURQ�SQJ��ɽ�ЍԞٸ�۽ݪࣸ�ˬ�GHJUHH�FHQWUDOLW\��SDJHUDQN��FORVHQHVV�
EHWZHHQQHVV�
FRQQHFWLYLW\BJUDSKBVHSDUDWHGBE\BFHQWUDOLW\�SQJ��SDJHUDQN�ʅ�ૡ̎ؿЬ�਼�ЍԞ˕��Ѝ
Ԟ�Ьհ�̫ۛԻ�ݤଞ�̐Ԏ
HLJHQVSHFWUXP�SQJ��HLJHQYDOXHɼ�਼�ʅٕਫ਼�८ԷоԻ�SORWଞ�̐Ԏ�ˬ˕۰ࠪ�Ѱ�

5HIHUHQFHV
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>�@�.DLVHU�0��+LOJHWDJ�&&��������1RQ�2SWLPDO�&RPSRQHQW�3ODFHPHQW��EXW�6KRUW�3URFHVVLQJ
3DWKV��GXH�WR�/RQJ�'LVWDQFH�3URMHFWLRQV�LQ�1HXUDO�6\VWHPV��3/R6�&RPSXWDWLRQDO�%LRORJ\���H����
>�@��&RPSRQHQW�SODFHPHQW���:LNLSHGLD��KWWSV���HQ�ZLNLSHGLD�RUJ�ZLNL�&RPSRQHQWBSODFHPHQW��
>�@�&KHUQLDN��&����������1HXUDO�FRPSRQHQW�SODFHPHQW��7UHQGV�LQ�1HXURVFLHQFHV�������������²����
KWWSV���GRL�RUJ�������������������������������
>�@�:KLWH��-��*����������7KH�VWUXFWXUH�RI�WKH�QHUYRXV�V\VWHP�RI�WKH�QHPDWRGH�FDHQRUKDEGLWLV
HOHJDQV���
>�@�)RUQLWR��$���=DOHVN\��$���	�%XOOPRUH��(��7����������)XQGDPHQWDOV�RI�%UDLQ�1HWZRUN�$QDO\VLV�
$FDGHPLF�3UHVV���
>�@�9DUVKQH\�/5��&KHQ�%/��3DQLDJXD�(��+DOO�'+��&KNORYVNLL�'%��������6WUXFWXUDO�3URSHUWLHV�RI�WKH
&DHQRUKDEGLWLV�HOHJDQV�1HXURQDO�1HWZRUN��3/26�&RPSXWDWLRQDO�%LRORJ\�������H��������
KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������MRXUQDO�SFEL��������
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from scipy.io import loadmat
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import networkx as nx
import numpy as np
import numpy.linalg as npl
import warnings

warnings.filterwarnings("ignore")

def return_centralities_as_dict(input_g):
    def return_degree_centrality(input_g, normalized=False):
        unsorted = nx.degree_centrality(input_g)
        return {k: v for k, v in sorted(unsorted.items(), key=lambda item: item[1], 
reverse=True)}
    def return_closeness_centrality(input_g):
        new_g_with_distance = input_g.copy()
        for u,v,d in new_g_with_distance.edges(data=True):
            if 'distance' not in d:
                d['distance'] = 1.0/d['weight']
        unsorted = nx.closeness_centrality(new_g_with_distance, distance='distance')
        return {k: v for k, v in sorted(unsorted.items(), key=lambda item: item[1], 
reverse=True)}
    def return_betweenness_centrality(input_g):
        unsorted = nx.betweenness_centrality(input_g, weight='weight')
        return {k: v for k, v in sorted(unsorted.items(), key=lambda item: item[1], 
reverse=True)}
    def return_pagerank(input_g):
        unsorted = nx.pagerank(input_g, weight='weight')
        return {k: v for k, v in sorted(unsorted.items(), key=lambda item: item[1], 
reverse=True)}
    return {
        'degree_cent':return_degree_centrality(input_g),
        'closeness_cent':return_closeness_centrality(input_g),
        'betweeness_cent':return_betweenness_centrality(input_g),
        'pagerank':return_pagerank(input_g)
    }

if __name__ == '__main__':
    annots = loadmat('celegans277.mat')
    plt.scatter(annots['celegans277positions'][:, 0], annots['celegans277positions'][:, 1])
    plt.title("Neuron positions for the worm C. Elegans, all of which are identical.")
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    # save figure for neuron positions
    plt.savefig('neuron_positions.png')

    # 인접행렬을 scipy matrix adjacency list로 불러오기
    adjacency_matrix = nx.from_numpy_array(annots['celegans277matrix'])
    adj = nx.adjacency_matrix(adjacency_matrix)
    # 인접행렬로부터 그래프 정의
    G = nx.from_scipy_sparse_matrix(adj)
    # 원 안에 그래프 그라가
    nx.draw_circular(G, node_size=10)
    plt.title("Neuronal connectivity for C. Elegans.", size = 15)
    # save circular projection of neuronal connectivity
    plt.savefig('circular_projection.png')

    fig, a = plt.subplots(1, 2, figsize=(15, 7))
    a[0].set_facecolor((0, 0, 0))
    a[1].set_facecolor((0, 0, 0))

    Aorig = annots['celegans277matrix']
    #  matrix size(뉴런 개수)
    size = np.shape(Aorig)[0]
    # 연결된 지점 찾기
    A = [[i, j] if Aorig[i][j] == 1 else None for i, v in enumerate(Aorig) for j, w in 
enumerate(Aorig)]
    A = np.vstack([i for i in A if i != None])
    # plot asymmetric connectivity matrix
    a[0].axis([0, 277, 277, 0])
    a[0].scatter(A[:, 0], A[:, 1], s=1, color="white")
    a[0].set_title("Assymetrical Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.")
    a[0].set_xlabel(r"$i$", size=20)
    a[0].set_ylabel(r"$j$", size=20, rotation=0)
    # create symmetric matrix
    AsymOrig = annots['celegans277matrix'] + annots['celegans277matrix'].T
    # 양방향으로 연결되면 2도 나올 수 있기에 1이상 값을 갖는 지점 구하기
    Asym = [[i, j] if AsymOrig[i][j] >= 1 else None for i, v in enumerate(AsymOrig) for j, 
w in enumerate(AsymOrig)]
    Asym = np.vstack([i for i in Asym if i != None])
    # plot symmetric connectivity matrix
    a[1].axis([0, 277, 277, 0])
    a[1].scatter(Asym[:, 0], Asym[:, 1], s=1, color="white")
    a[1].set_title("Symmetrized Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.")
    a[1].set_xlabel(r"$i$", size=20)
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    # save plot for connectivity matrix
    plt.savefig('connectivity_matrix.png')

    # centrality values of each neuron
    centralities = return_centralities_as_dict(G)
    neuron_labels = [str(x[0][0]) for x in annots['celegans277labels']]

    print("-----------top 10 central nodes----------------")
    print("degree centrality: ", [neuron_labels[i] for i in 
list(centralities['degree_cent'].keys())[:10]])
    print("pagerank: ", [neuron_labels[i] for i in list(centralities['pagerank'].keys())[:10]])
    print("closeness centrality: ", [neuron_labels[i] for i in 
list(centralities['closeness_cent'].keys())[:10]])
    print("betweenness centrality: ", [neuron_labels[i] for i in 
list(centralities['betweeness_cent'].keys())[:10]])
    # centrality comparison graph
    fig,c = plt.subplots(2,2, figsize=(15,7))
    c[0,0].bar(centralities['degree_cent'].keys(), centralities['degree_cent'].values())
    c[0,0].set_xlabel("Index of the Neuron")
    c[0,0].set_ylabel("Degree Centrality")
    c[0,1].bar(centralities['pagerank'].keys(), centralities['pagerank'].values())
    c[0,1].set_xlabel("Index of the Neuron")
    c[0,1].set_ylabel("PageRank Centrality")
    c[1,0].bar(centralities['closeness_cent'].keys(), centralities['closeness_cent'].values())
    c[1,0].set_xlabel("Index of the Neuron")
    c[1,0].set_ylabel("Closeness Centrality")
    c[1,1].bar(centralities['betweeness_cent'].keys(), 
centralities['betweeness_cent'].values())
    c[1,1].set_xlabel("Index of the Neuron")
    c[1,1].set_ylabel("Betweenness Centrality")
    # save 4 graphs each corresponding to different types of centralities
    plt.savefig('centralities_by_neuron.png')

    # plot high centrality nodes with different color
    colors = []
    mean = sum(centralities['pagerank'].values())/277
    for k in centralities['pagerank']:
        if centralities['pagerank'][k] > mean:
            colors.append('#dc143c')
        else:
            colors.append('#1f78b4')
    plt.figure(figsize=(30,14))
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    plt.title("Visualization of the Connectivity Matrix by PageRank Centrality")
    nx.draw_networkx(G, node_color=colors)
    # save the graph of connectivity matrix divided into 2 centrality groups
    plt.savefig('connectivity_graph_separated_by_centrality.png')

    # asymmetric matrix의 크기 순으로 정렬된 eigenvalue. 각 row마다 [index, 
eigenvalue]가 주어짐
    eigs0 = np.array(list(enumerate(np.sort(npl.eig(Aorig)[0])[::-1])))
    # symmetric matrix의 크기 순으로 정렬된 eigenvalue. 각 row마다 [index, eigenvalue]
가 주어짐
    eigs1 = np.array(list(enumerate(np.sort(npl.eig(AsymOrig)[0])[::-1])))
    # eigen value 크기 순으로 plot
    fig,a = plt.subplots(1,2, figsize=(15,7))
    a[0].scatter(eigs0[:,0],eigs0[:,1])
    a[0].set_title("Assymetrical Eigenvalues.")
    a[0].set_xlabel("Index of descending eigenvalues")
    a[0].set_ylabel("Eigenvalue")
    a[1].scatter(eigs1[:,0],eigs1[:,1])
    a[1].set_title("Symetrical Eigenvalues.")
    a[1].set_xlabel("Index of descending eigenvalues")
    # save eigenspectrum
    plt.savefig('eigenspectrum.png')
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1. 개요

본 보고서에서는 python 프로그램 언어를 활용하여, 신경연구의 모델로 많이 사용되는

‘예쁜꼬마선충’의 생물학적 신경 네트워크 인접 행렬의 고유 스펙트럼 분석을 수행하는

절차에 대하여 소개하고, 결과로 출력된 그래프에 대한 간략한 분석을 수행한다. 먼저, 데이터

준비과정에 대하여 서술한 후, 첨부한 프로그램 ‘program.py’의 사용법 및 출력된 그래프

설명의 순서로 소개하겠다.

2. 데이터

1) 데이터 다운로드

다음의 URL (https://www.dynamic-connectome.org/resources/)에 접속하면 [그림 1]
과 같은 페이지를 확인할 수 있다. 중단의 ‘celegans277.mat’ 및 ‘celegans277.zip’ 두 파일

을 클릭하여 다운로드 하고, zip 파일은 압축을 해제하도록 한다. 압축 해제 시, ‘celegans27

7’ 폴더가 생기는데, ‘celegans277’ 폴더에는 ‘celegans277.mat’에 담겨있는 동일한 데이터

가 세 개의 ‘*.csv’ 파일 형태로 존재하므로, 클릭을 통해 데이터를 확인할 수 있겠다. progr

am.py에서는 ‘celegans277.mat’을 활용하여 작업을 수행하므로 코드 실행 전 ‘celegans277.

mat’ 파일을 [그림 2]와 같이 program.py가 있는 폴더에 옮겨주는 것을 추천한다. 데이터가

다른 폴더에 있더라도 프로그램이 작동할 수 있도록 데이터 경로를 input으로 받을 수 있게

하였으나, 프로그램의 경로에 데이터 파일을 같이 두는 것을 추천하는 이유는, 프로그램이 실

행되는데 필요한 데이터(‘celegans277.mat’)를 편의상 program.py과 같은 위치에서 default

로 찾도록 코드를 작성했기 때문이다.

[그림 1]
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[그림 2]

2) 데이터 설명

‘clelgans277’ 데이터셋은 벌레의 일종인 예쁜꼬마선충(Caenorhabditis elegans)의 277가

지 뉴런과 시냅스의 신경망에 관한 데이터이다. 예쁜꼬마선충은 정상적인 조건에서 사멸 주기

가 3주 정도로 짧고, 배양 및 유지비가 적게 들며, 체세포의 개수가 적어 관찰이 용이하다는

특징 덕분에 신경 세포 연구의 모델로 널리 활용된다. 데이터셋은 뉴런의 label, 뉴런의 2차원

공간상의 위치(단위는 mm), 뉴런 간 연결 관계를 표현하는 인접 행렬(각 성분은 1 또는 0의

값이 할당되어 있고, 연결이 되었다면 1, 연결이 안 되었다면 0에 해당하는 indicator functi

on이 적용된 것으로 볼 수 있음)로 구성되어있다. Labels of neurons, coordinates of neu

rons, 인접 행렬은 각각 순서대로 아래의 [그림 3], [그림 4], [그림 5]에 해당하며, 예쁜꼬마

선충의 현미경 사진과, [그림 4]의 coordinates 값을 scatter plot 상에 시각화한 결과는 각

각 [그림 6], [그림 7]과 같다.

[그림 3] Labels [그림 4] Spatial positions [그림 5] Adjacency matrix

[그림 6] 예쁜꼬마선충 [그림 7] Spatial positions를 시각화한 결과
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3. 프로그램

1) 코드 설명

‘program.py’는 교안(‘MML12 Eigen Analysis ver11.pdf’) 41~43 페이지의 figure를 만

들어내기 위한 프로그램이며, 교안 40 페이지에 참조된 URL(https://github.com/vbartle/M

ML-Companion)을 참고하여 작성하였다. 먼저, [그림 8]을 참고하여 설명하자면, line 1~10

은 코드를 작동시키는데 필요한 library를 import 한 부분이고, line 13~17은 인접 행렬로부

터 고유값을 구하고, 이를 내림차순으로 정렬하는 과정이 반복된다고 판단하여 코드의 길이를

줄이기 위해 반복되는 부분을 함수로 정의한 부분이다.

[그림 8]

Line 20~27은 데이터셋 경로를 사용자에게 입력 받아서 프로그램을 실행시키는 부분인데,

파일명은 ‘celegans277.mat’으로 고정했기에, 사용자가 ‘celegans277.mat’ 파일이 존재하는

폴더의 위치를 입력해주어야 프로그램이 정상적으로 작동할 수 있다. 사용자가 올바르지 않은

경로를 입력하거나, 아무것도 입력하지 않는 경우, 혹은 ‘./’를 입력하는 경우에는, default 경

로로 program.py가 존재하는 폴더의 위치를 입력으로 받아 코드가 동작한다. Line 30은 출

력되는 그래프의 사이즈와 관련된 코드이다.
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[그림 9]

[그림 9]을 활용하여 그래프 생성과 관련된 코드를 소개하겠다. Line 33~38은 입력받은 데

이터 경로의 데이터로부터 인접행렬을 읽어서, 교안 41페이지의 그림을 생성하는 코드이다. n

x.draw_circular 함수가 동작하는 데에 참고한 github 코드처럼 ‘G’를 만들 필요는 없다고

판단하여 제거하였다.

42페이지의 그림을 생성하는 코드는 line 42~59에 해당하는데, 참고했던 github 코드처럼

enumerate 및 for 문을 사용하지 않고, numpy 연산을 통해 조금이나마 효율적으로 계산을

수행하는 것이 바람직하다 판단하여 위와 같이 코드를 작성하게 되었다. 우리는 277개의 뉴런

을 다루고 있지만, 만약 뉴런의 수가 매우 많은 데이터의 경우에는, for 문을 통한 연산 수행

이 computation time 측면에서 비효율 적일 것이며, 따라서 numpy 연산을 통한 computat

ion time의 감축이 효과적일 것이라고 기대한다. 또한, line 44와 line 52에서 ‘==1’ 대신 ‘!=

0’으로 코드를 수정하였는데, 이는 MML book 110 페이지를 참고한 결과, 이렇게 수정하는

것이 올바르다고 판단하여 수정하였다. 만들어진 대칭행렬의 경우, 직접 출력해보니 성분 중

에 2도 있는 것이 확인되었기 때문에, github 코드에 오류가 있었다고 생각된다.
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마지막으로 line 62~74는, [그림 8]에서 정의한 ‘sorted_eigenvalues()’ function을 가지고

교안 43페이지의 그림을 생성하려고 했다. enumerate를 빼고 코드를 작성하려고 했고, 반복

되는 코드는 함수를 통해 코드의 가독성을 높이려고 했다.

2) 프로그램 사용 및 그래프 제작

program.py의 사용 방법은 [그림 10]과 같다. (1) 터미널에서, (2) 프로그램을 실행시키고, 
(3) 데이터 경로를 입력하라는 메시지가 나오면, (4) 사용자가 데이터가 담겨있는 폴더의 경로
를 타이핑으로 입력해주고, (5) 코드가 작동한 뒤, (6) 프로그램이 있는 폴더에 세 개의 그림
이 생성된다.

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

[그림 10] 프로그램 사용

위 process를 통해서 얻어진 세 개의 그래프는 [그림 11], [그림 12], [그림 13]과 같다. 교

안 41, 42, 43 페이지에 있는 그림에 해당하는 파일들이 올바르게 생성되었고, 각 그림이 어

떤 것을 나타내는지에 대해서는 다음 장에서 설명한다.
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[그림 11]

[그림 12]
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[그림 13]

4. 신경 네트워크 행렬의 고유 스펙트럼 분석

고유 스펙트럼 분석에 앞서, 프로그램 실행을 통해 얻은 각 그림에 대한 설명을 하겠다. [그

림 11]은 277개의 뉴런을 원형으로 배치한 후, 인접행렬을 통해 확인된 뉴런간의 연결성(link)
을 visualize한 그림이다. 연결된 뉴런 간에는 검은 선이 그어져 있고, 연결되지 않은 뉴런 간

에는 검은 선이 그어있지 않다. [그림 12]의 경우는 뉴런을 좌표평면의 horizontal line과 ve
rtical line에 배치한 후, [그림 11]과 비슷하게, 인접행렬을 활용하여 277개의 뉴런 중, 연결
이 이루어진 pair에 대해서만 하얀색 점을 찍어 scatter plot을 그린 것이며, 왼쪽은 asymm
etric, 오른쪽은 symmetric 인접행렬을 통해 얻어진 그림이다. 

  [그림 13]의 경우, [그림 12]의 왼쪽에 사용된 asymmetric adjacency matrix(:= )와 오른
쪽에 사용된 symmetric adjacency matrix(:= ) 각각에 대해 eigenvalue 들을 구한 뒤, 큰 
값의 eigenvalue부터 빠른 index 순서의 내림차순으로 정렬하여, 몇 번째로 큰 고유값을 가
지는지(x축), 고유값은 얼마인지(y축)를 그림 상에 표현한 것이다. 행렬 , 는 각 성분이 실
수인 square matrix이며, 행렬 의 eigenvalue들 중에서 실수가 아닌 복소수가 존재했고, 는 symmetric이기 때문에, 실수 eigenvalue들만 존재하는 것을 확인했다. 특히, [그림 13]
의 왼쪽 그래프는 eigenvalue의 허수부를 무시하고 실수부만 가지고 정렬 및 그림을 그린 것
이다. 또한, [그림 14], [그림 15]의 반례를 통해 positive definite 및 positive semi-definite 
행렬이 아니라는 것을 확인할 수 있다. 따라서 [그림 13]과 같이 negative eigenvalue를 가
질 수 있겠다(의 singular value는    및  의 eigenvalue의 square root에 해당하
며, , 의 singular value를 ‘numpy.linalg.svd()’ 함수를 통해 확인한 결과 모두 positive 
실수값이 출력되었음). [그림 13]의 오른쪽 그래프는 symmetric adjacency matrix의 모든 e
igenvalue들을 온전히 표현한 그림이고, 따라서 eigenspectrum에 해당한다고 할 수 있겠다.
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[그림 14] [그림 15]

5. References
Kaiser M, Hilgetag CC (2006) Non-Optimal Component Placement, but Short Proce

ssing Paths, due to Long-Distance Projections in Neural Systems. PLoS Computatio
nal Biology 2:e95 (PDF)

Kötter R (2004) Online retrieval, processing, and visualization of primate connecti
vity data from the CoCoMac database. Neuroinformatics 2:127-144.

Choe Y, McCormick BH, Koh W (2004) Network connectivity analysis on the tempor
ally augmented C. elegans web: A pilot study. Society of Neuroscience Abstracts 30:9
21.9.
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import numpy as np
import numpy.linalg as npl
from sympy import *
from sympy.abc import x
import networkx as nx
from scipy.io import loadmat
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.pyplot import figure
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
import warnings
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore')

def sorted_eigenvalues(adj_matrix):
    eigenValues = npl.eig(adj_matrix)[0]
    sorted_idx = np.argsort(eigenValues)[::-1]
    eigenValues_sorted = eigenValues[sorted_idx]
    return eigenValues_sorted

########################## Data Load ##########################
    
'''
path = input("Set the data path : (e.g., './' for the current folder) 
\n:")+'celegans277.mat'
try : 
    annots = loadmat(path)
except:
    print('Can not find celegans277.mat in your path! Default path will be used.')
    annots = loadmat('./celegans277.mat')
'''
annots = loadmat('celegans277.mat')

########################## Set Figure Size ##########################
plt.rcParams[ "figure.figsize" ] = (10,10)

########################## Draw the First Figure 
##########################
adj_matrix = annots['celegans277matrix']
adj_matrix_nx = nx.from_numpy_array(adj_matrix) # Delete redundant code for drawing
nx.draw_circular(adj_matrix_nx, node_size=10)
plt.title("Neuronal connectivity for C. Elegans.", size = 15);
plt.savefig('1.Neuronal_connectivity.png', bbox_inches='tight', dpi=100)
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########################## Draw the Second Figure 
##########################
fig,a = plt.subplots(1,2, figsize=(15,7))

connected_index = np.where(adj_matrix!=0) # Utilizing numpy operation
coordinate = np.vstack((connected_index[0], connected_index[1])).T
a[0].set_facecolor((0,0,0))
a[0].axis([0,277,277,0])
a[0].scatter(coordinate[:,0],coordinate[:,1],s=1, color="white")
a[0].set_title("Assymetrical Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.")

adj_matrix_sym = (adj_matrix + adj_matrix.T) # Utilizing numpy operation
connected_index_sym = np.where(adj_matrix_sym!=0) # Check whether it is nonzero 
value (Based on the MML book)
coordinate_sym = np.vstack((connected_index_sym[0], connected_index_sym[1])).T
a[1].set_facecolor((0,0,0))
a[1].axis([0,277,277,0])
a[1].scatter(coordinate_sym[:,0],coordinate_sym[:,1],s=1, color="white")
a[1].set_title("Symmetrized Connectivity Matrix for C.Elegans.")

plt.savefig('2.Connectivity_Matrix.png', dpi=100)

########################## Draw the Third Figure 
##########################
num_of_neurons = adj_matrix.shape[0]
x_coordinate = np.arange(num_of_neurons)

fig,a = plt.subplots(1,2, figsize=(15,7))
a[0].scatter(x_coordinate, sorted_eigenvalues(adj_matrix))
a[0].set_title("Assymetrical Eigenvalues.")
a[0].set_xlabel("Index of descending eigenvalues")
a[0].set_ylabel("Eigenvalue")
a[1].scatter(x_coordinate, sorted_eigenvalues(adj_matrix_sym))
a[1].set_title("Symetrical Eigenvalues.")
a[1].set_xlabel("Index of descending eigenvalues");
plt.savefig('3.Eigenspectrums.png', dpi=100)

########################## Finished ##########################
print('Finished')
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Musique du jour

Hier encore (French Song)
Charles Aznavour

Shirley Bassey
Yesterday When I Was Young 

(1973 TV Special)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6JlKoh1bNY

datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/
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Matrix Function
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ପԮଞܶ (Matrix Function)

ପԮଞܶۺऐ
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Caley-Hamilton Theorem

2014ϔָۉ˅ Aࡓ3 ࢼה؞23
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[Wiki] Cayley–Hamilton Theorem  <1>

[Wiki] Cayley–Hamilton Theorem  <2>
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[Wiki] n-th Power of Matrix

˅Ҝଚ˩ܶଚ،
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Why Is Cayley-Hamilton So Important?

[Wiki] Matrix Function of Analytic Function
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Cayley-Hamilton Theorem  <1>

• 2.151: Advanced System Dynamics and Control@MIT
• https://web.mit.edu/2.151/www/Handouts/CayleyHamilton.pdf

Linear Time Invariant System

Cayley-Hamilton Theorem  <2>
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Cayley-Hamilton Theorem  <3>

Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <1-1>

• [ॳˈחଲ] ̖˓ଝ III, ࢸ9.6ࢿ
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Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <1-2>

Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <2-1>

[ॳˈחଲ] ଭԱоɽࠪ Jordanࣱ, p.57
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Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <2-2>

Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <2-3>
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Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <2-4>

Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <3-1>

[ॳˈחଲ] ଭԱоɽࠪ Jordanࣱ, p.61
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Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <3-2>

Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <4-1>  [Wiki]
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Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <4-2> [Wiki]

Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <5-1> 
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Cayley-Hamilton Theoremࡅ <5-2> 

• https://web.mit.edu/2.151/www/Handouts/CayleyHamilton.pdf

Jordan Decomposition
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Jordan Block

• [ॳˈחଲ] ̖˓ଝ VII, ࢸ7.8ࢿ

Jordan Canonical (aka Normal) Form

aka Jordan normal form
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Jordan Decomposition 

Example of Jordan Decomposition
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Function of 
a Jordan Canonical Form

Jordan Block

• Consider a Jordan Block with size 
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Power of a Jordan Form  <1>

Power of a Jordan Form  <2>
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Power of a Jordan Form  <3>

Power of a Jordan Form  <4>

• When

• Continuing in this way, we read 
• Thus, 

• Since   
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Power of a Jordan Form  <5>

• Thus, 

Power of a Jordan Form  <6>

• Consider a polynomial 

• We know

• Here   

(J101)
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Function of a Jordan Form

• Let   be an analytical function of a complex argument. 
• Applying Equation (J101) to the function on a kŐk Jordan 

block J with eigenvalue λ results in an upper triangular 
matrix: 

Toeplitz

(J102)

[Wiki] Jordan Normal Form (Jordan Canonical Form)

• The elements of the k-th superdiagonal of the resulting 
matrix are 

• For a matrix of general Jordan normal form the above 
expression shall be applied to each Jordan block. 
• The following example shows the application to the power 

function                    with a Jordan canonical form.
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Matrix Exponential 

From Scalar Exponential To Matrix Exponential

• http://ee263.stanford.edu/lectures/jcf.pdf (recommend to read)

• EE263: Introduction to Linear Dynamical Systems
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Matrix Exponential

Thus, 

Scalar Exponential vs Matrix Exponential  <1>
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Scalar Exponential vs Matrix Exponential  <2>

Example of Matrix Exponential
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Jordan Form LDS (linear dynamical system)

•

Matrix Exponential          <1>

• ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢸ7.8ࢿ
Linear Dynamic System

Linear Time-Invariant System 
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Matrix Exponential          <2>

(J103)

Matrix Exponential          <3>

• From Equation (J102) we know that the exponential              
of Jordan block              is 

(J104)
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Matrix Exponential          <4>

J104J103 J104

Matrix Exponential          <5>

• https://math24.net/method-matrix-exponential.html
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[Wiki] Matrix Exponential and ODE

Reinforcement Learning and 
Optimal Control
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Reinforcement Learning and Optimal Control

• From Reinforcement Learning and Optimal Control by 
Dimitri P. Bertsekas @MIT

ѭࢳˀୡأ (Dynamic Programming)  <1>

• [ॳˈחଲ] ۏֻהࢢܹչؑࢶˁ
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ѭࢳˀୡأ (Dynamic Programming)  <2>

ѭࢳˀୡأ (Dynamic Programming)  <3>

ࢿࠖࡈଞΰۿоଞ߾) (ॳଜԂ9.1.1
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Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle

• Pontryagin’s maximum principle states a necessary condition that 
must hold on an optimal trajectory. 

• It is a calculation for a fixed initial value of the state, x(0). In 
comparison, the dynamic programming (DP) approach is a 
calculation for a general initial value of the state. 

• The maximum  principle can be used as both a computational and 
analytic technique (and in the second case can solve the problem 
for general initial value.) 

• It finds a particular open loop control candidate; which may be 
one of many, each of which must be tested for optimality. 

• For many common problems, the conditionals of the maximum 
principle are strong enough to easily identify optimum solutions. 

• The maximum principle has its basic roots in the calculus of 
variations problems from the 1800s, like the Brachistochrone
curve problem, but the formalism for it, cast in the form we know 
today did NOT arrive until the 1950s.

Bellman Equation

• [ॳˈחଲ] ۏֻהࢢܹչؑࢶˁ
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Stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equation  <1>

• [ॳˈחଲ] ̖˓ଝ II, ࢸ1.3ࢿ
Max f =  -Min(-f)

Stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equation  <2>

HJB equation
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Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) Equation

• From a control system theory stand point, Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman (HJB) equation is solving for the value function - a 
function such that given some current state, what is the best 
one can do from this point onwards to minimize the cost. 
• This is usually done backwards in time using dynamic 

programming. In doing so, it also solves for a control 
function - in a necessarily feedback form. 
• Since the value function must be solved for all trajectories 

to arrive it an optimum control, the entirety of the state 
space is traversed. 
• Consequentially the HJB equations are both necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the control to be optimal.

Calculus of Variations

[ॳˈחଲ] ফ۴ػ, Calculus of Variations, ʈϠઝ
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Euler-Lagrange،ݢࢺ

Example about Calculus of Variations
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Principle of (Path) Optimality

• https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~yima/psfile/EE290-Lecture-RL-OC.pdf

Bellman and Pontryagin

• Bellman’s optimization principle poses an optimization 
problem using a nonlinear first order PDE - the object being 
optimized is a function. 
• Pontryagin's maximum principle poses the same problem 

using a form of the calculus of variations - the optimized 
object is a curve.
• The optimal curve by the maximum principle is a Cauchy 

characteristic of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDE, 
assuming technical conditions such that both exist.

• Bellman's method was originally formulated for discrete-
time systems, and extended to continuous time ones. 
• Pontryagin’s maximum principle is mostly studied in the 

continuous-time framework.
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Valuation Function and Q-Function

• https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~yima/psfile/EE290-Lecture-RL-OC.pdf

OC/DP AI/RL

The Closed-Loop (Autonomous) System: Formal 

• https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~yima/psfile/EE290-Lecture-RL-OC.pdf
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From Principle to Computation!

• https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~yima/psfile/EE290-Lecture-RL-OC.pdf

Optimal Control vs Reinforcement Learning

• https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~yima/psfile/EE290-Lecture-RL-OC.pdf

Linear Quadratic Regulator
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AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero

• https://jonathan-hui.medium.com/alphago-zero-a-game-changer-
14ef6e45eba5

Linear Time Invariant System
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[Wiki] Linear Time-Invariant System <1>

• In system analysis, among other fields of study, a linear time-
invariant system (LTI system) is a system that produces an 
output signal from any input signal subject to the constraints 
of linearity and time-invariance

• These properties apply (exactly or approximately) to many 
important physical systems, in which case the response y(t) of the 
system to an arbitrary input x(t) can be found directly 
using convolution: y(t) = x(t) ∗ h(t) where h(t) is called the 
system's impulse response and ∗ represents convolution (not to be 
confused with multiplication, as is frequently employed by the 
symbol in computer languages). 

• What's more, there are systematic methods for solving any such 
system (determining h(t)), whereas systems not meeting both 
properties are generally more difficult (or impossible) to solve 
analytically. 

• A good example of an LTI system is any electrical circuit
consisting of resistors, capacitors, inductors and linear amplifiers.

[Wiki] Linear Time-Invariant System <2>

• Linear time-invariant system theory is also used in image 
processing, where the systems have spatial dimensions 
instead of, or in addition to, a temporal dimension. 
• These systems may be referred to as linear translation-

invariant to give the terminology the most general reach. 
• In the case of generic discrete-time (i.e., sampled) 

systems, linear shift-invariant is the corresponding term. 
• LTI system theory is an area of applied mathematics which 

has direct applications in electrical circuit analysis and
design, signal processing and filter design, control 
theory, mechanical engineering, image processing, the 
design of measuring instruments of many sorts, NMR 
spectroscopy, and many other technical areas where systems 
of ordinary differential equations present themselves. 
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[Wiki] Linear Time-Invariant System  <3> 

Fourier Fourier

Inverse
Fourier

Time-Domain Solution of LTI State Equations <1>

• Brunton, S.L. and Kutz, J.N. (2019) Data-Driven Science and 
Engineering: Machine Learning, Dynamical Systems, and Control, 
Cambridge University Press.

• This slides examine the response of linear time-invariant (LTI)
system expressed in the standard state-equation form: 

• That is, as a set of coupled, first-order differential equations.
• The solution proceeds in two steps; first the state-variable 

response x(t) is found by solving the set of first-order state 
equation in Eq. (8.10a), and then the state response is substituted 
into the algebraic output equations in Eq. (8.10b) in order to 
compute y(t).

• Note that we neglect the disturbance and noise  inputs.
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Time-Domain Solution of LTI State Equations <2>

• https://web.mit.edu/2.14/www/Handouts/StateSpaceResponse.pdf

Unforced Linear System

Time-Domain Solution of LTI State Equations <3>

Example
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Time-Domain Solution of LTI State Equations <4>

Time-Domain Solution of LTI State Equations <5>
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Forced Linear System

Convolution
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Cayley-Hamilton Theorem and Forced Linear System

Linear Quadratic Regulator  <1>

• Consider the  (quadratic) cost function

• The cost function balances the cost of effective regulation of 
the state with the cost of control. 
• The matrices Q and R weight the cost of deviations of the 

state from zero and the cost of actuation, respectively. 
• The matrix Q is positive semi-definite, and R is positive 

definite; these matrices are often diagonal, and the diagonal 
elements may be tuned to change the relative importance of 
the control objectives.
• Adding such a cost function makes choosing the control law 

a well-posed optimization problem, for which there is a 
wealth of theoretical and numerical techniques. 
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Linear Quadratic Regulator  <2>

• The linear-quadratic-regulator (LQR) control law                               
is designed to minimize 

• LQR is so-named because it is a linear control law, designed for a 
linear system, minimizing a quadratic cost function, that regulates 
the state of the system to 

• Because the cost-function in (8.44) is quadratic, there is an 
analytical solution for the optimal controller gains given by  

• Solving the above Riccati equation for X, and hence for         is 
numerically robust and already implemented in many 
programming languages.

Linear Quadratic Regulator  <3>

• Figure 8.9  Schematic of the linear quadratic regulator  
(LQR) for optimal full-state feedback. The optimal controller 
for a linear system given measurements of the full state,  
is given by proportional control , where        is a 
constant gain matrix obtained by solving an algebraic Riccati
equation. 
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Portrait of Sonja Knips, 1889 by Gustav Klimt

• The Portrait of Sonja Knips was in many senses a 
breakthrough painting for Gustav Klimt. 

• https://www.gustav-klimt.com/Portrait-of-Sonja-Knips.jsp
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Chapter	14

Singular	Value	Decomposition
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Data Compression

• Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is an effective tool for 
minimizing data storage and data transfer in the digital 
community. 
• Data compression is an important application of linear 

algebra. 
• The need to minimize the amount of digital information 

stored and transmitted is an ever growing concern in the 
modern world. 

[MML] Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

• The diagonal entries                                 of Σ are called the 
singular values,      are called the left-singular vectors, and  
are called the right-singular vectors.  
• By convention, the singular values are ordered, i.e., 
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[Review] Orthonormality and Rotation

• Let A be an orthonormal matrix
• Preservation of the norm

• Preservation of the angle

• Thus, rthonormal matrices A with                      preserve both 
angles and distances. 
• Orthonormal matrices define transformations that are 

rotations (with the possibility of flips). 

SVD as a Product of Two Rotations and Scaling  Matrices
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A Brief Introduction
Singular Value Decomposition 
as Simply as Possible
(Gregory wants to present the SVD without jargon, as if explaining 
it to an interested 14-year-old—think eighth-grade level 
mathematical maturity. Thus, it is very eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeasy.)
https://gregorygundersen.com/blog/2018/12/10/svd/

Singular Value Decomposition

• Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is powerful and 
ubiquitous tool for matrix factorization but explanations 
often provide little intuition. 
• Singular value decomposition is typically presented in the 

following way: any matrix can be decomposed 
into three matrices,                      where U is an mŐm unitary 
matrix, Σ is an mŐn diagonal matrix, V is an nŐn unitary 
matrix, and                         is the conjugate transpose 
of V. 
• Depending on the source, the author may then take a few 

sentences to comment on how this equation can be viewed as 
decomposing the linear transformation M into two rotation
and one dilation transformations or that a motivating 
geometric fact is that the image of a unit sphere under 
any mŐn matrix is a hyperellipse. 
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Step 1

• Imagine we have a square. The square, like your hand 
forming an “L”, has a particular orientation which we 
graphically represent with arrows (Figure 1).

Figure 1: A square with orienting arrows.

Step 2

• We can manipulate this square in certain ways. 
• We can pull or push on an edge to stretch or compress the 

square (Figure 2A and 2B). 
• We can rotate the square (Figure 2C) or flip it to change its 

orientation—imagine turning your hand over so that the “L” 
becomes an “⅃” (Figure 2D). 
• We can even shear the square, which means to deform it by 

applying a force either up, down, left, or right at one of the 
square’s corners (Figure 2E).

Figure 2
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Step 3

• The only constraint is that our transformation must be linear. 
• Intuitively, a linear transformation is one in which a straight 

line before the transformation results in a straight line after 
the transformation. 
• To visualize what this means, imagine a grid of evenly 

spaced vertical and horizontal lines on our square. 
• Let’s draw a diagonal line on the square and perform some 

transformation. 
• A linear transformation will be one such that after the 

transformation, this diagonal line is still straight (Figure 3B).
• To imagine the nonlinear transformation in Figure 3C, 

imagine bending a piece of engineering paper by pushing 
two sides together so that it bows in the middle.

Step 3 (continued)

• Figure 3: (A) Our original square, (B) under a linear 
transformation M, and a nonlinear transformation M′.
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Step 4

• Consider any linear transformation M, which we will apply 
to our square. If we are allowed to rotate our square before
applying M, then we can find a rotation such that, by first 
applying the rotation and then applying M, we transform our 
square into a rectangle. 
• In other words, if we rotate the square before applying M, 

then M just stretches, compresses, or flips our square. We 
can avoid our square being sheared.

• As an example, we sheared our square by pushing 
horizontally on its top left corner (Figure 4A). The result is a 
sheared square, kind of like an old barn tipping over. 

• But if we rotated our square before pushing it sideways, the 
shear would result in only stretching and compressing the 
square, albeit in a new orientation (Figure 4B). 

Step 4 (continued)

• Figure 4: The geometric essence of SVD: any linear 
transformation M of our square (A) can be thought of as 
simply stretching, compressing, or reflecting that square, 
provided we rotate the square first (B).
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Step 5

• This is the geometric essence of SVD. Any linear transformation 
can be thought of as simply stretching or compressing or flipping
a square, provided we are allowed to rotate it first. 

• The transformed square or rectangle may have a new orientation
after the transformation.

• Why is this a useful thing to do? The singular values referred to in 
the name “singular value decomposition” are simply the length 
and width of the transformed square, and those values can tell 
you a lot of things. 

• For example, if one of the singular values is 0, this means that our 
transformation flattens our square. And the larger of the two 
singular values tells you about the maximum “action” of the 
transformation.

• If that second statement does NOT make sense, consider 
visualizing our transformation without the second rotation, which 
does NOT effect the size of the rectangle in any way.

Step 5 (continued)

• Instead of stretching (or flattening) a square into a rectangle, 
imagine stretching a circle into an ellipse (Figure 5).
• Figure 5: (A) An oriented circle; if it helps, imagine that 

circle inscribed in our original square. (B) Our circle 
transformed into an ellipse. The length of the major and 
minor axes of the ellipse have the singular values
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Step 5 (continued)

• What does Figure 5 represent geometrically? 
• The larger of the two singular values is the length of major 

axis of the ellipse. 
• Since we transformed a perfect circle, every possible radii 

(the edge of the circle) has been stretched to the edge of the 
new ellipse. 
• Which of these evenly-sized radii was stretched the most? 

The one pulled along the major axis. 
• So the radius that was stretched the most was stretched an 

amount that is exactly equal to the largest singular value.

Details

• Strang, G. (1993) The Fundamental Theorem of Linear 
Algebra, The American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 100, no. 
9, pp. 848-855.

• https://www.engineering.iastate.edu/~julied/classes/CE570/Notes/strangp
aper.pdf
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Draw a Heart Using the SVD

An SVD Example 
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Singular Values and Singular 

• The squared singular values are the 
eigenvalues of            and              
• Left-singular vectors are the eigenvectors of
• Right-singular vectors are the eigenvectors of                                         

Proof for Eigenvectors
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Problem Matrix 

• Let 

• Then

Singular Values

• Eigenvalues of

• Eigenvalues of 

• Singular values 

• Thus, 
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Left-Singular Vectors

• The first column vector         is

• The second column vector         is

Left Orthogonal Matrix

• Normalized left singular vectors

• Left orthogonormal matrix
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Right-Singular Vectors

• The first column vector         is

• The second column vector         is

Left Orthogonal Matrix

• Normalized right singular vectors

• Right orthogonormal matrix
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A Formal Introduction
Anton and Rorres
9.4  Singular Value Decomposition

The Purpose

• We will discuss an extension of the diagonalization theory  
for n Ő n symmetric matrices to general m Ő n matrices.  

• The results in this section have applications to compression, 
storage, and transmission of digitized information and form 
the basis for many of the best computational algorithms that  
are currently available for solving linear systems.
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[Eigenvalue Decomposition]

[Hessenberg Decomposition]
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Hessenberg Matrix and Tridiagonal Matrix

• ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢸ7.9ࢿ Related to Almost triangular,  QR factorization, 
Householder’s transformation 

[Schur Decomposition] Very Important!
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Example of Schur Decomposition

• ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢸ7.8ࢿ

Jordan Canonical Form

• One might look for decompositions of the form                        
in in which P is invertible but not necessarily orthogonal. 
• Jordan canonical form, either diagonal or a certain kind of 

block diagonal matrix, which we will not consider in this 
semester in details, is important theoretically and in certain 
applications, but they are of lesser importance numerically
because of the roundoff difficulties that result from the lack 
of orthogonality in P. 
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Elementary Matrix Decompositions

• The eigenvalue, Hessenberg, and Schur decompositions 
are important in numerical linear algebra algorithms NOT 
ONLY because the matrices D, H, and S have simpler forms
than A, BUT ALSO because the orthogonal matrices that 
appear in these factorizations do NOT magnify round-off 
error. 
• To see why this is so, suppose that  is a column vector 

whose entries are known exactly and that                    is the 
vector that results when round-off error is present in the 
entries of 

• If P is an orthogonal matrix, then the length-preserving 
property of orthogonal transformations implies that

• This means that the error in  approximating         by        has  
the same magnitude as the error in approximating by 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
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Singular Values  <1>

Diagonalization of 
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Singular Values  <2> 

Example
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Main Diagonal

• Before turning to the main result, we will find it useful to 
extend the notion of a “main diagonal” to matrices that are 
not square. 

• We define the main diagonal of an m Ő n matrix to be the 
line of entries shown in Figure 9.4.1 - it starts at the upper 
left corner and extends diagonally as far as it can go.  We 
will refer to the entries on the main diagonal as  the diagonal 
entries.

Singular Value Decomposition (Brief Form)

• We are now ready to consider the main result. 
• It is concerned with a specific way of factoring a general 

m Ő n matrix A. 
• This factorization, called singular value decomposition 

(SVD) will be given in two forms, a brief form that captures 
the main idea, and an expanded form that spells out the 
details. 
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Singular Value Decomposition (Extended Form)

EXAMPLE  2  <1>

Find a singular value decomposition of the matrix 
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EXAMPLE  2  <2>

Derivation of SVD  <1>

eigenvectors
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Derivation of SVD  <2>

Orthogonal

Derivation of SVD  <3>
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Derivation of SVD  <4>

SVD of MML
4.5  Singular Value Decomposition
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SVD  <1>

• The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix is a 
central matrix decomposition method in linear algebra. 

• The SVD has been referred to as the “fundamental theorem 
of linear algebra” (Strang, 1993) because it can be applied to 
all matrices, not only to square matrices, and it always exists. 
• The SVD of a matrix A, which represents a linear mapping 
Φ : V → W, quantifies the change between the underlying 
geometry of these two vector spaces. 
• We recommend the work by Kalman (1996) and Roy and 

Banerjee (2014) for a deeper overview of the mathematics of 
the SVD.

SVD <2>  SVD Strikes Again!

• The diagonal entries                                 of Σ are called the 
singular values,      are called the left-singular vectors, and  
are called the right-singular vectors.  
• By convention, the singular values are ordered, i.e., 
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SVD  <3>

SVD  <4>
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[Wiki] Singular Value Decomposition

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition

Examples of the SVD from Webs
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Full SVD and Reduced SVD

[Wiki] Reduced SVDs
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4.5.1 Geometric Intuitions for the  SVD

Decomposition of the SVD

• The SVD of a matrix can be interpreted as a decomposition 
of a corresponding linear mapping                          into three 
operations; 
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Broadly Speaking, the SVD Performs 

1) a basis change via V
2) followed by a scaling and augmentation (or reduction) in 

dimensionality via the singular value matrix Σ. 
3) Finally, it performs a second basis change via U. 

EigenDecomposition

• The SVD intuition follows superficially a similar structure to 
our eigendecomposition intuition, see Figure 4.7: 

Figure 4.7
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Eigendecomposition and SVD 

• The SVD expresses a change of basis in both the domain and 
codomain. 
• This is in contrast with the eigendecomposition that operates 

within the same vector space, where the same basis change is 
applied and then un-done. 
• What makes the SVD special is that these two different bases 

are simultaneously linked by the singular value matrix Σ.

SVD of SPD 
SPD = Symmetric Positive Definte
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Broadly Speaking, the SVD Performs 

 a basis change via V
 followed by a scaling and augmentation (or reduction) in 

dimensionality via the singular value matrix Σ. 
 Finally, it performs a second basis change via U. 

Basis Change and SVD
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Example 4.12 (Vectors  and  the  SVD)  <1>

Example 4.12 (Vectors  and  the  SVD)  <2>
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From Sphere To Ellipsoid

• Consider a unit sphere in        and a point      on the sphere 
• Denote                           then 
• Let                                                   Then, 

• If  r is the full rank of A, then  the sum is 1.  
• Clearly,                            becomes an ellipsoid 

• Thus, A maps the unit sphere in       to an r-D ellipsoid in         
with axes in directions       each w/ magnitudes      

From Sphere To Ellipsoid (continued)

• Dan Kalman (1996) A Singularly Valuable Decomposition: 
The SVD of a Matrix, The College Mathematics Journal, vol. 
27, no.1, pp. 2–23.  
• https://datajobs.com/data-science-repo/SVD-[Dan-

Kalman].pdf
• For 
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4.5.2 Construction  of  the  SVD

Sketch of Constructing the SVD  

• Computing the SVD of is equivalent to finding 
two sets of orthonormal bases of the 
codomain         and                                      of the domain 
• From these ordered bases, we will construct the matrices U

and V.
1) Constructing the orthonormal set of right-singular 

vectors               . 
2) Constructing the orthonormal set of left-singular 

vectors . 
3) Linking the two orthonormal sets such that the 

orthogonality of the is preserved under the 
transformation of A. This is important because we know 
that the images form a set of orthogonal vectors. 

4) Normalizing these images by scalar factors that will turn 
out to be the singular values.
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Constructing the Right-Singular Vectors  <1>

Constructing the Right-Singular Vectors  <2> 
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Constructing the Left-Singular Vectors

Linking the Two Orthonormal Sets
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Normalizing the Left-Singular Vectors

Singular Value Equation
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Matrix Form

Example  4.13  (Computing  the  SVD)  <1>
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Example  4.13  (Computing  the  SVD)  <2>

Example  4.13  (Computing  the  SVD)  <1>
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Example  4.13  (Computing  the  SVD)  <3>

4.5.3 Eigenvalue Decomposition vs SVD
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Comparisons  <1>

• Consider the eigendecomposition and          
the SVD 

• The SVD always exists for any matrix. The eigendecomposition is 
only defined for square matrices and only exists if we can find a 
basis of eigenvectors of 

• The vectors in the eigendecomposition matrix P are not 
necessarily orthogonal, i.e., the change of basis is not a simple 
rotation and scaling. On the other hand, the vectors in the matrices 
U and V in the SVD are orthonormal, so they do represent 
rotations.

• Both the eigendecomposition and the SVD are compositions of   
three linear  mappings:

1. Change of basis in the domain
2. Independent scaling of each new basis vector and mapping  

from  domain to codomain
3. Change of basis in the codomain

Comparisons  <2>

• A key difference between the eigendecomposition and the SVD is 
that in the SVD, domain and codomain can be vector spaces of 
different dimensions.

• In the SVD, the left- and right-singular vector matrices U and V
are generally not inverse of each other (they perform basis 
changes in different vector spaces). In the eigendecomposition, the 
basis change matrices P and          are inverses of each other.

• In the SVD, the entries in the diagonal matrix Σ are all real and 
nonnegative, which is not generally true for the diagonal matrix in 
the eigendecomposition.

• The SVD and the eigendecomposition are closely related through  
their projections

1) The left-singular vectors of  A are eigenvectors of           
2) The right-singular vectors of  A are eigenvectors of  
3) The nonzero singular values of  A are the square roots of the  

nonzero eigenvalues of both            and              
• For symmetric matrices             the eigenvalue decomposition and 

the SVD are one and the same, which follows from the spectral 
theorem 4.15.
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Example 4.14  <1>

Example 4.14  <2>
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Example 4.14  <3>

Example 4.14  <4>
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SVD Terminology and Conventions   <1>

SVD Terminology and Conventions   <2>

Compact SVD
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Applications of the SVD

• The SVD is used in a variety of applications in machine 
learning from least-squares problems in curve fitting to 
solving systems of linear equations. 

• These applications harness various important properties of 
the SVD, its relation to the rank of a matrix, and its ability to 
approximate matrices of a given rank with lower-rank 
matrices. 
• Substituting a matrix with its SVD has often the advantage 

of making calculation more robust to numerical rounding 
errors. 
• As we will explore in the next section, the SVD’s ability to 

approximate matrices with “simpler” matrices in a principled 
manner opens up ML applications ranging from 
dimensionality reduction and topic modeling to data 
compression and clustering.

An Introduction
Anton and Rorres
9.5 Data Compression Using SVD
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Reduced SVD

• Efficient transmission and storage of large quantities of 
digital data has become a major problem in our technological 
world. 
• We will discuss the role that SVD plays in compressing 

digital data so that it can be transmitted more rapidly and 
stored in less space. 
• Algebraically, the zero rows and columns of the matrix      in 

Theorem 9.4.4 are superfluous and can be eliminated by 
multiplying out the expression using block 
multiplication and the partitioning shown in that formula. 
Then, 

Reduced SVD Expansion

[Remark]  It can be proved that an m Ő n matrix M has rank 
1 if and only if it can be factored as where u is a 
column vector in and v is a column vector in        Thus, a 
reduced SVD expresses a matrix A of rank k as a linear 
combination of k rank-one matrices.
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EXAMPLE 1.  Reduced  SVD  <1>

EXAMPLE 1.  Reduced  SVD  <2>
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SVD and Compression

• SVDs can be used to “compress” visual information for the 
purpose of reducing its required storage space and speeding 
up its electronic transmission. 
• The first step in compressing a visual image is to represent it 

as a numerical matrix from which the visual image can be 
recovered when needed.
• For example, a black and white photograph might be 

scanned as a rectangular array of pixels (points) and then 
stored as a matrix A by assigning each pixel a numerical 
value in accordance with its gray level. If 256 different gray 
levels are used (0 = white to 255 = black), then the entries in 
the matrix would be integers between 0 and 255. The image 
can be recovered from the matrix A by printing or displaying 
the pixels with their assigned gray levels.   

Storage Space
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Memory Size of the SVD                                                                                            

• When referring to the number of values (memory) required 
to store a given image X, we will use the notation 
• For an mŐn pixel grayscale image I, the computer must store 

mn values, one value for each pixel. Thus,
• When we use a rank-k SVD approximation A of I;
 U is an mŐk matrix with mk values. Thus, 
 V is an nŐk matrix with nk values. Thus, 
 There are nonzero singular values. Thus,  
 Hence,  
• There exists a limit on k for which SVD actually saves 

memory, i.e.,                      This implies

Example
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Mandrill

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikipedia-sipi-
image-db-mandrill-4.2.03.png

Bauerngarten by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Klimt_bauerngarten.jpg
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Chapter	15

Data	Compression
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/
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Data Compression

• Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is an effective tool for 
minimizing data storage and data transfer in the digital 
community. 
• Data compression is an important application of linear 

algebra. 
• The need to minimize the amount of digital information 

stored and transmitted is an ever growing concern in the 
modern world. 

Data Types in Computers 
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Real Number System IEEE754

• ଝ˓̖ VII, ࢸ1.4ࢿ

Real Class in MATLAB
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Data Types in the Intel Architecture

• https://cse.unl.edu/~goddard/Courses/CSCE351/IntelArchite
cture/IntelDataType.pdf
• The fundamental data types of the Intel Architecture are 

a byte = eight bits, a word = 2 bytes = 16 bits,                       
a doubleword = 4 bytes = 32 bits,                                            
a quadword = 8 bytes = 64 bits
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Numeric, Pointer, and Bit Field Data Types

Classes in MATLAB

• 16 fundamental data types (aka classes) in MATLAB; 
floating-point, integer data, characters, strings, logical true 
and false values, and so on. 

• Each of these classes is in the form of a matrix or array. 
• Except function handles, this matrix or array is a minimum 

of 0-by-0 in size and can grow to an n-D array of any size. 
• A function handle is always scalar (1-by-1). 
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Integer Classes in MATLAB  <1>

• MATLAB has four signed and four unsigned integer classes.
• Signed types enable you to work with negative integers as 

well as positive, but can NOT represent as wide a range of 
numbers as the unsigned types because one bit is used to 
designate a positive or negative sign for the number. 
• Unsigned types give you a wider range of numbers, but these 

numbers can only be zero or positive. 
• MATLAB supports 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-byte storage for integer 

data. 
• You can save memory and execution time if you use the 

smallest integer type that accommodates your data. 
• For example, you do not need a 32-bit integer to store the 

value 100.

Integer Classes in MATLAB  <2>
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Image Analysis Using SVD       

Gray Image

• What in the world does SVD have to do with image 
compression? 
• Before diving into this question, it’s important to understand 

that an image can be represented as an matrix, 
where m, the number of rows, is the pixel height of the 
image, and n, the number of columns, is the pixel width of 
the image. 
• Every subsequent value inside the matrix tells the computer 

how bright to display the corresponding pixel. This is most 
easily understood in grayscale images, where every value 
within the matrix runs from 0 (black) to 1 (white). 
• As  predicted, these matrices can become exceeding large  

and taxing on storage space as their dimensions increase.   
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Color Iamge

• A color image’s matrix contains three times as many values
for the same size picture.
• To display any given color value, a computer typically 

breaks the color into its three primary components: red, 
green, and blue, commonly referred to as RGB. 
• Each pixel has three values associated with it, one value for 

red, one for green, and one for blue, each ranging from 0 
(color is absent) to 1 (completely saturated). 
• It stores each of these colors in a different layer (three total) 

where each individual layer can be treated as a grayscale 
image. 
• If you understand how an image is represented as a matrix, it 

can be understood how useful SVD is.

Color Separation

• https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:RGB_channe
ls_separation.png

• Each layer is a grayscale image matrix.
• But overlayed using color results in the full RGB spectrum.
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SVD of MML
4.6  Matrix Approximation

Rank-One Matrices

• We considered the SVD to factorize 
into the product of three matrices, where U and V are 
orthogonal and Σ contains the singular values on its main 
diagonal. 

• Instead of doing the full SVD factorization, we will now 
investigate how the SVD allows us to represent a matrix A as 
a sum of simpler (low-rank) matrices which lends itself 
to a matrix approximation scheme. 

• We construct a rank-one matrix  as truncated SVD 

• This is formed by the outer product of the ith orthogonal 
column vectors of U and V. 

• Figure 4.11 shows an image of Stonehenge, which can be 
represented by a matrix                                and some outer 
products as defined in (4.90).
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Figure  4.11  Image Processing  with  the SVD

• (a)  The original grayscale image is a 1432 Ő 1910 matrix of  
values between 0 (black) and 1 (white). 
• (b)–(f)  Rank-one matrices                     and their  

corresponding singular values 
• The grid like structure of each rank-one matrix is imposed by  

the outer-product of the left- and right-singular vectors.   

MATLAB Program for Fig 4.11
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Sum of Rank-One Matrices  <1>

Sum of Rank-One Matrices  <2>
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Figure 4.12  Image Reconstruction with the SVD

• (a) Original image. 
• (b)–(f)  Image reconstruction using the low-rank 

approximation of the SVD, where the rank-k approximation  
is given  by  

MATLAB Program for Fig 4.12
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Spectral Norm of a Matrix

[Wiki] Frobenius Norm of a Matrix  <1>
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[Wiki] Frobenius Norm of a Matrix  <2>

[Wiki] Low-Rank Approximation
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Theorem 4.25 (Eckart-Young Theorem)  

• The Eckart-Young theorem states explicitly how much error 
we introduce by approximating A using a rank k
approximation.

Eckart-Young Theorem

• We can interpret the rank k approximation obtained with the 
SVD as a projection of the full-rank matrix A onto a lower-
dimensional space of rank-at-most k matrices. 
• Of all possible projections, the SVD minimizes the error 

(with respect to the spectral norm) between A and any 
rank k approximation.
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Why Should (4.95) hold?  <1>

• The difference                   is a matrix containing the sum  of  
the remaining rank-one matrices

• By Theorem 4.24, we immediately obtain as the 
spectral norm of the difference matrix. Let us have a closer 
look at (4.94). 
• If we assume that there is another matrix B with                    

such that 

• There exists an at least (n-k)-dimensional null space             
such that             implies that                Then  it  follows  that

Why Should (4.95) hold?  <2>

• By using a version of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality (3.17)  
that  encompasses norms of matrices, we obtain

• There exists a (k + 1)-D subspace where 
which is spanned by the right-singular vectors 
• Adding up dimensions of these two spaces yields a number 

greater than n, as there must be a nonzero vector in both 
spaces. 
• This is a contradiction of the rank-nullity theorem (Theorem 

2.24) in Section 2.7.3. 
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Second Proof that (4.97) Does NOT hold 

• https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/759032/proof-of-
eckart-young-mirsky-theorem

Third Proof that (4.97) Does NOT hold 
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Low-Rank Approximation 

• We can interpret the approximation of A by a rank k matrix 
as a form of lossy compression. 
• The low-rank approximation of a matrix appears in many 

ML applications, e.g., image processing, noise filtering, and 
regularization of ill-posed problems. 
• Furthermore, it plays a key role in dimensionality reduction

and principal component analysis, as we will see in Chapter 
10.

Example 4.15  <1>
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Example 4.15  <2>

Example 4.15  <3>
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MATLAB Command 
‘imagesc.m’

MATLAB Comand ‘imagesc.m’

• Display image with scaled colors
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Syntax of imagesc

• imagesc(C) displays the data in array C as an image that uses 
the full range of colors in the colormap. Each element of C 
specifies the color for one pixel of the image. The resulting 
image is an m-by-n grid of pixels where m is the number of 
rows and n is the number of columns in C. The row and 
column indices of the elements determine the centers of the 
corresponding pixels. 
• imagesc(x,y,C) specifies the image location. Use x and y to 

specify the locations of the corners corresponding to C(1,1) 
and C(m,n). To specify both corners, set x and y as two-
element vectors. To specify the first corner and let imagesc
determine the other, set x and y as scalar values. The image 
is stretched and oriented as applicable. 

Imagesc Example  <1>

• https://kr.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/imagesc.html?lang=en
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Imagesc Example  <2>

Imagesc Example  <3>

• Create C as an array of data values. Create an image of C 
and set the color limits so that values of 4 or less map to the 
first color in the colormap and values of 18 or more map to 
the last color in the colormap. 
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Imagesc Example  <4>

• Create an image and return the image object, im. Then, make 
the image semitransparent by setting the AlphaData property 
of the image object.

Imagesc Example  <5>

• Create a surface plot, and then add an image in the xy-plane 
using imagesc. 
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Example: 
Black and White Square

Original Picture

• BWsquare121.jpg
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With Rank 1

With Rank 2
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Eigen Spectrum

Example: Black and White Circle
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Example: 
Black and White Circle

Original Picture

• BWcircle101.jpg
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With Rank 1

With Rank 31
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With Rank 61

With Rank 91
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Eigen Spectrum

Example: Lena
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Image Compression of Lena  <1>

Image Compression of Lena  <2>
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Image Compression of Lena  <3>

Image Compression of Lena  <4>
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Image Compression of Lena  <5>

Image Compression of Lena  <6>
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Image Compression of Lena  <7>

Image Compression of Lena  <8>
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Image Compression of Lena  <9>

Example: 
Golden Gate Bridge
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Golden Gate Bridge <1>

• GoldenGateByCBS.jpg

Golden Gate Bridge <2>
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Golden Gate Bridge <3>

Golden Gate Bridge <4>
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Golden Gate Bridge <5>

Example: 
Mordecai the Snow Dog
Based on S.L. Brunton and J.N. Kutz (2019)’s Data-driven 
Science and Engineering: Machine Learning, Dynamical 
Systems, and Control, Sec 1.2
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Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <1>

Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <2>
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Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <3>

Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <4>

MordecaiRGB2G
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Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <5>

Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <6>
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Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <7>

Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <8>
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Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <9>

Image Compression of Mordecai the Snow Dog  <10>
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SVD of DDSE-MLDSC
1.3 Mathematical Properties and

Manipulations

Notations

• The SVD is closely related to an eigenvalue problem 
involving the correlation matrices 
• We know 
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Dominant Correlations

• We will discuss the SVD in terms of dominant correlations
in the data X. 
• The relationship between the SVD and correlations in the 

data will be explored more on principal components analysis.

Singular Values and Eigenvalues

• Recalling  that  U and  V are  unitary,  U,       and V are  solutions 
to the following eigenvalue problems:

• Each nonzero singular value of X is a positive square root of an 
eigenvalue of                                having the same nonzero 
eigenvalues. 

• If X is self-adjoint (aka Hermitian,               ), then the singular 
values of X are equal to the absolute value of the eigenvalues of X.

• This provides an intuitive interpretation of the SVD, where the 
columns of U are eigenvectors of the correlation matrix 
and columns of V are eigenvectors of 

• Arrange the singular values in descending order by magnitude, 
and thus the columns of U are hierarchically ordered by how much 
correlation they capture in the columns of X; V similarly captures 
correlation in the rows of X.
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Method of Snapshots

• It is often impractical to construct the matrix because of the 
large size of the state-dimension n, let alone solve the eigenvalue 
problem; if X has a million elements, then            has a trillion 
elements. 

• In 1987, Sirovich observed that it is possible to bypass this large 
matrix and compute the first m columns of U using what is now 
known as the method of snapshots.

• Instead of computing the eigen-decomposition of to obtain 
the left singular vectors U, we only compute the eigen-
decomposition of , which is much smaller and more 
manageable. 

• From (1.8b), we then obtain V and  If there are zero singular 
values in then we only keep the r non-zero part,       and the 
corresponding columns  of V. From these matrices, it is then 
possible to approximate the first r columns of U,  as follows:

Geometric Interpretation  <1>
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Geometric Interpretation  <2>

Rotations

roll pitch

yaw
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Invariance of the SVD to UnitaryTransformations

Left Unitary Transformations
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Right Unitary Transformations

SVD of MML
4.7 Matrix Phylogency
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Phylogeny (ˀ۟)

• Phylogeny, the history of the evolution of a species or group, 
especially in reference to lines of descent and relationships 
among broad groups of organisms.

A Functional Phylogeny of Matrices Encountered in ML
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Square and Non-Square Matrices

• Figure 4.13 depicts the phylogenetic tree of relationships 
between different types of matrices (black arrows indicating 
“is a subset of ”) and the covered operations we can perform 
on them (in blue). 
• We consider all real matrices
• For non-square matrices (where ), the SVD always 

exists, as we saw in this chapter. 
• Focusing on square matrices                      the determinant 

informs us whether a square matrix possesses an inverse 
matrix, i.e., whether it belongs to the class of regular 
(invertible) matrices. 
• If the square n Ő n matrix possesses n linearly independent 

eigenvectors, then the matrix is non-defective and an 
eigendecomposition exists. We know that repeated 
eigenvalues may result in defective matrices, which can 
NOT be diagonalized.

Non-Defective Matrices

• Non-singular and non-defective matrices are not the same. 
• For example, a rotation matrix will be invertible 

(determinant is nonzero) but NOT diagonalizable in the real 
numbers (eigenvalues are NOT guaranteed to be real 
numbers).
• We dive further into the branch of non-defective square nŐn

matrices. A is normal if the condition holds. 
• Moreover, if the more restrictive condition 

then A is called orthogonal. The set of orthogonal matrices is 
a subset of the regular matrices and satisfies 
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Symmetric Matrices

• Normal matrices have a frequently encountered subset, the 
symmetric matrices which satisfy 
• Symmetric matrices have only real eigenvalues. 
• A subset of the symmetric matrices consists of the positive 

definite matrices P that satisfy 
• A symmetric matrix has a unique Cholesky decomposition
• Positive definite matrices have only positive eigenvalues and 

are always invertible (i.e., have a nonzero determinant).
• Another subset of symmetric matrices consists of the 

diagonal matrices. 
• Diagonal matrices are closed under multiplication and 

addition, but do not necessarily form a group (this is only the 
case if all diagonal entries are nonzero so that the matrix is 
invertible).

SVD of MML
4.8 Further Reading
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References for Linear Algebra and Matrix Theory

• Gallier, J.H. (2020) Linear Algebra and Optimization with 
Applications to Machine Learning:Volume I: Linear Algebra 
for Computer Vision, Robotics, and Machine Learning, 
World Scientific - CBS thinks it will be a bible to applied 
mathematicians, particularly machine learners and computer 
scientists.
• Boyd, S. and Vandenberghe, L. (2018) Introduction to 

Applied Linear Algebra -Vectors, Matrices, and Least 
Squares. Cambridge University Press.- A good introductory 
book
• Golub, G., and Van Loan, C. (1996) Matrix Computations, 

Johns Hopkins. - Getting a full understanding of algorithmic 
linear algebra is also important.
• Klein,  P.  (2015)  Coding the Matrix: Linear Algebra   

through   Computer Science  Applications,  Newtonian Press. 
- Useful  for  computer scientists

References for Linear Algebra and Matrix Theory

• Simovici, D.  (2018)  Linear Algebra Tools for Data Mining,   
World  Scientific. – Theoretic mathematical book for ML
• Gantmacher, F.R. (1959) Theory of  Matrices Vols 1 and  2,   

The Paper-back (2012),  AMS. - Classic books. You may   
have a lot of ideas from these volumes. Downloadable  from 
https://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~v1ranick/papers/gantmacher1.p
df
• Chatelin,  F.  (2012)  Eigenvalues  of  Matrices,  (Revised  

edition),  SIAM. - It will  be  helpful  when  you  program  
about  eigen-analysis.
• Wilkinson, J.H. (1988) The Algebraic Eigenvalue Problem,  

(Revised edition). Clarendon Press. - A serious book about  
numerical linear algebra
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Death and Life by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_-_Death_and_Life_-
_Google_Art_Project.jpg
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Chapter	16

Vector	Calculus
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 5 of MML
Vector Calculus

2021.11.03.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Johann Sebastian Bach
Concerto for 2 Violins in D minor, BWV 1043

(aka Bach Double Violin Concerto)

Yehudi Menuhin And David Oistrakh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJh6i-t_I1Q
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

In Chapter 5

• Many algorithms in ML optimize an objective function with 
respect to a set of desired model parameters that control how well 
a model explains the data: Finding good parameters can be 
phrased as an optimization problem.

1) Linear regression, where we look at curve-fitting problems and 
optimize linear weight parameters to maximize the likelihood

2) Neural-network auto-encoders for dimensionality reduction
and data compression, where the parameters are the weights 
and biases of each layer, and where we minimize a 
reconstruction error by repeated application of the chain rule

3) Gaussian mixture models for modeling data distributions, where 
we optimize the location and shape parameters of each mixture 
component to maximize the likelihood of the model. 
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Fig 5.1 of Chapter 5

• Figure 5.1  Vector calculus plays a central role in (a) 
regression (curve fitting) and (b) density estimation, i.e.,  
modeling data distributions.

Figure 5.2 Mind Map of the Concepts Introduced
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In this Chapter

• We will discuss how to compute gradients of functions, 
which is often essential to facilitate learning in ML learning 
models since the gradient points in the direction of steepest 
ascent. 
• Vector calculus is one of the fundamental mathematical 

tools we need in ML. 
• Throughout this book, we assume that functions are 

differentiable. 
• With some additional technical definitions, which we do not 

cover here, many of the approaches presented can be 
extended to sub-differentials (functions that are continuous 
but not differentiable at certain points). 
• We will look at an extension to the case of functions with 

constraints in Chapter 7; Continuous optimization.

Fundamentals of Calculus
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momath.org (in NYC)

ٔࢳײ

•㥰㐻(Differential Calculus)
•䏅㐻(Integral Calculus)
•㐻 = 㹋
•Fluxion vs Fluent (Newton)
•Flow vs Stock (in Economics)
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Differential Calculus

• Am I the tallest in my life? How can I explain it?
• The car has a speed of 60 kilometers an hour. What does that 

mean?
• Why do I pay 800 KRW for a BBBig?

• In CBS’ opinion, most of analyses we done are not through a 
function but through increments of a function. 

Integral Calculus

• ࢠएٕଔЕ?
• ?ળԂࠝЕ߭ӊʯੵएձٗؑखઝ
• ଔԂҖٕଔЕ?
•  ?ӊʯ˱ଟ̧߭ࢶִ˱
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Area of a Circle 2
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Area of a Circle 3

Sequence and Sum
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The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calculus

•Calculus has historically been called 
"the calculus of infinitesimals” or 
“infinitesimal calculus”.  
•The word "calculus" comes from Latin 
(calculus) and means a small stone used 
for counting. 
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Limit:             

• Infinitesimal
• Fluxion
• ε-δMethod

• Principia Mathematica by Whitehead and Russell (1910, 
1912, 1913)
•  :FORALL epsilon > 0, exists delta > 0 ~ NI  [ଞ̔߅Ԏ߅]

~  0 < |x - a | < delta ~ Rightarrow ~ | f` (x) - A | < epsilon

Is Calculus Permitted by God?

• (Bishop) George Berkeley (1734) The Analyst: A Discourse 
Addressed to an Infidel Mathematician (Halley? or Newton?)
• Cauchy, Weierstrass, Riemann (ε-δ method)
• J. V. Grabiner (1983) Who gave you the epsilon? The 

American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 90, pp. 185-194. 
• Abraham Robinson (1966) NSA
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Beyond Riemann Integral

5.1 Differentiation of  
Univariate  Functions
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Difference Quotient

secant line

Derivative
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Example  5.2  (Derivative  of  a  Polynomial)

5.5.1 Taylor Series
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Taylor Polynomial

• The Taylor series is a representation of a function f as an 
infinite sum of terms. 
• These terms are determined using derivatives of f evaluated 

at 

Taylor Series

• In general, a Taylor polynomial of degree n is an 
approximation of a function, which does NOT need to be a 
polynomial. 
• Taylor polynomial is similar to f in a neighborhood around 
• A Taylor polynomial of degree n is an exact representation of 

a polynomial f of degree             since 
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Example  5.3  (Taylor Polynomial)

Example  5.4  (Taylor  Series)  <1>
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Example  5.4  (Taylor  Series)  <2>

A Derivation of Taylor’s Theorem

1970ϗоটۘقएоଝ
ࢿחݤ
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Table of Taylor Series

Uniqueness of Taylor Series
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Derivations of Taylor Series  <1>

Derivations of Taylor Series  <2>
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Derivations of Taylor Series  <3>

Derivations of Taylor Series  <4>
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5.1.2 Differentiation Rules

Differential Rules
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Example  5.5  (Chain  Rule)

5.2 Partial Differentiation and      
Gradients
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Partial Differentiation and Gradient

• We consider the general case where the function f depends 
on one or more variables e.g., 
• The generalization of the derivative to functions of several 

variables is the gradient.
• We find the gradient of the function f with respect to x by 

varying one variable at a time and keeping the others 
constant. 
• The gradient is then the collection of these partial derivatives.

Partial Derivative and Gradient

Row Vector
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Example 5.6 (Partial Derivatives Using the Chain Rule)

[Wiki] ∂ - Wikipedia
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[Wiki] Nabla Symbol 

• The nabla is a triangular symbol resembling an inverted 
Greek delta. 
• The name comes, by reason of the symbol's shape, from the 

Hellenistic Greek word νάβλα for a Phoenician harp, and 
was suggested by the encyclopedist William Robertson 
Smith to Peter Guthrie Tait in correspondence. 
• The nabla symbol is available in standard HTML as  and 

in LaTeX as \nabla. In Unicode, it is the character at code 
point U+2207, or 8711 in decimal notation. It is also called 
del.

Gradient Vector as a Row Vector

• It is NOT uncommon in the literature to define the gradient 
vector as a column vector, following the convention that 
vectors are generally column vectors. 
• The reason why we define the gradient vector as a row 

vector is twofold: 
• First, we can consistently generalize the gradient to vector-

valued functions (then the gradient becomes 
a matrix). 
• Second, we can immediately apply the multivariate chain 

rule without paying attention to the dimension of the 
gradient.  
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Example  5.7  (Gradient)

5.2.1 Basic Rules of Partial Differentiation
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General Roles for Partial Differentiation

• In the multivariate case, where , the basic 
differentiation rules that we know from school still apply. 
• However, when we compute derivatives with respect to 

vectors we need to pay attention: Our gradients 
now involve vectors and matrices, and matrix multiplication 
is NOT commutative, i.e., the order matters.
• Here are the general product rule, sum rule, and  chain 

rule: ? Notation 

A Closer Look at the Chain Rule

[This  is  only  an intuition,  but  not mathematically correct  
since  the partial  derivative  is not  a  fraction.]
• Let us have a closer look at the chain rule. 
• The chain rule (5.48) resembles to some degree the rules for 

matrix multiplication where we said that neighboring 
dimensions have to match for matrix multiplication to be 
defined.
• If we go from left to right, the chain rule exhibits similar 

properties: ∂f shows up in the “denominator” of the first 
factor and in the “numerator” of the second factor. If we 
multiply the factors together, multiplication is defined, i.e., 
the dimensions of ∂f match, and ∂f “cancels”, such that 
∂g/∂x remains.
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5.2.2 Chain Rule

Chain Rule wrt t
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Chain Rule wrt (s,t)

Chain Rule and Row Vector

• This compact way of writing the chain rule as a matrix 
multiplication only makes sense if the gradient is defined as 
a row vector. 
• Otherwise, we will need to start transposing gradients for 

the matrix dimensions to match. 
• This may still be straightforward as long as the gradient is a 

vector or a matrix; however, when the gradient becomes a 
tensor, the transpose is no longer a triviality.
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Verifying the Correctness of a Gradient Implementation

5.3 Gradients  
of Vector-Valued Functions
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Vector-Valued Function

Partial Derivative of a Vector-Valued Function
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Gradient of a Vector-Valued Function

Jacobian

Numerator, First!
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Numerator Layout

• In this book, we use the numerator layout of the derivative, 
i.e., the derivative of                with respect to 
is an matrix.

• In the numerator layout, the elements of  f define the rows 
and the elements of x define the columns of the 
corresponding Jacobian; see (5.58).

• There exists also the denominator layout, which is the 
transpose of the numerator layout. 

• In this book, we will use the numerator layout.

Figure  5.6 Dimensionality of (Partial) Derivatives

• Figure 5.6 summarizes the dimensions of the derivatives. 
• the gradient is simply a scalar (top-left 

entry)
• the gradient is a 1ŐD row vector (top-

right entry),  [Ex] Loss function, KL divergence, Likelihood 
• the gradient is an EŐ1 column vector. 
• the gradient is an EŐD matrix,            

[Ex] Neural network
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Example  5.9  (Gradient of a Vector-Valued Function)

Example 5.10 (Chain Rule)
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Example 5.11 (Gradient of a Least-Squares Loss)  <1>

Example 5.11 (Gradient of a Least-Squares Loss)  <2>
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Change of Variables

Jacobian in the Change-of-Variable Method

• The amount of scaling due to the transformation of a variable is provided 
by the determinant.

• The area of the parallelogram is three times the area of the unit square. 
• We can find this scaling factor by finding a mapping that transforms the 

unit square into the other square. 
• In linear algebra terms, we effectively perform a variable transformation 

from 
• In our case, the mapping is linear and the absolute value of the 

determinant of this mapping gives us exactly the scaling factor we are 
looking for.
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Linear Algebra Approach for Jacobian

Partial Derivative Approach for Jacobian  <1>
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Partial Derivative Approach for Jacobian  <2>

Change of Random Variables and Machine Learning

• The Jacobian determinant and variable transformations
will become relevant in Section 6.7 when we transform 
random variables and probability distributions. 
• These transformations are extremely relevant in ML in the 

context of training deep neural networks using the 
reparametrization trick, also called infinite perturbation 
analysis.
• Actually these transformations are important in Monte Carlo 

simulation, e.g., importance sampling.
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Variational Autoencoders (VAEs)

• https://towardsdatascience.com/reparameterization-trick-126062cfd3c3

MoDem

Hadamard product

[Wiki] Hadamard Product

• The Hadamard product (aka the element-wise product, 
entrywise product or Schur product) is a binary operation 
that takes two matrices of the same dimensions and produces 
another matrix of the same dimension as the operands, where 
each (i,j)-element is the product of (i,j)-elements of the 
original two matrices. 
• An example
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VAE Network W and W/O “Reparameterization” Trick

• https://towardsdatascience.com/reparameterization-trick-126062cfd3c3

Reparameterization Trick  <1>

• Our problem is 

• We know that 

• Thus,
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Reparameterization Trick  <2>

• Reparameterization is to rewrite the expectation so that the 
distribution with respect to which we take the gradient is 
independent of the parameter
• Denote             by a random variable      Then, 
• Thus, 

• This reparameterization trick is NEVER a new idea. 
• Easy solution;

Importance Sampling  <1>

• ࢸ4.5.8ࢿ ,Խהࢢۏ˃
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Importance Sampling  <2>

[Wiki] Importance Sampling Algorithm (Revised)

• Consider the following example where one would like to 
numerically integrate a Gaussian function, centered at 0, 
with σ = 1, from                        to   
• Naturally, if the samples are drawn uniformly on the interval 

[−1000, 1000], only a very small part of them would be 
significant to the integral. For the uniform random numbers 

• This can be improved by choosing a different distribution 
from where the samples are chosen, for instance by sampling 
according to a Gaussian distribution centered at 0, with σ = 
1. For standard Normal random numbers 
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Importance Sampling  <3>

• ଝ˓̖ IV, Monte Carlo Methods for Finance and Econ

Importance Sampling  <4>
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Importance Sampling  <5>

The Cameron-Martin-Girsanov-Meyer Theorem

• http://galton.uchicago.edu/~lalley/Courses/390/Lecture8.pdf

Kullback-Information Number
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5.4 Gradient of Matrices

N-Dimensional Tensor

• https://medium.com/@anoorasfatima/10-most-common-
maths-operation-with-pytorchs-tensor-70a491d8cafd
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Multidimensional Tensor 

• We will encounter situations where we need to take gradients 
of matrices with respect to vectors (or other matrices), 
which results in a multidimensional tensor. 

• We can think of this tensor as a multidimensional array
that collects partial derivatives. 
• For example, if we compute the gradient of an matrix 

A with respect to a matrix B, the resulting Jacobian 
would be                                  i.e., a four-dimensional tensor 
J, whose entries are given as

Jacobian Tensor 

• Since matrices represent linear mappings, we can exploit 
the fact that there is a vector-space isomorphism (linear, 
invertible mapping) between the space of          
matrices and the space of        (-D) vectors. 

• Therefore, we can reshape our matrices into vectors of 
lengths         and        respectively. 

• The gradient using these       (-D) vectors results in a 
Jacobian of size 
• Figure 5.7 visualizes both approaches. 
• In practical applications, it is often desirable to reshape the 

matrix into a vector and continue working with this Jacobian 
matrix: 
• The chain rule boils down to simple matrix multiplication, 

whereas in the case of a Jacobian tensor, we will need to 
pay more attention to what dimensions we need to sum out.
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Approach 1 of Jacobian Tensor 

Approach 2 of Jacobian Tensor 
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Example  5.12  (Gradient of Vectors wrt Matrices )  <1> 

Example  5.12  (Gradient of Vectors wrt Matrices )  <2> 
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Example  5.13  (Gradient of Matrices wrt Matrices)  <1> 

Example  5.13  (Gradient of Matrices wrt Matrices)  <2> 
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5.5 Useful Identities for 
Computing Gradients

Some Useful Gradients

• Some useful gradients frequently required in a ML context. 
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Multivariate Functions 

• We have seen that derivatives can be higher-dimensional, in 
which case the usual trace and transpose are NOT defined. 
• In these cases, the trace of a                               tensor would 

be an dimensional matrix. This is a special case of a 
tensor contraction. 
• Similarly, when we “transpose” a tensor, we mean swapping 

the first two dimensions. 
• Specifically, in (5.99) through (5.102), we require tensor-

related computations when we work with multivariate 
functions and compute derivatives wrt matrices (and 
choose NOT to vectorize them as discussed in Section 5.4).

Reference

• Magnus, JT and Neudecker, H. (1999) Matrix Differential 
Calculus with Applications in Statistics and Econometrics, 
Revised Edition
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5.6 Backpropagation and     
Automatic Differentiation

We will discuss these topics in the following sets of 
slides.

Gradient Descent

• In many ML applications, we find good model parameters by 
performing gradient descent, which relies on the fact that we 
can compute the gradient of a learning objective wrt the 
parameters of the model. 
• For a given objective function, we can obtain the gradient 

wrt the model parameters using calculus and applying the 
chain rule. 
• We already had a taste when we looked at the gradient of a 

squared loss wrt the parameters of a linear regression 
model.
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Chain Rule and Backpropagation

• Writing out the gradient in this explicit way is often 
impractical, since it often results in a very lengthy 
expression for a derivative.   
• In practice, it means that, if we are NOT careful, the  

implementation of the gradient could be significantly more  
expensive than computing the function, which imposes   
unnecessary overhead.   

• For training deep neural network models, the  
backpropagation algorithm is an efficient way to compute  
the gradient of an error function wrt the parameters of the  
model.

Example of the Chain Rule
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5.6.1 Gradients in a Deep Network

Many-Level Function Composition

• An area where the chain rule is used to an extreme is deep 
learning, where the function value y is computed as a many-
level function composition

• Here x are the inputs (e.g., images), y are the observations 
(e.g., class labels), and every function 
possesses its own parameters.
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Neural Networks with Multiple Layers

• In the i-th layer, 

• is the output of layer 
• σ is an activation function, e.g., the logistic sigmoid, tanh

or rectified linear unit (ReLU) 

Gradient of a Loss Function

• To train these models, we require the gradient of a loss 
function L wrt to all model parameters 
• This also requires us to compute the gradient of L wrt the 

inputs of each layer. 
• Consider a network structure having inputs x and 

observations y and defined by

• We may be interested in finding                                         
such that the squared loss
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Figure  5.8  Forward Pass

• Figure  5.8  Forward pass in a multilayer neural network to 
compute the loss L as a function of the inputs x and the 
parameters  

Gradients wrt the Parameter Set  <1>

• To obtain the gradients wrt the parameter set θ, we require 
the partial derivatives of L wrt to the parameters 
of each layer 
• The chain rule allows us to determine the partial derivatives

as
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Gradients wrt the Parameter Set  <2>

• The orange terms are partial derivatives of the output of a 
layer wrt its inputs, whereas the blue terms are partial 
derivatives of the output of a layer wrt its parameters. 

• Assuming that we have already computed the partial 
derivatives Then, most of the computation can be 
reused to compute
• The additional terms that we need to compute are indicated 

by the boxes.  
• Figure  5.9  visualizes  that  the gradients  are  passed  

backward  through  the  network.

Backward Pass in a Multilayer Neural Network

• Figure 5.9  Backward  pass in a multilayer neural network to 
compute the gradients of the loss function  L.
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5.6.2 Automatic Differentiation

Automatic Differentiation

• It  turns  out  that  backpropagation is  a  special  case  of  a  
general  technique in  numerical  analysis  called  automatic  
differentiation.  

• We can think of automatic differentiation as a set of techniques 
to numerically (in contrast to differentiation symbolically) 
evaluate the exact (up to machine  precision) gradient of a 
function by working with intermediate variables and applying the 
chain rule.   

• Automatic differentiation applies a series of elementary 
operations, e.g., addition and multiplication and elementary 
functions, e.g., sin, cos, exp, log. 

• By applying the chain rule to these operations, the gradient of 
quite complicated functions can be computed automatically. 

• Automatic differentiation applies to general computer programs 
and has forward and reverse modes. 

• Baydin et al. (2018) give a great overview of automatic 
differentiation in ML.
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Figure 5.10   Simple Graph

• Figure 5.10 Simple graph illustrating the flow of data from 
x to y via some intermediate variables a, b.

Reverse Mode and Forward Mode

Reverse Mode

Forward Mode
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Reverse Mode Automatic Differentiation

• In the following, we will focus on reverse mode automatic 
differentiation, which is backpropagation.  
• In the context of neural networks, where the input 

dimensionality is often much higher than the dimensionality 
of the labels, the reverse mode is computationally 
significantly cheaper than the forward mode.  

Example 5.14  <1>
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Example 5.14  <2>

• This is the same kind of thinking process that occurs when 
applying the chain rule. 
• Note that the preceding set of equations requires fewer 

operations than a direct implementation of the function f(x)
as defined in (5.122). 
• The corresponding computation graph in Figure 5.11 shows 

the flow of data and computations required to obtain the 
function value f.

Figure  5.11 Computation Graph

• Figure  5.11 Computation graph with inputs x, function  
values f, and intermediate variables a, b, c, d, e.
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Example 5.14  <3>

• The set of equations that include intermediate variables can 
be thought of as a computation graph, a representation that is 
widely used in implementations of neural network software 
libraries. 
• We can directly compute the derivatives of the intermediate 

variables wrt their corresponding inputs by recalling the 
definition of the derivative of elementary functions. We 
obtain the following:

Example 5.14  <4>

• By looking at the computation graph in Figure 5.11, we can   
compute ∂f /∂x  by working backward from the output and  
obtain

• Note that we implicitly applied the chain rule to obtain 
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Example 5.14  <5>

• By substituting the results of the derivatives of the  
elementary functions, we get

Example 5.14  <6>

• By thinking of each of the derivatives above as a variable, 
we observe that the computation required for calculating the 
derivative is of similar complexity as the computation of the 
function itself. 
• This is quite counter-intuitive since the mathematical 

expression for the derivative       in (5.110) is significantly 
more complicated than the mathematical expression of the 
function f(x) in (5.122).
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[Wiki] Tree (Data Structure)

• A generic, and so non-binary, unsorted, some labels 
duplicated, arbitrary diagram of a tree. 

• In this diagram, the node labeled 7 has three children, 
labeled 2, 10 and 6, and one parent, labeled 2. 
• The root node, at the top, has no parent.

Automatic Differentiation

forward propagation of a function
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Forward and Backward Propagations

• Equation (5.143) is the forward propagation of a function.
• Equation (5.145) is the backpropagation of the gradient 

through the computation graph. 
• For neural network training, we backpropagate the error of 

the prediction wrt the label.

backpropagation of the gradient

Computation Graph

• The automatic differentiation approach above works 
whenever we have a function that can be expressed as a 
computation graph, where the elementary functions are 
differentiable. 

• In fact, the function may NOT even be a mathematical 
function BUT a computer program. 
• However, NOT all computer programs can be automatically 

differentiated, e.g., if we can NOT find differential 
elementary functions. Programming structures, such as for 
loops and if statements, require more care as well. 
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5.7 Higher-Order Derivatives

Some Notations
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Hessian Matrix

Schwarz's theorem, Clairaut's theorem, or Young's theorem

5.8 Linearization and    
Multivariate Taylor Series
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Linearization and Multivariate Taylor Series

Figure  5.12  Linear Approximation

• Figure  5.12  Linear approximation of a function. The 
original function f is linearized at                 using  a first-
order Taylor series expansion.
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Definition  5.7  (Multivariate Taylor Series)

Definition 5.8 (Taylor Polynomial)
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Outer Product

Figure 5.13  Visualizing Outer Products

• Outer products of  vectors increase  the dimensionality  of 
the  array  by  1  per term.  

(a) The  outer product  of  two vectors  results  in  a matrix 
(b) The outer  product  of three  vectors  yields a  third-order  

tensor.
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[Wiki] Outer Product

[Wiki] Kronecker Product
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The First Four Terms of Taylor Series Expansion

Binomial Theorem and Pascal’s Triangle

Pascal’s Triangle

• The binomial coefficient appears as the bth entry in the nth 
row of Pascal's triangle (counting starts at 0). Each entry is the 
sum of the two above it.
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Trinomial Theorem

Trinomial Coefficient and the Trinomial Theorem

• https://www.statisticshowto.com/trinomial-coefficient-
theorem-definition/
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[Wiki] Multinomial Theorem

Another Version of Multinomial Theorem
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Other Representations of Multivariate Taylor Series <1>

Other Representations of Multivariate Taylor Series <2>
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Other Representations of Multivariate Taylor Series <3>

• Zwillinger, D. (2003) CRC Standard Mathematical Tables 
and Formulas,  pp. 36-37.

Taylor Series With Two Variables
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Taylor Series With Three Variables

Taylor Series With Three Variables
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Example  5.15  (Taylor Expansion  with  2 Variables)  <1>

Example  5.15  (Taylor Expansion  with  2 Variables)  <2>
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Example  5.15  (Taylor Expansion  with  2 Variables)  <3>

Example  5.15  (Taylor Expansion  with  2 Variables)  <4>
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Example  5.15  (Taylor Expansion  with  2 Variables)  <5>

Example  5.15  (Taylor Expansion  with  2 Variables)  <6> 
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Example  (Taylor Expansion  with  2 Variables) <6> 

• https://sites.math.washington.edu/~folland/Math425/taylor2.pdf

5.9 Further Reading
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Matrix Differentials and Automatic Differentiation

• Further details of matrix differentials, along with a short 
review of the required linear algebra, can be found in 
Magnus, JR and Neudecker, H (2007), Matrix Differential  
Calculus with Applications in Statistics and Econometrics.
• Automatic differentiation has had a long history, and we 

refer to 
 Griewank, A and Walther, A (2003), Introduction  to  

automatic differentiation in Proceedings  in  Applied  
Mathematics and Mechanics

 Griewank, A and Walther, A (2008) Evaluating Derivatives,  
Principles and Techniques of  Algorithmic  Differentiation. C 

 Elliott (2009) Beautiful differentiation in International  
Conference  on  Functional  Programming

Expectation
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Water Serpents by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_067.jpg
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Chapter	17

Tasting	Deep	Learning
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Musique du jour

The 18th International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition
Final Round (Oct 18, 2021)
Concerto in E minor, Op. 11 

KYOHEI SORITA, piano (The Second Prize)
THE WARSAW PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ANDRZEJ BOREYKO, conductor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bMF5wS7Mr4
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

 ҖҚԂݞ &KRL#VQX DQG�&KRL#JRRJOH

ˈଜٸࣱ Е ॺ ‘Optimization in Machine Learning’
۰߾ˈࡕ াଞ؈ ΰࡈЬ��

ॺ ষɾѸִ ˬоଝࡌ۰ ઝیࡠ 5�5RCEG߾ SGIձ

ࠠռ Ь��̐ࢽࠖ Ҷ̧एЕ  ҖҚԂݞ ΰ߾ࡈ

оଞ ̀ ˈଜࢠ࣯ ଞЬ�� ҖձԂݞ Еؿ

ѧҚ Қ Ԝଞ ӵ ࣸଥ ̛࣯ ԄЬ��

ॳˈԻ  ॺ߾ ૦ଡѹ ̐սҚ ࣯Ի 0GVYQTM:��

5GCDQTP ̐չˈ 6KM< ଥ۰ࡈی ̐ջ ʨЬ�
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Handwriting Classification Problem
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Classification Problem

• [Problem] ɾЯଞ ؒ एձ ٗզଜЕ ձࢿࠖ
ɼएˈ Ѝԟόઝࡓձ ս̐ .ؿۑ 1.4.1 ɽ
एЕ 0 ӖЕ  1 Իܘ  ʨ 4 Ő 3 କ܂Ի
২ଞݛ ʨЬ.

•

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer
0 1
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Weight

Favorable Units for Hidden Layer
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Net Input of Hidden Layer

Favorable Units for Output Layer
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Net Input of Output Layer

Decide to Number 1

1
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Decide to Number 0

0

ࢼࠓ 1.4.1  <1>

input
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ࢼࠓ 1.4.1  <2>

ࢼࠓ 1.4.1  <3>

output
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ࢼࠓ 1.4.1  <4>

ࢼࠓ 1.4.1  <5>
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ࢼࠓ 1.4.1  <6>

ࢼࠓ 1.4.1  <7> 
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Design of Ouput Layer

Softmax <1>
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Softmax <2>

Our Problem Becomes to Estimate Weights & Biases
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Risk Function

Risk Function (Cost Function)

ᕡԜЪ۰߾ ফࢶ ּЕ ઝԦЪіਫ਼߾ ଞ
ձ(ଵଡܹࡢ)ଡܹࡈٸ ফܕଜЕ ʨ  ,ТԂ߅
ԜЪݦ֞ ּ (generalization)ձ؆ б۽ଜЕ
ଝߊݡˈչऋ ॸ߅ΰЕ ʨ
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Risk

Empirical Risk

LLN
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Zero-One Loss Function

[Wiki]  Simplex Method

• Dantzig's simplex algorithm (or simplex method) is a 
popular algorithm for linear programming

No Calculus
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[Wiki] P versus NP Problem 

• The P versus NP problem is a major unsolved problem in 
computer science. 

• It asks whether every problem whose solution can be quickly 
verified can also be solved quickly. 

• The informal term quickly, used above, means the existence of an 
algorithm solving the task that runs in polynomial time, such that 
the time to complete the task varies as a polynomial function on 
the size of the input to the algorithm (as opposed to, say, 
exponential time). 

• The general class of questions for which some algorithm can 
provide an answer in polynomial time is "P" or "class P". 

• For some questions, there is no known way to find an answer 
quickly, but if one is provided with information showing what the 
answer is, it is possible to verify the answer quickly. The class of 
questions for which an answer can be verified in polynomial time
is NP, which stands for "nondeterministic polynomial time".

[Wiki] Karmarkar's Algorithm
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[Wiki] Big O Notation

• Bachmann–Landau notation or asymptotic notation

[Wiki] Little o Notation
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Surrogate Loss Function

Surrogate Loss Function
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Loss function

Negative Log-Likelihood 

Entropy
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Maximum Likelihood Estimator

Example (Linear Regression Problem)
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Least Squares Estimator (LSE)

ݥࢽ؏̍ࢽ

Stochastic Gradient Descent
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MLE

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
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Batch Gradient Descent Method 

0
Critical Point

ଚݞզ 0.15 ؎ʾۉଙʅأ
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ଚݞզ ҩխ ؎ʾۉଙʅأ ˩ٵ

LR = 1.0 LR = 0.2

LR = 0.04 LR = 0.008

Stochastic Gradient Descent Method

•  ؑˁیଜʈئ ʎ۴ଞ ئ؏ ɽ ۰߾˃Яـ؆ ଞ
ઝԦЪ ۞ଐ(sample, example, instance)փ ଜЕࡈی
Ь˕ ʋ թˁیଜʈئ(stochastic gradient descent 
method: SGD method)Ь. 
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ଚݞզ 0.99 ୖզʾۉଙʅأ

Щߣଛ ଚݞզ ҩխ ୖզʾۉଙʅأ ˩ٵ
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؎ʾۉଙʅأ˒ ୖզʾۉଙʅأ

ୖզʾۉଙʅأ˒ ଚݞզ
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Mini-Batch Stochastic Gradient Descent Method

؎̘ɹ ˅32 ଚݞզ 0.15 أଙʅۉП؎ʾײ
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Щߣଛ ଚݞզ ҩխ أଙʅۉП؎ʾײ

Gradient Descent Algorithms
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References for SGD Algorithms

Gradient Descent Method
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Ѷس ୖզʾۉଙʅأҗ

Ѷس ୖզʾۉଙʅأ <1>
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Ѷس ୖզʾۉଙʅأ <2>

Ѷس ୖզʾۉଙʅأ <3>
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EWMA

Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation)
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Adam ܶԯʾԸ

ON the Convergence of  ADAM and Beyond

• https://openreview.net/pdf?id=ryQu7f-RZ
• Sashank J. Reddi, Satyen Kale & Sanjiv Kumar, Google NY
• Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2018

• Several recently proposed stochastic optimization methods
that have been successfully used in training deep networks
such as RMSPROP, ADAM, ADADELTA, NADAM are 
based on using gradient updates scaled by square roots of 
exponential moving averages of squared past gradients. 
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Convergence Problem of SGD Methods  <1>

• In many applications, e.g. learning with large output spaces, 
it has been empirically observed that these algorithms FAIL 
to converge to an optimal solution (or a critical point in 
nonconvex settings). 
• We show that one cause for such failures is the exponential 

moving average used in the algorithms. 
• We provide an explicit example of a simple convex 

optimization setting where ADAM does NOT converge to 
the optimal solution.

AMSGrad

• Our analysis suggests that the convergence issues can be 
fixed by endowing such algorithms with “long-term 
memory” of past gradients, and propose new variants of 
the ADAM algorithm which not only fix the convergence 
issues but often also lead to improved empirical performance.
• It is the AMSGrad method.
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AMSGrad <1>

AMSGrad <2>

ɼ ࣔ ш ߾1 ɼ̮Ь

ܕʃٸ
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AMSGrad <3>

SGD Methods and Stochastic Calculus

• CBS  thinks the ‘long term memory’ means the non-
convergence results from a unit root problem. So, he thinks 
people will use stochastic calculus to remedy this 
convergence problem.

• [References]
https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2019/file/9cd78264cf2c

d821ba651485c111a29a-Paper.pdf
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v119/cheng20e/cheng20e.pdf
https://opt-ml.org/papers/OPT2015_paper_8.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.02666.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1511.06251.pdf
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Information Theory 
Introduction

Machine Learning and Information Theory
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References

• MacKay, D. (2003) Information Theory, Inference, and 
Learning Algorithms,  Cambridge. 
• Cover, T.M., and Thomas, J.A. (2006) Elements of 

Information Theory (2nd ed.), Wiley. 

The Great Year 1948!

• Nobert Wiener: Cybernetics
• Claude Shannon: Information theory
• Jon von Neumann: Self-reproduction automaton theory

The idea is partly from Turing’s ideas

• On Dec 23, 1947, Bell Labs, the research arm of AT&T, 
introduces the first transistor. The three individuals credited 
with the invention of the transistor were William 
Shockley, John Bardeen and Walter Brattain.
• Francis Crick and James Watson's paper in Nature in 1953

laid the groundwork for understanding DNA structure and 
functions. (Double helix)
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[Wiki] Claude Shannon

• Claude Elwood Shannon (1916-2001) was an 
American mathematician, electrical engineer, 
and cryptographer known as "the father of information 
theory".
• Shannon founded information theory with a landmark paper, 

"A Mathematical Theory of Communication", which he 
published in 1948.
• He also founded digital circuit design theory in 1937, 

when—as a 21-year-old master's degree student at MIT. 
He wrote his thesis demonstrating that electrical applications 
of Boolean algebra could construct any logical numerical 
relationship.
• Shannon contributed to the field of cryptanalysis for national 

defense during World War II, including his fundamental 
work on codebreaking and secure telecommunications.

A Thinker
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Statistical Mechanics and Information Theory

• The principle was first expounded by E.T. Jaynes in two papers 
in 1957 where he emphasized a natural correspondence 
between statistical mechanics and information theory. 

• In particular, Jaynes offered a new and very general rationale why 
the Gibbsian method of statistical mechanics works. 

• He argued that the entropy of statistical mechanics and 
the information entropy of information theory are basically the 
same thing. 

• Consequently, statistical mechanics should be seen just as a 
particular application of a general tool of logical inference and 
information theory.

• Jaynes, E.T. (1957). ”Information Theory and Statistical 
Mechanics.” Physical Review. Series II. 106 (4): 620–630.

• Jaynes, E.T. (1957). ”Information Theory and Statistical 
Mechanics II,” Physical Review. Series II. 108 (2): 171–190.

Entropy
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Increasing Entropy

• https://www.theindependentbd.com/magazine/details/33622/
The-many-faces-of-entropy

The Second Law 
ࢷݡɾ̛ߞ

Entropy As an Information Measure  <1>
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Entropy As an Information Measure  <2>

Log Likelihood

Entropy As an Information Measure  <3>
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Coding

Minimum Average Length of Codeword

KKT
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Entropy and Coding

Example of Minimum Average Code Length 
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Shannon’s Coding Theorem

• The expected code word length of a categorical distribution 
X under some code C tells us how efficiently one can 
“compress” the information in X. 
• If on average, the code C is able to produce small code 

words for each symbol drawn from X, then we are able to 
more efficiently communicate these symbols. 
• Shannon’s Source Coding Theorem tells us that the entropy 

of X is, in some sense, the true “information content” of the 
random variable because there is NO code C that will enable 
you to compress X past X’s entropy.

[Wiki] Sannon’s Sampling Theorem

• The Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem is a theorem in 
the field of signal processing which serves as a fundamental 
bridge between continuous-time signals and discrete-time 
signals. 
• It establishes a sufficient condition for a sample rate that 

permits a discrete sequence of samples to capture all the 
information from a continuous-time signal of finite 
bandwidth. 
• The theorem only applies to a class of mathematical 

functions having a Fourier transform that is zero outside of a 
finite region of frequencies. 
• Intuitively we expect that when one reduces a continuous 

function to a discrete sequence and interpolates back to a 
continuous function, the fidelity of the result depends on the 
density (or sample rate) of the original samples.
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Sannon’s Sampling Theorem

• http://195.134.76.37/applets/AppletNyquist/Appl_Nyquist2.html

Shannon's Demon 

• https://thepfengineer.com/2016/04/25/rebalancing-with-shannons-demon/ 

• The mathematical underpinnings of Shannon’s Demon can 
actually make it possible to generate positive returns at the 
portfolio level, even when all of the portfolio’s individual 
holdings are expected to produce zero or negative, returns 
over time (under a mathematically ideal environment!)

• Basically use Geometric Mean instead of Arithmetic Mean, 
and thus the entropy. 

 !࣬
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Information Theory
Maximum Entropy 

[Wiki] Principle of Maximum Entropy

• The principle of maximum entropy states that the probability 
distribution which best represents the current state of 
knowledge about a system is the one with largest entropy, in 
the context of precisely stated prior data (such as 
a proposition that expresses testable information).
• Take precisely stated prior data or testable information about 

a probability distribution function. Consider the set of all 
trial probability distributions that would encode the prior 
data. According to this principle, the distribution with 
maximal information entropy is the best choice.
• Since the distribution with the maximum entropy is the one 

that makes the fewest assumptions about the true 
distribution of data, the principle of maximum entropy can 
be seen as an application of Occam's razor.
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Stiring's Approximation

Maximum Entropy  <1>
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Maximum Entropy  <2>

[Wiki] Principle of Maximum Entropy  

by E.T. Jaynes
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[Wiki] Maximum Entropy  <3>

Maximum Entropy Principle

Maximizing Entropy
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Maximum Entropy and Bayesian Inference

• Giffin, A. and Caticha, A. (2007) state that Bayes' 
theorem and the principle of maximum entropy are 
completely compatible and can be seen as special cases of 
the "method of maximum relative entropy". 

• They state that the maximum entropy method reproduces 
every aspect of orthodox Bayesian inference methods. 
• Moreover, recent contributions show that frequentist 

relative-entropy-based inference approaches (such 
as empirical likelihood and exponentially tilted empirical 
likelihood) can be combined with prior information to 
perform Bayesian posterior analysis.

Joint Entropy  <1>
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Joint Entropy  <2>

Conditional Entropy  <1>
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Conditional Entropy  <2>

Conditional Entropy  <3>

Ѹ̛Ѧࢽ ଞЬ. 
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Danaë by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_010.jpg
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Chapter	18

DL	and	Information	Theory
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 5 of MML
DL and Information Theory

2021.11.15.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari
Suite Intermezzo

from I gioielli della Madonna
(The Jewels of the Madonna)

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra 
José Serebrier, conductor 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0e6ABMLwVo
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Information Theory
Kullback-Leibler Divergence  

Kullback-Leibler Information Number  <1>

Cross Entrpy
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Kullback-Leibler Information Number  <2>

• Kullback-Leibler distance (number), Relative entropy, 
Kullback-Leibler divergence

Jensen Inequality

Kullback-Leibler Information Number  <3>
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Log Sum Ineqaulity

Convexity and Concavity

Cross-entropy is NOT convex!
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Entropy and Cardinality

Kullback-Leibler Information Number  <4>
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KL Number and Pearson’s Chi-Squared Test

Pearson’s Chi-Squared Test

• Pearson's chi-squared test is a statistical test applied to sets of 
categorical data to evaluate how likely it is that any observed 
difference between the sets arose by chance. 

• It is the most widely used of many chi-squared tests (e.g., Yates, 
likelihood ratio, portmanteau test in time series, etc.)-statistical 
procedures whose results are evaluated by reference to the chi-
squared distribution. 

• Its properties were first investigated by Karl Pearson in 1900.
• In contexts where it is important to improve a distinction between 

the test statistic and its distribution, names similar to Pearson χ-
squared test or statistic are used. 

• It tests a null hypothesis stating that the frequency distribution of 
certain events observed in a sample is consistent with a particular 
theoretical distribution. 

• The events considered must be mutually exclusive and have total 
probability 1. 
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Example of Pearson’s Chi-Squared Test

MSE and KL Divergence 
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Kullback-Leibler Information Number  <6>

Likelihood Ratio, KL Number & Pearson Chi-Squared 
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Sanov’s Theorem

Mutual Information  <1>
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Mutual Information  <2>

Non-Negativity of Mutual Information
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Entropy and Conditional Entropy

Chain Rule  <1>
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Chain Rule  <2>

Entropy and Joint Entropy
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Relative Entropy

• Csiszar, I & COVER, TM & Choi, BS (1987) Conditional 
Limit Theorems under Markov Conditioning, IEEE 
Transactions on Information Theory, vol. 33. pp. 788-801.     
(It will be useful when you study RNN.) 

Information Theory
Differential Entropy  
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Differential Entropy of Gaussian Distribution  <1>

Differential Entropy of Gaussian Distribution  <2>
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Differential Entropy of Gaussian Distribution  <3>

Maximum Entropy Distribution: Uniform vs Normal 

Maximum Entropy Distribution

Not Asymptotic 
But Exact Theorems 
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Inequalities 
in Mathematical Sciences
& in Economics 

Jensen Inequality; A Mathematical Inequality  
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Jensen Inequality Proof   <1>

Wiki

Jensen Inequality Proof  <2>
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Jensen Inequality Proof  <3>

Concave

Convex

Jensen Inequality Proof  <4>

Convex
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Jensen Inequality Proof  <5>

Jensen Inequality Proof  <6>
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Jensen Inequality Proof  <7>

Jensen Inequality Proof  <8>
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Jensen Inequality Proof  <9> 

Entropy as a Measure of Economic Inequalities  
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Per Capita Income

• [Wiki] Per capita income or average income or income per 
person is a measure of mean income within an economic 
aggregate, such as a country or city. It is calculated by taking 
a measure of all sources of income in the aggregate (such as 
GDP or Gross National Income) and dividing it by the total 
population. It does not attempt to reflect the distribution of 
income or wealth.

Do I? or Can My Boyfriend?

•Do (Will, Can) I, my boyfriend, my 
girlfriend, my husband, or my wife 
earn per capita income for my family? 
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Log-Normal Random Numbers
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Mean and Normal Distribution

• The law of Normal errors
• Central Limit Theorem
• John Maynard Keynes proves that                                                  

A proper dist to use Sample Mean as a representative value 
using an ordinary differential equation (ODE)

• Maximum Entropy Distribution subject to only mean and 
variance

Log(Log-Normal RN’s)
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Theil Index

• Income inequality metrics: Gini index, Theil index, Hoover 
index

• The Theil index is an entropy measure. 
• The "maximum entropy" occurs once income earners 

cannot be distinguished by their resources, i.e. when there is 
perfect equality. 

Per Capita Income and Theil Index

Theil IndexPer  Capita Income
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Financial Crisis and Economic Inequalities  

Stupidity, Fear and Greed 
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Financial Capitalism and FIRE economy

• Financial Capitalism: A form of capitalism where the 
intermediation of saving to investment becomes a dominant 
function in the economy named by M. Wolf (2007)

• Since the late 20th century, Financial Capitalism has become 
predominant force in the global economy, whether in 
neoliberal or other form

• AKA Casino Capitalism named by T. Palley (2012)
• Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate economy
• Financial capital and income – as opposed to industrial 

capital and income. 
• Their products are written on papers, which are easy to make 

FIRE.
• The FIRE economy made an incredibly big fire of the world 

economy.

Inequalities
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Manufacturing Industry vs Financial Industry

Increases in Global GDP and Financial Assets
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• https://whorulesamerica.ucsc.edu/power/wealth.html

Net Worth and Financial Wealth in the U.S. 

Plutonomy 

• In three reports for super-rich Citigroup clients published in 
2005 and 2006

• ploutos (wealth)+nomos (law)
• plutocracy + economy
• Where economic growth is powered by and largely 

consumed by the wealthy few
• Global trend toward plutonomies would continue, for 

various reasons, including "capitalist-friendly governments 
and tax regimes".

• Warn the risk that, since "political enfranchisement remains 
as was – one person, one vote, at some point it is likely that 
labor will fight back against the rising profit share of the rich 
and there will be a political backlash against the rising 
wealth of the rich."
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Theirs vs Ours  

Financial Crisis To Economic Inequality

• 2007-8 Financial Crisis
• 2007-8 Oil Price Crisis
• 2007-8 Food Price Crisis
• 2008ϗ 1970ϗ о ট؆߾ ߭ ߟ 40ϗ փ߾  ,̛ࡢ̖

ɼ̛ࡢԛݥ ,̛ࡢɼࡪ ʾЕ ˈ ̛ݤ

• ୯ ٕٺ ८Е шࡊ ଥकݪ

• How do financial crises affect income distribution and the 
poor? A recent IMF study shows that poverty rises and, in 
some cases, so does inequality—underscoring the need for 
adequate and flexible safety nets, ideally in place before 
crises strike. 
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2002/06/baldacci.htm
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From CBS’ 2016 Nov Seminar Slides

• ۰߾̛ࡢ̖ 2007-8 Еٕࢽ ଭѦ߶ۘ Ф߅
આଭΟ ߾یଵୣؿ ̖ࢿ˱ ࣯߹Ь. ̐ Еܹߖ ʠ
˲ 1ϗ GDPࠪ ʋ ЯࡢЬ. Ԝଞ Қی̖ ٕࢽ
ʸଞߵ ձࢿ̍ ؇Е ʨѦ Ԝଞ ,ТТ߅ ɼ ଢࢶئए
˲ .Ьח ̖ۿ Ѻ ܹ ߾ ߷Е ̐ ए̖ࡕ
̛ࡢ̖ ɼࢠ Э۰߾ एձֻ̛Ԃٱ۰ ବы
ɼଞ Ьࣸ߾ʯ Ѫ߅ɾ ʨ ѹۏТԂ, ળ߅ ˗̛̖
ࡋਫ਼ળફΟ ˁࠒऑ߾ Ѫ߅ʇЬ. Ԝଞ Е ʼ
кଜएѦࢽ ˈ߉ Ӗଞ ѦщࢶԂˈѦ ଟ ܹ ߷Ь.  

• Е̛ࡢ̖ 2007-7 ɼ؈ࠉ ТԂ߅ ˕ࡂ ߭չ۱
 ؏Ь. ٙ ̿एִ, ؈ ࡕ ؉ˈ
ॺࢢܕձ ɼչˈ ߾̐ ଜЕۘ ձ ীଥߞփ Իߔ
Ԝଞ ɼ̛ࡢ Ьɼࠠ թ ˈए߭ࢶ ձ̗ ীଟ ܹ
 ʨЬ.

• (Q) 2020-1 COVID19 ̛ࡢЕ  оବЕɼ? 

Economic Inequality To Financial Crisis
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Ray Dalio ζֵି ,˯ײ" έࢴζ "ࢷ̘ٔ

• https://news.einfomax.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=4120845
• ࡊࡈ̀ (ݛ૦֑ଢࠉ=ࡌ۰) ̛ ˃ۿ = (.2020,12,03) ফо

ହएૌҖ ਫ਼ࡓչएٱ ৌ߾ݤܕ߭ ॷ߶ Ԧ
бչࠝЕ ˲ о۴ ୯ Ԅ˕ ˗, "ΰٕ ࢠ̝ ˗չଥ
Իָୂ Ο߅ʀए ӖЕ ΰࢷԻ ʀए ߾ࢺ̛ٗ Ь"ˈ
۶ָବЬ.

• https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/big-cycles-over-last-500-years-ray-dalio/
• бչࠝЕ րҖ (ɾݤएୃ)2 ʯיݤ ଥ ˲"

ء ओ۰ձה ЬՔЕ ݥ؏ ˕˲ ࢷ ˈչ̐ ,˃ۿ
оٕٗ ˁࠪࢿ ߾ࢠݤ ۘкଞ ଯࠒ  ʨ"Ԃֲ
ʋ ֆବЬ. ̐Е ˲" ˁ̛Е ଜ؏ ԯߏ ؇ˈ एփ, 
˲ࣸ ٕॹ ʠ૽ ٕૻչˈ Ь"ˈ ऑЯବЬ.

• ۰߭ ˲" ࢽࢢ ۘɼ ˈଜ߆ ΰٕ ʀҟѦ ʸଜЕ
Я˃"Ԃֲ Իࢶ؆"  Я˃Е एষ˕ ٕॹ ٕ ,˕
оࠪ ࢶࢽ ˤչ о ҋ߾ एЕ߭ ʨ"Ԃˈ ૡɼବЬ. 
Ѱ߾ݤ "̐չˈ ୂָ˕ ΰࢷ Ο̛߭ ߾ࢷ ΟΟЕ
Я˃"Ԃˈ ђࠑ٠Ь.

Cycle Behind Empire’s Rises and Declines 

• https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/big-cycles-over-last-500-years-ray-dalio/ 

(USA)
(China)
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Pope on the “Trickle-Down” Effect 

Useful Risk Functions in DL
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[Wiki] One-Hot

• In digital circuits and ML, a one-hot is a group of bits among 
which the legal combinations of values are only those with a 
single high (1) bit and all the others low (0).

• A similar implementation in which all bits are '1' except one 
'0' is sometimes called one-cold. 

Mean Squared Error

Supervised Learning
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Cross Entropy Error  <1>

Cross Entropy Error  <2>
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Mini-Batch Learning

Regularization 
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Regularization  <1>

Regularization  <2>
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Update the Neural Network  

Derivative of Sigmoid Function
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Differentiation of MSE          

̋ࠚˎࢼ५ծ ଙВࡅۉ ࡧ

• ૡ̎ࢿˑࠝ८ձ ଵଡܹࡢ (ӖЕ ˁٸଡܹ) Ի ଜЕࡈی
Еࡪ Ь˕ ʋЬ. 

 ध, ˁیଜ ʈئ ଟࡈࢶ Ҷ ̐Ԏҡ߯ઝձ ˱ଜ̛ɼ
 .Ьݒ

 ҂ध, ݨܘଡܹɼ ٕҖԡˈ ۰߭ࢶܖࠉ
ˁیଜʈئ  ʅٗ ,ѰଞЬ. ई ତۘ  ,ˈଜࢢ
ʅٗ ʄ̛ ଜएݣۘ  .ЕЬ߉

 ߾ʅܕध, ফ܅ ߾ଡ̒ࢻ ҬԂ ˁیɼ ࢺࢺ ۰ࣇ߅
લଟݕ؟ࠝ ɼМ۽ .ऑЬ߅
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Update the Parameters

Learning Rate and Loss Function
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Derivative of MSE wrt Weights

Updating the Weights
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Derivative Matrix of MSE wrt Weight Matrix

Differentiation of Cross Entropy Error         
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Update the Parameters

Updating the Weights
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Derivative Matrix of MSE wrt Weight Matrix

Differentiation of Softmax Function
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Softmax Function

From the Last Hidden Layer to Output Layer
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One-Hot Coding

Log Likelihood Function
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Updating the Weights

Derivative Matrix of CEE wrt Weight Matrix
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Beech Forest Buchenwald I by Gustav Klimt

• https://www.wikigallery.org/wiki/painting_9866/Gustav-Klimt/Beech-Forest-Buchenwald-I
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Chapter	19

Backpropagation
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 5 of MML
Backpropagation

2021.11.17.

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
Violin Concerto E Minor OP.64 
1. Allegro molto appassionato

Hilary Hahn, violin
Paavo Jarvi, conductor

Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra 
Seoul Arts Centre Concert @Jun 11, 2012

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzbC39utkTw
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Computational Graph

Computational Graph
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Basic Computational Graphs

Plus
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Sum
ଡܹ

Product
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Split

Broadcasting  <1>
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Broadcasting  <2>

Product of a Vector and a Matrix  <1>
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Product of a Vector and a Matrix  <2> 

Product of Two Matrices
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Computational Graphs of Activation Functions

ReLU Function
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Sigmoid Function <1>

Sigmoid Function <2>
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Sigmoid Function <3>

Sigmoid Function <4>
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Sigmoid Function <5>

Another Computational Graph of Sigmoid Function 
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Affine Node  <1>

ଖ

Affine Node  <2>
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Softmax Function  <1>

Softmax Function  <2>
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Computational Graphs of Risk Functions

MSE  <1>
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MSE  <2>

Cross Entropy Error  <1>
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Cross Entropy Error  <2>

Computational Graph of 
Softmax Function and Cross Entropy Error
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Softmax and Cross Entropy Error  <1>

Softmax and Cross Entropy Error  <2>
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Computational Graph Before Softmax Function

Forward Propagation
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Backpropagation  <1>

Backpropagation  <2>
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Backpropagation  <3>

Computational Graph before Softmax
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Automatic Differentiation 

Automatic Differentiation and Symbolic Differentiation

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4860262
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Automatic Differentiation (AutoDiff, AD)

• The basic insight of AutoDiff is that any function coded into 
a computer program can be broken down to basic 
mathematical functions such as arithmetic, trigonometric, 
logarithmic functions. 
• Any function called a main function can be constructed as a 

computational graph consisting of the basic functions. 
• The derivative function can be constructed as a 

computational graph and the chain rule of calculus can be 
used to compute the derivative at any node in the graph. 
• The main graph (MainG) and the derivative graph (DeriG) 

are for the main function and its derivative, respectively.
• MainG and DeriG can be constructed simultaneously as we 

build out the neural network. 

Jacobian of SGD Algorithm 

• An SGD algorithm iterates in batches of instances to learn 
the weights of the network. 
• At each iteration, we compute Jacobian        for the neural 

network with n inputs and m outputs before we proceed to 
the next iteration:
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Reverse Mode vs Forward Mode

• Reverse mode accumulation
 At each iteration of SGD, evaluate MainG first. 
 Compute the loss and then compute the DeriG on the way 

back to compute the gradient using the loss. 
 Then the weights are adjusted and the next iteration is 

performed. 
 Computing DeriG on the way back is the backpropagation.
• Forward mode accumulation
 Evaluate DeriG along with MainG in each iteration. 
 At the end of the forward step, DeriG is also available. 
 The gradient can then be applied and the next iteration can 

be started.

Cost of Computation

• Note that with either reverse mode or forward mode, the end 
result is the same-the value of the gradient computed is the 
same. 
• The difference is the cost of computation. The number of 

matrix-matrix operations in the forward accumulation mode 
is O(n³), but the number of matrix-vector operations in the 
reverse accumulation mode is O(n²).
• If n > m (i.e, inputs are more than outputs), then 

backpropagation is more efficient. Otherwise, forward mode 
accumulation would be better. 
• Therefore, while designing your neural net, you must 

carefully choose your gradient computation algorithm that is 
most efficient for your application. 
• In many popular neural nets today, the outputs are far less 

than the inputs, and hence backpropagation is more popular.
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Backpropagation and Automatic Differentiation

• [Wiki] The backpropagation algorithm for calculating a 
gradient has been rediscovered a number of times, and is a 
special case of a more general technique called automatic 
differentiation in the reverse accumulation mode.

• The most important distinction between backpropagation and 
reverse-mode AD is that the AD computes the vector-
Jacobian product of a vector valued function of 
while backpropagation computes the gradient of a scalar 
valued function of

• When we train neural networks, we always have a scalar-
valued loss function, so we are always using 
backpropagation. 

Example: Spiral Dataset
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Data Generation

Data Generating

dl Еࢿࠖ
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Python Program  <1>

Python Program  <2>
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Spiral Dataset

Neural Network Without Hidden Layer
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Spiral Dataset

Ь. 

 ֻ۰߾Е

Cost Function
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۱ٔգ̘ ۺୖࢺْ

Linear Classifier of Spiral Data

• Ԃۛؿ = 0, টԼۛ ɾۛچ ,1 = = 2
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Neural Network With One Hidden Layer

Р 1ʋ ЊԜωચࡐ
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Update of Parameters  <1>

Update of Parameters  <2>
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Update of Parameters  <3>

Update of Parameters  <4>
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Update of Parameters  <5>

Update of Parameters  <6>
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Р 1ʋ ЊԜωચࡐ ۺୖࢺ
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ਜ਼Ԝѓરݘ ٔգ̘

The Tree of Life, Stoclet Frieze by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_032.jpg
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Probability	and	Statistics
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Intermediate Mathematics 
for Data Science 

Chapter 6 of MML
Probability and Statistics

2021.11.22. 

ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Johann Sebastian Bach
Cantata Christ lag in Todesbanden BWV 4

(Cantata for the First Day of Easter)

Münchener Bach-Chor
Münchener Bach-Orchester

Karl Richter, conductor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUDQWBkj9t4
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

Agenda

• Elementary Statistics
• Probability w/o and w/ measures
• Mathematical Statistics
• Multivariate Statistics
• Bayesian Methods
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Random Variable and Probability Distribution

• Probability, loosely speaking, concerns the study of 
uncertainty. 
• Probability can be thought of as the fraction of times an 

event occurs, or as a degree of belief about an event. 
• We then would like to use this probability to measure the 

chance of something occurring in an experiment. 
• We often quantify uncertainty in the data, uncertainty in the 

ML model, and uncertainty in the predictions produced by 
the model. 
• Quantifying uncertainty requires the idea of a random 

variable, which is a function that maps outcomes of random 
experiments to a set of properties that we are interested in. 
• Associated with the random variable is a function that 

measures the probability that a particular outcome (or set of 
outcomes) will occur; this is called the probability 
distribution.  

Probability Space

• Probability distributions are used as a building block for 
other concepts, such as probabilistic modeling (Section 8.4), 
graphical models (Section 8.5), and model selection (Section 
8.6). 

• In the next section, we present the three concepts that define 
a probability space (the sample space, the events, and the 
probability of an event) and how they are related to a fourth 
concept called the random variable. 
• The presentation is deliberately slightly hand wavy since a 

rigorous presentation may occlude the intuition behind the 
concepts. 
• An outline of the concepts presented in this chapter are 

shown in Figure 6.1.
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A Mind Map

6.1 Construction of 
Probability Space
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Probability Books Without Measure Theory

• Ross, S.M. (2018) A First Course in Probability (10th

edition), Pearson. – One of the most popular probability 
textbooks.
• McKean, H. (2014). Probability: The Classical Limit 

Theorems, Cambridge University Press. – You may get some 
intuitive idea from this book.

Theory of Probability

• The theory of probability aims at defining a mathematical 
structure to describe random outcomes of experiments. 
• For example, when tossing a single coin, we can NOT  

determine the outcome, but by doing a large number of coin 
tosses, we can observe a regularity in the average outcome. 
• Central Limit Theorem and Law of Large Numbers
• Using this mathematical structure of probability, the goal 

is to perform automated reasoning, and in this sense, 
probability generalizes logical reasoning (Jaynes, 2003).
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6.1.1 Philosophical Issues

Philosophical Basis of Probability

• The philosophical basis of probability and how it should be 
somehow related to what we think should be true (in the 
logical sense) was studied by Cox (Jaynes, 2003). 
• Another way to think about it is that if we are precise about 

our common sense, we end up constructing probabilities.
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Jaynes’s Three Mathematical Criteria 

• E. T. Jaynes (1922–1998) identified three mathematical 
criteria, which must apply to all plausibilities:

1. The degrees of plausibility (̐ԟҞଡ) are represented by 
real numbers.

2. These numbers must be based on the rules of common 
sense.

3. The resulting reasoning must be consistent, with the three 
following meanings of the word “consistent”:

a. Consistency or non-contradiction: When the same result 
can be reached through different means, the same 
plausibility value must be found in all cases.

b. Honesty: All available data must be taken into account.
c. Reproducibility: If our state of knowledge about two 

problems are the same, then we must assign the same 
degree of plausibility to both of them.

Rules of Probability

• The Cox–Jaynes theorem proves these plausibilities to be 
sufficient to define the universal mathematical rules that 
apply to plausibility p, up to transformation by an arbitrary 
monotonic function. 
• Crucially, these rules are the rules of probability.
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Frequentists and Bayesian 

• In ML and statistics, there are two major interpre- tations of 
probability: the Bayesian and frequentist interpretations.

• The Bayesian interpretation uses probability to specify the 
degree of uncertainty that the user has about an event. It is 
sometimes referred to as “subjective probability” or 
“degree of belief ”. 

• The frequentist interpretation considers the relative 
frequencies of events of interest to the total number of events 
that occurred. The probability of an event is defined as the 
relative frequency of the event in the limit when one  has  
infinite data. 

Discrete vs Continuous

• Some ML texts on probabilistic models use lazy notation and 
jargon, which is confusing. This text is no exception. 
• Multiple distinct concepts are all referred to as “probability 

distribution”, and the reader has to often disentangle the 
meaning from the context. 
• One trick to help make sense of probability distributions is to 

check whether we are trying to model something categorical
(a discrete random variable) or something continuous (a 
continuous random variable). 

• The kinds of questions we tackle in ML are closely related to 
whether we are considering categorical or continuous models.
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6.1.2 Probability and Random Variables

Three Ideas for Discussing Probabilities

• There are three distinct ideas that are often confused when 
discussing probabilities. 
• The first is the idea of a probability space, which allows us 

to quantify the idea of a probability. However, we mostly do 
NOT work directly with this basic probability space. 
• The second idea is to work with random variables, which 

transfers the probability to a more convenient (often 
numerical) space. 
• The third idea is the idea of a distribution or law associated 

with a random variable. (probability density)

• We will introduce the first two ideas in this section and 
expand on the third idea in Section 6.2.
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Three Components of Probability Space

Probability Space and Random Variable

• Given a probability space (Ω, ,P), we want to use it to 
model some real-world phenomenon. 
• In ML, we often avoid explicitly referring to the probability 

space, but instead refer to probabilities on quantities of 
interest, which we denote by 
• In this book, we refer to as the target space and refer to 

elements of      as states. 
• We introduce a function that takes an element 

of Ω (an outcome) and returns a particular quantity of 
interest      a value) in       This association/mapping X from 
Ω to     is called a random variable (RV). 

• The probability of a single event must lie in the interval [0, 
1], and the total probability over all outcomes in the sample 
space Ω must be 1, i.e., P(Ω) = 1. 
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Tossing Two Coins

• For example, in the case of tossing two coins and counting  
the number of heads, an RV X maps to the three possible 
outcomes: X(hh) = 2, X(ht) = 1, X(th) = 1, and X(tt) = 0. In 
this particular case, {0, 1, 2}, and it is the probabilities 
on elements of that we are interested in. 

• For a finite sample space Ω and finite       the function 
corresponding to an RV is essentially a lookup table. 

• For any subset we associate (the 
probability) to a particular event occurring corresponding to 
the RV X. 

• The name “random variable” is a great source of 
misunderstanding as it is neither random nor is it a variable. 
It is a function.

Other Names of Sample Space

• The aforementioned sample space Ω unfortunately is 
referred to by different names in different books. 
• Another common name for Ω is “state space” (Jacod and 

Protter, 2004), but state space is sometimes reserved for 
referring to states in a dynamical system (Hasselblatt and 
Katok, 2003).   

• Other names sometimes used to describe Ω are: “sample 
description space”,  “possibility  space,” and “event  space”.
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[Wiki] Probability Space

Example 6.1
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Example 6.1  (Continued)

Law or Distribution
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[Wiki] Countable Set

The set of all rational 
numbers is countable

Kind of Probability Space

• The target space, that is, the range of the random variable 
(RV) X, is used to indicate the kind of probability space, i.e., 
a random variable (RV). 
• When      is finite or countably infinite, this is called a 

discrete random variable (Section 6.2.1). 
• For continuous random variables (Section 6.2.2), we only 

consider                or  
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Kolmogorov’s Axiomatic Approach of Probability

• [Wiki] The Kolmogorov axioms are the foundations 
of probability theory introduced by Andrey Kolmogorov in 
1933. These axioms remain central and have direct 
contributions to mathematics, the physical sciences, and real-
world probability cases.An alternative approach to 
formalizing probability, favored by some Bayesians, is given 
by Cox's theorem.
• Modern probability is based on the set of axioms proposed 

by Kolmogorov that introduce the three concepts of sample 
space, event space, and probability measure. 

• The probability space models a real-world process 
(referred to as an experiment) with random outcomes.

[Wiki] Three Axioms of Probability
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Probability Measure and
Distribution Function
۴ػԻষɾѺফߔ ‘্Ѧࠪթ’۰߾
ଞʨࡈ

Measurable Space and Measurable Set
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Measure and Measure Space

Probability Measure

Probability Measure
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ࢼֵ 1.4.1  <1>

ࢼֵ 1.4.1  <2>
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Finite Additivity and Countable Additivity

Trace
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6.1.3  Statistics

Probability, Statistics and Machine Learning  <1>

• Probability theory and statistics are often presented 
together, but they concern different aspects of uncertainty. 
• One way of contrasting them is by the kinds of problems that 

are considered. 
• Using probability, we can consider a model of some process, 

where the underlying uncertainty is captured by RVs, and we 
use the rules of probability to derive what happens. 
• In statistics, we observe that something has happened and try 

to figure out the underlying process that explains the 
observations. 
• In this sense, ML is close to statistics in its goals to construct 

a model that adequately represents the process that generated 
the data. However, we can use the rules of probability to 
obtain a “best-fitting” model for some data.
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Probability, Statistics and Machine Learning  <2>

• Another aspect of ML systems is that we are interested in 
generalization error (see Chapter 8). 
• This means that we are actually interested in the 

performance of our system on instances that we WILL 
observe in future, which are not identical to the instances 
that we have seen so far. 
• This analysis of future performance relies on probability and 

statistics, most of which is beyond what will be presented in 
this chapter. 
• Shalev-Shwartz, S. and Ben-David, S. (2014)     

Understanding Machine Learning: From Theory to  
Algorithms, Cambridge University Press. 
• Boucheron, S., Lugosi, G. and Massart, P. (2013)    

Concentration Inequalities: A Nonasymptotic Theory of  
Independence, Oxford University Press.

[Wiki] Statistical Inference

• Statistical inference is the process of using data analysis to 
infer properties of an underlying distribution of probability. 
• Inferential statistical analysis infers properties of a 

population, e.g. by testing hypotheses and deriving estimates. 
• It is assumed that the observed data set is sampled from a 

larger population. 
• Inferential statistics can be contrasted with descriptive 

statistics. Descriptive statistics is solely concerned with 
properties of the observed data, and it does NOT rest on the 
assumption that the data come from a larger population. 
• In ML, the term inference is sometimes used to mean "make 

a prediction, by evaluating an already trained model"; in this 
context inferring properties of the model is referred to as 
training or learning (rather than inference), and using a 
model for prediction is referred to as inference (instead of 
prediction).
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6.2 Discrete and Continuous 
Probabilities

Probability Mass function & Cumulative Distribution Function 

• Depending on whether the target space is discrete or 
continuous, the natural way to refer to distributions is 
different. 
• When the target space is discrete, we can specify the 

probability that a random variable X takes a particular value 
x, denoted as P(X = x). The expression P(X = x) for a 
discrete random variable X is known as the probability mass 
function (pmf). 
• When the target space is continuous, e.g., the real line R, it 

is more natural to specify the probability that a random 
variable X is in an interval, denoted by 
• By convention, we specify the probability that an RV  X is 

less than a particular value x, denoted by
• The expression for a continuous random variable 

X is known as the cumulative distribution function (cdf). 
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Univariate and Multivariate

• We will use the phrase univariate distribution to refer to 
distributions of a single random variable (whose states are 
denoted by non-bold x). 
• We will refer to distributions of more than one random 

variable as multivariate distributions, and will usually 
consider a vector of random variables (whose states are  
denoted by bold x) or a random vector.

6.2 Discrete and Continuous 
Probabilities

6.2.1 Discrete Probabilities 
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Joint Probability

Marginal Probability & Conditional Probability
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Example 6.2 

Example 6.2 (continued)
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Categorical Variables

• In ML, we use discrete probability distributions to model 
categorical variables, i.e., variables that take a finite set of 
unordered values. 
• They could be categorical features, such as the degree taken 

at university when used for predicting the salary of a person, 
or categorical labels, such as letters of the alphabet when 
doing handwriting recognition. 
• Discrete distributions are also often used to construct 

probabilistic models that combine a finite number of 
continuous distributions (Chapter 11).

Measurable Function and
Random Variable
۴ػԻষɾѺফߔ ‘্Ѧࠪթ’۰߾
ଞʨࡈ
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Notations

Measurable Function and Random Variable
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Random Variable

Generating Random Space
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Random Variables  <1>

Random Variables  <2>
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Random Variables  <3>

6.2 Discrete and Continuous 
Probabilities

6.2.2 Continuous Probabilities 
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Real-Valued Random Variables

• We consider real-valued random variables in this section, 
i.e., we  consider target spaces that are intervals of the real 
line R.
• We pretend that we can perform operations on real RVs       

as if we have discrete probability spaces with finite  states. 
• However, this simplification is NOT precise for two  

situations: (1) when we repeat something infinitely often 
(i.o.), and  (2) when we want to draw a point from an 
interval.  
• The first situation arises when we discuss generalization  

errors in ML. 
• The second situation arises when we want to discuss  

continuous distributions, such as the Gaussian.   
• For our purposes, the lack of precision allows for a  briefer  

introduction to probability.

Measure

• In continuous spaces, there are TWO additional technicalities, 
which are counterintuitive.   

1) The set of all subsets is NOT well behaved enough for the event 
space which needs to be restricted to behave well under set 
complements, set intersections, and set unions.  (measurable)

2) The size of  a set turns out to be tricky. The size of a set  is 
called its measure.  

• For example, the cardinality(ϨѦ) of discrete sets, the length of 
an interval in R, and the volume of a region in       are all measures.

• Sets that behave well under set operations and additionally have a  
topology are called a Borel σ-algebra.  

• Betancourt details a careful construction of probability spaces 
from set theory without being bogged down in technicalities; see  
https://tinyurl.com/yb3t6mfd
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Cantor Set  <1>

• Lebesgueחٗࢶ (IM&Fݤչइ ࢸ3.9ࢿ ,(7

Cantor Set  <2>
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https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Fractal-models-of-porous-media-a-
Cantor-dust-D-3-ln-2-ln-3-189-b-Sierpinski_fig2_235475627

Devil's Staircase

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CantorEscalier.svg
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References With Measure Theory

• Billingsley, P. (1995) Probability and Measure, Wiley. 
• Jacod. J. and Protter, P. (2004) Probability Essentials, 

Springer.

Probability Density Function
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Random Vector

• Remember that we consider real-valued RVs with their 
corresponding Borel σ-algebra.  

• We consider random variables with values in         to be  a 
vector of real-valued random variables called a random 
vector.

Cumulative Distribution Function
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6.2 Discrete and Continuous 
Probabilities

6.2.3 Contrasting Discrete and Continuous 
Distributions

Discrete Uniform Random Variable  <1>

• ଝ˓̖ IV, ࢠ1ࢿ
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Discrete Uniform Random Variable  <2>

Continuous Uniform Random Variable  <1>
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Continuous Uniform Random Variable  <2>

Uniform Distributions
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Example 6.3

Numerical Values of Discrete R.V. 

[Table 6.3] Nomenclature  for probability distributions
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Pmf, Pdf, and Cdf

• Unfortunately, ML literature uses notation and nomenclature 
that  hides the distinction between the sample space (ئָָ) Ω,  
the target space T,  and the random variable (RV)  X.  

• For a value x of the set of possible outcomes of the RV X, i.e., xଲ
T,  p(x) denotes the probability that RV X has the outcome x. 

• For discrete RVs, this is written as P(X = x), which is known as 
the probability mass function (pmf). The pmf is often referred to 
as the “distribution”. 

• For continuous variables, p(x) is called the probability density 
function (pdf, often referred to as a density). 

• To muddy things even further, the cumulative distribution function
(cdf)                     is often also referred to as the “distribution”. 

• In this chapter, we will use the notation X to refer to both 
univariate and multivariate RVs, and denote the states by x and x
respectively. 

Bayes Theorem
ଝ˓̖ VIII: Bayesian Method for Finance and 
Economics, ࢸ1.2ࢿ
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Our Question

[Wiki] Law of Total Probability
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Bayes’ theorem

• [Wiki]  In probability theory and statistics, Bayes’ 
theorem (alternatively Bayes’s theorem, Bayes’s
law or Bayes’s rule) describes the probability of an event, 
based on prior knowledge of conditions that might be related 
to the event.

• For example, if the risk of developing health problems is 
known to increase with age, Bayes’s theorem allows the risk 
to an individual of a known age to be assessed more 
accurately than simply assuming that the individual is typical 
of the population as a whole.

Bayes’ Theorem for Two Events (Discrete)  <1> 

• Conditional probability

• Bayes’ Theorem:

• Bayes’ Theorem through the law of total probability

• A 1975(?) SNU entrance examination problem
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Definitions in Statistics and Machine Learning

• https://sites.google.com/site/calimariphysicaltherapy/researc
h-design/screening

Power

[Wiki] Positive Predictive Value (PPV)
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[Wiki] Drug Testing  <1>

• Suppose, a particular test for whether someone has been using 
cannabis (marijuana) is 90% sensitive, meaning the true positive 
rate (TPR) is 0.90. Therefore it leads to 90% true positive results 
(correct identification of drug use) for cannabis users. 

• The test is also 80% specific, meaning true negative rate (TNR) 
is 0.80. Therefore the test correctly identifies 80% of non-use for 
non-users, but also generates 20% false positives, or false positive 
rate (FPR) is 0.20, for non-users. 

• Assuming 0.05 prevalence, meaning 5% of people use cannabis.
• What is the probability that a random person who tests positive is 

really a cannabis user? 
• The positive predictive value (PPV) of a test is the proportion of 

persons who are actually positive out of all those testing positive, 
and can be calculated from a sample as: 

PPV = True positive/Tested positive 

[Wiki] Drug Testing  <2>

• If sensitivity, specificity, and prevalence are known, PPV can 
be calculated using Bayes theorem. Let P(User|Positive) 
mean "the probability that someone is a cannabis user given 
that they test positive," which is what is meant by PPV. We 
can write
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[Wiki] Base Rate Fallacy

• The base rate fallacy, also called base rate neglect or base 
rate bias, is a fallacy. 
• ̛টݤהٸଜЕ̐մѹۢɽ

• If presented with related base rate information (i.e., 
general information on prevalence) and specific 
information (i.e., information pertaining only to a specific 
case), people tend to ignore the base rate in favor of the 
individuating information, rather than correctly integrating 
the two.

[Wiki] False Positive Paradox

• An example of the base rate fallacy is how surprised people are by 
the false positive paradox, situations where there are more false 
positive test results than true positives. 

• [Example] 
 It might be that of 1,000 people tested for AIDS, 50 of them test 

positive for having it, but that is due to 10 truly having it and 40 
mistaken test results, because only 10 people of those tested 
actually have AIDS but the test sometimes gives false results. 

 The probability of a positive test result is determined NOT ONLY 
by the accuracy of the test BUT ALSO by the characteristics of 
the sampled population. 

 When the prevalence, the proportion of those who have a given 
condition, is lower than the test's false positive rate, even tests that 
have a very low chance of giving a false positive in an individual 
case will give more false than true positives overall.

 The paradox surprises most people.
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Example of Base-Rate Fallacy

• from Bennett’s book ‘Randomness’
• If a test to detect a disease, whose prevalence is one in a thousand, 

has a false positive rate of 5 percent and a false negative rate of 
near 0 percent, what is the chance that a person found to have a 
positive result actually has the disease, assuming you know 
nothing about the person’s symptoms or signs?

• In a study at a prominent medical school, physicians, residents, 
and fourth-year medical students, this question was asked. 

• Almost half of the respondents answered 95 (=100-5) percent. 
Only 18 percent of the group got the correct answer (= about 2 
percent). Those answering incorrectly were once again FAILING 
to take into account the importance of the base-rate information 
(prevalence), namely, (only) 1 person among 1000 tested will 
have the disease.

Base-Rate Fallacy 

• Denote ‘true Positive’, ‘true Negative’, ‘observed Positive’, 
and ‘observed Negative’ by                          and
• Then, 

• Bayes’ theorem implies a seemingly strange result 

• If                           then 

Sensitivity
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Base-Rate Fallacy 

• The commonsense way to think mathematically about the 
problem is this: Only 1 person in 1000 has this disease, as 
compared with about 50 in 1000 who will get a false positive 
result (5 percent of 999). 
• It is far more likely that any one person who tests positive 

will be one of the 50 false positives than the 1 true positive. 
In fact, the odds are 1 in 51 that any one person who tests 
positive actually has the disease, and that translates into only 
a 2 percent chance, even in light of the positive test.
• False positives are NOT human errors NOR lab errors. They 

happen because screening tests are designed to be overly 
sensitive in picking up people who deviate from some 
physiological norm, even though those people do not have 
the disease in question.

Bayes’ Theorem for Several Events (Discrete)

• Let                              be a partition of the sample space
• Then, Bayes rule is   
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[Wiki] Bayes’ Theorem for Several Events  <1>

• (Ex from Wiki) A factory produces an item using three 
machines - A, B, and C - which account for 20%, 30%, and 
50% of its output, respectively. Of the items produced by 
machine A, 5% are defective; similarly, 3% of machine B's 
items and 1% of machine C's are defective. If a randomly 
selected item is defective, what is the probability it was 
produced by machine C?             (ans. 5/24)

[Wiki] Bayes’ Theorem for Several Events  <2>

• Let Xi denote the event that a randomly chosen item was 
made by the i th machine (for i = A,B,C). Let Y denote the 
event that a randomly chosen item is defective. Then, we are 
given the following information:

• The law of total probability implies 

• By Bayes’ theorem,  
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Bayes Theorem (Continuous)  <1>

(Ex) EM Algorithm in Part II

ܹۘ̍ࢽ

Bayes Theorem (Continuous)  <2>

Bayes Theorem
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Continuous Example  <1>

• ଝ˓̖ VIII, Sec 1.2

likelihood

Continuous Example  <2>
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Continuous Example  <3>

Posterior Distribution and MCMC
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[Reference 1] The Signal and the Noise  by Nate Silver

• [Wiki] The Signal and the Noise: Why Most Predictions 
Fail – but Some Don't (alternatively stylized as The Signal 
and the Noise : Why So Many Predictions Fail – but Some 
Don't) is a 2012 book by Nate Silver detailing the art of 
using probability and statistics as applied to real-world 
circumstances. 
• The book includes case studies from elections, baseball, 

climate change, the 2008 financial crash, poker, and weather 
forecasting.
• Bayes’ theorem is nominally a mathematical formula. But it 

is really much more than that. It implies that we must think 
differently about our ideas.
• https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/what-nate-

silver-gets-wrong

[Reference 2] The Theory That Would Not Die

• The Theory That Would Not Die: How Bayes' Rule 
Cracked the Enigma Code, Hunted Down Russian 
Submarines, and Emerged Triumphant from Two 
Centuries of Controversy by Sharon Bertsch McGrayne. 

• Sharon Bertsch McGrayne introduces Bayes’s theorem in her 
new book with a remark by John Maynard Keynes: 

• https://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/07/books/review/the-theory-that-
would-not-die-by-sharon-bertsch-mcgrayne-book-review.html
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Books Admiring Bayes’  Thorem

6.3 Sum Rule, Product Rule, 
and Bayes’ Theorem
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Two Fundamental Rules of Probability Distributions

• Probabilistic modeling provides a principled foundation for 
designing ML methods. 
• There are only two fundamental rules, the sum rule and the 

product rule, of probability distributions.

The First Rule; The Sum Rule
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No Polynomial-Time Algorithm for the Sum Rule

• Many of the computational challenges of probabilistic 
modeling are due to the application of the sum rule. 
• When there are many variables or discrete variables with 

many states, the sum rule boils down to performing a high-
dimensional sum or integral. 
• Performing high-dimensional sums or integrals is generally 

computationally hard, in the sense that there is NO known 
polynomial-time algorithm to calculate them exactly.

The Second Rule; The Product Rule
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Bayes’ Theorem

Prior, Posterior, and Likelihood
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Marginal Likelihood

Full Posterior Distribution

• The posterior distribution is the quantity of interest as it 
encapsulates all available information from the prior and the data. 

• It is possible to focus on some statistic of the posterior, such as the 
maximum of the posterior. However, focusing on some statistic of 
the posterior leads to loss of information. If we think in a bigger 
context, then the posterior can be used within a decision-making 
system, and having the full posterior can be extremely useful and 
lead to decisions that are robust to disturbances. 

• For example, in the context of model-based reinforcement 
learning, Deisenroth et al. (2015) show that using the full posterior 
distribution of plausible transition functions leads to very fast 
(data/sample efficient) learning, whereas focusing on the 
maximum of the posterior leads to consistent failures. Therefore, 
having the full posterior can be very useful for a downstream task.

• In Chapter 9, we will  continue  this  discussion  in  the  context  
of  linear  regression.
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6.4 Summary Statistics and 
Independence

Summary Statistics

• We are often interested in summarizing sets of random 
variables (RVs) and comparing pairs of RVs. 
• A statistic of an RV is a deterministic function of that RV. 
• The summary statistics of a distribution provide one useful 

view of how an RV behaves, and provide numbers that 
summarize and characterize the distribution. 
• We describe the mean and the variance, two well-known 

summary statistics. Then we discuss two ways to compare a 
pair of RVs: first, how to say that two RVs are independent; 
and second, how to compute an inner product between them.
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6.4 Summary Statistics and 
Independence

6.4.1  Means and Covariances

Expected Value

• The concept of the expected value is central to machine 
learning, and the foundational concepts of probability itself 
can be derived from the expected value (Whittle, 2000).
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Expectation as an Operator

• Definition 6.3 defines the meaning of the notation as 
the operator indicating that we should take the integral wrt
the probability density (for continuous distributions) or the 
sum over all states (for discrete distributions). 
• The definition of the mean (Definition 6.4), is a special case 

of the expected value, obtained by choosing to be 
the identity function.
• The expected value of a function of an RV is sometimes 

referred to as the law of the unconscious statistician
(Casella and  Berger,  2002, Section  2.2).
• In this section, we consider discrete RVs to have numerical 

outcomes. This can be seen by observing that the function g
takes real numbers as inputs.

Probability and Expectation
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Random Vector and its Expectation

• We consider multivariate random variables X as a finite 
vector of univariate random variables
• It is usually called a random vector.
• Denote the expected value wrt the d-th element of the 

random vector X  by The expectation of X is 
defined by

Mean of a Random Vector
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[Wiki] Mean, Median and Mode

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Relationship_between_me
an_and_median_under_different_skewness.png

Median

• In one dimension, there are two other intuitive notions of 
“average”, which are the median and the mode. 

• The median is the “middle” value if we sort the values, i.e., 
50% of the values are greater than the median and 50% are 
smaller than the median. 
• This idea can be generalized to continuous values by 

considering the value where the cdf (Definition 6.2) is 0.5. 
• For distributions, which are asymmetric or have long tails, 

the median provides an estimate of a typical value that is 
closer to human intuition than the mean value. 
• The median is more robust to outliers than the mean. 
• The generalization of the median to higher dimensions is 

non-trivial as there is no obvious way to “sort” in more than 
one dimension.
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Mode

• The mode is the most frequently occurring value. 
• For a discrete RV, the mode is defined as the value of x

having the highest frequency of occurrence. 
• For a continuous RV, the mode is defined as a peak in the 

density p(x). 
• A particular density p(x) may have more than one mode, and 

furthermore there may be a very large number of modes in 
high-dimensional distributions. Therefore, finding all the 
modes of a distribution can be computationally challenging.

Example 6.4  (Gaussian Mixture)
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Figure 6.4

• Illustration of the mean, mode, and median for a two-
dimensional dataset, as well as its marginal densities.

Expectation As a Linear Operator
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Covariance and Standard Deviation

• The covariance intuitively represents the notion of how 
dependent RVs are to one another.

• When the RV associated with the expectation or covariance 
is clear by its arguments, the subscript is often suppressed
(for example, is often written as  
•
• The covariance of an RV with itself Cov[x, x] is called the 

variance and is denoted by 
• The square root of the variance is called the standard 

deviation and is often denoted by σ(x). 

Covariances

• Definition 6.6 can be applied with the same random vector in 
both arguments, which results in a useful concept that 
intuitively captures the “spread” of an RV.  
• For an RV, the variance describes the relation between 

individual dimensions of the random vector.
• It is called a Variance-Covariance matrix, a Covariance 

matrix, or a Variance matrix.
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Covariance Matrix

• The DŐD matrix in (6.38c) is called the covariance matrix of the random 
vector X. 

• The covariance matrix is symmetric and positive semidefinite and tells us 
something about the spread of the data. In this class we assume that it is 
positive definite.

• On its diagonal, the covariance matrix contains the variances of the marginal 

• The off-diagonal entries are the cross-covariance Cov for           

Correlation Matrix

• The normalized version of covariance is called the 
correlation.

• The correlation matrix is the covariance matrix of 
standardized RVs, x/σ(x). In other words, each RV is divided 
by its standard deviation (the square root of the variance) in 
the correlation matrix.
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Correlation Matrix

• The covariance (and correlation) indicate how two random 
variables are related; see Figure 6.5. 

• Positive correlation corr[ x, y] means that when x grows, 
then y is also expected to grow.
• Negative correlation corr[ x, y] means that as x increases, 

then y decreases.

6.4 Summary Statistics and 
Independence

6.4.2    Empirical  Means  and  Covariances
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Population and Sample

• The definitions in Section 6.4.1 are often also called the 
population mean and covariance, as it refers to the true 
statistics for the population. 
• In ML, we need to learn from empirical observations of data.
• Consider an RV X. There are two conceptual steps to go 

from population statistics to the realization of empirical 
statistics (sample statistics). 

 [1] We use the fact that we have a finite dataset (of size N ) 
to construct an empirical statistic that is a function of a finite 
number of identical random variables, 

 [2] We observe the data, that is, we look at the 
realization of each of the RVs and apply the 
empirical statistic.

Sample Mean and Sample Covariance

• To compute the statistics for a particular dataset, we would 
use the realizations (observations) and use (6.41) 
and (6.42). 
• Empirical covariance matrices are symmetric, positive 

semidefinite (see Section 3.2.3).
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Positive Semi-definiteness of Covariances

[Wiki] Memoization

• In computing, memoization or memoisation is an 
optimization technique used primarily to speed up 
computer programs by storing the results of expensive 
function calls and returning the cached result when the same 
inputs occur again. 
• A memoized function "remembers" the results corresponding 

to some set of specific inputs. Subsequent calls with 
remembered inputs return the remembered result rather than 
recalculating it, thus eliminating the primary cost of a call 
with given parameters from all but the first call made to the 
function with those parameters. 
• Memoization is a way to lower a function's time cost in 

exchange for space cost; that is, memoized functions become 
optimized for speed in exchange for a higher use of 
computer memory space. 
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Memoization for Calculating Fibonacci Sequence <1>

Memoization for Calculating Fibonacci Sequence <2>
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Sequential Calculation of Mean and Covariance  <1>

• Խ,  p.450הࢢۏ˃

Sequential Calculation of Mean and Covariance  <2>
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Sequential Calculation of Mean and Covariance  <3>

Sequential Calculation of Mean and Covariance  <4>
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6.4 Summary Statistics and 
Independence

6.4.3 Three Expressions for the Variance

First Expression for the Variance
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Second Expression for the Variance

Third Expression for the Variance
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Derivation of Eq (6.45)

6.4 Summary Statistics and 
Independence

6.4.  Sums and Transformations of RVs
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Expectation and Covariance of Sum of RVs

• We may want to model a phenomenon that can NOT be well 
explained by textbook distributions (we introduce some in 
Sections 6.5 and 6.6), and hence may perform simple 
manipulations of RVs (such as adding two random variables).

Mean, Cariance and Covariance of an Affine RV
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6.4 Summary Statistics and 
Independence

6.4.5  Statistical Inference 

Definition of Independence
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iid

Conditional Independence
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• SASձࡈଞୃо˃ଝ

ˀܶ˔ۀْ <2>
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[Wiki] Partial Correlation  <1>

• Partial correlation measures the degree of association 
between two random variables, with the effect of a set of 
controlling random variables removed. 
• If we are interested in finding to what extent there is a 

numerical relationship between two variables of interest, 
using their correlation coefficient will give misleading 
results if there is another, confounding, variable that is 
numerically related to both variables of interest. 
• This misleading information can be avoided by controlling 

for the confounding variable, which is done by computing 
the partial correlation coefficient. 
• This is precisely the motivation for including other right-side 

variables in a multiple regression; but while multiple 
regression gives unbiased results for the effect size, it does 
NOT give a numerical value of a measure of the strength of 
the relationship between the two variables of interest. 

[Wiki] Partial Correlation  <2>
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[Wiki] Partial Correlation  <3>

[Wiki] Geometrical Interpretation of Partial Correlation

• Geometrical interpretation of partial correlation for the case 
of N = 3 observations and thus a 2-D hyperplane
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6.4 Summary Statistics and 
Independence

6.4.6  Inner Products of Random Variables

Norm and Inner Product of RVs
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Uncorrelated RVs and Pythagorean Theorem

Kullback-Leibler Divergence

• While it is tempting to use the Euclidean distance (constructed 
from the preceding definition of inner products) to compare 
probability distributions, it is unfortunately NOT the best way to 
obtain distances between distributions. 

• Recall that the probability mass (or density) is positive and needs 
to add up to 1. These constraints mean that distributions live on 
something called a statistical manifold. The study of this space of 
probability distributions is called information geometry. 

• Computing distances between distributions are often done using 
Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is a generalization of 
distances that account for properties of the statistical manifold. 

• Just like the Euclidean distance is a special case of a metric, the 
Kullback-Leibler divergence is a special case of two more 
general classes of divergences called Bregman divergences and 
f-divergences. 

• The study of divergences is beyond the scope of this book, and we 
refer for more details to the recent book by Amari (2016), one of 
the founders of the field of information geometry.
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Church in Cassone by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Klimt_-_Kirche_in_Cassone_-_1913.jpeg
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Chapter	21

Multivariate	Normal	Distribution
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/
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Partitioned Matrices
ୣ̆ٗ۱ (ଜ),  ٗࢸ2.9ࢿଟଭԱ

Sum of Partitioned Matrices
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Product of Partitioned Matrices

Properties of Partitioned Matrices  <1>
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Properties of Partitioned Matrices  <2>

Why?

We will prove them later.

Properties of Partitioned Matrices  <3>
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Properties of Partitioned Matrices  <4>

Positive Definiteness of a Matrix  <1>
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Positive Definiteness of a Matrix  <2>

Positive Definiteness of a Matrix  <3>
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Schur Complement of a Symmetric Matrix  <1>

• Boyd, S. and Vandenberghe, L. (2004) Convex Optimization

Schur Complement of a Symmetric Matrix  <2>
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Schur Complement of a Symmetric Matrix  <3>

Schur Complement of a Symmetric Matrix  <4>
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[Wiki] Schur Complement  <1>

• The Schur complement arises when performing a block 
Gaussian elimination on the matrix M. 

• In order to eliminate the elements below the block diagonal, 
one multiplies the matrix M by a block lower triangular 
matrix on the right as follows:

Block Upper Block Diagonal Block Lower

[Wiki] Schur Complement  <2>
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Multivariate Normal Distribution
ଝ˓̖ VIII, ࢸ1.3ࢿ
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Moment Generating Function  <1>

Moment Generating Function  <2>

Ь۽ݥվଞЬ. (ۿଞΰ̖ࡈ˓VIII ॳ)
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Normal Random Variable

Normal Random Vector  <1>
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Normal Random Vector  <2>

Normal Random Vector  <3>
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Normal Random Vector  <4>

Normal Random Vector  <5>
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Normal Random Vector  <6>

Normal Random Vector  <7>
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Conditional Distribution  <1>
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Conditional Distribution  <2>

Conditional Distribution  <3>
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Counter Example on Marginal Distributions

Independence of Mean and Variance  <1>
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Independence of Mean and Variance  <2>

Independence of Mean and Variance  <3>
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Conditional Distribution  <4>

Conditional Distribution  <5>
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Conditional Distribution  <6>

6.5 Gaussian Distribution
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Gauss Distribution  <1>

• The Gaussian distribution is the most well-studied 
probability distribution for continuous-valued random 
variables. It is also referred to as the normal distribution.  

• Its importance originates from the fact that it has many  
computationally convenient properties, which we will be 
discussing in the following. 
• In particular, we will use it to define the likelihood and 

prior for linear regression, and consider a mixture of 
Gaussians for density estimation. 
• There are many other areas of ML that also benefit from 

using a Gaussian distribution, for example, Gaussian 
processes, variational inference, and reinforcement learning.

• It is also widely used in other application areas such as 
signal processing (e.g., Kalman filter), control (e.g., linear 
quadratic regulator: LQR), and statistics (e.g., hypothesis 
testing).

Gauss Distribution  <2>
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Figure 6.7  Gaussian Distribution

• Gaussian distribution of two random variables  

Figure  6.8  Random Samples

• Gaussian distributions overlaid with 100 samples. 
(a)  One-dimensional case; (b) two-dimensional case.
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Applications of Gaussian RVs

• Gaussians are widely used in statistical estimation and ML  
as they have closed-form expressions for marginal and 
conditional distributions. 
• In Chapter 9, we use these closed-form expressions 

extensively for linear regression. 
• A major advantage of modeling with Gaussian RVs is that 

variable transformations are often NOT needed. 
• Since the Gaussian distribution is fully specified by its mean 

and covariance, we often can obtain the transformed 
distribution by applying the transformation to the mean and 
covariance of the RV. 

6.5 Gaussian Distribution
6.5.1 Marginals and Conditionals of Gaussians
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Marginal Distribution

Conditional Distribution
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Figure  6.9

(a) Bivariate Gaussian; (b) Marginal; (c) Conditional

Applications of Conditional Distributions

The conditional Gaussian distribution shows up in many places, 
where we are interested in posterior distributions:
a. The Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960), one of the most central 

algorithms for state estimation in signal processing, does 
nothing but computing Gaussian conditionals of joint 
distributions (Deisenroth and Ohlsson, 2011; Sarkka, 2013).

b. Gaussian processes (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006), which are 
a practical implementation of a distribution over functions. In a 
Gaussian process, we make assumptions of joint Gaussianity of 
RVs. By (Gaussian) conditioning on observed data, we can 
determine a posterior distribution over functions.

c. Latent linear Gaussian models (Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999; 
Mur- phy, 2012), which include probabilistic principal 
component analysis (PPCA) (Tipping and Bishop, 1999). We 
will look at PPCA in more detail in Section 10.7.
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Joint and Marginal Distributions

• The marginal distribution p(x) of a joint Gaussian 
distribution p(x, y) is itself Gaussian and computed by 
applying the sum rule (6.20) and given by

• The corresponding result holds for p(y), which is obtained by 
marginalizing wrt x. 
• Intuitively, looking at the joint distribution in (6.64), we 

ignore (i.e., integrate out) everything we are not interested in. 
This is illustrated in Figure 6.9(b).

Example 6.6
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6.5 Gaussian Distribution
6.5.2 Product of Gaussian Densities

Product of Gaussian Densities  <1>

Bayesian
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Product of Gaussian Densities  <2>

6.5 Gaussian Distribution
6.5.3 Sums and Linear Transformations
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Sum of Independent Gaussian RVs

Gaussian Mixture

• In Theorem 6.12, the RV x is from a density that is a mixture 
of two densities , weighted by α. 

• The theorem can be generalized to the random vector case.
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Proof of Theorem 6.12

Law of Total Variance

• For a mixture density, the individual components can be 
considered to be conditional distributions (conditioned on 
the component identity). 
• Equation (6.85c) is an example of the conditional variance 

formula, also known as the law of total variance, which 
generally states that for two RVs X and Y it holds that 

• That is the (total) variance of X is the expected conditional 
variance plus the variance of a conditional mean.
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Mixture Density and Conditional Density 

• For a mixture density, the individual components can be 
considered to be conditional distributions (conditioned on 
the component identity). 
• Let 
• Then

[Wiki] Law of Total Variance

• The law of total variance (aka variance decomposition 
formula, conditional variance formulas, law of iterated 
variances, Eve's law) states that if X and Y are RVs on the 
same probability space, and the variance of Y is finite, then

• In language perhaps better known to statisticians than to 
probability theorists, the two terms are the "unexplained" 
and the "explained" components of the variance respectively.
• In actuarial science, specifically credibility theory, the first 

component is called the expected value of the process 
variance (EVPV) and the second is called the variance of the 
hypothetical means (VHM). 
• These two components are also the source of the term "Eve's 

law", from the initials EV VE for "expectation of variance" 
and "variance of expectation". 
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[Wiki] Proof of the Law of Total Variance

Linear/Affine Transformation of a Gaussian RV

• Any linear/affine transformation of a Gaussian RV is  
Gaussian distributed.
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Reverse Transformation of a Gaussian RV

6.5 Gaussian Distribution
6.5.4 Sampling from 

Multivariate Gaussian Distributions
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Random Sampling from Multivariate Standard Gaussian

• In the case of a multivariate Gaussian, random sampling
process consists of three stages:  

1) we need a source of pseudo-random numbers that  provide 
a uniform sample in the interval [0,1];   

2) we use a non-linear transformation such as the Box-Muller 
transform to obtain a sample from a univariate Gaussian;  

3) we collate a vector of these samples to obtain a sample 
from a multivariate standard normal  

Box-Muller Transformation

• ࢠ4ࢿ ,Խהࢢۏ˃
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Box-Muller-Marsaglia Transformation

Generating Multivariate Gaussian Random Samples

• For a general multivariate Gaussian, that is, where the mean 
is non zero and the covariance is not the identity matrix, we 
use properties of linear transformations of a Gaussian RV. 
• Assume we are interested in generating samples 

from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean µ and 
covariance matrix Σ. 
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Cholesky Decomposition  <1>

• ࢠ4ࢿ ,Խהࢢۏ˃

Cholesky Decomposition  <2>
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Cholesky Decomposition  <3>

Cholesky Decomposition  <4>
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Schur Decomposition  <1>

Schur Decomposition  <2>
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Schur Decomposition  <3>

2

Schur Decomposition  <4>
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SVD  <1>

SVD  <2>
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SVD  <3>

3

SVD  <4>
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Review of
Multivariate Normal Distribution
Wikipedia

Introduction

• In probability theory and statistics, the multivariate normal 
distribution, multivariate Gaussian distribution, or joint 
normal distribution is a generalization of the one-
dimensional (univariate) normal distribution to higher 
dimensions. 
• One definition is that a random vector is said to be k-variate 

normally distributed if every linear combination of its k
components has a univariate normal distribution. 
• Its importance derives mainly from the multivariate central 

limit theorem. 
• The multivariate normal distribution is often used to describe, 

at least approximately, any set of (possibly) correlated real-
valued random variables each of which clusters around a 
mean value. 
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Notation and Parametrization

Normal Random Vector
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Equivalent Definitions

Normal Density Function
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Bivariate Normal Probability Density

BLUE

Cumulative Distribution Function
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Likelihood Function

Entropy and Kullback-Leibler Divergence
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Mutual Information

Joint Normality
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Conditional Distribution and Regression

Bivariate Normal Distribution
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Centered Bivariate Normal Distribution

Marginal Distribution
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Affine Transformation

Geometric Interpretation
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Parameter Estimation

Bayesian Inference

Inverse Wishart
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Multivariate Normal Test

Classification into Multivariate Normal Classes
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Generating Normal Random Vectors

Mäda Primavesi by Gustav Klimt

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:M%C3%A4da_Primavesi_(1903%E2%80%932000)_MET_DP243354.jpg
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Bayesian	Methods
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

Gamma Function and 
Beta Function
[Reference] Wikipedia
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Gamma Function and 
Beta Function
Gamma Function

Motivation for Gamma Function
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Definition of Gamma Function

Gamma Function and Factorial
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Euler’s Reflection Formula

Inequalities
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Stiring’s Formula

• https://healy.econ.ohio-state.edu/kcb/Ma103/Notes/Stirling.pdf

Gamma Function and 
Beta Function
Beta Function
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Definition of Beta Function

[ ] Pochhammer’s Symbol

•
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[Weisstein] Pochhammer Symbol

• https://archive.lib.msu.edu/crcmath/math/math/p/p373.htm

Properties of Beta Function
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Beta Function and Gamma Function

Proof of
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Approximation 

Other Identities and Formulas

• Pascal Identity

• A bivariate identity for a product of beta functions:
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Incomplete Beta Function

Useful for Beta Distribution

Frequentists vs Bayesians
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[Wiki] Statistical Inference

• Statistical inference is the process of using data analysis to 
infer properties of an underlying distribution of probability. 
• Inferential statistical analysis infers properties of a 

population, for example by testing hypotheses and deriving
estimates. 
• It is assumed that the observed data set is sampled from a 

larger population. 
• Inferential statistics can be contrasted with descriptive 

statistics. Descriptive statistics is solely concerned with 
properties of the observed data, and it does NOT rest on the 
assumption that the data come from a larger population. 
• Descriptive data summarization techniques as a part of 

preprocessing can be used to identify the typical properties 
of the  given data and highlight which data values should be 
treated as noise or outliers.

[Wiki] Inference in Machine Learning

• In ML, the term inference is sometimes used instead to mean 
"make a prediction, by evaluating an already trained model";  

 inferring properties of the model is referred to as training or
learning (rather than inference); 

 using a model for prediction is referred to as inference
(instead of prediction)
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Frequentist Estimation 

• Frequentist methods assume the observed data is sampled 
from some distribution. 
• We call this data distribution the likelihood: P(Data|θ), 

where the parameter θ is treated as is constant and the goal 
is to find the θ that would maximize the likelihood

Bayesian Estimation 

• Bayesian methods assume the probabilities for both data 
and hypotheses (parameters specifying the distribution of the 
data). 
• In Bayesians, θ is a random variable, and the assumptions 

include a prior distribution of the hypotheses P(θ), and a 
likelihood of data P(Data|θ). 
• The main critique of Bayesian inference is the subjectivity 

of the prior as different priors may arrive at different 
posteriors and conclusions.
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Frequentist Inference

• NEVER uses or gives the probability of a hypothesis (no 
prior or posterior)
• Depends on the likelihood for both observed and 

unobserved data
• Does NOT require a prior
• Dominated statistical practice during the 20th century
• Tends to be less computationally intensive

Bayesian Inference

• Uses probabilities for both hypotheses and data
• Depends on the prior and likelihood of observed data
• Requires one to know or construct a ‘subjective prior’
• Dominated statistical practice before the 20th century
• May be computationally intensive due to integration over 

many parameters
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Frequentists vs Bayesians

• https://sofile.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/bayes-vs-frequentist.png

Comparison of Frequentist and Bayesian Approaches <1>

• http://www.med.mcgill.ca/epidemiology/courses/EPIB654/Summer2010/
Uncertainty/bayesian%20vs%20freq.pdf
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Comparison of Frequentist and Bayesian Approaches <2>

Bayesian Methods 
for Machine Learning
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The Bayesian Approach to Machine Learning

1) We formulate our knowledge about the situation probabilistically: 
 We define a model that expresses qualitative aspects of our 

knowledge (e.g., forms of distributions, independence 
assumptions). The model will have some unknown parameters. 

We specify a prior probability distribution for these unknown 
parameters that expresses our beliefs about which values are more 
or less likely, before seeing the data. 

2) We gather data (likelihood)
3) We compute the posterior probability distribution for the 

parameters, given the observed data. 
4) We use this posterior distribution to: 
 Reach scientific conclusions, properly accounting for uncertainty.
 Make predictions by averaging over the posterior distribution. 
 Make decisions so as to minimize posterior expected loss.
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Who discovered Bayes Theorem?

• Given two jointly distributed random vectors, say, x, θ, 
Bayes theorem states that

p(x,θ)  =  p(x|θ )p(θ )  =  p(θ|x)p(x).             (3.60)

• David Bayes (1702-1761) was an English mathematician 
and a Presbyterian minister who first developed the basics of 
the theory. 
• Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827), the great French 

mathematician, further developed and popularized it.

• [Eponymy]  Stephen M. Stigler (1983) Who discovered 
Bayes's theorem? The American Statistician, vol. 37, pp. 
290-296

Prior and Posterior

• Assume that x, θ are two statistically dependent random 
vectors. Let  be the set of the 
observations resulting from N successive experiments. Then, 
Bayes theorem gives  

• In (3.61),  p(θ) is the a priori pdf concerning the statistical 
distribution of θ, and p(θ | ) is the conditional or a 
posteriori pdf, formed after the set of N observations has 
been obtained.

• The prior probability density, p(θ), can be considered as a 
constraint that encapsulates our prior knowledge about θ. 
• No doubt, our uncertainty about θ is modified after the 

observations have been received, because more information 
is now disclosed to us.
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Information Changes Conclusions

Inference (in ML) vs Estimation (in Statistics)

• If the adopted assumptions about the underlying models are 
sensible, we expect the posterior pdf to be a more accurate 
one to describe the statistical nature of θ. 
• We will refer to the process of approximating the pdf of a 

random quantity, based on a set of training data, as 
inference, to differentiate it from the process of estimation, 
that returns a single value for each parameter/variable. 
• So, according to the inference approach, one attempts to 

draw conclusions about the nature of the randomness that 
underlies the variables of interest. 
• This information can in turn be used to make predictions

and to take decisions.
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Exploiting the Bayes Theorem

• Using the Bayes formula (3.61), we can obtain an estimate 
of the parameter vector θ, which “controls” the model that 
describes the generation mechanism of our observations. 
Because x and θ are two statistically dependent random 
vectors, the MSE estimate of the value of θ given     is 

• Another direction to exploit the Bayes theorem, in the 
context of statistical inference, is to obtain an estimate of 
the pdf of x given the observations This can be done by 
marginalizing over a distribution, using the equation   

• Remember that                                         This means               
in (3.63) depends on not only      but also prior knowledge of           

[Wiki] Online Machine Learning

• In computer science, online machine learning is a method of 
ML in which data becomes available in a sequential order 
and is used to update the best predictor for future data at 
each step, as opposed to batch learning techniques which 
generate the best predictor by learning on the entire training 
data set at once. 
• Online learning is a common technique used in areas of ML

where it is computationally infeasible to train over the entire 
dataset, requiring the need of out-of-core algorithms. 

• It is also used in situations where it is necessary for the 
algorithm to dynamically adapt to new patterns in the data, 
or when the data itself is generated as a function of time, 
e.g., stock price prediction. 
• Online learning algorithms may be prone to catastrophic 

interference, a problem that can be addressed by incremental 
learning approaches.
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New Observations

• Once is available, it can be used for prediction. 
• Assuming that we have obtained the observations 

our estimate about the next value, to occur can be 
determined via                     . 

• Obviously, the form of                is, in general, changing as 
new observations are obtained, because each time an 
observation becomes available, part of  our uncertainty about 
the underlying randomness is removed.
• Naturally this procedure is useful for online machine 

learning.

Example 3.6 of MLBOP  <1>
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Example 3.6 of MLBOP  <2>

Example 3.6 of MLBOP  <3>
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When the prior variance is large

• It should be pointed out that in the case of this  example,  
both the ML and LS estimates become identical, or

• This will be the case for the mean value in Eq.  (3.67), if we 
set  very large, as might happen if we have no confidence 
in our initial estimate of and we assign a very large value 
to 
• In effect, this is equivalent to using NO prior information.
• It is sometimes called an improper prior.

Bayesian Approach and Regularization

• Let us now investigate what happens if our prior knowledge about 
is “embedded” in the LS criterion in the form of a constraint

• It leads to the minimization of the following Lagrangian

• The first-order condition becomes

• If                        then this becomes identical to Eq. (3.67).
• This has happened only because we used Gaussians both for the 

conditional as well as the prior pdfs.  
• This example shows that a close relationship ties priors and 

constraints. Both of them attempt to impose prior information. 
• The very essence of regularization, which is a means against 

overfitting, lies at the heart of the Bayesian approach.
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Extra Information of Bayesian Inference

• One may wonder if the Bayesian inference has offered us 
any more information, compared to the deterministic 
parameter estimation path. 
• When the aim is to obtain a specific value for the unknown 

parameter, taking the mean of the Gaussian posterior
comes to the same solution, which results from the 
regularized LS approach. 
• Even for this simple case, the Bayesian inference readily 

provides a piece of extra information; this is an estimate of 
the variance around the mean, which is very valuable in 
order to assess our trust of the recovered estimate. 
• All these are valid provided that the adopted pdfs offer a 

good description of the statistical nature of the process at 
hand.

Point Estimation

1

2

3

MAP
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Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)

ML, MAP and the Bayesian Estimators

• Observe that for the case of the Example 3.6, all three 
estimators, namely ML, MAP and the Bayesian (taking the 
mean), result asymptotically in the same estimate, as N
increases. 
• This is a more general result and it is true for other pdfs as 

well as for the case of parameter vectors. 
• As the number of observations increases, our uncertainty is 

reduced and p(X |θ),  p(θ |X) peak sharply around a value of 
θ. This forces all the methods to result in similar estimates. 
However, the obtained estimates are different for finite 
values of N. 
• Recently, Bayesian methods have become very popular, 

and seem to be the choice, among the three methods, for a 
number of practical problems.
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Conjugate Prior

• The choice of the prior pdf in the Bayesian methods is NOT 
an  innocent task.  
• In  Example 3.6,we chose the conditional pdf (likelihood 

function) as well as the prior pdf to be Gaussians. We saw 
that  the posterior pdf was also Gaussian. The advantage of 
such a choice was that we could come to closed form 
solutions. This is not always the case, and then the 
computation of the posterior pdf needs sampling methods
or other approximate techniques. 
• The family of  Gaussians is NOT the only one with this nice 

property of leading to closed form solutions. 
• If the posterior is of the same form as the prior, we say that 

p(θ) is a conjugate prior of the likelihood function p(X |θ)  
and then the involved integrations can  be carried  out in 
closed form. 
• Hence, the Gaussian pdf is a conjugate of itself.

Why De We Use a Gaussian Distribution? 

• For the sake of pedagogical purposes, it is interesting to 
recapitulate some of the nice properties that  the Gaussian  
pdf possesses. 

a. The Gaussian is a conjugate of itself.  If two RVs (vectors) 
are jointly Gaussian, then their marginal pdfs are also 
Gaussian and the posterior pdf of one wrt the other is also 
Gaussian.

b. The linear combination of jointly Gaussian variables 
turns out to be Gaussian. As a special case, the sum of 
Gaussian RVs is also a Gaussian one.  

c. The central limit theorem (CLT) states that the sum of a 
large number of independent RVs tends to be Gaussian, as 
the number of the summands increases.

d. It has the maximum entropy subject to mean and variance. 
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6.6 Conjugacy and
the Exponential Family

Some Distributions

Distributions in the Computing Age

• For a beginner, it can be overwhelming to figure out which 
distribution to use. 
• Many of these distributions were discovered at a time that 

statistics and computation were done by pencil and paper. 
• It is natural to ask what are meaningful concepts in the 

computing age (Efron and Hastie, 2016). 
• In the previous section, we saw that many of the operations 

required for inference can be conveniently calculated when 
the distribution is Gaussian. 
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Probability Distributions in the ML Context

• It is worth recalling at this point the desiderata (i.e., things 
desired) for manipulating probability distributions in the ML
context:

1. There is some “closure property” when applying the rules 
of probability, e.g., Bayes’ theorem. By closure, we mean 
that applying a particular operation returns an object of the 
same type.

2. As we collect more data, we do NOT need more  
parameters to describe the distribution.

3. Since we are interested in learning from data, we want  
parameter estimation to behave nicely.

Exponential Family and Some Distributions

• It turns out that the class of distributions called the 
exponential family provides the right balance of generality
while retaining favorable computation and inference 
properties. 
• Before we introduce the exponential family, let us see four

(Not Three) more members of “named” probability 
distributions, the Bernoulli, Binomial, Gamma, and Beta 
distributions.
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Bernouille Distribution  <1>

• ଝ˓̖ IV, ࢠ1ࢿ

Bernouille Distribution  <3>

• An example where the Bernoulli distribution can be used is when 
we are interested in modeling the probability of “heads” when 
flipping a coin.

• The rewriting above of the Bernoulli distribution, where we use 
Boolean variables as numerical 0 or 1 and express them in the 
exponents, is a trick that is often used in ML textbooks. 
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Bernouille Distribution  <4>

Bernouille Distribution  <5>
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Binomial Distribution  <1> 

Binomial Distribution  <2> 
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Binomial Distribution  <3> 

• An example where the Binomial could be used is if we want 
to describe the probability of observing m “heads” in N coin-
flip experiments if the probability for observing head in a 
single experiment is µ.

Binomial Distribution  <4>  

• Examples of the Binomial distribution  for µଲ{0.1, 0.4, 0.75}
and N=15.
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Binomial Distribution  <5>  [Wiki]

Binomial Distribution  <6>  [Wiki] 
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Beta Distribution  <1>

Beta Distribution  <2>
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Beta Distribution  <3>

Beta Distribution  <4>
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Beta Distribution  <5>  [Wiki]

Beta Distribution  <6>  [Wiki]
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Gamma Distribution  <1>

Gamma Distribution  <2>
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Gamma Distribution  <3>  [Wiki]

Integration by Parts

Gamma Distribution  <4>  [Wiki]

• The gamma distribution is a two-parameter family of continuous 
probability distributions. 

• The exponential distribution, Erlang distribution, and chi-square 
distribution are special cases of the gamma distribution. 

• There are two different parameterizations in common use: 
1. With a shape parameter k and a scale parameter θ. 
2. With a shape parameter α = k and an inverse scale parameter    

β = 1/θ, called a rate parameter. 
• In each of these forms, both parameters are positive real numbers.
• The gamma distribution is the maximum entropy probability 

distribution (both wrt a uniform base measure and wrt a 1/x
base measure) for an RV X for which E[X] = kθ = α/β is fixed and 
greater than zero, and E[ln(X)] = ψ(k) + ln(θ) = ψ(α) − ln(β) is 
fixed (ψ is the digamma function).
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Gamma Distribution  <5>  [Wili]

Gamma Distribution  <6>
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Inverse Gamma Distribution

Wishart Distribution
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Inverse Wishart Distribution

Multinomial Distribution
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Naming the Distributions

• There is a whole zoo of distributions with names, and they 
are related in different ways to each other (Leemis and 
McQueston, 2008). 
• It is worth keeping in mind that each named distribution is 

created for a particular reason, but may have other 
applications. 
• Knowing the reason behind the creation of a particular 

distribution often allows insight into how to best use it. 

6.6 Conjugacy and
the Exponential Family

6.6.1 Conjugacy
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Computational Methods

• The other big challenge in making Bayesian modeling work 
is computing the posterior distribution. We consider the 
following five approaches: 

 Analytical integration: Use conjugate prior distributions, if 
possible.  

 Gaussian Quadrature: Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Legendre, 
Gauss-Chebyshev, Gauss-Laguerre, Gauss-Hermite, Gauss-
Jacobi, etc.

 Gaussian approximation: When there is a lot of data
compared to the model complexity, the posterior distribution 
may be close to Gaussian. 

Monte Carlo Simulation

 Monte Carlo integration: When we have a sample of 
parameter values from the posterior distribution, we can do 
almost all of things. Popular methods to get a sample are; 

a. Simple Monte Carlo
b. Importance sampling - Sample from an approximation to 

the posterior, then reweight to compensate for the 
difference. It may be all right in moderate dimensions. 

c. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) - Simulate a Markov 
chain that eventually converges to the posterior distribution. 
We can apply it to most of problems. Nowadays, it is the 
dominant approach. 
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Prior Distribution  <1>

• ଝ˓̖ VIII, ࢸ2.5ࢿ

Prior Distribution  <2>
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Conjugate Prior Distribution

Normal-Normal-Normal  <1>
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Normal-Normal-Normal  <2>

Normal-Normal-Normal  <3>
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Beta-Bernoulli-Beta  <1>

Beta-Bernouille-Beta  <2>
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Gamma-Exponential-Gamma  <1>

Gamma-Exponential-Gamma  <2>
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Gamma-Exponential-Gamma  <3>

Dirichlet Distribution  <1>

RVs Parameters
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Dirichlet Distribution  <2>

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dirichlet.pdf

Conjugacy of Dirichlet and Multinomial  <1>

• http://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~jordan/courses/260-
spring10/lectures/lecture4.pdf
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Conjugacy of Dirichlet and Multinomial  <2>

Conjugacy of Dirichlet and Multinomial  <3>

• http://www.mas.ncl.ac.uk/~nmf16/teaching/mas3301/week6.pdf
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Some Conjugate Discrete Distributions

Some Conjugate Continuous Distributions
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Noninformative Prior Probability  <1>

Noninformative Prior Probability  <2>
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Noninformative Prior Probability  <3>

Conjugate Prior

• According to Bayes’ theorem (6.23), the posterior is 
proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood. 
• The specification of the prior can be tricky for two reasons: 
1) First, the prior should encapsulate our knowledge about the 

problem before we see any data. This is often difficult to 
describe. 

2) Second, it is often NOT possible to compute the posterior 
distribution analytically. However, there are some priors 
that are computationally convenient: conjugate priors.

Definition  6.13 (Conjugate  Prior)  A prior is conjugate for  
the likelihood function if the posterior is of the same  
form/type as  the  prior.
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[Review] Conjugacy 

• Conjugacy is particularly convenient because we can 
algebraically calculate our posterior distribution by updating 
the parameters of the prior distribution.
• When considering the geometry of probability distributions, 

conjugate priors retain the same distance structure as the 
likelihood (Agarwal and Daume III,  2010).

[Review] Example 6.11 (Beta-Binomial Conjugacy)
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[Review] Example 6.12 (Beta-Bernoulli Conjugacy)

[Review] Lists Examples for Conjugate Priors

• Table  6.2 lists examples for conjugate priors for the  
parameters of some standard likelihoods used in probabilistic 
modeling. 
• Distributions such as Multinomial, inverse Gamma, inverse  

Wishart, and Dirichlet can be found in any statistical text,  
and are described in Bishop (2006), for example.

Table 6.2 Examples of conjugate priors for 
common likelihood functions
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[Review] Prior and Likelihood

• The Beta distribution is the conjugate prior for the parameter µ 
in both the Binomial and the Bernoulli likelihood. 

• For a Gaussian likelihood function, we can place a conjugate 
Gaussian prior on the mean. 

• The reason why the Gaussian likelihood appears twice in the 
table is that we need to distinguish the univariate from the 
multivariate case. 

1) In the univariate (scalar) case, the inverse Gamma is the 
conjugate prior for the variance. 

2) In the multivariate case, we use a conjugate inverse Wishart
distribution as a prior on the covariance matrix. 

• The Dirichlet distribution is the conjugate prior for the 
multinomial likelihood function. 

• For  further details, we refer to Bishop (2006).

Cartoon for the Frieze of the Villa Stoclet in Brussels: 
Fulfillment (Lovers) by Gustav Klimt

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustav_Klimt_031.jpg

Museum of Applied Arts, 
Vienna, Austria
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Chapter	23

Conjugacy	&	Change	of	Variables
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Chapter 6 of MML
Conjugacy & Change of Variables
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ByoungSeon Choi (bschoi12@snu.ac.kr)
Graduate School of Data Science, SNU

Musique du jour

Gabriel Fauré
Mov IV Pie Jesu

from Requiem in D minor, Op. 48

Kathleen Battle, soprano
Robert Sadin, conductor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHbUebcQopo
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datalylab.com

• https://sites.google.com/view/cbsdataly/

6.6 Conjugacy and
the Exponential Family

Criteria of Good Statistics and 
Maximum Likelihood Estimators
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Criteria of a Good Statistic (Frequentists)

• Unbiasedness 
• Consistency (Important in ML)
• Sufficiency
• Efficiency
• Asymptotic Normality

Grenander’s Phenomenon

• Grenander, U. (1951) On Empirical Spectral Analysis of 
Stochastic Processes. Arkiv för Matematik, vol. 1, pp. 503-31.
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[Wiki] Bias-Variance Tradeoff  <1>

• In statistics and ML, the bias-variance tradeoff is the property of a 
model that the variance of the parameter estimated across samples 
can be reduced by increasing the bias in the estimated parameters. 

• The bias-variance dilemma or bias–variance problem 
(Grenander’s phenomenon in periodograms) is the conflict in 
trying to simultaneously minimize these two sources of error that 
prevent supervised learning algorithms from generalizing beyond 
their training set: 

• The bias error is an error from erroneous assumptions in the 
learning algorithm. High bias can cause an algorithm to miss the 
relevant relations between features and target outputs 
(underfitting). 

• The variance is an error from sensitivity to small fluctuations in 
the training set. High variance may result from an algorithm 
modeling the random noise in the training data (overfitting).

[Wiki] Bias-Variance Tradeoff  <2>

• Bias and variance as function of model complexity
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Bias and Variance in Machine Learning

• https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/machine-learning-
tutorial/bias-and-variance

Double Descent Phenomenon (Important!) 

• https://openai.com/blog/deep-double-descent/
• We show that the double descent phenomenon occurs in 

CNNs, ResNets, and transformers: performance first 
improves, then gets worse, and then improves again with 
increasing model size, data size, or training time. 

• This effect is often avoided through careful regularization. 
• While this behavior appears to be fairly universal, we don’t 

yet fully understand why it happens, and view further 
study of this phenomenon as an important research direction.
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Law of Large Numbers (LLN)

Central Limit Theorem (CLT)
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[Wiki] Bias of an Estimator

[Wiki] Consistent Estimator  <1>
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[Wiki] Consistent Estimator  <2>

• {T1, T2, T3, ...} is a sequence of estimators for parameter θ0, 
the true value of which is 4. This sequence is consistent: the 
estimators are getting more and more concentrated near the 
true value θ0; at the same time, these estimators are biased. 
The limiting distribution of the sequence is a degenerate 
random variable which equals θ0 with probability 1.

[Wiki] Bias vs Consistency 
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[Wiki] Sunrise Problem (Bayesian)

[Wiki] Sufficiency

• As an example, the sample mean is sufficient for the mean μ
of a normal distribution with known variance. Once the 
sample mean is known, NO further information about μ can 
be obtained from the sample itself. On the other hand, for an 
arbitrary distribution the median is NOT sufficient for the 
mean: even if the median of the sample is known, knowing 
the sample itself would provide further information about the 
population mean. For example, if the observations that are 
less than the median are only slightly less, but observations 
exceeding the median exceed it by a large amount, then this 
would have a bearing on one's inference about the population 
mean.
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[Wiki] Efficiency

[Wiki] Asymptotic Distribution  <1>
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[Wiki] Asymptotic Distribution  <2>

• The central limit theorem gives only an asymptotic 
distribution. 
• As an approximation for a finite number of observations, it 

provides a reasonable approximation only when close to 
the peak of the normal distribution; it requires a very large 
number of observations to stretch into the tails. 

[Wikimedia Commons] Central Limit Thorem

• https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Central_Limit_Theorem.png
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Gauss-Markov Theorem  <1>

• ୣ̆ٗ۱ (ۘ) pp. 142-3
Best Linear Unbiased Estimator
BLUE

Gauss-Markov Theorem  <2>
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Gauss-Markov Theorem  <3>

[Wiki] Maximum Likelihood Estimation  <1>
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[Wiki] Properties of Maximum Likelihood Estimators

• Unbiasedness
• Consistency
• Sufficiency
• Efficiency (X)
• Second-order efficiency after correction for bias (O)
• Asymptotic Normality
• Functional Equivalence

[Wiki] Functional Equivalence of MLE
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[Wiki] Bayesian Inference and MLE

[Wiki] MLE in Bayesian Decision Theory  <1>

• In many practical applications in ML, maximum-likelihood 
estimation is used as the model for parameter estimation.
• The Bayesian Decision theory is about designing a classifier 

that minimizes total expected risk, especially, when the costs 
(the loss function) associated with different decisions are 
equal, the classifier is minimizing the error over the whole 
distribution.
•
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[Wiki] MLE in Bayesian Decision Theory  <2>

[Wiki] MLE and Kullback–Leibler Divergence  <1>

• Finding that maximizes the likelihood is asymptotically 
equivalent to finding the that defines a probability 
distribution that has a minimal distance, in terms of 
Kullback–Leibler divergence, to the real probability 
distribution from which our data was generated by          

• In an ideal world, P and Q are the same (and the only thing 
unknown is     that defines P), but even if they are NOT and 
the model we use is misspecified, still the MLE will give us 
the "closest" distribution (within the restriction of a model Q
that depends on) to the real distribution.
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[Wiki] MLE and Kullback–Leibler Divergence   <2>

• Since cross entropy is just Shannon's Entropy plus KL 
divergence, and since the Entropy of is constant, the MLE is 
also asymptotically minimizing cross entropy.  (! Deep Learning)

LLN

6.6 Conjugacy and
the Exponential Family

6.6.2  Sufficient Statistics
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Sufficient Statistic

• A statistic of an RV is a deterministic function of that RV.
• For example, if is a vector of univariate 

Gaussian RVs, i.e.,                             then                                   
is statistic.  
• Sir Ronald Fisher discovered the notion of sufficient 

statistics.
• There are statistics which will contain all available 

information that can be inferred from data corresponding to 
the distribution under consideration. 
• In other words, sufficient statistics carry all the information 

needed to make inference about the population, i.e., they are 
the statistics that are sufficient to represent the distribution.

Contain All Possible Information

• For a set of distributions parametrized by θ, let X be an RV 
with distribution given an unknown A vector 
φ(x) of statistics is called sufficient statistics for if they 
contain all possible information about     
• [Factorization] To be more formal about “contain all 

possible information”, this means that the probability of x
given θ can be factored into a part that does NOT depend on 
θ, and a part that depends on θ only via the sufficient statistic.

• https://www.math.arizona.edu/~jwatkins/sufficiency.pdf
• For observations and statistic T(X), the 

conditional probability, the following conditional probability 
is, typically, a function of both t and θ; 
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Example of Sufficient Statistic

Definition of Sufficient Statistic

• The Neyman-Fisher factorization theorem formalizes this 
notion as follows.

• [Reference] https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mathematics/18-
443-statistics-for-applications-fall-2003/lecture-
notes/lec11.pdf
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Neyman-Fisher Factorization Criterion

Proof of Neyman-Fisher Factorization Criterion  <1>
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Proof of Neyman-Fisher Factorization Criterion  <2>

Proof of Neyman-Fisher Factorization Criterion  <3>
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Example of Neyman-Fisher Factorization Criterion

Why a Frequentist …

(Q) Why a usual frequentist (statistician) has NOT taught the 
proof of Fisher-Neyman factorization theorem?

(A) Because the proof is based on Bayes Theorem.
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Data and Distribution

• If p(x|θ) does NOT depend on θ, then is trivially a 
sufficient statistic for any function 
• The more interesting case is that p(x|θ) is dependent only 

on           and not x itself. In this case,           is a sufficient 
statistic for θ.

• In ML, we consider a finite number of samples from a 
distribution. One could imagine that for simple distributions 
(such as the Bernoulli) we only need a small number of 
samples to estimate the parameters of the distributions. 
• We could also consider the opposite problem: If we have a 

set of data (a sample from an unknown distribution), which 
distribution gives the best fit?

Exponential Family

• A natural question to ask is, as we observe more data, do we 
need more parameters θ to describe the distribution?
• It turns out that the answer is yes in general, and this is 

studied in non-parametric statistics (Wasserman, 2007). 

• A converse question is to consider which class of 
distributions have finite-dimensional sufficient statistics, 
that is the number of parameters needed to describe them 
does NOT increase arbitrarily. 
• The answer is exponential family distributions, described in 

the following section.
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6.6 Conjugacy and
the Exponential Family

6.6.3 Exponential Family

Possible Levels of Abstraction

• There are three possible levels of abstraction we can have when 
considering distributions (of discrete or continuous RVs).  

• At level one (the most concrete end of the spectrum), we have a   
particular named distribution with fixed parameters, for example   
a univariate  Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance, 

• In ML, we often use the second level of abstraction, i.e., we fix the 
parametric form (the univariate Gaussian) and infer the parameters 
from data. For example, we assume                with unknown mean 
µ and unknown variance         and use a maximum likelihood fit  
to determine the best parameters                  

• A third level of abstraction is to consider families of 
distributions,  and we consider the exponential family. The  
univariate Gaussian is an example of a member of the exponential 
family. Many  of the widely used  statistical  models, including  all 
the “named” models in Table  6.2, are members of the exponential 
family.  
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Table 6.2  Conjugate  Priors

• Examples of conjugate priors for common likelihood  
functions.

Koopman-Darmois Family

• A brief historical anecdote: Like many concepts in mathematics 
and science, exponential families were independently discovered 
at the same time by different researchers. In the years 1935-1936, 
Edwin Pitman in Tasmania, Georges Darmois in Paris, and 
Bernard Koopman in New York independently showed that the 
exponential families are the only families that enjoy finite-
dimensional sufficient statistics under repeated independent 
sampling. 

• An exponential family is a family of probability distributions,  
parameterized by                  of  the  form

• Here, is the vector of sufficient statistics. 
• In general, any inner product can be used in (6.107), and for 

concreteness we will use the standard dot product here.
• Note that the form of the exponential family is essentially a 

particular expression of in the Neyman-Fisher theorem. 
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Definition of Exponential Family

• The factor h(x) can be absorbed into the dot product term by 
adding another entry (log h(x)) to the vector of sufficient 
statistics and constraining the corresponding 
parameter 
• The term A(θ) is the normalization constant that ensures that 

the distribution sums up or integrates to one and is called the 
log-partition function. 

• A  good intuitive notion of exponential families can be  
obtained by ignoring these two terms and considering 
exponential families as distributions of the form

• For this form of parametrization, the parameters θ are called 
the natural parameters.

Convenience to Modeling

• At first glance, it seems that exponential families are a 
mundane (unexciting) transformation by adding the 
exponential function to the result of a dot product. 
• However, there are many implications that allow for 

convenient modeling and efficient computation based on the 
fact that we can capture information about data in 
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Example 6.13  (Gaussian as Exponential Family)

Example 6.14 (Bernoulli as Exponential Family)
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Bernoulli Parameter and Sigmoid Parameter

• The relationship between the original Bernoulli parameter µ
and the natural parameter  θ is known as the sigmoid or  
logistic function.  
• Observe that  µଲ(0,1) but  θଲR, and therefore the sigmoid 

function squeezes a real value into the range (0,1). 

• This  property is useful in ML, for example it is used in 
logistic regression (Bishop, 2006, section 4.3.2), as well as a 
nonlinear activation functions in neural networks

Conjugate Prior and Sufficient Statistic
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Example 6.15

Exponential Family and Sufficient Statistics

• The main motivation for exponential families is that they 
have finite-dimensional sufficient statistics. 
• Additionally, conjugate distributions are easy to write 

down, and the conjugate distributions also come from an 
exponential family. 
• From an inference perspective, maximum likelihood 

estimation behaves nicely, because empirical estimates of 
sufficient statistics are optimal estimates of the population 
values of sufficient statistics (recall the mean and 
covariance of a Gaussian). 
• From an optimization perspective, the log-likelihood 

function is concave, allowing for efficient optimization 
approaches to be applied.
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A Suggestion

• When the exponential family does NOT give you a 
satisfactory result, CBS recommends to use

Exponential Family and Heat Transfer PDE
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6.7 Change of Variables
Inverse Transform

Transformed Random Variable 

• It may seem that there are very many known distributions, 
but in reality the set of distributions for which we have 
names is quite limited. Therefore, it is often useful to 
understand how transformed RVs are distributed. 
• For example, assuming that X is an RV distributed according 

to the univariate                 what is the distribution of 
• Another example, which is quite common in ML, is what is 

the distribution of given that are 
univariate standard normal?
• [Notation] We will be explicit about RVs and the values they 

take. Recall that we use capital letters X, Y to denote RVs 
and small letters x, y to denote the values in the target space 
that the RVs take. We will explicitly write pmfs of discrete 
RV X as P(X = x). For continuous RV X, the pdf is written as 
f(x) and the cdf is written as  
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Three Approaches for Transformed Random Variables

• We will look at three approaches for obtaining distributions 
of transformations of RVs: 

1) a direct approach using the definition of a cdf;
2) a change-of-variable approach that uses the chain rule of 

calculus (Jacobian);
3) the moment generating function/characteristic function 

technique.

Transformations of Discrete Random Variables
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6.7 Change of Variables
Inverse Transform

6.7.1 Distribution Function Technique

Distribution Function Technique
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Example 6.16

Inverse Transform

• In Example 6.16, we considered a strictly monotonically 
increasing function                       This means that we could 
compute an inverse function. 
• In general, we require that the function of interest y = U(x) 

has an inverse 
• A useful result can be obtained by considering the cdf

of an RV X, and using it as the transformation U(x). This 
leads to the following theorem.
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Probability Integral Transform

• Theorem 6.15 is known as the probability integral transform, 
and it is probability integral used to derive algorithms for 
sampling from distributions by transforming transform the 
result of sampling from a uniform RV (Bishop, 2006). 

• The algorithm works by first generating a sample from a 
uniform distribution, then transforming it by the inverse 
cdf (assuming this is available) to obtain a sample from the 
desired distribution. 
• The probability integral transform is also used for 

hypothesis testing whether a sample comes from a 
particular distribution (Lehmann and Romano, 2005). 
• The idea that the output of a cdf gives a uniform distribution 

also forms the basis of copulas (Nelsen, 2006).

Inverse Transformation Method  <1>

• ଝ˓̖ IV: Monte Carlo Methods for Finance and Economics
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Inverse Transformation Method  <2>

Inverse Transformation of Exponential Dist.  <1>
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Inverse Transformation of Exponential Dist.  <2> 

Inverse Transformation of Exponential Dist.  <3>
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Inverse Transformation of Logistic Dist.  <1>

Inverse Transformation of Logistic Dist.  <2>
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Inverse Transformation of Logistic Dist.  <3>

Inverse Transformation of Discrete Uniform <1>
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Inverse Transformation of Discrete Uniform <2>

Inverse Transformation of Discrete Uniform <3>
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6.7 Change of Variables
Inverse Transform

6.7.2 Change of Variables

The Change-of-Variables Method

Change of variables in probability relies on  
the change-of-variables method in calculus

• The distribution function technique in Section 6.7.1 is 
derived from first principles, based on the definitions of cdfs
and using properties of inverses, differentiation, and 
integration. 
• This argument from first principles relies on two facts:
1) We can transform the cdf of Y into an expression that is a 

cdf of X.
2) We can differentiate the cdf to obtain the pdf.  
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More General Change-of-Variables Approach

• Let us break down the reasoning step by step, with the goal 
of understanding the more general change-of-variables 
approach in Theorem 6.16.

• The name “change of variables” comes from the idea of 
changing the variable of integration when faced with a 
difficult integral. 
• For univariate functions, we use the substitution rule of 

integration

• The derivation of this rule is based on the chain rule of 
calculus (5.32) and by applying twice the fundamental 
theorem of calculus.

The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

• The fundamental theorem of calculus formalizes the fact 
that integration and differentiation are somehow “inverses” 
of each other. 
• An intuitive understanding of the rule can be obtained by 

thinking (loosely) about small changes (differentials) to the 
equation u=g(x), that is by considering ∆u=g (x)∆x as a 
differential of u=g(x). By subsituting u=g(x), the argument 
inside the integral on the RHS of (6.133) becomes f(g(x)). 
By pretending that the term du can be approximated by 
du ≈ ∆u=g(x)∆x, and that dx ≈ ∆x,  we obtain  (6.133).
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Deriving Change-of-Variables Property  <1>

Deriving Change-of-Variables Property  <2>
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Deriving Change-of-Variables Property  <3>

Jacobian

Deriving Change-of-Variables Property  <4>

• The case for multivariate random variables is analogous, but 
complicated by fact that the absolute value can  NOT be 
used for multivariate functions. 
• Instead, we use the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. 
• Recall from (5.58) that the Jacobian is a matrix of partial 

derivatives, and that the existence of a nonzero determinant 
shows that we can invert the Jacobian. 
• Recall the discussion in Section 4.1 that the determinant 

arises because our differentials (cubes of volume) are 
transformed into parallelepipeds by the Jacobian. 
• Let us summarize preceding the discussion in the following 

theorem, which gives us a recipe for multivariate change of 
variables.
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Theorem of Change-of-Variables

• The theorem looks intimidating at first glance, but the key 
point is that a change of variable of a multivariate random 
variable follows the procedure of the univariate change of 
variable. 
• First we need to work out the inverse transform, and 

substitute that into the density of x. Then we calculate the 
determinant of the Jacobian and multiply the result. 

Example 6.17  <1>
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Example 6.17  <2>

Applying to Machine Learning

• While Example 6.17 is based on a bivariate random variable, 
which allows us to easily compute the matrix inverse, the 
preceding relation holds for higher dimensions.
• We saw in Section 6.5 that the density f(x) in (6.148) is 

actually the standard Gaussian distribution, and the 
transformed density f(y) is a bivariate Gaussian with  
covariance  

• We will use the ideas in this chapter to describe probabilistic  
modeling in Section 8.4, as well as introduce a graphical 
language in Section 8.5. We will see direct ML applications 
of these ideas in Chapters 9 and 11.
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6.7 Change of Variables
Inverse Transform

6.7.3 Moment Generating Function (Additional)
[Ref] Wikipedia; Moment-generating function

Definition of Moment Generating Function  [Wiki]
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Series Expansion of MGF  [Wiki]

Calculations of Moments

• https://researchers.ms.unimelb.edu.au/~xgge@unimelb/Files/Teaching/A
dvanced%20Probability%20(Semester%201%202020)/The%20Theory%
20of%20Moment%20Generating%20Functions.pdf
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Table of MGFs <1>  [Wiki]

Table of MGFs <2>  [Wiki]
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Calculation of MGF  [Wiki]

Linear Transformations of Random Variables  [Wiki]
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Uniqueness Theorem [Wiki]

Identity Theorem

• An important theorem is known as the Identity Theorem
which is stated as follows.
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Uniqueness Theorem of MGF

• One of the most important results about mgf is the fact that it 
uniquely determines the distribution. This is the content of 
the following theorem. 

Convergence Theorem [Wiki]

• The mgf is an effective tool for studying convergence in 
distribution. The following convergence theorem, which was 
originally due to Curtiss, shows that pointwise convergence 
for the mgf’s is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for 
convergence in distribution.
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Example of Convergence Theorem  <1>

Example of Convergence Theorem  <2>

On the other hand, the mgf of        is given by   
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Proof of the Central Limit Theorem  <1>

• http://www.swarthmore.edu/NatSci/peverso1/Stat%20111/CLT.pdf

Proof of the Central Limit Theorem  <2>
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6.7 Change of Variables
Inverse Transform

6.7.4 Characteristic Function (Additional)
[Ref] ̓ːଚ IX: Fourier Analysis for Financial 

Engineering, Chapter 5

Definition of Characteristic Function
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[Example] Normal Distribution

[Example] MGF of Cauchy Distribution

• Thus, the mgf of Cauchy RV does NOT exist.
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[Example] Characteristic Function of Cauchy Distribution

[Example] Cauchy Distribution (in Detail)  <1>
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[Example] Cauchy Distribution (in Detail)  <2>

[Example] Cauchy Distribution (in Detail)  <3>
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[Example] Cauchy Distribution (in Detail)  <4>

[Wiki] Characteristic Functions  <1>
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[Wiki] Characteristic Functions  <2>

Properties of Characteristic Function  <1>
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Properties of Characteristic Function  <2>

Convolution Theorem
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Example of Convolution Theorem  <1> [Wiki]

Example of Convolution Theorem  <2>  [Wiki] 
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Uniqueness Theorem 

Continuity Theorem
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[Example] Gamma Distributions [Wiki]

A Proof of Central Limit Theorem
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Inverse Theorem

Characteristic Function of Normal Distribution
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Love by Gustav Klimt

https://www.wikiart.org/en/gustav-klimt/love-1895
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